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  month          = {June},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1--12},
  abstract  = {In this paper we present Scylla, a methodology for 
domain adaptation of Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems that 
make use of a multilingual FrameNet enriched with qualia relations 
as an external knowledge base. Domain adaptation techniques used in 
NMT usually require fine-tuning and in-domain training data, which 
may pose difficulties for those working with lesser-resourced 
languages and may also lead to performance decay of the NMT system 
for out-of-domain sentences. Scylla does not require fine-tuning of 
the NMT model, avoiding the risk of model over-fitting and 
consequent decrease in performance for out-of-domain translations. 
Two versions of Scylla are presented: one using the source sentence 
as input, and another one using the target sentence. We evaluate 
Scylla in comparison to a state-of-the-art commercial NMT system in 
an experiment in which 50 sentences from the Sports domain are 
translated from Brazilian Portuguese to English. The two versions of 
Scylla significantly outperform the baseline commercial system in 
HTER.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.1}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {89--99},
  abstract  = {Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA) 
(Abend and Rappoport, 2013a) is a cross-lingual semantic annotation 
framework that provides an easy annotation without any requirement 
for linguistic background. UCCA-annotated datasets have been already 
released in English, French, and German. In this paper, we introduce 
the first UCCA-annotated Turkish dataset that currently involves 50 
sentences obtained from the METU-Sabanci Turkish Treebank (Atalay et 
al., 2003; Oflazeret al., 2003). We followed a semi-automatic 
annotation approach, where an external semantic parser is utilised 
for an initial annotation of the dataset, which is partially 
accurate and requires refinement. We manually revised the 
annotations obtained from the semantic parser that are not in line 
with the UCCA rules that we defined for Turkish. We used the same 
external semantic parser for evaluation purposes and conducted 
experiments with both zero-shot and few-shot learning. While the 
parser cannot predict remote edges in zero-shot setting, using even 
a small subset of training data in few-shot setting increased the 
overall F-1 score including the remote edges. This is the initial 
version of the annotated dataset and we are currently extending the 
dataset. We will release the current Turkish UCCA annotation 
guideline along with the annotated dataset.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.10}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {948--955},
  abstract  = {Recent studies in cross-lingual learning using 
multilingual models have cast doubt on the previous hypothesis that 
shared vocabulary and joint pre-training are the keys to cross-
lingual generalization. We introduce a method for transferring 
monolingual models to other languages through continuous pre-
training and study the effects of such transfer from four different 
languages to English. Our experimental results on GLUE show that the 
transferred models outperform an English model trained from scratch, 
independently of the source language. After probing the model 
representations, we find that model knowledge from the source 
language enhances the learning of syntactic and semantic knowledge 
in English.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.100}
}
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Structure Programming Assignments},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {956--962},
  abstract  = {We present a dataset containing source code solutions 
to algorithmic programming exercises solved by hundreds of Bachelor-
level students at the University of Hamburg. These solutions were 
collected during the winter semesters 2019/2020, 2020/2021 and 
2021/2022. The dataset contains a set of solutions to a total of 21 
tasks written in Java as well as Python and a total of over 1500 
individual solutions. All solutions were submitted through Moodle 
and the Coderunner plugin and passed a number of test cases 
(including randomized tests), such that they can be considered as 
working correctly. All students whose solutions are included in the 
dataset gave their consent into publishing their solutions. The 
solutions are pseudonymized with a random solution ID. Included in 
this paper is a short analysis of the dataset containing statistical 
data and highlighting a few anomalies (e.g. the number of solutions 
per task decreases for the last few tasks due to grading rules). We 
plan to extend the dataset with tasks and solutions from upcoming 
courses.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.101}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {963--975},
  abstract  = {In this work, we conduct a quantitative linguistic 
analysis of the language usage patterns of multilingual peer 
supporters in two health-focused WhatsApp groups in Kenya comprising 
of youth living with HIV. Even though the language of communication 
for the group was predominantly English, we observe frequent use of 
Kiswahili, Sheng and code-mixing among the three languages. We 
present an analysis of language choice and its accommodation, 
different functions of code-mixing, and relationship between 
sentiment and code-mixing. To explore the effectiveness of off-the-



shelf Language Technologies (LT) in such situations, we attempt to 
build a sentiment analyzer for this dataset. Our experiments 
demonstrate the challenges of developing LT and therefore effective 
interventions for such forums and languages. We provide 
recommendations for language resources that should be built to 
address these challenges.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.102}
}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {976--986},
  abstract  = {Frame shift is a cross-linguistic phenomenon in 
translation which results in corresponding pairs of linguistic 
material evoking different frames. The ability to predict frame 
shifts would enable (semi-)automatic creation of multilingual frame 
annotations and thus speeding up FrameNet creation through 
annotation projection. Here, we first characterize how frame shifts 
result from other linguistic divergences such as translational 
divergences and construal differences. Our analysis also shows that 
many pairs of frames in frame shifts are multi-hop away from each 
other in Berkeley FrameNet's net-like configuration. Then, we 
propose the Frame Shift Prediction task and demonstrate that our 
graph attention networks, combined with auxiliary training, can 
learn cross-linguistic frame-to-frame correspondence and predict 
frame shifts.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.103}
}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {987--994},
  abstract  = {Cued Speech is a communication system developed for 
deaf people to complement speechreading at the phonetic level with 
hands. This visual communication mode uses handshapes in different 
placements near the face in combination with the mouth movements of 
speech to make the phonemes of spoken language look different from 



each other. This paper describes CLeLfPC - Corpus de Lecture en 
Langue française Parlée Complétée, a corpus of French Cued Speech. 
It consists in about 4 hours of audio and HD video recordings of 23 
participants. The recordings are 160 different isolated ‘CV’ 
syllables repeated 5 times, 320 words or phrases repeated 2-3 times 
and about 350 sentences repeated 2-3 times. The corpus is licensed 
under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 
International License. It can be used for any further research or 
teaching purpose. The corpus includes orthographic transliteration 
and other phonetic annotations on 5 of the recorded topics, i.e. 
syllables, words, isolated sentences and a text. The early results 
are encouraging: it seems that 1/ the hand position has a high 
influence on the key audio duration; and 2/ the hand shape has 
not.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.104}
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  author    = {Hernandez Mena, Carlos Daniel  and  Mollberg, David 
Erik  and  Borský, Michal  and  Guðnason, Jón},
  title     = {Samrómur Children: An Icelandic Speech Corpus},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {995--1002},
  abstract  = {Samrómur Children is an Icelandic speech corpus 
intended for the field of automatic speech recognition. It contains 
131 hours of read speech from Icelandic children aged between 4 to 
17 years. The test portion was meticulously selected to cover a wide 
range of ages as possible; we aimed to have exactly the same amount 
of data per age range. The speech was collected with the crowd-
sourcing platform Samrómur.is, which is inspired on the “Mozilla’s 
Common Voice Project”. The corpus was developed within the framework 
of the “Language Technology Programme for Icelandic 2019 − 2023”; 
the goal of the project is to make Icelandic available in language-
technology applications. Samrómur Children is the first corpus in 
Icelandic with children’s voices for public use under a Creative 
Commons license. Additionally, we present baseline experiments and 
results using Kaldi.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.105}
}
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  pages     = {1003--1008},
  abstract  = {The Norwegian Parliamentary Speech Corpus (NPSC) is a 
speech dataset with recordings of meetings from Stortinget, the 
Norwegian parliament. It is the first, publicly available dataset 
containing unscripted, Norwegian speech designed for training of 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. The recordings are 
manually transcribed and annotated with language codes and speakers, 
and there are detailed metadata about the speakers. The 
transcriptions exist in both normalized and non-normalized form, and 
non-standardized words are explicitly marked and annotated with 
standardized equivalents. To test the usefulness of this dataset, we 
have compared an ASR system trained on the NPSC with a baseline 
system trained on only manuscript-read speech. These systems were 
tested on an independent dataset containing spontaneous, dialectal 
speech. The NPSC-trained system performed significantly better, with 
a 22.9\% relative improvement in word error rate (WER). Moreover, 
training on the NPSC is shown to have a “democratizing” effects in 
terms of dialects, as improvements are generally larger for dialects 
with higher WER from the baseline system.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.106}
}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1009--1015},
  abstract  = {We developed a bilingual Frisian/Dutch speech 
recognizer for council meetings in Fryslân (the Netherlands). During 
these meetings both Frisian and Dutch are spoken, and code switching 
between both languages shows up frequently. The new speech 
recognizer is based on an existing speech recognizer for Frisian and 
Dutch named FAME!, which was trained and tested on historical radio 
broadcasts. Adapting a speech recognizer for the council meeting 
domain is challenging because of acoustic background noise, speaker 
overlap and the jargon typically used in council meetings. To train 
the new recognizer, we used the radio broadcast materials utilized 
for the development of the FAME! recognizer and added newly created 
manually transcribed audio recordings of council meetings from 
eleven Frisian municipalities, the Frisian provincial council and 
the Frisian water board. The council meeting recordings consist of 
49 hours of speech, with 26 hours of Frisian speech and 23 hours of 
Dutch speech. Furthermore, from the same sources, we obtained texts 
in the domain of council meetings containing 11 million words; 1.1 
million Frisian words and 9.9 million Dutch words. We describe the 
methods used to train the new recognizer, report the observed word 



error rates, and perform an error analysis on remaining errors.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.107}
}
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Norihide},
  title     = {Elderly Conversational Speech Corpus with Cognitive 
Impairment Test and Pilot Dementia Detection Experiment Using 
Acoustic Characteristics of Speech in Japanese Dialects},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1016--1022},
  abstract  = {There is a need for a simple method of detecting 
early signs of dementia which is not burdensome to patients, since 
early diagnosis and treatment can often slow the advance of the 
disease. Several studies have explored using only the acoustic and 
linguistic information of conversational speech as diagnostic 
material, with some success. To accelerate this research, we 
recorded natural conversations between 128 elderly people living in 
four different regions of Japan and interviewers, who also 
administered the Hasegawa’s Dementia Scale-Revised (HDS-R), a 
cognitive impairment test. Using our elderly speech corpus and 
dementia test results, we propose an SVM-based screening method 
which can detect dementia using the acoustic features of 
conversational speech even when regional dialects are present. We 
accomplish this by omitting some acoustic features, to limit the 
negative effect of differences between dialects. When using our 
proposed method, a dementia detection accuracy rate of about 91\% 
was achieved for speakers from two regions. When speech from four 
regions was used in a second experiment, the discrimination rate 
fell to 76.6\%, but this may have been due to using only sentence-
level acoustic features in the second experiment, instead of 
sentence and phoneme-level features as in the previous experiment. 
This is an on-going research project, and additional investigation 
is needed to understand differences in the acoustic characteristics 
of phoneme units in the conversational speech collected from these 
four regions, to determine whether the removal of formants and other 
features can improve the dementia detection rate.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.108}
}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1023--1031},
  abstract  = {Spoken medical dialogue systems are increasingly 
attracting interest to enhance access to healthcare services and 
improve quality and traceability of patient care. In this paper, we 
focus on medical drug prescriptions acquired on smartphones through 
spoken dialogue. Such systems would facilitate the traceability of 
care and would free the clinicians' time. However, there is a lack 
of speech corpora to develop such systems since most of the related 
corpora are in text form and in English. To facilitate the research 
and development of spoken medical dialogue systems, we present, to 
the best of our knowledge, the first spoken medical drug 
prescriptions corpus, named PxNLU. It contains 4 hours of 
transcribed and annotated dialogues of drug prescriptions in French 
acquired through an experiment with 55 participants experts and non-
experts in prescriptions. We also present some experiments that 
demonstrate the interest of this corpus for the evaluation and 
development of medical dialogue systems.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.109}
}
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  title     = {Introducing the CURLICAT Corpora: Seven-language 
Domain Specific Annotated Corpora from Curated Sources},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {100--108},
  abstract  = {This article presents the current outcomes of the 
CURLICAT CEF Telecom project, which aims to collect and deeply 
annotate a set of large corpora from selected domains. The CURLICAT 
corpus includes 7 monolingual corpora (Bulgarian, Croatian, 
Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Slovak and Slovenian) containing 
selected samples from respective national corpora. These corpora are 
automatically tokenized, lemmatized and morphologically analysed and 
the named entities annotated. The annotations are uniformly provided 
for each language specific corpus while the common metadata schema 
is harmonised across the languages. Additionally, the corpora are 
annotated for IATE terms in all languages. The file format is CoNLL-
U Plus format, containing the ten columns specific to the CoNLL-U 
format and three extra columns specific to our corpora as defined by 
Varádi et al. (2020). The CURLICAT corpora represent a rich and 



valuable source not just for training NMT models, but also for 
further studies and developments in machine learning, cross-lingual 
terminological data extraction and classification.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.11}
}
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and  van den Heuvel, Henk  and  van Hessen, Arjan  and  Pieters, 
Toine},
  title     = {Towards an Open-Source Dutch Speech Recognition 
System for the Healthcare Domain},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1032--1039},
  abstract  = {The current largest open-source generic automatic 
speech recognition (ASR) system for Dutch, Kaldi\_NL, does not 
include a domain-specific healthcare jargon in the lexicon. 
Commercial alternatives (e.g., Google ASR system) are also not 
suitable for this purpose, not only because of the lexicon issue, 
but they do not safeguard privacy of sensitive data sufficiently and 
reliably. These reasons motivate that just a small amount of medical 
staff employs speech technology in the Netherlands. This paper 
proposes an innovative ASR training method developed within the Homo 
Medicinalis (HoMed) project. On the semantic level it specifically 
targets automatic transcription of doctor-patient consultation 
recordings with a focus on the use of medicines. In the first stage 
of HoMed, the Kaldi\_NL language model (LM) is fine-tuned with lists 
of Dutch medical terms and transcriptions of Dutch online healthcare 
news bulletins. Despite the acoustic challenges and linguistic 
complexity of the domain, we reduced the word error rate (WER) by 
5.2\%. The proposed method could be employed for ASR domain 
adaptation to other domains with sensitive and special category 
data. These promising results allow us to apply this methodology on 
highly sensitive audiovisual recordings of patient consultations at 
the Netherlands Institute for Health Services Research (Nivel).},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.110}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},



  pages     = {1040--1046},
  abstract  = {Machine learning methodologies can be adopted in 
cultural applications and propose new ways to distribute or even 
present the cultural content to the public. For instance, speech 
analytics can be adopted to automatically generate subtitles in 
theatrical plays, in order to (among other purposes) help people 
with hearing loss. Apart from a typical speech-to-text transcription 
with Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Speech Emotion Recognition 
(SER) can be used to automatically predict the underlying emotional 
content of speech dialogues in theatrical plays, and thus to provide 
a deeper understanding how the actors utter their lines. However, 
real-world datasets from theatrical plays are not available in the 
literature. In this work we present GreThE, the Greek Theatrical 
Emotion dataset, a new publicly available data collection for speech 
emotion recognition in Greek theatrical plays. The dataset contains 
utterances from various actors and plays, along with respective 
valence and arousal annotations. Towards this end, multiple 
annotators have been asked to provide their input for each speech 
recording and inter-annotator agreement is taken into account in the 
final ground truth generation. In addition, we discuss the results 
of some indicative experiments that have been conducted with machine 
and deep learning frameworks, using the dataset, along with some 
widely used databases in the field of speech emotion recognition.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.111}
}
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Indrek  and  Mihkla, Meelis  and  Kiissel, Indrek  and  Männisalu, 
Egert  and  Suluste, Kristjan  and  Pajupuu, Jaan},
  title     = {Audiobook Dialogues as Training Data for 
Conversational Style Synthetic Voices},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1047--1053},
  abstract  = {Synthetic voices are increasingly used in 
applications that require a conversational speaking style, raising 
the question as to which type of training data yields the most 
suitable speaking style for such applications. This study compares 
voices trained on three corpora of equal size recorded by the same 
speaker: an audiobook character speech (dialogue) corpus, an 
audiobook narrator speech corpus, and a neutral-style sentence-based 
corpus. The voices were trained with three text-to-speech 
synthesisers: two hidden Markov model-based synthesisers and a 
neural synthesiser. An evaluation study tested the suitability of 
their speaking style for use in customer service voice chatbots. 
Independently of the synthesiser used, the voices trained on the 
character speech corpus received the lowest, and those trained on 
the neutral-style corpus the highest scores. However, the evaluation 



results may have been confounded by the greater acoustic 
variability, less balanced sentence length distribution, and poorer 
phonemic coverage of the character speech corpus, especially 
compared to the neutral-style corpus. Therefore, the next step will 
be the creation of a more uniform, balanced, and representative 
audiobook dialogue corpus, and the evaluation of its suitability for 
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While some variation phenomena are due to the overall communication 
setting, others are due to diastratic factors such as gender, 
provenance, age, and social background. The analysis of these 
factors, although relevant for both linguistic and speech technology 
communities, is hampered by the need to annotate existing corpora or 
to recruit, categorise, and record volunteers as a function of 
targeted profiles. This paper presents a methodology that uses a 
knowledge base to provide speaker-specific information. This can 
facilitate the enrichment of existing corpora with new annotations 
extracted from the knowledge base. The method also helps the large 
scale analysis by automatically extracting instances of speech 
variation to correlate with diastratic features. We apply our method 
to an over 120-hour corpus of broadcast speech in French and 
investigate variation patterns linked to reduction phenomena and/or 
specific to connected speech such as disfluencies. We find 
significant differences in speech rate, the use of filler words, and 
the rate of non-canonical realisations of frequent segments as a 
function of different professional categories and age groups.},
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  abstract  = {Identifying phone inventories is a crucial component 
in language documentation and the preservation of endangered 
languages. However, even the largest collection of phone inventory 
only covers about 2000 languages, which is only 1/4 of the total 
number of languages in the world. A majority of the remaining 
languages are endangered. In this work, we attempt to solve this 
problem by estimating the phone inventory for any language listed in 
Glottolog, which contains phylogenetic information regarding 8000 
languages. In particular, we propose one probabilistic model and one 
non-probabilistic model, both using phylogenetic trees (``language 
family trees'') to measure the distance between languages. We show 
that our best model outperforms baseline models by 6.5 F1. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that, with the proposed inventories, the 
phone recognition model can be customized for every language in the 
set, which improved the PER (phone error rate) in phone recognition 
by 25\%.},
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  abstract  = {This paper presents a collection of parallel corpora 
generated by exploiting the COVID-19 related dataset of metadata 
created with the Europe Media Monitor (EMM) / Medical Information 
System (MediSys) processing chain of news articles. We describe how 
we constructed comparable monolingual corpora of news articles 
related to the current pandemic and used them to mine about 11.2 
million segment alignments in 26 EN-X language pairs, covering most 
official EU languages plus Albanian, Arabic, Icelandic, Macedonian, 
and Norwegian. Subsets of this collection have been used in shared 
tasks (e.g. Multilingual Semantic Search, Machine Translation) aimed 
at accelerating the creation of resources and tools needed to 
facilitate access to information in the COVID-19 emergency 
situation.},
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  abstract  = {We introduce ChemDisGene, a new dataset for training 
and evaluating multi-class multi-label biomedical relation 
extraction models. Our dataset contains 80k biomedical research 
abstracts labeled with mentions of chemicals, diseases, and genes, 
portions of which human experts labeled with 18 types of biomedical 
relationships between these entities (intended for evaluation), and 
the remainder of which (intended for training) has been distantly 
labeled via the CTD database with approximately 78\% accuracy. In 
comparison to similar preexisting datasets, ours is both 
substantially larger and cleaner; it also includes annotations 
linking mentions to their entities. We also provide three baseline 
deep neural network relation extraction models trained and evaluated 
on our new dataset.},
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  abstract  = {This paper develops the first question answering 
dataset (DrugEHRQA) containing question-answer pairs from both 
structured tables and unstructured notes from a publicly available 
Electronic Health Record (EHR). EHRs contain patient records, stored 
in structured tables and unstructured clinical notes. The 
information in structured and unstructured EHRs is not strictly 
disjoint: information may be duplicated, contradictory, or provide 
additional context between these sources. Our dataset has 
medication-related queries, containing over 70,000 question-answer 
pairs. To provide a baseline model and help analyze the dataset, we 
have used a simple model (MultimodalEHRQA) which uses the 
predictions of a modality selection network to choose between EHR 
tables and clinical notes to answer the questions. This is used to 
direct the questions to the table-based or text-based state-of-the-
art QA model. In order to address the problem arising from complex, 
nested queries, this is the first time Relation-Aware Schema 



Encoding and Linking for Text-to-SQL Parsers (RAT-SQL) has been used 
to test the structure of query templates in EHR data. Our goal is to 
provide a benchmark dataset for multi-modal QA systems, and to open 
up new avenues of research in improving question answering over EHR 
structured data by using context from unstructured clinical data.},
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more to model large amounts of data, such as text data available 
online. Transformer-based NN architectures have shown to be very 
useful for language modelling. Although many researchers study how 
such Language Models (LMs) work, not much attention has been paid to 
the privacy risks of training LMs on large amounts of data and 
publishing them online. This paper presents a new method for 
anonymizing a language model by presenting the way in which 
MedRoBERTa.nl, a Dutch language model for hospital notes, was 
anonymized. The two-step method involves i) automatic anonymization 
of the training data and ii) semi-automatic anonymization of the 
LM’s vocabulary. Adopting the fill-mask task where the model 
predicts what tokens are most probable in a certain context, it was 
tested how often the model will predict a name in a context where a 
name should be. It was shown that it predicts a name-like token 0.2\
% of the time. Any name-like token that was predicted was never the 
name originally present in the training data. By explaining how a LM 
trained on highly private real-world medical data can be published, 
we hope that more language resources will be published openly and 
responsibly so the scientific community can profit from them.},
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  abstract  = {The successes of contextual word embeddings learned 
by training large-scale language models, while remarkable, have 
mostly occurred for languages where significant amounts of raw texts 
are available and where annotated data in downstream tasks have a 
relatively regular spelling. Conversely, it is not yet completely 
clear if these models are also well suited for lesser-resourced and 
more irregular languages. We study the case of Old French, which is 
in the interesting position of having relatively limited amount of 
available raw text, but enough annotated resources to assess the 
relevance of contextual word embedding models for downstream NLP 
tasks. In particular, we use POS-tagging and dependency parsing to 
evaluate the quality of such models in a large array of 
configurations, including models trained from scratch from small 
amounts of raw text and models pre-trained on other languages but 
fine-tuned on Medieval French data.},
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  abstract  = {Social media has provided a platform for many 
individuals to easily express themselves naturally and publicly, and 
researchers have had the opportunity to utilize large quantities of 
this data to improve author trait analysis techniques and to improve 
author trait profiling systems. The majority of the work in this 
area, however, has been narrowly spent on English and other Western 
European languages, and generally focuses on a single social network 
at a time, despite the large quantity of data now available across 
languages and differences that have been found across platforms. 
This paper introduces RU-ADEPT, a dataset of Russian authors' 
personality trait scores--Big Five and Dark Triad, demographic 
information (e.g. age, gender), with associated corpus of the 
authors' cross-contributions to (up to) four different social media 
platforms--VKontakte (VK), LiveJournal, Blogger, and Moi Mir. We 
believe this to be the first publicly-available dataset associating 
demographic and personality trait data with Russian-language social 
media content, the first paper to describe the collection of Dark 
Triad scores with texts across multiple Russian-language social 
media platforms, and to a limited extent, the first publicly-
available dataset of personality traits to author content across 
several different social media sites.},
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evaluate the model performance on in-domain evaluation data 
typically set aside from the training corpus. However, in many real 
world applications the data on which the model is applied may very 
substantially differ from the characteristics of the training data. 
In this paper, we focus on Finnish out-of-domain parsing by 
introducing a novel UD Finnish-OOD out-of-domain treebank including 
five very distinct data sources (web documents, clinical, online 
discussions, tweets, and poetry), and a total of 19,382 syntactic 
words in 2,122 sentences released under the Universal Dependencies 
framework. Together with the new treebank, we present extensive out-
of-domain parsing evaluation utilizing the available section-level 
information from three different Finnish UD treebanks (TDT, PUD, 
OOD). Compared to the previously existing treebanks, the new 
Finnish-OOD is shown include sections more challenging for the 
general parser, creating an interesting evaluation setting and 
yielding valuable information for those applying the parser outside 
of its training domain.},
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linguistic corpus and a neural network architecture created to 
annotate the former with various levels of linguistic information 
(code-switching classification, transliteration, tokenization, POS-
tagging, lemmatization). We discuss the choices made in terms of 



computational and linguistic methodology and the strategies adopted 
to improve our results. We report on the experiments performed in 
order to outline our research path. Finally, we explain the reasons 
why we believe in the potential of these tools for both 
computational and linguistic researches.},
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resource for morphological segmentation. We present a survey of 17 
existing data resources relevant for segmentation in 32 languages, 
and analyze diversity of how individual linguistic phenomena are 
captured across them. Inspired by the success of Universal 
Dependencies, we propose a harmonized scheme for segmentation 
representation, and convert the data from the studied resources into 
this common scheme. Harmonized versions of resources available under 
free licenses are published as a collection called UniSegments 
1.0.},
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on the typological diversity sample in the World Atlas of Language 
Structures. It consists of more than 20k texts and is accompanied by 
open-source corpus processing tools. The aim of TeDDi is to 
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  abstract  = {Word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et 
al., 2014) have been used to bolster the performance of natural 
language processing systems in a wide variety of tasks, including 
information retrieval (Roy et al., 2018) and machine translation (Qi 
et al., 2018). However, approaches to learning word embeddings 
typically require large corpora of running text to learn high 
quality representations. For many languages, such resources are 
unavailable. This is the case for Wolastoqey, also known as 
Passamaquoddy-Maliseet, an endangered low-resource Indigenous 
language. As there exist no large corpora of running text for 
Wolastoqey, in this paper, we leverage a bilingual dictionary to 
learn Wolastoqey word embeddings by encoding their corresponding 
English definitions into vector representations using pretrained 
English word and sequence representation models. Specifically, we 
consider representations based on pretrained word2vec (Mikolov et 
al., 2013), RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and sentence-BERT (Reimers 
and Gurevych, 2019) models. We evaluate these embeddings in word 
prediction tasks focused on part-of-speech, animacy, and 
transitivity; semantic clustering; and reverse dictionary search. In 
all evaluations we demonstrate that approaches using these 
embeddings outperform task-specific baselines, without requiring any 
language-specific training or fine-tuning.},
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  abstract  = {Machine learning (ML) approaches have dominated NLP 
during the last two decades. From machine translation and speech 
technology, ML tools are now also in use for spellchecking and 
grammar checking, with a blurry distinction between the two. We 
unmask the myth of effortless big data by illuminating the efforts 
and time that lay behind building a multi-purpose corpus with regard 
to collecting, mark-up and building from scratch. We also discuss 
what kind of language technology minority languages actually need, 
and to what extent the dominating paradigm has been able to deliver 
these tools. In this context we present our alternative to corpus-
based language technology, which is knowledge-based language 
technology, and we show how this approach can provide language 
technology solutions for languages being outside the reach of 
machine learning procedures. We present a stable and mature 
infrastructure (GiellaLT) containing more than hundred languages and 
building a number of language technology tools that are useful for 
language communities.},
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guidelines for building and curating corpora of everyday 
conversation in diverse languages. Surveying language documentation 
corpora and other resources that cover 67 languages and varieties 
from 28 phyla, we describe the compilation and curation process, 
specify minimal properties of a unified format for interactional 
data, and develop methods for quality control that take into account 
turn-taking and timing. Two case studies show the broad utility of 
conversational data for (i) charting human interactional 
infrastructure and (ii) tracing challenges and opportunities for 
current ASR solutions. Linguistically diverse conversational corpora 
can provide new insights for the language sciences and stronger 
empirical foundations for language technology.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we describe the creation and 
annotation of EPIC UdS, a multilingual corpus of simultaneous 
interpreting for English, German and Spanish. We give an overview of 
the comparable and parallel, aligned corpus variants and explore 
various applications of the corpus. What makes EPIC UdS relevant is 
that it is one of the rare interpreting corpora that includes 
transcripts suitable for research on more than one language pair and 
on interpreting with regard to German. It not only contains 
transcribed speeches, but also rich metadata and fine-grained 
linguistic annotations tailored for diverse applications across a 
broad range of linguistic subfields.},
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  abstract  = {We present the development of a benchmark suite 
consisting of an annotation schema, training corpus and baseline 
model for Entity Recognition (ER) in job descriptions, published 
under a Creative Commons license. This was created to address the 
distinct lack of resources available to the community for the 
extraction of salient entities, such as skills, from job 
descriptions. The dataset contains 18.6k entities comprising five 
types (Skill, Qualification, Experience, Occupation, and Domain). We 
include a benchmark CRF-based ER model which achieves an F1 score of 
0.59. Through the establishment of a standard definition of entities 
and training/testing corpus, the suite is designed as a foundation 
for future work on tasks such as the development of job recommender 
systems.},
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  abstract  = {CAMIO (Corpus of Annotated Multilingual Images for 
OCR) is a new corpus created by Linguistic Data Consortium to serve 
as a resource to support the development and evaluation of optical 
character recognition (OCR) and related technologies for 35 
languages across 24 unique scripts. The corpus comprises nearly 
70,000 images of machine printed text, covering a wide variety of 
topics and styles, document domains, attributes and scanning/capture 
artifacts. Most images have been exhaustively annotated for text 
localization, resulting in over 2.3M line-level bounding boxes. For 
13 of the 35 languages, 1250 images/language have been further 
annotated with orthographic transcriptions of each line plus 
specification of reading order, yielding over 2.4M tokens of 
transcribed text. The resulting annotations are represented in a 
comprehensive XML output format defined for this corpus. The paper 
discusses corpus design and implementation, challenges encountered, 
baseline performance results obtained on the corpus for text 
localization and OCR decoding, and plans for corpus publication.},
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  abstract  = {Questions asked by humans during a conversation often 
contain contextual dependencies, i.e., explicit or implicit 
references to previous dialogue turns. These dependencies take the 
form of coreferences (e.g., via pronoun use) or ellipses, and can 
make the understanding difficult for automated systems. One way to 
facilitate the understanding and subsequent treatments of a question 
is to rewrite it into an out-of-context form, i.e., a form that can 
be understood without the conversational context. We propose CoQAR, 
a corpus containing 4.5K conversations from the Conversational 
Question-Answering dataset CoQA, for a total of 53K follow-up 
question-answer pairs. Each original question was manually annotated 
with at least 2 at most 3 out-of-context rewritings. CoQA originally 
contains 8k conversations, which sum up to 127k question-answer 
pairs. CoQAR can be used in the supervised learning of three tasks: 
question paraphrasing, question rewriting and conversational 
question answering. In order to assess the quality of CoQAR's 
rewritings, we conduct several experiments consisting in training 
and evaluating models for these three tasks. Our results support the 
idea that question rewriting can be used as a preprocessing step for 
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simplifies its integration into other projects. We also perform a 
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adaption of a recently introduced NLU framework tailored to 
argumentative tasks into a complete ADS. We evaluate the likeability 



and motivation of users to interact with the new system in a user 
study. Therefore, we compare it to a solid baseline utilizing a 
drop-down menu. The results indicate that the integration of a 
flexible NLU framework enables a far more natural and satisfying 
interaction with human users in real-time. Even though the drop-down 
menu convinces regarding its robustness, the willingness to use the 
new system is significantly higher. Hence, the featured NLU 
framework provides a sound basis to build an intuitive interface 
which can be extended to adapt its behavior to the individual 
user.},
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Self- Contained Utterance Description (SCUD), to describe the intent 
of an utterance in a dialog with multiple simple natural sentences 
without the context. If a task can be performed concurrently with 
high accuracy as the conversation continues such as in an 
accommodation search dialog, the operator can easily suggest 
candidates to the customer by inputting SCUDs of the customer’s 
utterances to the accommodation search system. SCUDs can also 
describe the transition of customer requests from the dialog log. We 
construct a Japanese corpus to train and evaluate automatic SCUD 
generation. The corpus consists of 210 dialogs containing 10,814 
sentences. We conduct an experiment to verify that SCUDs can be 
automatically generated. Additionally, we investigate the influence 
of the amount of training data on the automatic generation 
performance using 8,200 additional examples.},
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quality. This can be due to the way that the requester presents a 
task and how they interact with the workers. This paper introduces 
DialCrowd 2.0 to help requesters obtain higher quality data by, for 
example, presenting tasks more clearly and facilitating effective 
communication with workers. DialCrowd 2.0 guides developers in 
creating improved Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs) and is directly 
applicable to the workflows used currently by developers and 
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  pages     = {1264--1274},
  abstract  = {Several dialogue corpora are currently available for 
research purposes, but they still fall short for the growing 
interest in the development of dialogue systems with their own 
specific requirements. In order to help those requiring such a 
corpus, this paper surveys a range of available options, in terms of 
aspects like speakers, size, languages, collection, annotations, and 
domains. Some trends are identified and possible approaches for the 
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  abstract  = {In human-human conversations, Context Tracking deals 
with identifying important entities and keeping track of their 
properties and relationships. This is a challenging problem that 
encompasses several subtasks such as slot tagging, coreference 
resolution, resolving plural mentions and entity linking. We 
approach this problem as an end-to-end modeling task where the 
conversational context is represented by an entity repository 
containing the entity references mentioned so far, their properties 
and the relationships between them. The repository is updated turn-
by-turn, thus making training and inference computationally 
efficient even for long conversations. This paper lays the 
groundwork for an investigation of this framework in two ways. 
First, we release Contrack, a large scale human-human conversation 
corpus for context tracking with people and location annotations. It 
contains over 7000 conversations with an average of 11.8 turns, 5.8 
entities and 15.2 references per conversation. Second, we open-
source a neural network architecture for context tracking. Finally 
we compare this network to state-of-the-art approaches for the 
subtasks it subsumes and report results on the involved tradeoffs.},
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  abstract  = {Every model is only as strong as the data that it is 
trained on. In this paper, we present a new dataset, obtained by 
merging four publicly available annotated corpora for task-oriented 
dialogues in several domains (MultiWOZ 2.2, CamRest676, DSTC2 and 
Schema-Guided Dialogue Dataset). This way, we assess the feasibility 
of providing a unified ontology and annotation schema covering 
several domains with a relatively limited effort. We analyze the 
characteristics of the resulting dataset along three main 
dimensions: language, information content and performance. We focus 
on aspects likely to be pertinent for improving dialogue success, 
e.g. dialogue consistency. Furthermore, to assess the usability of 
this new corpus, we thoroughly evaluate dialogue generation 
performance under various conditions with the help of two prominent 
recent end-to-end dialogue models: MarCo and GPT-2. These models 
were selected as popular open implementations representative of the 
two main dimensions of dialogue modelling. While we did not observe 
a significant gain for dialogue state tracking performance, we show 
that using more training data from different sources can improve 
language modelling capabilities and positively impact dialogue flow 
(consistency). In addition, we provide the community with one of the 
largest open dataset for machine learning experiments.},
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  abstract  = {In dialogue analysis, characterising named entities 
in the domain of interest is relevant in order to understand how 
people are making use of them for argumentation purposes. The movie 
recommendation domain is a frequently considered case study for many 
applications and by linguistic studies and, since many different 
resources have been collected throughout the years to describe it, a 
single database combining all these data sources is a valuable asset 
for cross-disciplinary investigations. We propose an integrated 
graph-based structure of multiple resources, enriched with the 
results of the application of graph analytics approaches to provide 
an encompassing view of the domain and of the way people talk about 
it during the recommendation task. While we cannot distribute the 
final resource because of licensing issues, we share the code to 
assemble and process it once the reference data have been obtained 
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  abstract  = {In this paper we present SHARE, a new lexical 
resource with 10,125 offensive terms and expressions collected from 
Spanish speakers. We retrieve this vocabulary using an existing 
chatbot developed to engage a conversation with users and collect 
insults via Telegram, named Fiero. This vocabulary has been manually 
labeled by five annotators obtaining a kappa coefficient agreement 
of 78.8\%. In addition, we leverage the lexicon to release the first 
corpus in Spanish for offensive span identification research named 
OffendES\_spans. Finally, we show the utility of our resource as an 
interpretability tool to explain why a comment may be considered 
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on user interest in dialogue systems depends on explicit user 
feedback. Such systems require user responses that are not content-
related and thus, tend to disturb the dialogue flow. In this paper, 
we present a novel model for implicitly estimating user interest 
during argumentative dialogues based on semantically clustered data. 
Therefore, an online user study was conducted to acquire training 
data which was used to train a binary neural network classifier in 
order to predict whether or not users are still interested in the 



content of the ongoing dialogue. We achieved a classification 
accuracy of 74.9\% and furthermore investigated with different 
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) which new argument would fit the 
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of Wiktionary. Unlike previous Wiktionary extractions, the new 
extractor, Wiktextract, fully interprets and expands templates and 
Lua modules in Wiktionary. This enables it to perform a more 
complete, robust, and maintainable extraction. The extracted data is 
multilingual and includes lemmas, inflected forms, translations, 
etymology, usage examples, pronunciations (including URLs of sound 
files), lexical and semantic relations, and various morphological, 
syntactic, semantic, topical, and dialectal annotations. We extract 
all data from the English Wiktionary. Comparing against previous 
extractions from language-specific dictionaries, we find that its 
coverage for non-English languages often matches or exceeds the 
coverage in the language-specific editions, with the added benefit 
that all glosses are in English. The data is freely available and 
regularly updated, enabling anyone to add more data and correct 
errors by editing Wiktionary. The extracted data is in JSON format 
and designed to be easy to use by researchers, downstream resources, 
and application developers.},
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text contains easy, and avoids difficult, words. Deciding if a word 
is easy or difficult is not a trivial task, since it depends on 



characteristics of the word in itself as well as the reader, but it 
can be facilitated by the help of a corpus annotated with word 
frequencies and reading proficiency levels. In this paper, we 
present NyLLex, a novel lexical resource derived from books 
published by Sweden’s largest publisher for easy language texts. 
NyLLex consists of 6,668 entries, with frequency counts distributed 
over six reading proficiency levels. We show that NyLLex, with its 
novel source material aimed at individuals of different reading 
proficiency levels, can serve as a complement to already existing 
resources for Swedish.},
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concepts of the ontology. Having a different starting point than the 
original work (unannotated parallel corpus without links to a 
valency lexicon and, of course, different existing lexical 
resources), it was a challenge to adapt the annotation guidelines, 
the data model and the tools used for the original version. We 
describe the process and results of working in such a setup. We also 
show the next steps to adapt the annotation process, data structures 
and formats and tools necessary to make the addition of a new 
language in the future more smooth and efficient, and possibly to 
allow for various teams to work on SynSemClass extensions to many 
languages concurrently. We also present the latest release which 
contains the results of adding German, freely available for download 
as well as for online access.},
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  abstract  = {We present NomVallex, a manually annotated valency 
lexicon of Czech nouns and adjectives. The lexicon is created in the 
theoretical framework of the Functional Generative Description and 
based on corpus data. In total, NomVallex 2.0 is comprised of 1027 
lexical units contained in 570 lexemes, covering the following part-
of-speech and derivational categories: deverbal and deadjectival 
nouns, and deverbal, denominal, deadjectival and primary adjectives. 
Valency properties of a lexical unit are captured in a valency frame 
which is modeled as a sequence of valency slots, supplemented with a 
list of morphemic forms. In order to make it possible to study the 
relationship between valency behavior of base words and their 
derivatives, lexical units of nouns and adjectives in NomVallex are 
linked to their respective base words, contained either in NomVallex 
itself or, in case of verbs, in a valency lexicon of Czech verbs 
called VALLEX. NomVallex enables a comparison of valency properties 
of a significant number of Czech nominals with their base words, 
both manually and in an automatic way; as such, we can address the 
theoretical question of argument inheritance, concentrating on 
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the Communicative Theory of Terminology, together with the 
methodological matters, how it is connected with real corpus 
GARATERM, which terminology issues arise when terms are collected 
and future perspectives. The main objectives of this work are to 
develop basic tools to research academic registers and make the 
terminology collected by expert users available to the community. 
Even though TZOS has been designed for an educational context, its 
flexible structure makes possible to extend it also to the 
professional area. In this way, we have built IZIBI-TZOS which is a 
Civil Engineering oriented version of TZOS. These resources are 
already publicly available, and the ongoing work is towards the 
interlinking with other lexical resources by applying linking data 
principles.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we introduce a gold standard for 
animacy detection comprising almost 14,500 German nouns that might 
be used to denote either animate entities or non-animate entities. 
We present inter-annotator agreement of our crowd-sourced seed 
annotations (9,000 nouns) and discuss the results of machine 
learning models applied to this data.},
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task to categorize texts into a predefined set of emotion classes. 
So far, this task has been the recognition of the emotion of writers 
and readers, as well as that of entities mentioned in the text. We 
argue that a classification setup for emotion analysis should be 
performed in an integrated manner, including the different semantic 
roles that participate in an emotion episode. Based on appraisal 
theories in psychology, which treat emotions as reactions to events, 
we compile an English corpus of written event descriptions. The 
descriptions depict emotion-eliciting circumstances, and they 
contain mentions of people who responded emotionally. We annotate 
all experiencers, including the original author, with the emotions 
they likely felt. In addition, we link them to the event they found 
salient (which can be different for different experiencers in a 
text) by annotating event properties, or appraisals (e.g., the 
perceived event undesirability, the uncertainty of its outcome). Our 
analysis reveals patterns in the co-occurrence of people’s emotions 
in interaction. Hence, this richly-annotated resource provides 
useful data to study emotions and event evaluations from the 
perspective of different roles, and it enables the development of 
experiencer-specific emotion and appraisal classification systems.},
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data is available for German for this quantification task, we 
generated a silver standard and used it to fine-tune a BERT-based 
intensity regressor. We evaluated the quality of the silver standard 
empirically and found that our lexicon-based quantification metric 
showed a strong correlation with human annotators.},
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English dataset as a benchmark to test the ability of pre-trained 
multilingual models to transfer knowledge between Czech and English 
and vice versa. Two annotators annotated the dataset reaching 0.83 
of the Cohen’s K inter-annotator agreement. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first subjectivity dataset for the Czech 
language. We also created an additional dataset that consists of 
200k automatically labeled sentences. Both datasets are freely 
available for research purposes. Furthermore, we fine-tune five pre-
trained BERT-like models to set a monolingual baseline for the new 
dataset and we achieve 93.56\% of accuracy. We fine-tune models on 
the existing English dataset for which we obtained results that are 
on par with the current state-of-the-art results. Finally, we 
perform zero-shot cross-lingual subjectivity classification between 
Czech and English to verify the usability of our dataset as the 



cross-lingual benchmark. We compare and discuss the cross-lingual 
and monolingual results and the ability of multilingual models to 
transfer knowledge between languages.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.148}
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and  Dinu, Liviu P.  and  Dumitrescu, Stefan},
  title     = {RED v2: Enhancing RED Dataset for Multi-Label Emotion 
Detection},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1392--1399},
  abstract  = {RED (Romanian Emotion Dataset) is a machine learning-
based resource developed for the automatic detection of emotions in 
Romanian texts, containing single-label annotated tweets with one of 
the following emotions: joy, fear, sadness, anger and neutral. In 
this work, we propose REDv2, an open-source extension of RED by 
adding two more emotions, trust and surprise, and by widening the 
annotation schema so that the resulted novel dataset is multi-label. 
We show the overall reliability of our dataset by computing inter-
annotator agreements per tweet using a formula suitable for our 
annotation setup and we aggregate all annotators' opinions into two 
variants of ground truth, one suitable for multi-label 
classification and the other suitable for text regression. We 
propose strong baselines with two transformer models, the Romanian 
BERT and the multilingual XLM-Roberta model, in both categorical and 
regression settings.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.149}
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  title     = {Every time I fire a conversational designer, the 
performance of the dialogue system goes down},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {137--145},
  abstract  = {Incorporating handwritten domain scripts into neural-
based task-oriented dialogue systems may be an effective way to 
reduce the need for large sets of annotated dialogues. In this 
paper, we investigate how the use of domain scripts written by 
conversational designers affects the performance of neural-based 



dialogue systems. To support this investigation, we propose the 
Conversational-Logic-Injection-in-Neural-Network system (CLINN) 
where domain scripts are coded in semi-logical rules. By using 
CLINN, we evaluated semi-logical rules produced by a team of 
differently-skilled conversational designers. We experimented with 
the Restaurant domain of the MultiWOZ dataset. Results show that 
external knowledge is extremely important for reducing the need for 
annotated examples for conversational systems. In fact, rules from 
conversational designers used in CLINN significantly outperform a 
state-of-the-art neural-based dialogue system when trained with 
smaller sets of annotated dialogues.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.15}
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  title     = {Fine-Grained Error Analysis and Fair Evaluation of 
Labeled Spans},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1400--1407},
  abstract  = {The traditional evaluation of labeled spans with 
precision, recall, and F1-score has undesirable effects due to 
double penalties. Annotations with incorrect label or boundaries 
count as two errors instead of one, despite being closer to the 
target annotation than false positives or false negatives. In this 
paper, new error types are introduced, which more accurately reflect 
true annotation quality and ensure that every annotation counts only 
once. An algorithm for error identification in flat and multi-level 
annotations is presented and complemented with a proposal on how to 
calculate meaningful precision, recall, and F1-scores based on the 
more fine-grained error types. The exemplary application to three 
different annotation tasks (NER, chunking, parsing) shows that the 
suggested procedure not only prevents double penalties but also 
allows for a more detailed error analysis, thereby providing more 
insight into the actual weaknesses of a system.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.150}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1408--1417},



  abstract  = {Multiple works have proposed to probe language models 
(LMs) for generalization in named entity (NE) typing (NET) and 
recognition (NER). However, little has been done in this direction 
for auto-regressive models despite their popularity and potential to 
express a wide variety of NLP tasks in the same unified format. We 
propose a new methodology to probe auto-regressive LMs for NET and 
NER generalization, which draws inspiration from human linguistic 
behavior, by resorting to meta-learning. We study NEs of various 
types individually by designing a zero-shot transfer strategy for 
NET. Then, we probe the model for NER by providing a few examples at 
inference. We introduce a novel procedure to assess the model’s 
memorization of NEs and report the memorization’s impact on the 
results. Our findings show that: 1) GPT2, a common pre-trained auto-
regressive LM, without any fine-tuning for NET or NER, performs the 
tasksfairly well; 2) name irregularity when common for a NE type 
could be an effective exploitable cue; 3) the model seems to rely 
more on NE than contextual cues in few-shot NER; 4) NEs with words 
absent during LM pre-training are very challenging for both NET and 
NER.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.151}
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Plank, Barbara},
  title     = {Frustratingly Easy Performance Improvements for Low-
resource Setups: A Tale on BERT and Segment Embeddings},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1418--1427},
  abstract  = {As input representation for each sub-word, the 
original BERT architecture proposes the sum of the sub-word 
embedding, position embedding and a segment embedding. Sub-word and 
position embeddings are well-known and studied, and encode lexical 
information and word position, respectively. In contrast, segment 
embeddings are less known and have so far received no attention, 
despite being ubiquitous in large pre-trained language models. The 
key idea of segment embeddings is to encode to which of the two 
sentences (segments) a word belongs to — the intuition is to inform 
the model about the separation of sentences for the next sentence 
prediction pre-training task. However, little is known on whether 
the choice of segment impacts performance. In this work, we try to 
fill this gap and empirically study the impact of the segment 
embedding during inference time for a variety of pre-trained 
embeddings and target tasks. We hypothesize that for single-sentence 
prediction tasks performance is not affected — neither in mono- nor 
multilingual setups — while it matters when swapping segment IDs in 
paired-sentence tasks. To our surprise, this is not the case. 
Although for classification tasks and monolingual BERT models no 
large differences are observed, particularly word-level multilingual 



prediction tasks are heavily impacted. For low-resource syntactic 
tasks, we observe impacts of segment embedding and multilingual BERT 
choice. We find that the default setting for the most used 
multilingual BERT model underperforms heavily, and a simple swap of 
the segment embeddings yields an average improvement of 2.5 points 
absolute LAS score for dependency parsing over 9 different 
treebanks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.152}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1428--1436},
  abstract  = {This paper addresses the semi-automatic annotation of 
subjects, also called policy areas, in the Danish Parliament Corpus 
(2009-2017) v.2. Recently, the corpus has been made available 
through the CLARIN-DK repository, the Danish node of the European 
CLARIN infrastructure. The paper also contains an analysis of the 
subjects in the corpus, and a description of multi-label 
classification experiments act to verify the consistency of the 
subject annotation and the utility of the corpus for training 
classifiers on this type of data. The analysis of the corpus 
comprises an investigation of how often the parliament members 
addressed each subject and the relation between subjects and gender 
of the speaker. The classification experiments show that classifiers 
can determine the two co-occurring subjects of the speeches from the 
agenda titles with a performance similar to that of human 
annotators. Moreover, a multilayer perceptron achieved an F1-score 
of 0.68 on the same task when trained on bag of words vectors 
obtained from the speeches' lemmas. This is an improvement of more 
than 0.6 with respect to the baseline, a majority classifier that 
accounts for the frequency of the classes. The result is promising 
given the high number of subject combinations (186) and the skewness 
of the data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.153}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1437--1443},
  abstract  = {A significant challenge in developing translation 
systems for the world’s ∼7,000 languages is that very few have 
sufficient data for state-of-the-art techniques. Transfer learning 
is a promising direction for low-resource neural machine translation 
(NMT), but introduces many new variables which are often selected 
through ablation studies, costly trial-and-error, or niche 
expertise. When pre-training an NMT system for low-resource 
translation, the pre-training task is often chosen based on data 
abundance and similarity to the main task. Factors such as dataset 
sizes and similarity have typically been analysed independently in 
previous studies, due to the computational cost associated with 
systematic studies. However, these factors are not independent. We 
conducted a three-factor experiment to examine how language 
similarity, pre-training dataset size and main dataset size 
interacted in their effect on performance in pre-trained 
transformer-based low-resource NMT. We replicated the common finding 
that more data was beneficial in bilingual systems, but also found a 
statistically significant interaction between the three factors, 
which reduced the effectiveness of large pre-training datasets for 
some main task dataset sizes (p-value < 0.0018). The surprising 
trends identified in these interactions indicate that systematic 
studies of interactions may be a promising long-term direction for 
guiding research in low-resource neural methods.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.154}
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  title     = {Holistic Evaluation of Automatic TimeML Annotators},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1444--1453},
  abstract  = {TimeML is a scheme for representing temporal 
information (times, events, \& temporal relations) in texts. 
Although automatic TimeML annotation is challenging, there has been 
notable progress, with F1s of 0.8--0.9 for events and time detection 
subtasks, and F1s of 0.5--0.7 for relation extraction. Individually, 
these subtask results are reasonable, even good, but when combined 
to generate a full TimeML graph, is overall performance still 
acceptable? We present a novel suite of eight metrics, combined with 
a new graph-transformation experimental design, for holistic 
evaluation of TimeML graphs. We apply these metrics to four 
automatic TimeML annotation systems (CAEVO, TARSQI, CATENA, and 
ClearTK). We show that on average 1/3 of the TimeML graphs produced 
using these systems are inconsistent, and there is on average 1/5 
more temporal indeterminacy than the gold-standard. We also show 



that the automatically generated graphs are on average 109 edits 
from the gold-standard, which is 1/3 toward complete replacement. 
Finally, we show that the relationship individual subtask 
performance and graph quality is non-linear: small errors in TimeML 
subtasks result in rapid degradation of final graph quality. These 
results suggest current automatic TimeML annotators are far from 
optimal and significant further improvement would be useful.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.155}
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Lifeng  and  Alekseeva, Alexandra},
  title     = {Measuring Uncertainty in Translation Quality 
Evaluation (TQE)},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1454--1461},
  abstract  = {From both human translators (HT) and machine 
translation (MT) researchers' point of view, translation quality 
evaluation (TQE) is an essential task. Translation service providers 
(TSPs) have to deliver large volumes of translations which meet 
customer specifications with harsh constraints of required quality 
level in tight time-frames and costs. MT researchers strive to make 
their models better, which also requires reliable quality 
evaluation. While automatic machine translation evaluation (MTE) 
metrics and quality estimation (QE) tools are widely available and 
easy to access, existing automated tools are not good enough, and 
human assessment from professional translators (HAP) are often 
chosen as the golden standard \cite{han-etal-2021-TQA}. Human 
evaluations, however, are often accused of having low reliability 
and agreement. Is this caused by subjectivity or statistics is at 
play? How to avoid the entire text to be checked and be more 
efficient with TQE from cost and efficiency perspectives, and what 
is the optimal sample size of the translated text, so as to reliably 
estimate the translation quality of the entire material? This work 
carries out such a motivated research to correctly estimate the 
confidence intervals \cite{Brown\_etal2001Interval} depending on the 
sample size of translated text, e.g. the amount of words or 
sentences, that needs to be processed on TQE workflow step for 
confident and reliable evaluation of overall translation quality. 
The methodology we applied for this work is from Bernoulli 
Statistical Distribution Modelling (BSDM) and Monte Carlo Sampling 
Analysis (MCSA).},
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Classical Arabic dataset: Quran and Hadith},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1462--1471},
  abstract  = {Transformer-based models showed near-perfect results 
on several downstream tasks. However, their performance on classical 
Arabic texts is largely unexplored. To fill this gap, we evaluate 
monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual state-of-the-art models to 
detect relatedness between the Quran (Muslim holy book) and the 
Hadith (Prophet Muhammed teachings), which are complex classical 
Arabic texts with underlying meanings that require deep human 
understanding. To do this, we carefully built a dataset of Quran-
verse and Hadith-teaching pairs by consulting sources of reputable 
religious experts. This study presents the methodology of creating 
the dataset, which we make available on our repository, and 
discusses the models' performance that calls for the imminent need 
to explore avenues for improving the quality of these models to 
capture the semantics in such complex, low-resource texts.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.157}
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  author    = {Britton, William  and  Sarkhel, Somdeb  and  
Venugopal, Deepak},
  title     = {Question Modifiers in Visual Question Answering},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1472--1479},
  abstract  = {Visual Question Answering (VQA) is a challenge 
problem that can advance AI by integrating several important sub-
disciplines including natural language understanding and computer 
vision. Large VQA datasets that are publicly available for training 
and evaluation have driven the growth of VQA models that have 
obtained increasingly larger accuracy scores. However, it is also 
important to understand how much a model understands the details 
that are provided in a question. For example, studies in psychology 
have shown that syntactic complexity places a larger cognitive load 
on humans. Analogously, we want to understand if models have the 
perceptual capability to handle modifications to questions. 
Therefore, we develop a new dataset using Amazon Mechanical Turk 
where we asked workers to add modifiers to questions based on object 
properties and spatial relationships. We evaluate this data on 
LXMERT which is a state-of-the-art model in VQA that focuses more 
extensively on language processing. Our conclusions indicate that 
there is a significant negative impact on the performance of the 
model when the questions are modified to include more detailed 



information.},
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Data from Telegram},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1480--1489},
  abstract  = {The paper presents the outcomes of AI-COVID19, our 
project aimed at better understanding of misinformation flow about 
COVID-19 across social media platforms. The specific focus of the 
study reported in this paper is on collecting data from Telegram 
groups which are active in promotion of COVID-related 
misinformation. Our corpus collected so far contains around 28 
million words, from almost one million messages. Given that a 
substantial portion of misinformation flow in social media is spread 
via multimodal means, such as images and video, we have also 
developed a mechanism for utilising such channels via producing 
automatic transcripts for videos and automatic classification for 
images into such categories as memes, screenshots of posts and other 
kinds of images. The accuracy of the image classification pipeline 
is around 87\%.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {146--153},
  abstract  = {Open-domain dialogue systems aim to converse with 
humans through text, and dialogue research has heavily relied on 
benchmark datasets. In this work, we observe the overlapping problem 
in DailyDialog and OpenSubtitles, two popular open-domain dialogue 
benchmark datasets. Our systematic analysis then shows that such 
overlapping can be exploited to obtain fake state-of-the-art 
performance. Finally, we address this issue by cleaning these 
datasets and setting up a proper data processing procedure for 
future research.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.16}
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Wang, Yueyue},
  title     = {Identifying Tension in Holocaust Survivors’ 
Interview: Code-switching/Code-mixing as Cues},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1490--1495},
  abstract  = {In this study, we thrive on finding out how code-
switching and code-mixing (CS/CM) as a linguistic phenomenon could 
be a sign of tension in Holocaust survivors' interviews. We first 
created an interview corpus (a total of 39 interviews) that contains 
manually annotated CS/CM codes (a total of 802 quotations). We then 
compared our annotations with the tension places in the corpus. The 
tensions are identified by a computational tool. We found that most 
of our annotations were captured in the tension places, and it 
showed a relatively outstanding performance. The finding implies 
that CS/CM can be appropriate cues for detecting tension in this 
communication context. Our CS/CM annotated interview corpus is 
openly accessible. Aside from annotating and examining CS/CM 
occurrences, we annotated silence situations in this open corpus. 
Silence is shown to be an indicator of tension in interpersonal 
communications. Making this corpus openly accessible, we call for 
more research endeavors on tension detection.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1496--1508},
  abstract  = {Fine-tuning general-purpose pre-trained models has 
become a de-facto standard, also for Vision and Language tasks such 
as Visual Question Answering (VQA). In this paper, we take a step 
back and ask whether a fine-tuned model has superior linguistic and 
reasoning capabilities than a prior state-of-the-art architecture 
trained from scratch on the training data alone. We perform a fine-
grained evaluation on out-of-distribution data, including an 
analysis on robustness due to linguistic variation (rephrasings). 
Our empirical results confirm the benefit of pre-training on overall 
performance and rephrasing in particular. But our results also 



uncover surprising limitations, particularly for answering questions 
involving boolean operations. To complement the empirical 
evaluation, this paper also surveys relevant earlier work on 1) 
available VQA data sets, 2) models developed for VQA, 3) pre-trained 
Vision+Language models, and 4) earlier fine-grained evaluation of 
pre-trained Vision+Language models.},
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  pages     = {1509--1518},
  abstract  = {One of the processing tasks for large multimodal data 
streams is automatic image description (image classification, object 
segmentation and classification). Although the number and the 
diversity of image datasets is constantly expanding, still there is 
a huge demand for more datasets in terms of variety of domains and 
object classes covered. The goal of the project Multilingual Image 
Corpus (MIC 21) is to provide a large image dataset with annotated 
objects and object descriptions in 24 languages. The Multilingual 
Image Corpus consists of an Ontology of visual objects (based on 
WordNet) and a collection of thematically related images whose 
objects are annotated with segmentation masks and labels describing 
the ontology classes. The dataset is designed both for image 
classification and object detection and for semantic segmentation. 
The main contributions of our work are: a) the provision of large 
collection of high quality copyright-free images; b) the formulation 
of the Ontology of visual objects based on WordNet noun hierarchies; 
c) the precise manual correction of automatic object segmentation 
within the images and the annotation of object classes; and d) the 
association of objects and images with extended multilingual 
descriptions based on WordNet inner- and interlingual relations. The 
dataset can be used also for multilingual image caption generation, 
image-to-text alignment and automatic question answering for images 
and videos.},
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  pages     = {1519--1528},
  abstract  = {Sign language production (SLP) is the process of 
generating sign language videos from spoken language expressions. 
Since sign languages are highly under-resourced, existing vision-
based SLP approaches suffer from out-of-vocabulary (OOV) and test-
time generalization problems and thus generate low-quality 
translations. To address these problems, we introduce an avatar-
based SLP system composed of a sign language translation (SLT) model 
and an avatar animation generation module. Our Transformer-based SLT 
model utilizes two additional strategies to resolve these problems: 
named entity transformation to reduce OOV tokens and context vector 
generation using a pretrained language model (e.g., BERT) to 
reliably train the decoder. Our system is validated on a new Korean-
Korean Sign Language (KSL) dataset of weather forecasts and 
emergency announcements. Our SLT model achieves an 8.77 higher 
BLEU-4 score and a 4.57 higher ROUGE-L score over those of our 
baseline model. In a user evaluation, 93.48\% of named entities were 
successfully identified by participants, demonstrating marked 
improvement on OOV issues.},
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  abstract  = {We present a five-year retrospective on the 
development of the VoxWorld platform, first introduced as a 
multimodal platform for modeling motion language, that has evolved 
into a platform for rapidly building and deploying embodied agents 
with contextual and situational awareness, capable of interacting 
with humans in multiple modalities, and exploring their 
environments. In particular, we discuss the evolution from the 
theoretical underpinnings of the VoxML modeling language to a 
platform that accommodates both neural and symbolic inputs to build 
agents capable of multimodal interaction and hybrid reasoning. We 
focus on three distinct agent implementations and the functionality 
needed to accommodate all of them: Diana, a virtual collaborative 
agent; Kirby, a mobile robot; and BabyBAW, an agent who self-guides 
its own exploration of the world.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.164}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1542--1554},
  abstract  = {Posting and sharing memes have become a powerful 
expedient of expressing opinions on social media in recent days. 
Analysis of sentiment from memes has gained much attention to 
researchers due to its substantial implications in various domains 
like finance and politics. Past studies on sentiment analysis of 
memes have primarily been conducted in English, where low-resource 
languages gain little or no attention. However, due to the 
proliferation of social media usage in recent years, sentiment 
analysis of memes is also a crucial research issue in low resource 
languages. The scarcity of benchmark datasets is a significant 
barrier to performing multimodal sentiment analysis research in 
resource-constrained languages like Bengali. This paper presents a 
novel multimodal dataset (named MemoSen) for Bengali containing 4417 
memes with three annotated labels positive, negative, and neutral. A 
detailed annotation guideline is provided to facilitate further 
resource development in this domain. Additionally, a set of 
experiments are carried out on MemoSen by constructing twelve 
unimodal (i.e., visual, textual) and ten multimodal (image+text) 
models. The evaluation exhibits that the integration of multimodal 
information significantly improves (about 1.2\%) the meme sentiment 
classification compared to the unimodal counterparts and thus 
elucidate the novel aspects of multimodality.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.165}
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  pages     = {1555--1559},
  abstract  = {We present a new audio-visual speech corpus (RUSAVIC) 
recorded in a car environment and designed for noise-robust speech 
recognition. Our goal was to produce a speech corpus which is 
natural (recorded in real driving conditions), controlled (providing 



different SNR levels by windows open/closed, moving/parked vehicle, 
etc.), and adequate size (the amount of data is enough to train 
state-of-the-art NN approaches). We focus on the problem of audio-
visual speech recognition: with the use of automated lip-reading to 
improve the performance of audio-based speech recognition in the 
presence of severe acoustic noise caused by road traffic. We also 
describe the equipment and procedures used to create RUSAVIC corpus. 
Data are collected in a synchronous way through several smartphones 
located at different angles and equipped with FullHD video camera 
and microphone. The corpus includes the recordings of 20 drivers 
with minimum of 10 recording sessions for each. Besides providing a 
detailed description of the dataset and its collection pipeline, we 
evaluate several popular audio and visual speech recognition methods 
and present a set of baseline recognition results. At the moment 
RUSAVIC is a unique audio-visual corpus for the Russian language 
that is recorded in-the-wild condition and we make it publicly 
available.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1560--1565},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a corpus of AZee discourse 
expressions, i.e. expressions which formally describe Sign Language 
utterances of any length using the AZee approach and language. The 
construction of this corpus had two main goals: a first reference 
corpus for AZee, and a test of its coverage on a significant sample 
of real-life utterances. We worked on productions from an existing 
corpus, namely the "40 breves", containing an hour of French Sign 
Language. We wrote the corresponding AZee discourse expressions for 
the entire video content, i.e. expressions capturing the forms 
produced by the signers and their associated meaning by combining 
known production rules, a basic building block for these 
expressions. These are made available as a version 2 extension of 
the "40 breves". We explain the way in which these expressions can 
be built, present the resulting corpus and set of production rules 
used, and perform first measurements on it. We also propose an 
evaluation of our corpus: for one hour of discourse, AZee allows to 
describe 94\% of it, while ongoing studies are increasing this 
coverage. This corpus offers a lot of future prospects, for instance 
concerning synthesis with virtual signers, machine translation or 
formal grammars for Sign Language.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.167}
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  title     = {BERTHA: Video Captioning Evaluation Via Transfer-
Learned Human Assessment},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1566--1575},
  abstract  = {Evaluating video captioning systems is a challenging 
task as there are multiple factors to consider; for instance: the 
fluency of the caption, multiple actions happening in a single 
scene, and the human bias of what is considered important. Most 
metrics try to measure how similar the system generated captions are 
to a single or a set of human-annotated captions. This paper 
presents a new method based on a deep learning model to evaluate 
these systems. The model is based on BERT, which is a language model 
that has been shown to work well in multiple NLP tasks. The aim is 
for the model to learn to perform an evaluation similar to that of a 
human. To do so, we use a dataset that contains human evaluations of 
system generated captions. The dataset consists of the human 
judgments of the captions produces by the system participating in 
various years of the TRECVid video to text task. BERTHA obtain 
favourable results, outperforming the commonly used metrics in some 
setups.},
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  title     = {Abstract Meaning Representation for Gesture},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1576--1583},
  abstract  = {This paper presents Gesture AMR, an extension to 
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR), that captures the meaning of 
gesture. In developing Gesture AMR, we consider how gesture form and 
meaning relate; how gesture packages meaning both independently and 
in interaction with speech; and how the meaning of gesture is 
temporally and contextually determined. Our case study for 
developing Gesture AMR is a focused human-human shared task to build 
block structures. We develop an initial taxonomy of gesture act 
relations that adheres to AMR’s existing focus on predicate-argument 
structure while integrating meaningful elements unique to gesture. 
Pilot annotation shows Gesture AMR to be more challenging than 
standard AMR, and illustrates the need for more work on 
representation of dialogue and multimodal meaning. We discuss 



challenges of adapting an existing meaning representation to non-
speech-based modalities and outline several avenues for expanding 
Gesture AMR.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.169}
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  title     = {Language Technologies for the Creation of 
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {154--163},
  abstract  = {This paper is framed in the context of the SSHOC 
project and aims at exploring how Language Technologies can help in 
promoting and facilitating multilingualism in the Social Sciences 
and Humanities (SSH). Although most SSH researchers produce 
culturally and societally relevant work in their local languages, 
metadata and vocabularies used in the SSH domain to describe and 
index research data are currently mostly in English. We thus 
investigate Natural Language Processing and Machine Translation 
approaches in view of providing resources and tools to foster 
multilingual access and discovery to SSH content across different 
languages. As case studies, we create and deliver as freely, openly 
available data a set of multilingual metadata concepts and an 
automatically extracted multilingual Data Stewardship terminology. 
The two case studies allow as well to evaluate performances of 
state-of-the-art tools and to derive a set of recommendations as to 
how best apply them. Although not adapted to the specific domain, 
the employed tools prove to be a valid asset to translation tasks. 
Nonetheless, validation of results by domain experts proficient in 
the language is an unavoidable phase of the whole workflow.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.17}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1584--1594},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a new training dataset for 
automatic genre identification GINCO, which is based on 1,125 



crawled Slovenian web documents that consist of 650,000 words. Each 
document was manually annotated for genre with a new annotation 
schema that builds upon existing schemata, having primarily clarity 
of labels and inter-annotator agreement in mind. The dataset 
consists of various challenges related to web-based data, such as 
machine translated content, encoding errors, multiple contents 
presented in one document etc., enabling evaluation of classifiers 
in realistic conditions. The initial machine learning experiments on 
the dataset show that (1) pre-Transformer models are drastically 
less able to model the phenomena, with macro F1 metrics ranging 
around 0.22, while Transformer-based models achieve scores of around 
0.58, and (2) multilingual Transformer models work as well on the 
task as the monolingual models that were previously proven to be 
superior to multilingual models on standard NLP tasks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.170}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1595--1602},
  abstract  = {With the emergence of neural end-to-end approaches 
for spoken language understanding (SLU), a growing number of studies 
have been presented during these last three years on this topic. The 
major part of these works addresses the spoken language 
understanding domain through a simple task like speech intent 
detection. In this context, new benchmark datasets have also been 
produced and shared with the community related to this task. In this 
paper, we focus on the French MEDIA SLU dataset, distributed since 
2005 and used as a benchmark dataset for a large number of research 
works. This dataset has been shown as being the most challenging one 
among those accessible to the research community. Distributed by 
ELRA, this corpus is free for academic research since 2019. 
Unfortunately, the MEDIA dataset is not really used beyond the 
French research community. To facilitate its use, a complete recipe, 
including data preparation, training and evaluation scripts, has 
been built and integrated to SpeechBrain, an already popular open-
source and all-in-one conversational AI toolkit based on PyTorch. 
This recipe is presented in this paper. In addition, based on the 
feedback of some researchers who have worked on this dataset for 
several years, some corrections have been brought to the initial 
manual annotation: the new version of the data will also be 
integrated into the ELRA catalogue, as the original one. More, a 
significant amount of data collected during the construction of the 



MEDIA corpus in the 2000s was never used until now: we present the 
first results reached on this subset — also included in the MEDIA 
SpeechBrain recipe — , that will be used for now as the MEDIA test2. 
Last, we discuss evaluation issues.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.171}
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  title     = {BasqueGLUE: A Natural Language Understanding 
Benchmark for Basque},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1603--1612},
  abstract  = {Natural Language Understanding (NLU) technology has 
improved significantly over the last few years and multitask 
benchmarks such as GLUE are key to evaluate this improvement in a 
robust and general way. These benchmarks take into account a wide 
and diverse set of NLU tasks that require some form of language 
understanding, beyond the detection of superficial, textual clues. 
However, they are costly to develop and language-dependent, and 
therefore they are only available for a small number of languages. 
In this paper, we present BasqueGLUE, the first NLU benchmark for 
Basque, a less-resourced language, which has been elaborated from 
previously existing datasets and following similar criteria to those 
used for the construction of GLUE and SuperGLUE. We also report the 
evaluation of two state-of-the-art language models for Basque on 
BasqueGLUE, thus providing a strong baseline to compare upon. 
BasqueGLUE is freely available under an open license.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.172}
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  title     = {Resources and Experiments on Sentiment Classification 
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1613--1621},
  abstract  = {This paper presents, to the best of our knowledge, 
the first ever publicly available annotated dataset for sentiment 
classification and semantic polarity dictionary for Georgian. The 
characteristics of these resources and the process of their creation 
are described in detail. The results of various experiments on the 



performance of both lexicon- and machine learning-based models for 
Georgian sentiment classification are also reported. Both 3-label 
(positive, neutral, negative) and 4-label settings (same labels + 
mixed) are considered. The machine learning models explored include, 
i.a., logistic regression, SVMs, and transformed-based models. We 
also explore transfer learning- and translation-based (to a well-
supported language) approaches. The obtained results for Georgian 
are on par with the state-of-the-art results in sentiment 
classification for well studied languages when using training data 
of comparable size.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.173}
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Summarisation Corpus},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1622--1639},
  abstract  = {Natural Language Processing is increasingly being 
applied in the finance and business industry to analyse the text of 
many different types of financial documents. Given the increasing 
growth of firms around the world, the volume of financial 
disclosures and financial texts in different languages and forms is 
increasing sharply and therefore the study of language technology 
methods that automatically summarise content has grown rapidly into 
a major research area. Corpora for financial narrative summarisation 
exists in English, but there is a significant lack of financial text 
resources in the French language. To remedy this, we present CoFiF 
Plus, the first French financial narrative summarisation dataset 
providing a comprehensive set of financial text written in French. 
The dataset has been extracted from French financial reports 
published in PDF file format. It is composed of 1,703 reports from 
the most capitalised companies in France (Euronext Paris) covering a 
time frame from 1995 to 2021. This paper describes the collection, 
annotation and validation of the financial reports and their 
summaries. It also describes the dataset and gives the results of 
some baseline summarisers. Our datasets will be openly available 
upon the acceptance of the paper.},
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1640--1650},
  abstract  = {Almost all summarisation methods and datasets focus 
on a single language and short summaries. We introduce a new dataset 
called WikinewsSum for English, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Polish, and Italian summarisation tailored for extended summaries of 
approx. 11 sentences. The dataset comprises 39,626 summaries which 
are news articles from Wikinews and their sources. We compare three 
multilingual transformer models on the extractive summarisation task 
and three training scenarios on which we fine-tune mT5 to perform 
abstractive summarisation. This results in strong baselines for both 
extractive and abstractive summarisation on WikinewsSum. We also 
show how the combination of an extractive model with an abstractive 
one can be used to create extended abstractive summaries from long 
input documents. Finally, our results show that fine-tuning mT5 on 
all the languages combined significantly improves the summarisation 
performance on low-resource languages.},
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  pages     = {1651--1664},
  abstract  = {Progress in sentence simplification has been hindered 
by a lack of labeled parallel simplification data, particularly in 
languages other than English. We introduce MUSS, a Multilingual 
Unsupervised Sentence Simplification system that does not require 
labeled simplification data. MUSS uses a novel approach to sentence 
simplification that trains strong models using sentence-level 
paraphrase data instead of proper simplification data. These models 
leverage unsupervised pretraining and controllable generation 
mechanisms to flexibly adjust attributes such as length and lexical 
complexity at inference time. We further present a method to mine 
such paraphrase data in any language from Common Crawl using 
semantic sentence embeddings, thus removing the need for labeled 
data. We evaluate our approach on English, French, and Spanish 
simplification benchmarks and closely match or outperform the 
previous best supervised results, despite not using any labeled 
simplification data. We push the state of the art further by 
incorporating labeled simplification data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.176}
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  pages     = {1665--1670},
  abstract  = {Women are often perceived as junior to their male 
counterparts, even within the same job titles. While there has been 
significant progress in the evaluation of gender bias in natural 
language processing (NLP), existing studies seldom investigate how 
biases toward gender groups change when compounded with other 
societal biases. In this work, we investigate how seniority impacts 
the degree of gender bias exhibited in pretrained neural generation 
models by introducing a novel framework for probing compound bias. 
We contribute a benchmark robustness-testing dataset spanning two 
domains, U.S. senatorship and professorship, created using a 
distant-supervision method. Our dataset includes human-written text 
with underlying ground truth and paired counterfactuals. We then 
examine GPT-2 perplexity and the frequency of gendered language in 
generated text. Our results show that GPT-2 amplifies bias by 
considering women as junior and men as senior more often than the 
ground truth in both domains. These results suggest that NLP 
applications built using GPT-2 may harm women in professional 
capacities.},
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  pages     = {1671--1679},
  abstract  = {This paper presents contributions in two directions: 
first we propose a new system for Frame Identification (FI), based 
on pre-trained text encoders trained discriminatively and graphs 
embedding, producing state of the art performance and, second, we 
take in consideration all the extremely different procedures used to 
evaluate systems for this task performing a complete evaluation over 
two benchmarks and all possible splits and cleaning procedures used 



in the FI literature.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1680--1690},
  abstract  = {Our discourses are full of potential lexical 
ambiguities, due in part to the pervasive use of words having 
multiple senses. Sometimes, one word may even be used in more than 
one sense throughout a text. But, to what extent is this true for 
different kinds of texts? Does the use of polysemous words change 
when a discourse involves two people, or when speakers have time to 
plan what to say? We investigate these questions by comparing the 
polysemy level of texts of different nature, with a focus on 
spontaneous spoken dialogs; unlike previous work which examines 
solely scripted, written, monolog-like data. We compare multiple 
metrics that presuppose different conceptualizations of text 
polysemy, i.e., they consider the observed or the potential number 
of senses of words, or their sense distribution in a discourse. We 
show that the polysemy level of texts varies greatly depending on 
the kind of text considered, with dialog and spoken discourses 
having generally a higher polysemy level than written monologs. 
Additionally, our results emphasize the need for relaxing the 
popular "one sense per discourse" hypothesis.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {164--173},
  abstract  = {The publication of resources for minority languages 
requires a balance between making data open and accessible and 
respecting the rights and needs of its language community. The FAIR 
principles were introduced as a guide to good open data practices 
and they have since been complemented by the CARE principles for 
indigenous data governance. This article describes how the DGS 
Corpus implemented these principles and how the two sets of 



principles affected each other. The DGS Corpus is a large collection 
of recordings of members of the deaf community in Germany 
communicating in their primary language, German Sign Language (DGS); 
it was created to be both as a resource for linguistic research and 
as a record of the life experiences of deaf people in Germany. The 
corpus was designed with CARE in mind to respect and empower the 
language community and FAIR data publishing was used to enhance its 
usefulness as a scientific resource.},
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  pages     = {1691--1699},
  abstract  = {Cross-Level Semantic Similarity (CLSS) is a measure 
of the level of semantic overlap between texts of different lengths. 
Although this problem was formulated almost a decade ago, research 
on it has been sparse, and limited exclusively to the English 
language. In this paper, we present the first CLSS dataset in 
another language, in the form of CLSS.news.sr – a corpus of 1000 
phrase-sentence and 1000 sentence-paragraph newswire text pairs in 
Serbian, manually annotated with fine-grained semantic similarity 
scores using a 0–4 similarity scale. We describe the methodology of 
data collection and annotation, and compare the resulting corpus to 
its preexisting counterpart in English, SemEval CLSS, following up 
with a preliminary linguistic analysis of the newly created dataset. 
State-of-the-art pre-trained language models are then fine-tuned and 
evaluated on the CLSS task in Serbian using the produced data, and 
their settings and results are discussed. The CLSS.news.sr corpus 
and the guidelines used in its creation are made publicly 
available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.180}
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  abstract  = {Semantic role labeling (SRL) represents the meaning 
of a sentence in the form of predicate-argument structures. Such 
shallow semantic analysis is helpful in a wide range of downstream 
NLP tasks and real-world applications. As treebanks enabled the 
development of powerful syntactic parsers, the accurate predicate-
argument analysis demands training data in the form of propbanks. 
Unfortunately, most languages simply do not have corresponding 
propbanks due to the high cost required to construct such resources. 
To overcome such challenges, Universal Proposition Bank 1.0 (UP1.0) 
was released in 2017, with high-quality propbank data generated via 
a two-stage method exploiting monolingual SRL and multilingual 
parallel data. In this paper, we introduce Universal Proposition 
Bank 2.0 (UP2.0), with significant enhancements over UP1.0: (1) 
propbanks with higher quality by using a state-of-the-art 
monolingual SRL and improved auto-generation of annotations; (2) 
expanded language coverage (from 7 to 9 languages); (3) span 
annotation for the decoupling of syntactic analysis; and (4) Gold 
data for a subset of the languages. We also share our experimental 
results that confirm the significant quality improvements of the 
generated propbanks. In addition, we present a comprehensive 
experimental evaluation on how different implementation choices 
impact the quality of the resulting data. We release these resources 
to the research community and hope to encourage more research on 
cross-lingual SRL.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.181}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1712--1720},
  abstract  = {Eye movement recordings from reading are one of the 
richest signals of human language processing. Corpora of eye 
movements during reading of contextualized running text is a way of 
making such records available for natural language processing 
purposes. Such corpora already exist in some languages. We present 
CopCo, the Copenhagen Corpus of eye tracking recordings from natural 
reading of Danish texts. It is the first eye tracking corpus of its 
kind for the Danish language. CopCo includes 1,832 sentences with 
34,897 tokens of Danish text extracted from a collection of speech 
manuscripts. This first release of the corpus contains eye tracking 
data from 22 participants. It will be extended continuously with 
more participants and texts from other genres. We assess the data 
quality of the recorded eye movements and find that the extracted 
features are in line with related research. The dataset available 
here: https://osf.io/ud8s5/.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1721--1731},
  abstract  = {We present the Brooklyn Multi-Interaction Corpus (B-
MIC), a collection of dyadic conversations designed to identify 
speaker traits and conversation contexts that cause variations in 
entrainment behavior. B-MIC pairs each participant with multiple 
partners for an object placement game and open-ended discussions, as 
well as with a Wizard of Oz for a baseline of their speech. In 
addition to fully transcribed recordings, it includes demographic 
information and four completed psychological questionnaires for each 
subject and turn annotations for perceived emotion and acoustic 
outliers. This enables the study of speakers' entrainment behavior 
in different contexts and the sources of variation in this behavior. 
In this paper, we introduce B-MIC and describe our collection, 
annotation, and preprocessing methodologies. We report a preliminary 
study demonstrating varied entrainment behavior across different 
conversation types and discuss the rich potential for future work on 
the corpus.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1732--1739},
  abstract  = {Pro-TEXT is a corpus of keystroke logs written in 
French. Keystroke logs are recordings of the writing process 
executed through a keyboard, which keep track of all actions taken 
by the writer (character additions, deletions, substitutions). As 
such, the Pro-TEXT corpus offers new insights into text genesis and 
underlying cognitive processes from the production perspective. A 
subset of the corpus is linguistically annotated with parts of 
speech, lemmas and syntactic dependencies, making it suitable for 
the study of interactions between linguistic and behavioural aspects 



of the writing process. The full corpus contains 202K tokens, while 
the annotated portion is currently 30K tokens large. The annotated 
content is progressively being made available in a database-like CSV 
format and in CoNLL format, and the work on an HTML-based 
visualisation tool is currently under way. To the best of our 
knowledge, Pro-TEXT is the first corpus of its kind in French.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.184}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1740--1750},
  abstract  = {Corpus-based studies on acceptability judgements have 
always stimulated the interest of researchers, both in theoretical 
and computational fields. Some approaches focused on spontaneous 
judgements collected through different types of tasks, others on 
data annotated through crowd-sourcing platforms, still others relied 
on expert annotated data available from the literature. The release 
of CoLA corpus, a large-scale corpus of sentences extracted from 
linguistic handbooks as examples of acceptable/non acceptable 
phenomena in English, has revived interest in the reliability of 
judgements of linguistic experts vs. non-experts. Several issues are 
still open. In this work, we contribute to this debate by presenting 
a 3D video game that was used to collect acceptability judgments on 
Italian sentences. We analyse the resulting annotations in terms of 
agreement among players and by comparing them with experts' 
acceptability judgments. We also discuss different game settings to 
assess their impact on participants' motivation and engagement. The 
final dataset containing 1,062 sentences, which were selected based 
on majority voting, is released for future research and 
comparisons.},
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  pages     = {1751--1760},
  abstract  = {This paper describes a new corpus of human 
translations which contains both professional and students 
translations. The data consists of English sources -- texts from 
news and reviews -- and their translations into Russian and 
Croatian, as well as of the subcorpus containing translations of the 
review texts into Finnish. All target languages represent mid-
resourced and less or mid-investigated ones. The corpus will be 
valuable for studying variation in translation as it allows a direct 
comparison between human translations of the same source texts. The 
corpus will also be a valuable resource for evaluating machine 
translation systems. We believe that this resource will facilitate 
understanding and improvement of the quality issues in both human 
and machine translation. In the paper, we describe how the data was 
collected, provide information on translator groups and summarise 
the differences between the human translations at hand based on our 
preliminary results with shallow features.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.186}
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  pages     = {1761--1770},
  abstract  = {Automatic identification of cyberbullying from 
textual content is known to be a challenging task. The challenges 
arise from the inherent structure of cyberbullying and the lack of 
labeled large-scale corpus, enabling efficient machine-learning-
based tools including neural networks. This paper advocates a data 
augmentation-based approach that could enhance the automatic 
detection of cyberbullying in social media texts. We use both word 
sense disambiguation and synonymy relation in WordNet lexical 
database to generate coherent equivalent utterances of cyberbullying 
input data. The disambiguation and semantic expansion are intended 
to overcome the inherent limitations of social media posts, such as 
an abundance of unstructured constructs and limited semantic 
content. Besides, to test the feasibility, a novel protocol has been 
employed to collect cyberbullying traces data from AskFm forum, 
where about a 10K-size dataset has been manually labeled. Next, the 
problem of cyberbullying identification is viewed as a binary 
classification problem using an elaborated data augmentation 
strategy and an appropriate classifier. For the latter, a 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture with FastText and 
BERT was put forward, whose results were compared against commonly 
employed Naïve Bayes (NB) and Logistic Regression (LR) classifiers 
with and without data augmentation. The research outcomes were 



promising and yielded almost 98.4\% of classifier accuracy, an 
improvement of more than 4\% over baseline results.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1771--1779},
  abstract  = {Summarization is a challenging problem, and even more 
challenging is to manually create, correct, and evaluate the 
summaries. The severity of the problem grows when the inputs are 
multi-party dialogues in a meeting setup. To facilitate the research 
in this area, we present ALIGNMEET, a comprehensive tool for meeting 
annotation, alignment, and evaluation. The tool aims to provide an 
efficient and clear interface for fast annotation while mitigating 
the risk of introducing errors. Moreover, we add an evaluation mode 
that enables a comprehensive quality evaluation of meeting minutes. 
To the best of our knowledge, there is no such tool available. We 
release the tool as open source. It is also directly installable 
from PyPI.},
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  pages     = {1780--1787},
  abstract  = {Stuttering is a complex speech disorder that 
negatively affects an individual’s ability to communicate 
effectively. Persons who stutter (PWS) often suffer considerably 
under the condition and seek help through therapy. Fluency shaping 
is a therapy approach where PWSs learn to modify their speech to 
help them to overcome their stutter. Mastering such speech 
techniques takes time and practice, even after therapy. Shortly 
after therapy, success is evaluated highly, but relapse rates are 
high. To be able to monitor speech behavior over a long time, the 



ability to detect stuttering events and modifications in speech 
could help PWSs and speech pathologists to track the level of 
fluency. Monitoring could create the ability to intervene early by 
detecting lapses in fluency. To the best of our knowledge, no public 
dataset is available that contains speech from people who underwent 
stuttering therapy that changed the style of speaking. This work 
introduces the Kassel State of Fluency (KSoF), a therapy-based 
dataset containing over 5500 clips of PWSs. The clips were labeled 
with six stuttering-related event types: blocks, prolongations, 
sound repetitions, word repetitions, interjections, and – specific 
to therapy – speech modifications. The audio was recorded during 
therapy sessions at the Institut der Kasseler Stottertherapie. The 
data will be made available for research purposes upon request.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.189}
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  pages     = {174--180},
  abstract  = {The European Language Grid enables researchers and 
practitioners to easily distribute and use NLP resources and models, 
such as corpora and classifiers. We describe in this paper how, 
during the course of our EVALITA4ELG project, we have integrated 
datasets and systems for the Italian language. We show how easy it 
is to use the integrated systems, and demonstrate in case studies 
how seamless the application of the platform is, providing Italian 
NLP for everyone.},
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  pages     = {1788--1797},
  abstract  = {Users generate content constantly, leading to new 
data requiring annotation. Among this data, textual conversations 
are created every day and come with some specificities: they are 
mostly private through instant messaging applications, requiring the 



conversational context to be labeled. These specificities led to 
several annotation tools dedicated to conversation, and mostly 
dedicated to dialogue tasks, requiring complex annotation schemata, 
not always customizable and not taking into account conversation-
level labels. In this paper, we present EZCAT, an easy-to-use 
interface to annotate conversations in a two-level configurable 
schema, leveraging message-level labels and conversation-level 
labels. Our interface is characterized by the voluntary absence of a 
server and accounts management, enhancing its availability to 
anyone, and the control over data, which is crucial to confidential 
conversations. We also present our first usage of EZCAT along with 
our annotation schema we used to annotate confidential customer 
service conversations. EZCAT is freely available at https://
gguibon.github.io/ezcat.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1798--1806},
  abstract  = {Given the benefits of syntactically annotated 
collections of transcribed speech in spoken language research and 
applications, many spoken language treebanks have been developed in 
the last decades, with divergent annotation schemes posing important 
limitations to cross-resource explorations, such as comparing data 
across languages, grammatical frameworks, and language domains. As a 
consequence, there has been a growing number of spoken language 
treebanks adopting the Universal Dependencies (UD) annotation 
scheme, aimed at cross-linguistically consistent morphosyntactic 
annotation. In view of the non-central role of spoken language data 
within the scheme and with little in-domain consolidation to date, 
this paper presents a comparative overview of spoken language 
treebanks in UD to support cross-treebank data explorations on the 
one hand, and encourage further treebank harmonization on the other. 
Our results show that the spoken language treebanks differ 
considerably with respect to the inventory and the format of 
transcribed phenomena, as well as the principles adopted in their 
morphosyntactic annotation. This is particularly true for the 
dependency annotation of speech disfluencies, where conflicting data 
annotations suggest an underspecification of the guidelines 
pertaining to speech repairs in general and the reparandum 
dependency relation in particular.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.191}
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  pages     = {1807--1816},
  abstract  = {We present LeConTra, a learner corpus consisting of 
English-to-Dutch news translations enriched with translation process 
data. Three students of a Master’s programme in Translation were 
asked to translate 50 different English journalistic texts of 
approximately 250 tokens each. Because we also collected translation 
process data in the form of keystroke logging, our dataset can be 
used as part of different research strands such as translation 
process research, learner corpus research, and corpus-based 
translation studies. Reference translations, without process data, 
are also included. The data has been manually segmented and 
tokenized, and manually aligned at both segment and word level, 
leading to a high-quality corpus with token-level process data. The 
data is freely accessible via the Translation Process Research 
DataBase, which emphasises our commitment of distributing our 
dataset. The tool that was built for manual sentence segmentation 
and tokenization, Mantis, is also available as an open-source aid 
for data processing.},
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  pages     = {1817--1823},
  abstract  = {This paper focuses on detection of sources in the 
Czech articles published on a news server of Czech public radio. In 
particular, we search for attribution in sentences and we recognize 
attributed sources and their sentence context (signals). We 
organized a crowdsourcing annotation task that resulted in a data 
set of 2,167 stories with manually recognized signals and sources. 
In addition, the sources were classified into the classes of named 
and unnamed sources.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.193}
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  title     = {Xposition: An Online Multilingual Database of 
Adpositional Semantics},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1824--1830},
  abstract  = {We present Xposition, an online platform for 
documenting adpositional semantics across languages in terms of 
supersenses (Schneider et al., 2018). More than just a lexical 
database, Xposition houses annotation guidelines, structured 
lexicographic documentation, and annotated corpora. Guidelines and 
documentation are stored as wiki pages for ease of editing, and 
described elements (supersenses, adpositions, etc.) are hyperlinked 
for ease of browsing. We describe how the platform structures 
information; its current contents across several languages; and 
aspects of the design of the web application that supports it, with 
special attention to how it supports datasets and standards that 
evolve over time.},
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  pages     = {1831--1838},
  abstract  = {This paper describes data resources created for Phase 
1 of the DARPA Active Interpretation of Disparate Alternatives 
(AIDA) program, which aims to develop language technology that can 
help humans manage large volumes of sometimes conflicting 
information to develop a comprehensive understanding of events 
around the world, even when such events are described in multiple 
media and languages. Especially important is the need for the 
technology to be capable of building multiple hypotheses to account 
for alternative interpretations of data imbued with informational 
conflict. The corpus described here is designed to support these 
goals. It focuses on the domain of Russia-Ukraine relations and 
contains multimedia source data in English, Russian and Ukrainian, 
annotated to support development and evaluation of systems that 
perform extraction of entities, events, and relations from 
individual multimedia documents, aggregate the information across 



documents and languages, and produce multiple “hypotheses” about 
what has happened. This paper describes source data collection, 
annotation, and assessment.},
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  abstract  = {This paper describes our efforts to extend the 
PARSEME framework to Modern Standard Arabic. Theapplicability of the 
PARSEME guidelines was tested by measuring the inter-annotator 
agreement in theearly annotation stage. A subset of 1,062 sentences 
from the Prague Arabic Dependency Treebank PADTwas selected and 
annotated by two Arabic native speakers independently. Following 
their annotations, anew Arabic corpus with over 1,250 annotated 
VMWEs has been built. This corpus already exceeds thesmallest 
corpora of the PARSEME suite, and enables first observations. We 
discuss our annotation guide-line schema that shows full MWE 
annotation is realizable in Arabic where we get good inter-annotator 
agreement.},
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  abstract  = {There has been a lot of work on predicting the timing 
of feedback in conversational systems. However, there has been less 
focus on predicting the prosody and lexical form of feedback given 
their communicative function. Therefore, in this paper we present 
our preliminary annotations of the communicative functions of 1627 
short feedback tokens from the Switchboard corpus and an analysis of 
their lexical realizations and prosodic characteristics. Since there 
is no standard scheme for annotating the communicative function of 



feedback we propose our own annotation scheme. Although our work is 
ongoing, our preliminary analysis revealed lexical tokens such as 
"yeah" are ambiguous and therefore lexical forms alone are not 
indicative of the function. Both the lexical form and prosodic 
characteristics need to be taken into account in order to predict 
the communicative function. We also found that feedback functions 
have distinguishable prosodic characteristics in terms of duration, 
mean pitch, pitch slope, and pitch range.},
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  abstract  = {Social media are a central part of people's lives. 
Unfortunately, many public social media spaces are rife with 
bullying and offensive language, creating an unsafe environment for 
their users. In this paper, we present a new dataset for offensive 
language detection in Albanian. The dataset is composed of user-
generated comments on Facebook and YouTube from the channels of 
selected Kosovo news platforms. It is annotated according to the 
three levels of the OLID annotation scheme. We also show results of 
a baseline system for offensive language classification based on a 
fine-tuned BERT model and compare with the Danish DKhate dataset, 
which is similar in scope and size. In a transfer learning setting, 
we find that merging the Albanian and Danish training sets leads to 
improved performance for prediction on Danish, but not Albanian, on 
both offensive language recognition and distinguishing targeted and 
untargeted offence.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.198}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1870--1884},
  abstract  = {Gender bias in natural language processing (NLP) 
applications, particularly machine translation, has been receiving 



increasing attention. Much of the research on this issue has focused 
on mitigating gender bias in English NLP models and systems. 
Addressing the problem in poorly resourced, and/or morphologically 
rich languages has lagged behind, largely due to the lack of 
datasets and resources. In this paper, we introduce a new corpus for 
gender identification and rewriting in contexts involving one or two 
target users (I and/or You) – first and second grammatical persons 
with independent grammatical gender preferences. We focus on Arabic, 
a gender-marking morphologically rich language. The corpus has 
multiple parallel components: four combinations of 1st and 2nd 
person in feminine and masculine grammatical genders, as well as 
English, and English to Arabic machine translation output. This 
corpus expands on Habash et al. (2019)’s Arabic Parallel Gender 
Corpus (APGC v1.0) by adding second person targets as well as 
increasing the total number of sentences over 6.5 times, reaching 
over 590K words. Our new dataset will aid the research and 
development of gender identification, controlled text generation, 
and post-editing rewrite systems that could be used to personalize 
NLP applications and provide users with the correct outputs based on 
their grammatical gender preferences. We make the Arabic Parallel 
Gender Corpus (APGC v2.0) publicly available},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.199}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {13--21},
  abstract  = {Traditional automatic evaluation metrics for machine 
translation have been widely criticized by linguists due to their 
low accuracy, lack of transparency, focus on language mechanics 
rather than semantics, and low agreement with human quality 
evaluation. Human evaluations in the form of MQM-like scorecards 
have always been carried out in real industry setting by both 
clients and translation service providers (TSPs). However, 
traditional human translation quality evaluations are costly to 
perform and go into great linguistic detail, raise issues as to 
inter-rater reliability (IRR) and are not designed to measure 
quality of worse than premium quality translations. In this work, we 
introduce \textbf{HOPE}, a task-oriented and \textit{\textbf{h}}
uman-centric evaluation framework for machine translation output 
based \textit{\textbf{o}}n professional \textit{\textbf{p}}ost-
\textit{\textbf{e}}diting annotations. It contains only a limited 
number of commonly occurring error types, and uses a scoring model 
with geometric progression of error penalty points (EPPs) reflecting 
error severity level to each translation unit. The initial 



experimental work carried out on English-Russian language pair MT 
outputs on marketing content type of text from highly technical 
domain reveals that our evaluation framework is quite effective in 
reflecting the MT output quality regarding both overall system-level 
performance and segment-level transparency, and it increases the IRR 
for error type interpretation. The approach has several key 
advantages, such as ability to measure and compare less than perfect 
MT output from different systems, ability to indicate human 
perception of quality, immediate estimation of the labor effort 
required to bring MT output to premium quality, low-cost and faster 
application, as well as higher IRR. Our experimental data is 
available at \url{https://github.com/lHan87/HOPE}.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {181--192},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we provide an overview of current 
technologies for cross-lingual link discovery, and we discuss 
challenges, experiences and prospects of their application to under-
resourced languages. We rst introduce the goals of cross-lingual 
linking and associated technologies, and in particular, the role 
that the Linked Data paradigm (Bizer et al., 2011) applied to 
language data can play in this context. We de ne under-resourced 
languages with a speci c focus on languages actively used on the 
internet, i.e., languages with a digitally versatile speaker 
community, but limited support in terms of language technology. We 
argue that languages for which considerable amounts of textual data 
and (at least) a bilingual word list are available, techniques for 
cross-lingual linking can be readily applied, and that these enable 
the implementation of downstream applications for under-resourced 
languages via the localisation and adaptation of existing 
technologies and resources.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1885--1889},
  abstract  = {Social media platforms play an increasingly important 
role as forums for public discourse. Many platforms use 
recommendation algorithms that funnel users to online groups with 
the goal of maximizing user engagement, which many commentators have 
pointed to as a source of polarization and misinformation. 
Understanding the role of NLP in recommender systems is an 
interesting research area, given the role that social media has 
played in world events. However, there are few standardized 
resources which researchers can use to build models that predict 
engagement with online groups on social media; each research group 
constructs datasets from scratch without releasing their version for 
reuse. In this work, we present a dataset drawn from posts and 
comments on the online message board Reddit. We develop baseline 
models for recommending subreddits to users, given the user's post 
and comment history. We also study the behavior of our recommender 
models on subreddits that were banned in June 2020 as part of 
Reddit's efforts to stop the dissemination of hate speech.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.200}
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Articles},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1890--1899},
  abstract  = {Interest in argument mining has resulted in an 
increasing number of argument annotated corpora. However, most focus 
on English texts with explicit argumentative discourse markers, such 
as persuasive essays or legal documents. Conversely, we report on 
the first extensive and consolidated Portuguese argument annotation 
project focused on opinion articles. We briefly describe the 
annotation guidelines based on a multi-layered process and analyze 
the manual annotations produced, highlighting the main challenges of 
this textual genre. We then conduct a comprehensive inter-annotator 
agreement analysis, including argumentative discourse units, their 
classes and relations, and resulting graphs. This analysis reveals 
that each of these aspects tackles very different kinds of 
challenges. We observe differences in annotator profiles, motivating 



our aim of producing a non-aggregated corpus containing the insights 
of every annotator. We note that the interpretation and 
identification of token-level arguments is challenging; 
nevertheless, tasks that focus on higher-level components of the 
argument structure can obtain considerable agreement. We lay down 
perspectives on corpus usage, exploiting its multi-faceted nature.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.201}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1900--1906},
  abstract  = {Parliamentary debates represent a large and partly 
unexploited treasure trove of publicly accessible texts. In the 
German-speaking area, there is a certain deficit of uniformly 
accessible and annotated corpora covering all German-speaking 
parliaments at the national and federal level. To address this gap, 
we introduce the German Parliamentary Corpus (GerParCor). GerParCor 
is a genre-specific corpus of (predominantly historical) German-
language parliamentary protocols from three centuries and four 
countries, including state and federal level data. In addition, 
GerParCor contains conversions of scanned protocols and, in 
particular, of protocols in Fraktur converted via an OCR process 
based on Tesseract. All protocols were preprocessed by means of the 
NLP pipeline of spaCy3 and automatically annotated with metadata 
regarding their session date. GerParCor is made available in the XMI 
format of the UIMA project. In this way, GerParCor can be used as a 
large corpus of historical texts in the field of political 
communication for various tasks in NLP.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.202}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1907--1916},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present an upgraded version of the 
Hungarian NYTK-NerKor named entity corpus, which contains about 
twice as many annotated spans and 7 times as many distinct entity 
types as the original version. We used an extended version of the 



OntoNotes 5 annotation scheme including time and numerical 
expressions. NerKor is the newest and biggest NER corpus for 
Hungarian containing diverse domains. We applied cross-lingual 
transfer of NER models trained for other languages based on 
multilingual contextual language models to preannotate the corpus. 
We corrected the annotation semi-automatically and manually. Zero-
shot preannotation was very effective with about 0.82 F1 score for 
the best model. We also added a 12000-token subcorpus on cars and 
other motor vehicles. We trained and release a transformer-based NER 
tagger for Hungarian using the annotation in the new corpus version, 
which provides similar performance to an identical model trained on 
the original version of the corpus.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.203}
}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1917--1924},
  abstract  = {Since several decades emotional databases have been 
recorded by various laboratories. Many of them contain acted 
portrays of Darwin’s famous “big four” basic emotions. In this 
paper, we investigate in how far a selection of them are comparable 
by two approaches: on the one hand modeling similarity as 
performance in cross database machine learning experiments and on 
the other by analyzing a manually picked set of four acoustic 
features that represent different phonetic areas. It is interesting 
to see in how far specific databases (we added a synthetic one) 
perform well as a training set for others while some do not. 
Generally speaking, we found indications for both similarity as well 
as specificiality across languages.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.204}
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  pages     = {1925--1932},
  abstract  = {We present advancements with a software tool called 
Nkululeko, that lets users perform (semi-) supervised machine 
learning experiments in the speaker characteristics domain. It is 
based on audformat, a format for speech database metadata 
description. Due to an interface based on configurable templates, it 
supports best practise and very fast setup of experiments without 
the need to be proficient in the underlying language: Python. The 
paper explains the handling of Nkululeko and presents two typical 
experiments: comparing the expert acoustic features with artificial 
neural net embeddings for emotion classification and speaker age 
regression.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.205}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1933--1938},
  abstract  = {Aerodynamic processes underlie the characteristics of 
the acoustic signal of speech sounds. The aerodynamics of speech 
give insights on acoustic outcome and help explain the mechanisms of 
speech production. This database was designed during an ARC project 
”Dynamique des systèmes phonologiques” in which the study of 
aerodynamic constraints on speech production was an important 
target. Data were recorded between 1996 and 1999 at the Erasmus 
Hospital (Hôpital Erasme) of Université Libre de Bruxelles, Belgium 
and constitute one of the few datasets available on direct 
measurement of subglottal pressure and other aerodynamic parameters. 
The goal was to obtain a substantial amount of data with 
simultaneous recording, in various context, of the speech acoustic 
signal, subglottal pressure (Ps), intraoral pressure (Po), oral 
airflow (Qo) and nasal airflow (Qn). This database contains 
recordings of 2 English, 1 Amharic, and 7 French speakers and is 
provided with data conversion and visualisation tools. Another aim 
of this project was to obtain some reference values of the 
aerodynamics of speech production for female and male speakers 
uttering different types of segments and sentences in French.},
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1939--1944},
  abstract  = {Our knowledge on speech is historically built on data 
comparing different speakers or data averaged across speakers. 
Consequently, little is known on the variability in the speech of a 
single individual. Experimental studies have shown that speakers 
adapt to the linguistic and the speaking contexts, and modify their 
speech according to their emotional or biological condition, etc. 
However, it is unclear how much speakers vary from one repetition to 
the next, and how comparable are recordings that are collected days, 
months or years apart. In this paper, we introduce two French 
databases which contain recordings of 9 to 11 speakers recorded over 
9 to 18 sessions, allowing comparisons of speech tasks with a 
different delay between the repetitions: 3 repetitions within the 
same session, 6 to 10 repetitions on different days during a two 
months period, 5 to 9 repetitions on different years. Speakers are 
recorded on a large set of speech tasks including read and 
spontaneous speech as well as speech-like performance tasks. In this 
paper, we provide detailed descriptions of the two databases and 
available annotations. We conclude by an illustration on how these 
data can inform on within-speaker variability of speech.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.207}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1945--1954},
  abstract  = {Building a usable radio monitoring automatic speech 
recognition (ASR) system is a challenging task for under-resourced 
languages and yet this is paramount in societies where radio is the 
main medium of public communication and discussions. Initial efforts 
by the United Nations in Uganda have proved how understanding the 
perceptions of rural people who are excluded from social media is 
important in national planning. However, these efforts are being 
challenged by the absence of transcribed speech datasets. In this 
paper, The Makerere Artificial Intelligence research lab releases a 
Luganda radio speech corpus of 155 hours. To our knowledge, this is 
the first publicly available radio dataset in sub-Saharan Africa. 
The paper describes the development of the voice corpus and presents 
baseline Luganda ASR performance results using Coqui STT toolkit, an 



open-source speech recognition toolkit.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1955--1959},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present a far-field speaker 
verification benchmark derived from the publicly-available DiPCo 
corpus. This corpus comprise three different tasks that involve 
enrollment and test conditions with single- and/or multi-channels 
recordings. The main goal of this corpus is to foster research in 
far-field and multi-channel text-independent speaker verification. 
Also, it can be used for other speaker recognition tasks such as 
dereverberation, denoising and speech enhancement. In addition, we 
release a Kaldi and SpeechBrain system to facilitate further 
research. And we validate the evaluation design with a single-
microphone state-of-the-art speaker recognition system (i.e. 
ResNet-101). The results show that the proposed tasks are very 
challenging. And we hope these resources will inspire the speech 
community to develop new methods and systems for this challenging 
domain.},
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  pages     = {193--201},
  abstract  = {This paper examines the role of emotion annotations 
to characterize extremist content released on social platforms. The 
analysis of extremist content is important to identify user emotions 
towards some extremist ideas and to highlight the root cause of 
where emotions and extremist attitudes merge together. To address 
these issues our methodology combines knowledge from sociological 
and linguistic annotations to explore French extremist content 
collected online. For emotion linguistic analysis, the solution 
presented in this paper relies on a complex linguistic annotation 



scheme. The scheme was used to annotate extremist text corpora in 
French. Data sets were collected online by following semi-automatic 
procedures for content selection and validation. The paper describes 
the integrated annotation scheme, the annotation protocol that was 
set-up for French corpora annotation and the results, e.g. agreement 
measures and remarks on annotation disagreements. The aim of this 
work is twofold: first, to provide a characterization of extremist 
contents; second, to validate the annotation scheme and to test its 
capacity to capture and describe various aspects of emotions.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.21}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1960--1969},
  abstract  = {Inserting fillers (such as "um'', "like'') to clean 
speech text has a rich history of study. One major application is to 
make dialogue systems sound more spontaneous. The ambiguity of 
filler occurrence and inter-speaker difference make both modeling 
and evaluation difficult. In this paper, we study sampling-based 
filler insertion, a simple yet unexplored approach to inserting 
fillers. We propose an objective score called Filler Perplexity 
(FPP). We build three models trained on two single-speaker 
spontaneous corpora, and evaluate them with FPP and perceptual 
tests. We implement two innovations in perceptual tests, (1) 
evaluating filler insertion on dialogue systems output, (2) 
synthesizing speech with neural spontaneous TTS engines. FPP proves 
to be useful in analysis but does not correlate well with perceptual 
MOS. Perceptual results show little difference between compared 
filler insertion models including with ground-truth, which may be 
due to the ambiguity of what is good filler insertion and a strong 
neural spontaneous TTS that produces natural speech irrespective of 
input. Results also show preference for filler-inserted speech 
synthesized with spontaneous TTS. The same test using TTS based on 
read speech obtains the opposite results, which shows the importance 
of using spontaneous TTS in evaluating filler insertions. Audio 
samples: www.speech.kth.se/tts-demos/LREC22},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {1970--1977},
  abstract  = {Hungarian is spoken by 15 million people, still, 
easily accessible Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) benchmark 
datasets – especially for spontaneous speech – have been practically 
unavailable. In this paper, we introduce BEA-Base, a subset of the 
BEA spoken Hungarian database comprising mostly spontaneous speech 
of 140 speakers. It is built specifically to assess ASR, primarily 
for conversational AI applications. After defining the speech 
recognition subsets and task, several baselines – including classic 
HMM-DNN hybrid and end-to-end approaches augmented by cross-language 
transfer learning – are developed using open-source toolkits. The 
best results obtained are based on multilingual self-supervised 
pretraining, achieving a 45\% recognition error rate reduction as 
compared to the classical approach – without the application of an 
external language model or additional supervised data. The results 
show the feasibility of using BEA-Base for training and evaluation 
of Hungarian speech recognition systems.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.211}
}
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  abstract  = {We present SNuC, the first published corpus of spoken 
alphanumeric identifiers of the sort typically used as serial and 
part numbers in the manufacturing sector. The dataset contains 
recordings and transcriptions of over 50 native British English 
speakers, speaking over 13,000 multi-character alphanumeric 
sequences and totalling almost 20 hours of recorded speech. We 
describe requirements taken into account in the designing the corpus 
and the methodology used to construct it. We present summary 
statistics describing the corpus contents, as well as a preliminary 
investigation into errors in spoken alphanumeric identifiers. We 
validate the corpus by showing how it can be used to adapt a deep 
learning neural network based ASR system, resulting in improved 
recognition accuracy on the task of spoken alphanumeric identifier 
recognition. Finally, we discuss further potential uses for the 
corpus and for the tools developed to construct it.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.212}
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  abstract  = {In the present paper, we introduce the ManDi Corpus, 
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Wuhan, and Xi’an Mandarin from 36 speakers. The corpus was collected 
remotely using participant-controlled smartphone recording apps. 
Word- and phone-level alignments were generated using Praat and the 
Montreal Forced Aligner. The pilot study of dialect-specific tone 
systems showed that with practicable design and decent recording 
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However, it is still unclear to what extent speech properties 
influence droplets emission during everyday life conversations. 
Here, we report the experimental protocol of three experiments 
aiming at measuring the velocity and the direction of the airflow, 



the number and size of droplets spread during speech interactions in 
French. We consider different phonetic conditions, potentially 
leading to a modulation of speech droplets production, such as voice 
intensity (normal vs. loud voice), articulation manner of phonemes 
(type of consonants and vowels) and prosody (i.e., the melody of the 
speech). Findings from these experiments will allow future 
simulation studies to predict the transport, dispersion and 
evaporation of droplets emitted under different speech conditions.},
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using data from Low– and Middle–Income Countries (LMICs). In 
particular, we explore enhancing text representations with 
demographic information of speakers in a privacy-preserving manner. 
We introduce the Demographic-Rich Qualitative UPV-Interviews Dataset 
(DR-QI), a rich dataset of qualitative interviews from rural 
communities in India and Uganda. The interviews were conducted 
following the latest standards for respectful interactions with 
illiterate speakers (Hirmer et al., 2021a). The interviews were 
later sentence-annotated for Automated User-Perceived Value (UPV) 
Classification (Conforti et al., 2020), a schema that classifies 
values expressed by speakers, resulting in a dataset of 5,333 
sentences. We perform the UPV classification task, which consists of 
predicting which values are expressed in a given sentence, on the 
new DR-QI dataset. We implement a classification model using 
DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019), which we extend with demographic 
information. In order to preserve the privacy of speakers, we 
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emotions in historical remembering. However, humans often perceive 
sentiments and emotions ambiguously and subjectively. Moreover, oral 
history interviews have multi-layered levels of complex, sometimes 
contradictory, sometimes very subtle facets of emotions. Therefore, 
the question arises of the chance machines and humans have capturing 



and assigning these into predefined categories. This paper 
investigates the ambiguity in human perception of emotions and 
sentiment in German oral history interviews and the impact on 
machine learning systems. Our experiments reveal substantial 
differences in human perception for different emotions. Furthermore, 
we report from ongoing machine learning experiments with different 
modalities. We show that the human perceptual ambiguity and other 
challenges, such as class imbalance and lack of training data, 
currently limit the opportunities of these technologies for oral 
history archives. Nonetheless, our work uncovers promising 
observations and possibilities for further research.},
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are left uncharted. In this study, we analyze the optimism and 
pessimism concepts from Twitter posts to effectively understand the 
broader dimension of psychological phenomenon. Towards this, we 
carried a systematic study by first exploring the linguistic 
peculiarities of optimism and pessimism in user-generated content. 
Later, we devised a multi-task knowledge distillation framework to 
simultaneously learn the target task of optimism detection with the 
help of the auxiliary task of sentiment analysis and hate speech 
detection. We evaluated the performance of our proposed approach on 
the benchmark Optimism/Pessimism Twitter dataset. Our extensive 
experiments show the superior- ity of our approach in correctly 
differentiating between optimistic and pessimistic users. Our human 
and automatic evaluation shows that sentiment analysis and hate 
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which contains 3000 instances of feedback written by university 
students. This dataset has been annotated for aspect terms, opinion 
terms, polarities of the opinion terms towards targeted aspects, 
document-level opinion polarities and sentence separations. We 
develop a hierarchical taxonomy for aspect categorization, which 
covers all the areas of the teaching-learning process. We annotated 
both implicit and explicit aspects using this taxonomy. Annotation 
methodology, difficulties faced during the annotation, and the 
details about the aspect term categorization have been discussed in 
detail. This annotated corpus can be used for Aspect Extraction, 
Aspect Level Sentiment Analysis, and Document Level Sentiment 
Analysis. Also the baseline results for all three tasks are given in 
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In this article, we present joint experiments on these two related 
tasks on English Twitter data: first we focus on the MWE 
identification task, and then we observe the influence of MWE-based 
features on the HSD task. For MWE identification, we compare the 
performance of two systems: lexicon-based and deep neural networks-
based (DNN). We experimentally evaluate seven configurations of a 
state-of-the-art DNN system based on recurrent networks using pre-
trained contextual embeddings from BERT. The DNN-based system 
outperforms the lexicon-based one thanks to its superior 
generalisation power, yielding much better recall. For the HSD task, 
we propose a new DNN architecture for incorporating MWE features. We 
confirm that MWE features are helpful for the HSD task. Moreover, 
the proposed DNN architecture beats previous MWE-based HSD systems 
by 0.4 to 1.1 F-measure points on average on four Twitter HSD 
corpora.},
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paraphrase detection, Natural Language Inference (NLI) task, tweet 
sentiment detection, and news sentiment detection) for some of the 
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  abstract  = {We present SuperGLUE benchmark adapted and translated 
into Slovene using a combination of human and machine translation. 
We describe the translation process and problems arising due to 
differences in morphology and grammar. We evaluate the translated 
datasets in several modes: monolingual, cross-lingual, and 
multilingual, taking into account differences between machine and 
human translated training sets. The results show that the 
monolingual Slovene SloBERTa model is superior to massively 
multilingual and trilingual BERT models, but these also show a good 
cross-lingual performance on certain tasks. The performance of 
Slovene models still lags behind the best English models.},
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recordings from daily broadcast news in Niger (Studio Kalangou) and 
Mali (Studio Tamani). We share (i) a massive amount of unlabeled 
audio data (671 hours) in five languages: French from Niger, 
Fulfulde, Hausa, Tamasheq and Zarma, and (ii) a smaller 17 hours 
parallel corpus of audio recordings in Tamasheq, with utterance-
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under the Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 license. We hope these 
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alignments were then mapped and basemaps were drawn to make various 



linguistic phenomena immediately visible. The paper exemplifies how 
regular expressions may be used for this purpose. The final result, 
which takes the form of an online speaking atlas (enriching the 
https://atlas.limsi.fr website), enables us to illustrate lexical, 
morphological or phonetic variation.},
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2001--2022 and collected from Voice of America's news websites. We 
describe our process for collecting, filtering, and processing the 
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licensed using a creative commons license (CC BY 4.0), and all 
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interest is code-switching, the phenomenon of combining, swapping, 
or alternating the use of two or more languages in continuous 



dialogue. In this paper, we introduce a large dataset (20k+ 
instances) to facilitate investigation of Tagalog-English code-
switching, which has become a popular mode of discourse in 
Philippine culture. Tagalog is an Austronesian language and former 
official language of the Philippines spoken by over 23 million 
people worldwide, but it and Tagalog-English are under-represented 
in NLP research and practice. We describe our methods for data 
collection, as well as our labeling procedures. We analyze our 
resulting dataset, and finally conclude by providing results from a 
proof-of-concept regression task to establish dataset validity, 
achieving a strong performance benchmark (R2=0.797-0.909; 
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test sets. A sample of sentences from the test set was manually 
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annotations about the Guarani dialects present in the corpus and 
also the correctness of the alignment and translation. We also 
present some baseline MT experiments and analyze the results in 
terms of the subsets. We hope this corpus can be used as a benchmark 
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disproportionate. The problem of multilingualism on the Web, in 
particular access, availability and quality of information in the 
world’s languages, has been the subject of UNESCO focus for several 
decades. Making European websites more multilingual is also one of 
the focal targets of the Connecting Europe Facility Automated 
Translation (CEF AT) digital service infrastructure. In order to 
monitor this goal, alongside other possible solutions, CEF AT needs 
a methodology and easy to use tool to assess the degree of 
multilingualism of a given website. In this paper we investigate 
methods and tools that automatically analyse the language diversity 
of the Web and propose indicators and methodology on how to measure 
the multilingualism of European websites. We also introduce a 
prototype tool based on open-source software that helps to assess 
multilingualism of the Web and can be independently run at set 
intervals. We also present initial results obtained with our tool 
that allows us to conclude that multilingualism on the Web is still 
a problem not only at the world level, but also at the European and 
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researchers to fallback to troublesome evaluation strategies. In 
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reference dataset for the evaluation of semantic shift detection, 
that is, a list of words where we know for sure whether they present 
a word meaning change over a period of interest. We leverage a 
state-of-the-art word-sense disambiguation model to associate a date 
of first appearance to all the senses of a word. Significant changes 
in sense distributions as well as clear stability are detected and 
the resulting words are inspected by experts using a dedicated 
interface before populating a reference dataset. As a proof of 
concept, we apply this methodology to a corpus of newspapers from 
Quebec covering the whole 20th century. We manually verified a 
subset of candidates, leading to QC-FR-Diac-V1.0, a corpus of 151 
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especially during a pandemic such as COVID-19, is essential for any 
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further requires that the public understand and accept the 
restriction plans imposed by these entities. In this paper, we 
explore a causal mediation scenario in which we want to emphasize 
the use of NLP methods in combination with methods from economics 
and social sciences. Based on sentiment analysis of Tweets towards 
the current COVID-19 situation in the UK and Sweden, we conduct 
several causal inference experiments and attempt to decouple the 
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effect that occurs due to public perception of the COVID-19 strategy 
in a country. To avoid biased results we control for valid country 
specific epidemiological and time-varying confounders. Comprehensive 
experiments show that not all changes in mobility are caused by 
countries implemented policies but also by the support of 
individuals in the fight against this pandemic. We find that social 



media texts are an important source to capture citizens’ concerns 
and trust in policy makers and are suitable to evaluate the success 
of government policies.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2141--2147},
  abstract  = {The scientific community is increasingly aware of the 
necessity to embrace pluralism and consistently represent major and 
minor social groups. Currently, there are no standard evaluation 
techniques for different types of biases. Accordingly, there is an 
urgent need to provide evaluation sets and protocols to measure 
existing biases in our automatic systems. Evaluating the biases 
should be an essential step towards mitigating them in the systems. 
This paper introduces WinoST, a new freely available challenge set 
for evaluating gender bias in speech translation. WinoST is the 
speech version of WinoMT, an MT challenge set, and both follow an 
evaluation protocol to measure gender accuracy. Using an S-
Transformer end-to-end speech translation system, we report the 
gender bias evaluation on four language pairs, and we reveal the 
inaccuracies in translations generating gender-stereotyped 
translations.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2148--2156},
  abstract  = {Obtaining linguistic annotation from novice 
crowdworkers is far from trivial. A case in point is the annotation 
of discourse relations, which is a complicated task. Recent methods 
have obtained promising results by extracting relation labels from 
either discourse connectives (DCs) or question-answer (QA) pairs 
that participants provide. The current contribution studies the 
effect of worker selection and training on the agreement on implicit 



relation labels between workers and gold labels, for both the DC and 
the QA method. In Study 1, workers were not specifically selected or 
trained, and the results show that there is much room for 
improvement. Study 2 shows that a combination of selection and 
training does lead to improved results, but the method is cost- and 
time-intensive. Study 3 shows that a selection-only approach is a 
viable alternative; it results in annotations of comparable quality 
compared to annotations from trained participants. The results 
generalized over both the DC and QA method and therefore indicate 
that a selection-only approach could also be effective for other 
crowdsourced discourse annotation tasks.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2157--2165},
  abstract  = {Social media are heavily used by many users to share 
their mental health concerns and diagnoses. This trend has turned 
social media into a large-scale resource for researchers focused on 
detecting mental health conditions. Social media usage varies 
considerably across individuals. Thus, classification of patterns, 
including detecting signs of depression, must account for such 
variation. We address the disparity in classification effectiveness 
for users with little activity (e.g., new users). Our evaluation, 
performed on a large-scale dataset, shows considerable detection 
discrepancy based on user posting frequency. For instance, the F1 
detection score of users with an above-median versus below-median 
number of posts is greater than double (0.803 vs 0.365) using a 
conventional CNN-based model; similar results were observed on 
lexical and transformer-based classifiers. To complement this 
evaluation, we propose a dynamic thresholding technique that adjusts 
the classifier's sensitivity as a function of the number of posts a 
user has. This technique alone reduces the margin between users with 
many and few posts, on average, by 45\% across all methods and 
increases overall performance, on average, by 33\%. These findings 
emphasize the importance of evaluating and tuning natural language 
systems for potentially vulnerable populations.},
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  title     = {SpecNFS: A Challenge Dataset Towards Extracting 
Formal Models from Natural Language Specifications},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2166--2176},
  abstract  = {Can NLP assist in building formal models for 
verifying complex systems? We study this challenge in the context of 
parsing Network File System (NFS) specifications. We define a 
semantic-dependency problem over SpecIR, a representation language 
we introduce to model sentences appearing in NFS specification 
documents (RFCs) as IF-THEN statements, and present an annotated 
dataset of 1,198 sentences. We develop and evaluate semantic-
dependency parsing systems for this problem. Evaluations show that 
even when using a state-of-the-art language model, there is 
significant room for improvement, with the best models achieving an 
F1 score of only 60.5 and 33.3 in the named-entity-recognition and 
dependency-link-prediction sub-tasks, respectively. We also release 
additional unlabeled data and other domain-related texts. 
Experiments show that these additional resources increase the F1 
measure when used for simple domain-adaption and transfer-learning-
based approaches, suggesting fruitful directions for further 
research},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2177--2187},
  abstract  = {NLP technologies such as text similarity assessment, 
question answering and text classification are increasingly being 
used to develop intelligent educational applications. The long-term 
goal of our work is an intelligent tutoring system for German 
secondary schools, which will support students in a school exercise 
that requires them to identify arguments in an argumentative source 
text. The present paper presents our work on a central subtask, viz. 
the automatic assessment of similarity between a pair of 
argumentative text snippets in German. In the designated use case, 
students write out key arguments from a given source text; the 
tutoring system then evaluates them against a target reference, 
assessing the similarity level between student work and the 
reference. We collect a dataset for our similarity assessment task 
through crowdsourcing as authentic German student data are scarce; 



we label the collected text pairs with similarity scores on a 5-
point scale and run first experiments on the task. We see that a 
model based on BERT shows promising results, while we also discuss 
some challenges that we observe.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2188--2195},
  abstract  = {Studying and mitigating gender and other biases in 
natural language have become important areas of research from both 
algorithmic and data perspectives. This paper explores the idea of 
reducing gender bias in a language generation context by generating 
gender variants of sentences. Previous work in this field has either 
been rule-based or required large amounts of gender balanced 
training data. These approaches are however not scalable across 
multiple languages, as creating data or rules for each language is 
costly and time-consuming. This work explores a light-weight method 
to generate gender variants for a given text using pre-trained 
language models as the resource, without any task-specific labelled 
data. The approach is designed to work on multiple languages with 
minimal changes in the form of heuristics. To showcase that, we have 
tested it on a high-resourced language, namely Spanish, and a low-
resourced language from a different family, namely Serbian. The 
approach proved to work very well on Spanish, and while the results 
were less positive for Serbian, it showed potential even for 
languages where pre-trained models are less effective.},
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  pages     = {2196--2204},
  abstract  = {Hate speech detection is a prominent and challenging 
task, since hate messages are often expressed in subtle ways and 
with characteristics that may vary depending on the author. Hence, 



many models suffer from the generalization problem. However, 
retrieving and monitoring hateful content on social media is a 
current necessity. In this paper, we propose an unsupervised 
approach using Graph Auto-Encoders (GAE), which allows us to avoid 
using labeled data when training the representation of the texts. 
Specifically, we represent texts as nodes of a graph, and use a 
transformer layer together with a convolutional layer to encode 
these nodes in a low-dimensional space. As a result, we obtain 
embeddings that can be decoded into a reconstruction of the original 
network. Our main idea is to learn a model with a set of texts 
without supervision, in order to generate embeddings for the nodes: 
nodes with the same label should be close in the embedding space, 
which, in turn, should allow us to distinguish among classes. We 
employ this strategy to detect hate speech in multi-domain and 
multilingual sets of texts, where our method shows competitive 
results on small datasets.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2205--2214},
  abstract  = {Question Answering, including Reading Comprehension, 
is one of the NLP research areas that has seen significant 
scientific breakthroughs over the past few years, thanks to the 
concomitant advances in Language Modeling. Most of these 
breakthroughs, however, are centered on the English language. In 
2020, as a first strong initiative to bridge the gap to the French 
language, Illuin Technology introduced FQuAD1.1, a French Native 
Reading Comprehension dataset composed of 60,000+ questions and 
answers samples extracted from Wikipedia articles. Nonetheless, 
Question Answering models trained on this dataset have a major 
drawback: they are not able to predict when a given question has no 
answer in the paragraph of interest, therefore making unreliable 
predictions in various industrial use-cases. We introduce FQuAD2.0, 
which extends FQuAD with 17,000+ unanswerable questions, annotated 
adversarially, in order to be similar to answerable ones. This new 
dataset, comprising a total of almost 80,000 questions, makes it 
possible to train French Question Answering models with the ability 
of distinguishing unanswerable questions from answerable ones. We 
benchmark several models with this dataset: our best model, a fine-
tuned CamemBERT-large, achieves a F1 score of 82.3\% on this 
classification task, and a F1 score of 83\% on the Reading 
Comprehension task.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.237}
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  pages     = {2215--2225},
  abstract  = {The performance of hate speech detection models 
relies on the datasets on which the models are trained. Existing 
datasets are mostly prepared with a limited number of instances or 
hate domains that define hate topics. This hinders large-scale 
analysis and transfer learning with respect to hate domains. In this 
study, we construct large-scale tweet datasets for hate speech 
detection in English and a low-resource language, Turkish, 
consisting of human-labeled 100k tweets per each. Our datasets are 
designed to have equal number of tweets distributed over five 
domains. The experimental results supported by statistical tests 
show that Transformer-based language models outperform conventional 
bag-of-words and neural models by at least 5\% in English and 10\% 
in Turkish for large-scale hate speech detection. The performance is 
also scalable to different training sizes, such that 98\% of 
performance in English, and 97\% in Turkish, are recovered when 20\% 
of training instances are used. We further examine the 
generalization ability of cross-domain transfer among hate domains. 
We show that 96\% of the performance of a target domain in average 
is recovered by other domains for English, and 92\% for Turkish. 
Gender and religion are more successful to generalize to other 
domains, while sports fail most.},
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  pages     = {2226--2235},
  abstract  = {Health behaviour change is a difficult and prolonged 
process that requires sustained motivation and determination. 
Conversa- tional agents have shown promise in supporting the change 
process in the past. One therapy approach that facilitates change 
and has been used as a framework for conversational agents is 



motivational interviewing. However, existing implementations of this 
therapy approach lack the deep understanding of user utterances that 
is essential to the spirit of motivational interviewing. To address 
this lack of understanding, we introduce the GLoHBCD, a German 
dataset of naturalistic language around health behaviour change. 
Data was sourced from a popular German weight loss forum and 
annotated using theoretically grounded motivational interviewing 
categories. We describe the process of dataset construction and 
present evaluation results. Initial experiments suggest a potential 
for broad applicability of the data and the resulting classifiers 
across different behaviour change domains. We make code to replicate 
the dataset and experiments available on Github.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {227--236},
  abstract  = {User-generated content is full of misspellings. 
Rather than being just random noise, we hypothesise that many 
misspellings contain hidden semantics that can be leveraged for 
language understanding tasks. This paper presents a fine-grained 
annotated corpus of misspelling in Thai, together with an analysis 
of misspelling intention and its possible semantics to get a better 
understanding of the misspelling patterns observed in the corpus. In 
addition, we introduce two approaches to incorporate the semantics 
of misspelling: Misspelling Average Embedding (MAE) and Misspelling 
Semantic Tokens (MST). Experiments on a sentiment analysis task 
confirm our overall hypothesis: additional semantics from 
misspelling can boost the micro F1 score up to 0.4-2\%, while 
blindly normalising misspelling is harmful and suboptimal.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2236--2244},
  abstract  = {Digital recorded written and spoken dialogues are 
becoming increasingly available as an effect of the technological 



advances such as online messenger services and the use of chatbots. 
Summaries are a natural way of presenting the important information 
gathered from dialogues. We present a unique data set that consists 
of Dutch spoken human-computer conversations, an annotation layer of 
turn labels, and conversational abstractive summaries of user 
answers. The data set is publicly available for research purposes.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.240}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2245--2256},
  abstract  = {Entity linking in dialogue is the task of mapping 
entity mentions in utterances to a target knowledge base. Prior work 
on entity linking has mainly focused on well-written articles such 
as Wikipedia, annotated newswire, or domain-specific datasets. We 
extend the study of entity linking to open domain dialogue by 
presenting the OpenEL corpus: an annotated multi-domain corpus for 
linking entities in natural conversation to Wikidata. Each dialogic 
utterance in 179 dialogues over 12 topics from the EDINA dataset has 
been annotated for entities realized by definite referring 
expressions as well as anaphoric forms such as he, she, it and they. 
This dataset supports training and evaluation of entity linking in 
open-domain dialogue, as well as analysis of the effect of using 
dialogue context and anaphora resolution in model training. It could 
also be used for fine-tuning a coreference resolution algorithm. To 
the best of our knowledge, this is the first substantial entity 
linking corpus publicly available for open-domain dialogue. We also 
establish baselines for this task using several existing entity 
linking systems. We found that the Transformer-based system Flair + 
BLINK has the best performance with a 0.65 F1 score. Our results 
show that dialogue context is extremely beneficial for entity 
linking in conversations, with Flair + Blink achieving an F1 of 0.61 
without discourse context. These results also demonstrate the 
remaining performance gap between the baselines and human 
performance, highlighting the challenges of entity linking in open-
domain dialogue, and suggesting many avenues for future research 
using OpenEL.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2257--2268},
  abstract  = {An idealized, though simplistic, view of the 
referring expression production and grounding process in (situated) 
dialogue assumes that a speaker must merely appropriately specify 
their expression so that the target referent may be successfully 
identified by the addressee. However, referring in conversation is a 
collaborative process that cannot be aptly characterized as an 
exchange of minimally-specified referring expressions. Concerns have 
been raised regarding assumptions made by prior work on visually-
grounded dialogue that reveal an oversimplified view of conversation 
and the referential process. We address these concerns by 
introducing a collaborative image ranking task, a grounded agreement 
game we call "A Game Of Sorts". In our game, players are tasked with 
reaching agreement on how to rank a set of images given some sorting 
criterion through a largely unrestricted, role-symmetric dialogue. 
By putting emphasis on the argumentation in this mixed-initiative 
interaction, we collect discussions that involve the collaborative 
referential process. We describe results of a small-scale data 
collection experiment with the proposed task. All discussed 
materials, which includes the collected data, the codebase, and a 
containerized version of the application, are publicly available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.242}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2269--2281},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces CoRoSeOf, a large corpus of 
Romanian social media manually annotated for sexist and offensive 
language. We describe the annotation process of the corpus, provide 
initial analyses, and baseline classification results for sexism 
detection on this data set. The resulting corpus contains 39 245 
tweets, annotated by multiple annotators (with an agreement rate of 
Fleiss’κ= 0.45), following the sexist label set of a recent study. 
The automatic sexism detection yields scores similar to some of the 
earlier studies (macro averaged F1 score of 83.07\% on binary 
classification task). We release the corpus with a permissive 
license.},
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  abstract  = {The use of misogynistic and sexist language has 
increased in recent years in social media, and is increasing in the 
Arabic world in reaction to reforms attempting to remove 
restrictions on women lives. However, there are few benchmarks for 
Arabic misogyny and sexism detection, and in those the annotations 
are in aggregated form even though misogyny and sexism judgments are 
found to be highly subjective. In this paper we introduce an Arabic 
misogyny and sexism dataset (ArMIS) characterized by providing 
annotations from annotators with different degree of religious 
beliefs, and provide evidence that such differences do result in 
disagreements. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
dataset to study in detail the effect of beliefs on misogyny and 
sexism annotation. We also discuss proof-of-concept experiments 
showing that a dataset in which disagreements have not been 
reconciled can be used to train state-of-the-art models for misogyny 
and sexism detection; and consider different ways in which such 
models could be evaluated.},
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  abstract  = {Integrating the existing interruption and turn switch 
classification methods, we propose a new annotation schema to 
annotate different types of interruptions through timeliness, switch 
accomplishment and speech content level. The proposed method is able 
to distinguish smooth turn exchange, backchannel and interruption 
(including interruption types) and to annotate dyadic conversation. 
We annotated the French part of NoXi corpus with the proposed 
structure and use these annotations to study the probability 
distribution and duration of each turn switch type.},
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  pages     = {2298--2310},
  abstract  = {Despite the importance of understanding causality, 
corpora addressing causal relations are limited. There is a 
discrepancy between existing annotation guidelines of event 
causality and conventional causality corpora that focus more on 
linguistics. Many guidelines restrict themselves to include only 
explicit relations or clause-based arguments. Therefore, we propose 
an annotation schema for event causality that addresses these 
concerns. We annotated 3,559 event sentences from protest event news 
with labels on whether it contains causal relations or not. Our 
corpus is known as the Causal News Corpus (CNC). A neural network 
built upon a state-of-the-art pre-trained language model performed 
well with 81.20\% F1 score on test set, and 83.46\% in 5-folds 
cross-validation. CNC is transferable across two external corpora: 
CausalTimeBank (CTB) and Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB). Leveraging 
each of these external datasets for training, we achieved up to 
approximately 64\% F1 on the CNC test set without additional fine-
tuning. CNC also served as an effective training and pre-training 
dataset for the two external corpora. Lastly, we demonstrate the 
difficulty of our task to the layman in a crowd-sourced annotation 
exercise. Our annotated corpus is publicly available, providing a 
valuable resource for causal text mining researchers.},
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and diverse corpus for speech recognition and similar tools using 



crowd-sourced donations. We have built a collection platform 
inspired by Mozilla Common Voice and specialized it to our needs. We 
discuss the importance of engaging the community and motivating it 
to contribute, in our case through competitions. Given the incentive 
and a platform to easily read in large amounts of utterances, we 
have observed four cases of speakers freely donating over 10 
thousand utterances. We have also seen that women are keener to 
participate in these events throughout all age groups. Manually 
verifying a large corpus is a monumental task and we attempt to 
automatically verify parts of the data using tools like Marosijo and 
the Montreal Forced Aligner. The method proved helpful, especially 
for detecting invalid utterances and halving the work needed from 
crowd-sourced verification.},
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  abstract  = {In recent years, machine learning for clinical 
decision support has gained more and more attention. In order to 
introduce such applications into clinical practice, a good 
performance might be essential, however, the aspect of trust should 
not be underestimated. For the treating physician using such a 
system and being (legally) responsible for the decision made, it is 
particularly important to understand the system's recommendation. To 
provide insights into a model's decision, various techniques from 
the field of explainability (XAI) have been proposed whose output is 
often enough not targeted to the domain experts that want to use the 
model. To close this gap, in this work, we explore how explanations 
could possibly look like in future. To this end, this work presents 
a dataset of textual explanations in context of decision support. 
Within a reader study, human physicians estimated the likelihood of 
possible negative patient outcomes in the near future and justified 
each decision with a few sentences. Using those sentences, we 
created a novel corpus, annotated with different semantic layers. 
Moreover, we provide an analysis of how those explanations are 
constructed, and how they change depending on physician, on the 
estimated risk and also in comparison to an automatic clinical 
decision support system with feature importance.},
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  abstract  = {Disfluency detection is a critical task in real-time 
dialogue systems. However, despite its importance, it remains a 
relatively unexplored field, mainly due to the lack of appropriate 
datasets. At the same time, existing datasets suffer from various 
issues, including class imbalance issues, which can significantly 
affect the performance of the model on rare classes, as it is 
demonstrated in this paper. To this end, we propose LARD, a method 
for generating complex and realistic artificial disfluencies with 
little effort. The proposed method can handle three of the most 
common types of disfluencies: repetitions, replacements, and 
restarts. In addition, we release a new large-scale dataset with 
disfluencies that can be used on four different tasks: disfluency 
detection, classification, extraction, and correction. Experimental 
results on the LARD dataset demonstrate that the data produced by 
the proposed method can be effectively used for detecting and 
removing disfluencies, while also addressing limitations of existing 
datasets.},
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  abstract  = {Psychiatry and people suffering from mental disorders 
have often been given a pejorative label that induces social 
rejection.Many studies have addressed discourse content about 
psychiatry on social media, suggesting that they convey 
stigmatizingrepresentations of mental health disorders. In this 
paper, we focus for the first time on the use of psychiatric terms 
in tweetsin French. We first describe the annotated dataset that we 
use. Then we propose several deep learning models to 
detectautomatically (1) the different types of use of psychiatric 
terms (medical use, misuse or irrelevant use), and (2) the 
polarityof the tweet. We show that polarity detection can be 



improved when done in a multitask framework in combination with 
typeof use detection. This confirms the observations made manually 
on several datasets, namely that the polarity of a tweet 
iscorrelated to the type of term use (misuses are mostly negative 
whereas medical uses are neutral). The results are interesting 
forboth tasks and it allows to consider the possibility for 
performant automatic approaches in order to conduct real-time 
surveyson social media, larger and less expensive than existing 
manual ones},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2337--2344},
  abstract  = {We describe a new freely available Chinese multi-
party dialogue dataset for automatic extraction of dialogue-based 
character relationships. The data has been extracted from the 
original TV scripts of a Chinese sitcom called ``I Love My Home" 
with complex family-based human daily spoken conversations in 
Chinese. First, we introduced human annotation scheme for both 
global Character relationship map and character reference 
relationship. And then we generated the dialogue-based character 
relationship triples. The corpus annotates relationships between 140 
entities in total. We also carried out a data exploration experiment 
by deploying a BERT-based model to extract character relationships 
on the CRECIL corpus and another existing relation extraction corpus 
(DialogRE \cite{yu2020dialogue}).The results demonstrate that 
extracting character relationships is more challenging in CRECIL 
than in DialogRE.},
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  pages     = {2345--2352},
  abstract  = {In recent years, the focus on developing natural 
language processing (NLP) tools for Arabic has shifted from Modern 
Standard Arabic to various Arabic dialects. Various corpora of 
various sizes and representing different genres, have been created 
for a number of Arabic dialects. As far as Gulf Arabic is concerned, 
Gumar Corpus (Khalifa et al., 2016) is the largest corpus, to date, 
that includes data representing the dialectal Arabic of the six Gulf 
Cooperation Council countries (Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
United Arab Emirates, and Oman), particularly in the genre of 
"online forum novels". In this paper, we present the Bahrain Corpus. 
Our objective is to create a specialized corpus of the Bahraini 
Arabic dialect, which includes written texts as well as transcripts 
of audio files, belonging to a different genre (folktales, comedy 
shows, plays, cooking shows, etc.). The corpus comprises 620K words, 
carefully curated. We provide automatic morphological annotations of 
the full corpus using state-of-the-art morphosyntactic 
disambiguation for Gulf Arabic. We validate the quality of the 
annotations on a 7.6K word sample. We plan to make the annotated 
sample as well as the full corpus publicly available to support 
researchers interested in Arabic NLP.},
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  pages     = {2353--2361},
  abstract  = {In this paper we present the initial construction of 
a Universal Dependencies treebank with morphological annotations of 
Ancient Hebrew containing portions of the Hebrew Scriptures (1579 
sentences, 27K tokens) for use in comparative study with ancient 
translations and for analysis of the development of Hebrew syntax. 
We construct this treebank by applying a rule-based parser (300 
rules) to an existing morphologically-annotated corpus with minimal 
constituency structure and manually verifying the output and present 
the results of this semi-automated annotation process and some of 
the annotation decisions made in the process of applying the UD 
guidelines to a new language.},
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  pages     = {2362--2370},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces FIGHT, a dataset containing 
63,450 tweets, posted before and after the official declaration of 
Covid-19 as a pandemic by online users in Portugal. This resource 
aims at contributing to the analysis of online hate speech targeting 
the most representative minorities in Portugal, namely the African 
descent and the Roma communities, and the LGBTQI community, the most 
commonly reported target of hate speech in social media at the 
European context. We present the methods for collecting the data, 
and provide insightful statistics on the distribution of tweets 
included in FIGHT, considering both the temporal and spatial 
dimensions. We also analyze the availability over time of tweets 
targeting the above-mentioned communities, distinguishing public, 
private and deleted tweets. We believe this study will contribute to 
better understand the dynamics of online hate speech in Portugal, 
particularly in adverse contexts, such as a pandemic outbreak, 
allowing the development of more informed and accurate hate speech 
resources for Portuguese.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2371--2381},
  abstract  = {The Icelandic Gigaword Corpus was first published in 
2018. Since then new versions have been published annually, 
containing new texts from additional sources as well as from 
previous sources. This paper describes the evolution of the corpus 
in its first four years. All versions are made available under 
permissive licenses and with each new version the texts are 
annotated with the latest and most accurate tools. We show how the 
corpus has grown almost 50\% in size from the first version to the 
fourth and how it was restructured in order to better accommodate 
different meta-data for different subcorpora. Furthermore, other 
services have been set up to facilitate usage of the corpus for 
different use cases. These include a keyword-in-context concordance 
tool, an n-gram viewer, a word frequency database and pre-trained 
word embeddings.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.254}
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  pages     = {2382--2394},
  abstract  = {New models for natural language understanding have 
recently made an unparalleled amount of progress, which has led some 
researchers to suggest that the models induce universal text 
representations. However, current benchmarks are predominantly 
targeting semantic phenomena; we make the case that pragmatics needs 
to take center stage in the evaluation of natural language 
understanding. We introduce PragmEval, a new benchmark for the 
evaluation of natural language understanding, that unites 11 
pragmatics-focused evaluation datasets for English. PragmEval can be 
used as supplementary training data in a multi-task learning setup, 
and is publicly available, alongside the code for gathering and 
preprocessing the datasets. Using our evaluation suite, we show that 
natural language inference, a widely used pretraining task, does not 
result in genuinely universal representations, which presents a new 
challenge for multi-task learning.},
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  abstract  = {Many socio-linguistic cues are used in conversational 
analysis, such as emotion, sentiment, and dialogue acts. One of the 
fundamental social cues is politeness, which linguistically 
possesses properties such as social manners useful in conversational 
analysis. This article presents findings of polite emotional 
dialogue act associations, where we can correlate the relationships 
between the socio-linguistic cues. We confirm our hypothesis that 
the utterances with the emotion classes Anger and Disgust are more 
likely to be impolite. At the same time, Happiness and Sadness are 
more likely to be polite. A less expectable phenomenon occurs with 
dialogue acts Inform and Commissive which contain more polite 
utterances than Question and Directive. Finally, we conclude on the 



future work of these findings to extend the learning of social 
behaviours using politeness.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2401--2412},
  abstract  = {Discourse marker inventories are important tools for 
the development of both discourse parsers and corpora with discourse 
annotations. In this paper we explore the potential of massively 
multilingual lexical knowledge graphs to induce multilingual 
discourse marker lexicons using concept propagation methods as 
previously developed in the context of translation inference across 
dictionaries. Given one or multiple source languages with discourse 
marker inventories that discourse relations as senses of potential 
discourse markers, as well as a large number of bilingual 
dictionaries that link them -- directly or indirectly -- with the 
target language, we specifically study to what extent discourse 
marker induction can benefit from the integration of information 
from different sources, the impact of sense granularity and what 
limiting factors may need to be considered. Our study uses discourse 
marker inventories from nine European languages normalized against 
the discourse relation inventory of the Penn Discourse Treebank 
(PDTB), as well as three collections of machine-readable 
dictionaries with different characteristics, so that the interplay 
of a large number of factors can be studied.},
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  abstract  = {Topological Data Analysis (TDA) focuses on the 
inherent shape of (spatial) data. As such, it may provide useful 
methods to explore spatial representations of linguistic data 
(embeddings) which have become central in NLP. In this paper we aim 



to introduce TDA to researchers in language technology. We use TDA 
to represent document structure as so-called story trees. Story 
trees are hierarchical representations created from semantic vector 
representations of sentences via persistent homology. They can be 
used to identify and clearly visualize prominent components of a 
story line. We showcase their potential by using story trees to 
create extractive summaries for news stories.},
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  abstract  = {The study of metaphors in media discourse is an 
increasingly researched topic as media are an important shaper of 
social reality and metaphors are an indicator of how we think about 
certain issues through references to other things. We present a 
neural transfer learning method for detecting metaphorical sentences 
in Slovene and evaluate its performance on a gold standard corpus of 
metaphors (classification accuracy of 0.725), as well as on a sample 
of a domain specific corpus of migrations (precision of 0.40 for 
extracting domain metaphors and 0.74 if evaluated only on a set of 
migration related sentences). Based on empirical results and 
findings of our analysis, we propose a novel metaphor annotation 
scheme containing linguistic level, conceptual level, and stance 
information. The new scheme can be used for future metaphor 
annotations of other socially relevant topics.},
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  abstract  = {During the first two years of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
large volumes of biomedical information concerning this new disease 



have been published on social media. Some of this information can 
pose a real danger, particularly when false information is shared, 
for instance recommendations how to treat diseases without 
professional medical advice. Therefore, automatic fact-checking 
resources and systems developed specifically for medical domain are 
crucial. While existing fact-checking resources cover COVID-19 
related information in news or quantify the amount of misinformation 
in tweets, there is no dataset providing fact-checked COVID-19 
related Twitter posts with detailed annotations for biomedical 
entities, relations and relevant evidence. We contribute CoVERT, a 
fact-checked corpus of tweets with a focus on the domain of 
biomedicine and COVID-19 related (mis)information. The corpus 
consists of 300 tweets, each annotated with named entities and 
relations. We employ a novel crowdsourcing methodology to annotate 
all tweets with fact-checking labels and supporting evidence, which 
crowdworkers search for online. This methodology results in 
substantial inter-annotator agreement. Furthermore, we use the 
retrieved evidence extracts as part of a fact-checking pipeline, 
finding that the real-world evidence is more useful than the 
knowledge directly available in pretrained language models.},
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  abstract  = {To date, there has been no resource for studying 
discourse coherence on real-world Danish texts. Discourse coherence 
has mostly been approached with the assumption that incoherent texts 
can be represented by coherent texts in which sentences have been 
shuffled. However, incoherent real-world texts rarely resemble that. 
We thus present DDisCo, a dataset including text from the Danish 
Wikipedia and Reddit annotated for discourse coherence. We choose to 
annotate real-world texts instead of relying on artificially 
incoherent text for training and testing models. Then, we evaluate 
the performance of several methods, including neural networks, on 
the dataset.},
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achieved by refuting or attacking others’ arguments. Attacking an 
argument is not always straightforward and often consists of complex 
rhetorical moves in which arguers may agree with a logic of an 
argument while attacking another logic. Furthermore, an arguer may 
neither deny nor agree with any logics of an argument, instead 
ignore them and attack the main stance of the argument by providing 
new logics and presupposing that the new logics have more value or 
importance than the logics presented in the attacked argument. 
However, there are no studies in computational argumentation that 
capture such complex rhetorical moves in attacks or the 
presuppositions or value judgments in them. To address this gap, we 
introduce LPAttack, a novel annotation scheme that captures the 
common modes and complex rhetorical moves in attacks along with the 
implicit presuppositions and value judgments. Our annotation study 
shows moderate inter-annotator agreement, indicating that human 
annotation for the proposed scheme is feasible. We publicly release 
our annotated corpus and the annotation guidelines.},
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  abstract  = {We present the BeSt corpus, which records cognitive 
state: who believes what (i.e., factuality), and who has what 
sentiment towards what. This corpus is inspired by similar source-
and-target corpora, specifically MPQA and FactBank. The corpus 
comprises two genres, newswire and discussion forums, in three 
languages, Chinese (Mandarin), English, and Spanish. The corpus is 
distributed through the LDC.},
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  abstract  = {MOTIF (MultimOdal ConTextualized Images For Language 
Learners) is a multimodal dataset that consists of 1125 
comprehension texts retrieved from Wikipedia Simple Corpus. Allowing 
multimodal processing or enriching the context with multimodal 
information has proven imperative for many learning tasks, 
specifically for second language (L2) learning. In this respect, 
several traditional NLP approaches can assist L2 readers in text 
comprehension processes, such as simplifying text or giving 
dictionary descriptions for complex words. As nicely stated in the 
well-known proverb, sometimes "a picture is worth a thousand words'' 
and an image can successfully complement the verbal message by 
enriching the representation, like in Pictionary books. This 
multimodal support can also assist on-the-fly text reading 
experience by providing a multimodal tool that chooses and displays 
the most relevant images for the difficult words, given the text 
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on neural models. In the present paper, we give an overview of these 
challenges by comparing various SL corpora and SL machine learning 
datasets. Furthermore, we propose a framework to address the lack of 
standardization at format level, unify the available resources and 
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concept, training neural translation models on the data produced by 
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common multi-modal representation language named MMIF (Multi-Media 
Interchange Format). We describe the overall architecture, the MMIF 
format, some of the tools included in the platform, the process to 
set up and run a workflow, visualizations included in CLAMS, and 
evaluate aspects of the platform on data from the American Archive 
of Public Broadcasting, showing how CLAMS can add metadata to mass-
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pairings. We created three experimental conditions for the 
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only), and one multimodal (headline and image together). In contrast 
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component. By collecting annotations on different modalities of the 
same news content pairings, we explore the relationship between 
image and text influence on human emotional response. We offer 
initial analysis on our dataset, showing the nuanced affective 
differences that appear due to modality and individual factors such 
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language processing or for artificial vision. Quevedo enables this 
specialized processing, focusing on a data-based approach. As a 
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collection and management of image datasets, and their machine 
learning recognition using neural networks and recognizer pipelines. 
This processing requires careful annotation of the source data, for 
which Quevedo offers an extensive and visual web-based annotation 
interface. In this article, we also briefly present a case study 
centered on the task of SignWriting recognition, the original 
motivation for writing the software. Quevedo is written in Python, 
and distributed freely under the Open Software License version 
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on clean pre-training and task-specific corpora as multilingual 
signals. In this paper, we introduce XLM-T, a model to train and 
evaluate multilingual language models in Twitter. In this paper we 
provide: (1) a new strong multilingual baseline consisting of an 
XLM-R (Conneau et al. 2020) model pre-trained on millions of tweets 
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visual-text corpus in German collected from 16 years of (almost) 
weekly Internet podcasts of former German chancellor Angela Merkel. 
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first single speaker 
corpus in the German language consisting of audio, visual and text 
modalities of comparable size and temporal extent. We describe the 
methods used with which we have collected and edited the data which 
involves downloading the videos, transcripts and other metadata, 
forced alignment, performing active speaker recognition and face 
detection to finally curate the single speaker dataset consisting of 
utterances spoken by Angela Merkel. The proposed pipeline is general 
and can be used to curate other datasets of similar nature, such as 
talk show contents. Through various statistical analyses and 
applications of the dataset in talking face generation and TTS, we 
show the utility of the dataset. We argue that it is a valuable 
contribution to the research community, in particular, due to its 
realistic and challenging material at the boundary between prepared 
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for Sign Language Processing. By involving the Deaf community 
throughout the research process, we firstly designed a research 
protocol and then performed an efficient crowdsourcing campaign that 
resulted in a new FluentSigners-50 dataset. The FluentSigners-50 
dataset consists of 173 sentences performed by 50 KRSL signers for 
43,250 video samples. Dataset contributors recorded videos in real-
life settings on various backgrounds using various devices such as 
smartphones and web cameras. Therefore, each dataset contribution 
has a varying distance to the camera, camera angles and aspect 



ratio, video quality, and frame rates. Additionally, the proposed 
dataset contains a high degree of linguistic and inter-signer 
variability and thus is a better training set for recognizing a 
real-life signed speech. FluentSigners-50 is publicly available at 
https://krslproject.github.io/fluentsigners-50/},
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annotated for metaphor. Metaphors denote entities or situations that 
are in some sense similar to the literal referent, e.g., when 
"Handschrift" ‘signature’ is used in the sense of ‘distinguishing 
mark’ or the suppression of hopes is introduced by the verb 
"verschütten" ‘bury’. The corpus is part of a project on register, 
hence, includes material from different registers that represent 
register variation along a number of important dimensions, but we 
believe that it is of interest to research on metaphor in general. 
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respective relevant contexts that trigger a metaphorical 
interpretation of the expressions. For the corpus, we developed 
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emerge due to the grammar of German.},
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longer and more specific arguments, which may nevertheless be a 
consequence of their sensitivity to the frequency of such arguments. 
They did also not reveal to be useful when computing word similarity 
with network embeddings. Despite the negative results, we see the 
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understanding transformer language models like BERT and GPT, and we 
make the weighted instances publicly available for further 
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years. While effective, these methods typically rely on a large 
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impractical. In this paper, we investigate whether similar results 
can be obtained when only a few contextualised representations of 
each word can be used. To this end, we analyse a range of strategies 
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polysemy) and an onomasiological perspective (i.e., exploring 
identical meanings of words with different forms, thus including 
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existing framework DURel for annotating word senses in context (Erk 
et al., 2013; Schlechtweg et al., 2018) and the framework-embedded 
Word Usage Graphs (WUGs) – which up to now have mainly be used for 
semasiological tasks and resources – in order to distinguish, 
visualize and interpret lexical semantic variation of contextualized 
words in Spanish from these two perspectives, i.e., semasiological 
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context conveyed in text. This paper studies whether state-of-the-
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judgments on posts retrieved from a popular Reddit user board. 
Reddit is a social discussion website and forum where posts are 
promoted by users through a voting system. In this work, we 
construct a dataset that can be used for moral judgement tasks by 
collecting data from the AITA? (Am I the A*******?) subreddit. To 
model our task, we harnessed the power of pre-trained language 
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Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) of 0.76, while the use of the 
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contains domain-bound subsets, originating from four different 
domains, being Gastronomy, Medicine, Hunting, and Zoology. The 
domain-bound subsets incorporate adversarial examples such as in-
domain ambiguous target senses and context-mixing (i.e., using the 
target sense in an out-of-domain context) which contribute to the 
challenging nature of the presented dataset. WiC-TSV-de allows for 
the development of sense-inventory-independent disambiguation models 
that can generalise their knowledge for different domain settings. 
By combining it with the original English WiC-TSV benchmark, we 
performed monolingual and cross-lingual analysis, where the 
evaluated baseline models were not able to solve the dataset to a 
satisfying degree, leaving a big gap to human performance.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2626--2633},
  abstract  = {BERT models used in specialized domains all seem to 
be the result of a simple strategy: initializing with the original 
BERT and then resuming pre-training on a specialized corpus. This 
method yields rather good performance (e.g. BioBERT (Lee et al., 
2020), SciBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019), BlueBERT (Peng et al., 
2019)). However, it seems reasonable to think that training directly 



on a specialized corpus, using a specialized vocabulary, could 
result in more tailored embeddings and thus help performance. To 
test this hypothesis, we train BERT models from scratch using many 
configurations involving general and medical corpora. Based on 
evaluations using four different tasks, we find that the initial 
corpus only has a weak influence on the performance of BERT models 
when these are further pre-trained on a medical corpus.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.281}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2634--2641},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present the Universal Semantic 
Annotator (USeA), which offers the first unified API for high-
quality automatic annotations of texts in 100 languages through 
state-of-the-art systems for Word Sense Disambiguation, Semantic 
Role Labeling and Semantic Parsing. Together, such annotations can 
be used to provide users with rich and diverse semantic information, 
help second-language learners, and allow researchers to integrate 
explicit semantic knowledge into downstream tasks and real-world 
applications.},
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  pages     = {2642--2651},
  abstract  = {DBLP is the largest open-access repository of 
scientific articles on computer science and provides metadata 
associated with publications, authors, and venues. We retrieved more 
than 6 million publications from DBLP and extracted pertinent 
metadata (e.g., abstracts, author affiliations, citations) from the 
publication texts to create the DBLP Discovery Dataset (D3). D3 can 
be used to identify trends in research activity, productivity, 
focus, bias, accessibility, and impact of computer science research. 



We present an initial analysis focused on the volume of computer 
science research (e.g., number of papers, authors, research 
activity), trends in topics of interest, and citation patterns. Our 
findings show that computer science is a growing research field (15\
% annually), with an active and collaborative researcher community. 
While papers in recent years present more bibliographical entries in 
comparison to previous decades, the average number of citations has 
been declining. Investigating papers' abstracts reveals that recent 
topic trends are clearly reflected in D3. Finally, we list further 
applications of D3 and pose supplemental research questions. The D3 
dataset, our findings, and source code are publicly available for 
research purposes.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.283}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2652--2657},
  abstract  = {This paper presents SciPar, a new collection of 
parallel corpora created from openly available metadata of bachelor 
theses, master theses and doctoral dissertations hosted in 
institutional repositories, digital libraries of universities and 
national archives. We describe first how we harvested and processed 
metadata from 86, mainly European, repositories to extract bilingual 
titles and abstracts, and then how we mined high quality sentence 
pairs in a wide range of scientific areas and sub-disciplines. In 
total, the resource includes 9.17 million segment alignments in 31 
language pairs and is publicly available via the ELRC-SHARE 
repository. The bilingual corpora in this collection could prove 
valuable in various applications, such as cross-lingual plagiarism 
detection or adapting Machine Translation systems for the 
translation of scientific texts and academic writing in general, 
especially for language pairs which include English.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2658--2671},
  abstract  = {Euphemisms have not received much attention in 
natural language processing, despite being an important element of 
polite and figurative language. Euphemisms prove to be a difficult 
topic, not only because they are subject to language change, but 
also because humans may not agree on what is a euphemism and what is 
not. Nonetheless, the first step to tackling the issue is to collect 
and analyze examples of euphemisms. We present a corpus of 
potentially euphemistic terms (PETs) along with example texts from 
the GloWbE corpus. Additionally, we present a subcorpus of texts 
where these PETs are not being used euphemistically, which may be 
useful for future applications. We also discuss the results of 
multiple analyses run on the corpus. Firstly, we find that sentiment 
analysis on the euphemistic texts supports that PETs generally 
decrease negative and offensive sentiment. Secondly, we observe 
cases of disagreement in an annotation task, where humans are asked 
to label PETs as euphemistic or not in a subset of our corpus text 
examples. We attribute the disagreement to a variety of potential 
reasons, including if the PET was a commonly accepted term (CAT).},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.285}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2672--2681},
  abstract  = {We present the Camel Treebank (CAMELTB), a 188K word 
open-source dependency treebank of Modern Standard and Classical 
Arabic. CAMELTB 1.0 includes 13 sub-corpora comprising selections of 
texts from pre-Islamic poetry to social media online commentaries, 
and covering a range of genres from religious and philosophical 
texts to news, novels, and student essays. The texts are all 
publicly available (out of copyright, creative commons, or under 
open licenses). The texts were morphologically tokenized and 
syntactically parsed automatically, and then manually corrected by a 
team of trained annotators. The annotations follow the guidelines of 
the Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB) dependency representation. We 
discuss our annotation process and guideline extensions, and we 
present some initial observations on lexical and syntactic 
differences among the annotated sub-corpora. This corpus will be 
publicly available to support and encourage research on Arabic NLP 
in general and on new, previously unexplored genres that are of 
interest to a wider spectrum of researchers, from historical 



linguistics and digital humanities to computer-assisted language 
pedagogy.},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2682--2692},
  abstract  = {Mental health remains a significant challenge of 
public health worldwide. With increasing popularity of online 
platforms, many use the platforms to share their mental health 
conditions, express their feelings, and seek help from the community 
and counselors. Some of these platforms, such as Reachout, are 
dedicated forums where the users register to seek help. Others such 
as Reddit provide subreddits where the users publicly but 
anonymously post their mental health distress. Although posts are of 
varying length, it is beneficial to provide a short, but informative 
summary for fast processing by the counselors. To facilitate 
research in summarization of mental health online posts, we 
introduce Mental Health Summarization dataset, MentSum, containing 
over 24k carefully selected user posts from Reddit, along with their 
short user-written summary (called TLDR) in English from 43 mental 
health subreddits. This domain-specific dataset could be of interest 
not only for generating short summaries on Reddit, but also for 
generating summaries of posts on the dedicated mental health forums 
such as Reachout. We further evaluate both extractive and 
abstractive state-of-the-art summarization baselines in terms of 
Rouge scores, and finally conduct an in-depth human evaluation study 
of both user-written and system-generated summaries, highlighting 
challenges in this research.},
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  pages     = {2693--2701},
  abstract  = {Traditionally, Text Simplification is treated as a 



monolingual translation task where sentences between source texts 
and their simplified counterparts are aligned for training. However, 
especially for longer input documents, summarizing the text (or 
dropping less relevant content altogether) plays an important role 
in the simplification process, which is currently not reflected in 
existing datasets. Simultaneously, resources for non-English 
languages are scarce in general and prohibitive for training new 
solutions. To tackle this problem, we pose core requirements for a 
system that can jointly summarize and simplify long source 
documents. We further describe the creation of a new dataset for 
joint Text Simplification and Summarization based on German 
Wikipedia and the German children's encyclopedia "Klexikon", 
consisting of almost 2,900 documents. We release a document-aligned 
version that particularly highlights the summarization aspect, and 
provide statistical evidence that this resource is well suited to 
simplification as well. Code and data are available on Github: 
https://github.com/dennlinger/klexikon},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2702--2713},
  abstract  = {The distribution of fake news is not a new but a 
rapidly growing problem. The shift to news consumption via social 
media has been one of the drivers for the spread of misleading and 
deliberately wrong information, as in addition to its ease of use 
there is rarely any veracity monitoring. Due to the harmful effects 
of such fake news on society, the detection of these has become 
increasingly important. We present an approach to the problem that 
combines the power of transformer-based language models while 
simultaneously addressing one of their inherent problems. Our 
framework, CMTR-BERT, combines multiple text representations, with 
the goal of circumventing sequential limits and related loss of 
information the underlying transformer architecture typically 
suffers from. Additionally, it enables the incorporation of 
contextual information. Extensive experiments on two very different, 
publicly available datasets demonstrates that our approach is able 
to set new state-of-the-art performance benchmarks. Apart from the 
benefit of using automatic text summarization techniques we also 
find that the incorporation of contextual information contributes to 
performance gains.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.289}
}
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  author    = {Han, Kelvin  and  Castro Ferreira, Thiago  and  
Gardent, Claire},
  title     = {Generating Questions from Wikidata Triples},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {277--290},
  abstract  = {Question generation from knowledge bases (or 
knowledge base question generation, KBQG) is the task of generating 
questions from structured database information, typically in the 
form of triples representing facts. To handle rare entities and 
generalize to unseen properties, previous work on KBQG resorted to 
extensive, often ad-hoc pre- and post-processing of the input 
triple. We revisit KBQG – using pre training, a new (triple, 
question) dataset and taking question type into account – and show 
that our approach outperforms previous work both in a standard and 
in a zero-shot setting. We also show that the extended KBQG dataset 
(also helpful for knowledge base question answering) we provide 
allows not only for better coverage in terms of knowledge base (KB) 
properties but also for increased output variability in that it 
permits the generation of multiple questions from the same KB 
triple.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2714--2720},
  abstract  = {The CLARIN Concept Registry (CCR) is the common 
semantic ground for most CMDI-based profiles to describe language-
related resources in the CLARIN universe. While the CCR supports 
semantic interoperability within this universe, it does not extend 
beyond it. The flexibility of CMDI, however, allows users to use 
other term or concept registries when defining their metadata 
components. In this paper, we describe our use of schema.org, a 
light ontology used by many parties across disciplines.},
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Documentation Corpora's Reusability Through a Semi-Automatic Review 
Process},
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  year           = {2022},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2721--2729},
  abstract  = {The QUEST (QUality ESTablished) project aims at 
ensuring the reusability of audio-visual datasets (Wamprechtshammer 
et al., 2022) by devising quality criteria and curating processes. 
RefCo (Reference Corpora) is an initiative within QUEST in 
collaboration with DoReCo (Documentation Reference Corpus, Paschen 
et al. (2020)) focusing on language documentation projects. 
Previously, Aznar and Seifart (2020) introduced a set of quality 
criteria dedicated to documenting fieldwork corpora. Based on these 
criteria, we establish a semi-automatic review process for existing 
and work-in-progress corpora, in particular for language 
documentation. The goal is to improve the quality of a corpus by 
increasing its reusability. A central part of this process is a 
template for machine-readable corpus documentation and automatic 
data verification based on this documentation. In addition to the 
documentation and automatic verification, the process involves a 
human review and potentially results in a RefCo certification of the 
corpus. For each of these steps, we provide guidelines and manuals. 
We describe the evaluation process in detail, highlight the current 
limits for automatic evaluation and how the manual review is 
organized accordingly.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2730--2738},
  abstract  = {Despite the recent findings on the conceptual and 
linguistic organization of personification, we have relatively 
little knowledge about its lexical patterns and grammatical 
templates. It is especially true in the case of Hungarian which has 
remained an understudied language regarding the constructions of 
figurative meaning generation. The present paper aims to provide a 
corpus-driven approach to personification analysis in the framework 
of cognitive linguistics. This approach is based on the building of 
a semi-automatically processed research corpus (the PerSE corpus) in 
which personifying linguistic structures are annotated manually. The 
present test version of the corpus consists of online car reviews 



written in Hungarian (10468 words altogether): the texts were 
tokenized, lemmatized, morphologically analyzed, syntactically 
parsed, and PoS-tagged with the e-magyar NLP tool. For the 
identification of personifications, the adaptation of the MIPVU 
protocol was used and combined with additional analysis of semantic 
relations within personifying multi-word expressions. The paper 
demonstrates the structure of the corpus as well as the levels of 
the annotation. Furthermore, it gives an overview of possible data 
types emerging from the analysis: lexical pattern, grammatical 
characteristics, and the construction-like behavior of 
personifications in Hungarian.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2739--2749},
  abstract  = {Discourse markers carry information about the 
discourse structure and organization, and also signal local 
dependencies or epistemological stance of speaker. They provide 
instructions on how to interpret the discourse, and their study is 
paramount to understand the mechanism underlying discourse 
organization. This paper presents a new language resource, an ISO-
based annotated multilingual parallel corpus for discourse markers. 
The corpus comprises nine languages, Bulgarian, Lithuanian, German, 
European Portuguese, Hebrew, Romanian, Polish, and Macedonian, with 
English as a pivot language. In order to represent the meaning of 
the discourse markers, we propose an annotation scheme of discourse 
relations from ISO 24617-8 with a plug-in to ISO 24617-2 for 
communicative functions. We describe an experiment in which we 
applied the annotation scheme to assess its validity. The results 
reveal that, although some extensions are required to cover all the 
multilingual data, it provides a proper representation of discourse 
markers value. Additionally, we report some relevant contrastive 
phenomena concerning discourse markers interpretation and role in 
discourse. This first step will allow us to develop deep learning 
methods to identify and extract discourse relations and 
communicative functions, and to represent that information as 
Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD).},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2750--2758},
  abstract  = {Speech is considered as a multi-modal process where 
hearing and vision are two fundamentals pillars. In fact, several 
studies have demonstrated that the robustness of Automatic Speech 
Recognition systems can be improved when audio and visual cues are 
combined to represent the nature of speech. In addition, Visual 
Speech Recognition, an open research problem whose purpose is to 
interpret speech by reading the lips of the speaker, has been a 
focus of interest in the last decades. Nevertheless, in order to 
estimate these systems in the currently Deep Learning era, large-
scale databases are required. On the other hand, while most of these 
databases are dedicated to English, other languages lack sufficient 
resources. Thus, this paper presents a semi-automatically annotated 
audiovisual database to deal with unconstrained natural Spanish, 
providing 13 hours of data extracted from Spanish television. 
Furthermore, baseline results for both speaker-dependent and 
speaker-independent scenarios are reported using Hidden Markov 
Models, a traditional paradigm that has been widely used in the 
field of Speech Technologies.},
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  pages     = {2759--2770},
  abstract  = {Video-and-Language learning, such as video question 
answering or video captioning, is the next challenge in the deep 
learning society, as it pursues the way how human intelligence 
perceives everyday life. These tasks require the ability of multi-
modal reasoning which is to handle both visual information and text 
information simultaneously across time. In this point of view, a 
cross-modality attention module that fuses video representation and 
text representation takes a critical role in most recent approaches. 
However, existing Video-and-Language models merely compute the 
attention weights without considering the different characteristics 
of video modality and text modality. Such na¨ıve attention module 



hinders the current models to fully enjoy the strength of cross-
modality. In this paper, we propose a novel Modality Alignment 
method that benefits the cross-modality attention module by guiding 
it to easily amalgamate multiple modalities. Specifically, we 
exploit Centered Kernel Alignment (CKA) which was originally 
proposed to measure the similarity between two deep representations. 
Our method directly optimizes CKA to make an alignment between video 
and text embedding representations, hence it aids the cross-modality 
attention module to combine information over different modalities. 
Experiments on real-world Video QA tasks demonstrate that our method 
outperforms conventional multi-modal methods significantly with 
+3.57\% accuracy increment compared to the baseline in a popular 
benchmark dataset. Additionally, in a synthetic data environment, we 
show that learning the alignment with our method boosts the 
performance of the cross-modality attention.},
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  pages     = {2771--2780},
  abstract  = {This paper investigates the correlation between 
mutual gaze and linguistic repetition, a form of alignment, which we 
take as evidence of mutual understanding. We focus on a multimodal 
corpus made of three-party conversations and explore the question of 
whether mutual gaze events correspond to moments of repetition or 
non-repetition. Our results, although mainly significant on word 
unigrams and bigrams, suggest positive correlations between the 
presence of mutual gaze and the repetitions of tokens, lemmas, or 
parts-of-speech, but negative correlations when it comes to paired 
levels of representation (tokens or lemmas associated with their 
part-of-speech). No compelling correlation is found with duration of 
mutual gaze. Results are strongest when ignoring punctuation as 
representations of pauses, intonation, etc. in counting aligned 
tokens.},
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  abstract  = {In natural language settings, many interactions 
include more than two speakers, and real-life interpretation is 
based on all types of information available in all modalities. This 
constitutes a challenge for corpus-based analyses because the 
information in the audio and visual channels must be included in the 
coding. The goal of the DINLANG project is to tackle that challenge 
and analyze spontaneous interactions in family dinner settings (two 
adults and two to three children). The families use either French, 
or LSF (French sign language). Our aim is to compare how 
participants share language across the range of modalities found in 
vocal and visual languaging in coordination with dining. In order to 
pinpoint similarities and differences, we had to find a common 
coding tool for all situations (variations from one family to 
another) and modalities. Our coding procedure incorporates the use 
of the ELAN software. We created a template organized around 
participants, situations, and modalities, rather than around 
language forms. Spoken language transcription can be integrated, 
when it exists, but it is not mandatory. Data that has been created 
with another software can be injected in ELAN files if it is linked 
using time stamps. Analyses performed with the coded files rely on 
ELAN’s structured search functionalities, which allow to achieve 
fine-grained temporal analyses and which can be completed by using 
spreadsheets or R language.},
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but the verb is derived from it, while the noun is inflected. In 
Natural Language Processing of Russian, the inflection is 
satisfactorily processed; however, there are only a few machine-
trackable resources that capture derivations even though Russian has 
both of these morphological processes very rich. Therefore, we 
devote this paper to improving one of the methods of constructing 
such resources and to the application of the method to a Russian 



lexicon, which results in the creation of the largest lexical 
resource of Russian derivational relations. The resulting database 
dubbed DeriNet.RU includes more than 300 thousand lexemes connected 
with more than 164 thousand binary derivational relations. To create 
such data, we combined the existing machine-learning methods that we 
improved to manage this goal. The whole approach is evaluated on our 
newly created data set of manual, parallel annotation. The resulting 
DeriNet.RU is freely available under an open license agreement.},
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systematic method to infer gaps semi-automatically on a large scale, 
which we demonstrate on the kinship domain. The resulting free 
diversity-aware terminological resource consists of 198 concepts, 
1,911 words, and 37,370 gaps in 699 languages. We see great 
potential in the use of resources such as ours for the improvement 
of a variety of cross-lingual NLP tasks, which we illustrate through 
an application in the evaluation of machine translation systems.},
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language based on neural machine translation (NMT). Inspired by 



priming, a cognitive science theory that two different stimuli 
influence each other, we propose novel priming ancient-Korean NMT 
(AKNMT) using bilingual subword embedding initialization with 
structural property awareness in the ancient documents. Finally, we 
obtain state-of-the-art results in the AKNMT task. To the best of 
our knowledge, we confirm the possibility of developing a human-
centric model that incorporates the concepts of cognitive science 
and analyzes the result from the perspective of interference and 
cognitive dissonance theory for the first time.},
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require a certain degree of reasoning, such as arithmetic 
operations. In this paper we evaluate the ability of Transformer 
Language Models to perform arithmetic operations following a 
pipeline that, before performing computations, decomposes numbers in 
units, tens, and so on. We denote the models fine-tuned with this 
pipeline with the name Calculon and we test them in the task of 
performing additions, subtractions and multiplications on the same 
test sets of GPT-3. Results show an increase of accuracy of 63\% in 
the five-digit addition task. Moreover, we demonstrate the 
importance of the decomposition pipeline introduced, since fine-
tuning the same Language Model without decomposing numbers results 
in 0\% accuracy in the five-digit addition task.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper we describe our current work on 
creating a WordNet for Latvian based on the principles of the 
Princeton WordNet. The chosen methodology for word sense definition 
and sense linking is based on corpus evidence and the existing 
Tezaurs.lv online dictionary, ensuring a foundation that fits the 
Latvian language usage and existing linguistic tradition. We cover a 
wide set of semantic relations, including gradation sets. Currently 
the dataset consists of 6432 words linked in 5528 synsets, out of 
which 2717 synsets are considered fully completed as they have all 
the outgoing semantic links annotated, annotated with corpus 
examples for each sense and links to the English Princeton 
WordNet.},
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build sentiment lexicons for the three Mainland Scandinavian 
languages: Danish, Norwegian and Swedish. This method benefits from 
the English Sentiwordnet and a thesaurus in one of the target 
languages. Sentiment information from the English resource is mapped 
to the target languages by using machine translation and similarity 
measures based on sentence embeddings. A number of experiments with 
Scandinavian languages are performed in order to determine the best 
working sentence embedding algorithm for this task. A careful 
extrinsic evaluation on several datasets yields state-of-the-art 
results using a simple rule-based sentiment analysis algorithm. The 
resources are made freely available under an MIT License.},
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of lexicographic methods and based on the links between groups of 
words listed in semantic order in a thesaurus and the corresponding 
word sense descriptions in a comprehensive monolingual dictionary. 
The overall idea was to identify negative and positive sections in a 
thesaurus, extract the words from these sections and combine them 
with the dictionary information via the links. The annotation task 
of the dataset included several steps, and was based on the 
comparison of synonyms and near synonyms within a semantic field. In 
the cases where one of the words were included in the smaller Danish 
sentiment lexicon AFINN, its value there was used as inspiration and 
expanded to the synonyms when appropriate. In order to obtain a more 
practical lexicon with overall polarity values at lemma level, all 
the senses of the lemma were afterwards compared, taking into 
consideration dictionary information such as usage, style and 
frequency. The final lexicon contains 13,859 Danish polarity lemmas 
and includes morphological information. It is freely available at 
https://github.com/dsldk/danish-sentiment-lexicon (licence CC-BY-SA 
4.0 International).},
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languages and cultures. The IndoUKC reuses content from the existing 
IndoWordNet resource while providing a new model for the cross-
lingual mapping of lexical meanings that allows for a richer, 
diversity-aware representation. Accordingly, beyond a thorough 
syntactic and semantic cleaning, the IndoWordNet lexical content has 
been thoroughly remodeled in order to allow a more precise 
expression of language-specific meaning. The resulting database is 
made available both for browsing through a graphical web interface 
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Chinese, and Indo-European languages. Additionally, such schemes 
usually require extensive computational resources alongside a large 
amount of data, which is infeasible for less-widely used languages. 
We aim to address this research niche by building a language model 
that understands the linguistic phenomena in the target language 
which can be trained with low-resources. In this paper, we discuss 
Korean language modeling, specifically methods for language 
representation and pre-training methods. With our Korean-specific 
language representation, we are able to build more powerful language 
models for Korean understanding, even with fewer resources. The 
paper proposes chunk-wise reconstruction of the Korean language 
based on a widely used transformer architecture and bidirectional 
language representation. We also introduce morphological features 
such as Part-of-Speech (PoS) into the language understanding by 
leveraging such information during the pre-training. Our experiment 
results prove that the proposed methods improve the model 
performance of the investigated Korean language understanding 
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such limitations would benefit those individuals, as well as 
research on whole-person functioning and general public health. 
Dictionaries of terms related to whole-person function would enable 
automated identification and extraction of relevant information. 



However, no such terminologies currently exist, due in part to a 
lack of standardized coding and their availability mainly in free 
text clinical notes. In this paper, we introduce terminologies of 
whole-person function in the domains of mobility, self-care and 
domestic life, built and evaluated using a small set of manually 
annotated clinical notes, which provided a seedset that was expanded 
using a mix of lexical and deep learning approaches.},
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images, and video) that belongs to the humanities domain along with 
a dedicated database (content management system) with advanced 
indexing, linking and search functionalities. We will present the 
corpus itself focusing on the content, the methodology adopted for 
its development, and the steps taken towards rendering it accessible 
via the database in a way that also facilitates useful 
visualizations. In this context, we tried to address three main 
challenges: (a) to add a novel annotation layer, namely geotagging, 
(b) to ensure the long-term maintenance of and accessibility to the 
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current project – by adopting a metadata schema that is compatible 
to existing standards; and (c) to render the corpus a useful 
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structure and a link structure. However, this type of data formats 
intended to enhance the power of representation of an XML format 
injures the mobility of data because an abstract data structure 
denoted by multiple link paths is hard to be converted into other 
data structures. This difficulty causes a problem in the reuse of 
data to convert into other data formats especially in a personal 
data management environment. In this paper, in order to compensate 
for the drawback, we propose a new concept of transforming a link 
structure to an instance structure on a new marked-up scheme. This 
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inform decision-making, authorities regularly face challenges due to 
restricted resources. We identify several tasks whose automated 
support can help in the evaluation of public participation. These 
are i) the recognition of arguments, more precisely premises and 
their conclusions, ii) the assessment of the concreteness of 
arguments, iii) the detection of textual descriptions of locations 
in order to assign citizens’ ideas to a spatial location, and iv) 
the thematic categorization of contributions. To enable future 
research efforts to develop techniques addressing these four tasks, 
we introduce the CIMT PartEval Corpus, a new publicly-available 
German-language corpus that includes several thousand citizen 
contributions from six mobility-related planning processes in five 
German municipalities. The corpus provides annotations for each of 
these tasks which have not been available in German for the domain 
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domains that Grambank covers (negation, adnominal modification, 
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conventional document summarization. To address this issue and 
reduce the ``who said what''-related errors in a summary, we propose 
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proposed by Gu et al. (2020), our proposal takes into account the 
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word-level. In this paper we give an overview of the corpus and its 
language mix (mostly Early New High German and Latin, but also 
French, Greek, Italian and Hebrew). We report on our experiences 
with a popular language identifier and present our results when 
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2919--2927},
  abstract  = {TimeML is an annotation scheme for capturing temporal 
information in text. The developers of TimeML built the TimeBank 
corpus to both validate the scheme and provide a rich dataset of 
events, temporal expressions, and temporal relationships for 
training and testing temporal analysis systems. In our own work we 
have been developing methods aimed at TimeML graphs for detecting 
(and eventually automatically correcting) temporal inconsistencies, 
extracting timelines, and assessing temporal indeterminacy. In the 
course of this investigation we identified numerous previously 
unrecognized issues in the TimeBank corpus, including multiple 
violations of TimeML annotation guide rules, incorrectly 
disconnected temporal graphs, as well as inconsistent, redundant, 
missing, or otherwise incorrect annotations. We describe our methods 
for detecting and correcting these problems, which include: (a) 
automatic guideline checking (109 violations); (b) automatic 
inconsistency checking (65 inconsistent files); (c) automatic 
disconnectivity checking (625 incorrect breakpoints); and (d) manual 
comparison with the output of state-of-the-art automatic annotators 
to identify missing annotations (317 events, 52 temporal 
expressions). We provide our code as well as a set of patch files 
that can be applied to the TimeBank corpus to produce a corrected 
version for use by other researchers in the field.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.313}
}
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Sullam, Simon},
  title     = {Evaluating Multilingual Sentence Representation 
Models in a Real Case Scenario},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2928--2939},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present an evaluation of sentence 
representation models on the paraphrase detection task. The 
evaluation is designed to simulate a real-world problem of 
plagiarism and is based on one of the most important cases of 
forgery in modern history: the so-called "Protocols of the Elders of 
Zion''. The sentence pairs for the evaluation are taken from the 
infamous forged text "Protocols of the Elders of Zion'' (Protocols) 
by unknown authors; and by "Dialogue in Hell between Machiavelli and 
Montesquieu'' by Maurice Joly. Scholars have demonstrated that the 
first text plagiarizes from the second, indicating all the forged 
parts on qualitative grounds. Following this evidence, we organized 
the rephrased texts and asked native speakers to quantify the level 
of similarity between each pair. We used this material to evaluate 



sentence representation models in two languages: English and French, 
and on three tasks: similarity correlation, paraphrase 
identification, and paraphrase retrieval. Our evaluation aims at 
encouraging the development of benchmarks based on real-world 
problems, as a means to prevent problems connected to AI hypes, and 
to use NLP technologies for social good. Through our evaluation, we 
are able to confirm that the infamous Protocols are actually a 
plagiarized text but, as we will show, we encounter several problems 
connected with the convoluted nature of the task, that is very 
different from the one reported in standard benchmarks of paraphrase 
detection and sentence similarity. Code and data available at 
https://github.com/roccotrip/protocols.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.314}
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Quality},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2940--2948},
  abstract  = {Reference annotated (or gold-standard) datasets are 
required for various common tasks such as training for machine 
learning systems or system validation. They are necessary to analyse 
or compare occurrences or items annotated by experts, or to compare 
objects resulting from any computational process to objects 
annotated by experts. But, even if reference annotated gold-standard 
corpora are required, their production is known as a difficult 
problem, from both a theoretical and practical point of view. Many 
studies devoted to theses issues conclude that multi-annotation is 
most of the time a necessity. That inter-annotator agreement 
measure, which is required to check the reliability of data and the 
reproducibility of an annotation task, and thus to establish a gold 
standard, is another thorny problem. Fine analysis of available 
metrics for this specific task then becomes essential. Our work is 
part of this effort and more precisely focuses on several problems, 
which are rarely discussed, although they are intrinsically linked 
with the interpretation of metrics. In particular, we focus here on 
the complex relations between agreement and reference (of which 
agreement among annotators is supposed to be an indicator), and the 
emergence of consensus. We also introduce the notion of 
consensuality as another relevant indicator.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.315}
}
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Models Pretrained by Self-Supersivion for Spoken Language 
Understanding},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2949--2956},
  abstract  = {Pretrained models through self-supervised learning 
have been recently introduced for both acoustic and language 
modeling. Applied to spoken language understanding tasks, these 
models have shown their great potential by improving the state-of-
the-art performances on challenging benchmark datasets. In this 
paper, we present an error analysis reached by the use of such 
models on the French MEDIA benchmark dataset, known as being one of 
the most challenging benchmarks for the slot filling task among all 
the benchmarks accessible to the entire research community. One year 
ago, the state-of-art system reached a Concept Error Rate (CER) of 
13.6\% through the use of a end-to-end neural architecture. Some 
months later, a cascade approach based on the sequential use of a 
fine-tuned wav2vec2.0 model and a fine-tuned BERT model reaches a 
CER of 11.2\%. This significant improvement raises questions about 
the type of errors that remain difficult to treat, but also about 
those that have been corrected using these models pre-trained 
through self-supervision learning on a large amount of data. This 
study brings some answers in order to better understand the limits 
of such models and open new perspectives to continue improving the 
performance.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.316}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2957--2966},
  abstract  = {To develop high-performance natural language 
understanding (NLU) models, it is necessary to have a benchmark to 
evaluate and analyze NLU ability from various perspectives. While 
the English NLU benchmark, GLUE, has been the forerunner, benchmarks 
are now being released for languages other than English, such as 
CLUE for Chinese and FLUE for French; but there is no such benchmark 
for Japanese. We build a Japanese NLU benchmark, JGLUE, from scratch 
without translation to measure the general NLU ability in Japanese. 



We hope that JGLUE will facilitate NLU research in Japanese.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.317}
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and  Rayner, Manny  and  Sloan, John  and  Tsourakis, Nikos  and  
Yao, Chunlin},
  title     = {Using the LARA Little Prince to compare human and TTS 
audio quality},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2967--2975},
  abstract  = {A popular idea in Computer Assisted Language Learning 
(CALL) is to use multimodal annotated texts, with annotations 
typically including embedded audio and translations, to support L2 
learning through reading. An important question is how to create 
good quality audio, which can be done either through human recording 
or by a Text-To-Speech (TTS) engine. We may reasonably expect TTS to 
be quicker and easier, but human to be of higher quality. Here, we 
report a study using the open source LARA platform and ten 
languages. Samples of audio totalling about five minutes, 
representing the same four passages taken from LARA versions of 
Saint-Exupèry's "Le petit prince", were provided for each language 
in both human and TTS form; the passages were chosen to instantiate 
the 2x2 cross product of the conditions {dialogue, not-dialogue} and 
{humour, not-humour}. 251 subjects used a web form to compare human 
and TTS versions of each item and rate the voices as a whole. For 
the three languages where TTS did best, English, French and Irish, 
the evidence from this study and the previous one it extended 
suggest that TTS audio is now pedagogically adequate and roughly 
comparable with a non-professional human voice in terms of 
exemplifying correct pronunciation and prosody. It was however still 
judged substantially less natural and less pleasant to listen to. No 
clear evidence was found to support the hypothesis that dialogue and 
humour pose special problems for TTS. All data and software will be 
made freely available.},
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2976--2988},
  abstract  = {A limited amount of studies investigates the role of 
model-agnostic adversarial behavior in toxic content classification. 
As toxicity classifiers predominantly rely on lexical cues, 
(deliberately) creative and evolving language-use can be detrimental 
to the utility of current corpora and state-of-the-art models when 
they are deployed for content moderation. The less training data is 
available, the more vulnerable models might become. This study is, 
to our knowledge, the first to investigate the effect of adversarial 
behavior and augmentation for cyberbullying detection. We 
demonstrate that model-agnostic lexical substitutions significantly 
hurt classifier performance. Moreover, when these perturbed samples 
are used for augmentation, we show models become robust against 
word-level perturbations at a slight trade-off in overall task 
performance. Augmentations proposed in prior work on toxicity prove 
to be less effective. Our results underline the need for such 
evaluations in online harm areas with small corpora.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.319}
}
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  author    = {Monsen, Julius  and  Rennes, Evelina},
  title     = {Perceived Text Quality and Readability in Extractive 
and Abstractive Summaries},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {305--312},
  abstract  = {We present results from a study investigating how 
users perceive text quality and readability in extractive and 
abstractive summaries. We trained two summarisation models on 
Swedish news data and used these to produce summaries of articles. 
With the produced summaries, we conducted an online survey in which 
the extractive summaries were compared to the abstractive summaries 
in terms of fluency, adequacy and simplicity. We found statistically 
significant differences in perceived fluency and adequacy between 
abstractive and extractive summaries but no statistically 
significant difference in simplicity. Extractive summaries were 
preferred in most cases, possibly due to the types of errors the 
summaries tend to have.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.32}
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Expression Type from Corpora for Model Evaluation},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2989--2997},
  abstract  = {The generation of referring expressions (REs) is a 
non-deterministic task. However, the algorithms for the generation 
of REs are standardly evaluated against corpora of written texts 
which include only one RE per each reference. Our goal in this work 
is firstly to reproduce one of the few studies taking the 
distributional nature of the RE generation into account. We add to 
this work, by introducing a method for exploring variation in human 
RE choice on the basis of longitudinal corpora - substantial corpora 
with a single human judgement (in the process of composition) per 
RE. We focus on the prediction of RE types, proper name, description 
and pronoun. We compare evaluations made against distributions over 
these types with evaluations made against parallel human judgements. 
Our results show agreement in the evaluation of learning algorithms 
against distributions constructed from parallel human evaluations 
and from longitudinal data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.320}
}
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  title     = {Knowledge Graph Question Answering Leaderboard: A 
Community Resource to Prevent a Replication Crisis},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {2998--3007},
  abstract  = {Data-driven systems need to be evaluated to establish 
trust in the scientific approach and its applicability. In 
particular, this is true for Knowledge Graph (KG) Question Answering 
(QA), where complex data structures are made accessible via natural-
language interfaces. Evaluating the capabilities of these systems 
has been a driver for the community for more than ten years while 
establishing different KGQA benchmark datasets. However, comparing 
different approaches is cumbersome. The lack of existing and curated 
leaderboards leads to a missing global view over the research field 
and could inject mistrust into the results. In particular, the 
latest and most-used datasets in the KGQA community, LC-QuAD and 
QALD, miss providing central and up-to-date points of trust. In this 
paper, we survey and analyze a wide range of evaluation results with 
significant coverage of 100 publications and 98 systems from the 
last decade. We provide a new central and open leaderboard for any 



KGQA benchmark dataset as a focal point for the community - https://
kgqa.github.io/leaderboard/. Our analysis highlights existing 
problems during the evaluation of KGQA systems. Thus, we will point 
to possible improvements for future evaluations.},
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  title     = {Multi-Task Learning for Cross-Lingual Abstractive 
Summarization},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3008--3016},
  abstract  = {We present a multi-task learning framework for cross-
lingual abstractive summarization to augment training data. Recent 
studies constructed pseudo cross-lingual abstractive summarization 
data to train their neural encoder-decoders. Meanwhile, we introduce 
existing genuine data such as translation pairs and monolingual 
abstractive summarization data into training. Our proposed method, 
Transum, attaches a special token to the beginning of the input 
sentence to indicate the target task. The special token enables us 
to incorporate the genuine data into the training data easily. The 
experimental results show that Transum achieves better performance 
than the model trained with only pseudo cross-lingual summarization 
data. In addition, we achieve the top ROUGE score on Chinese-English 
and Arabic-English abstractive summarization. Moreover, Transum also 
has a positive effect on machine translation. Experimental results 
indicate that Transum improves the performance from the strong 
baseline, Transformer, in Chinese-English, Arabic-English, and 
English-Japanese translation datasets.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.322}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3017--3025},
  abstract  = {This paper analyses how much context span is 
necessary to solve different context-related issues, namely, 
reference, ellipsis, gender, number, lexical ambiguity, and 
terminology when translating from English into Portuguese. We use 
the DELA corpus, which consists of 60 documents and six different 



domains (subtitles, literary, news, reviews, medical, and 
legislation). We find that the shortest context span to disambiguate 
issues can appear in different positions in the document including 
preceding, following, global, world knowledge. Moreover, the average 
length depends on the issue types as well as the domain. Moreover, 
we show that the standard approach of relying on only two preceding 
sentences as context might not be enough depending on the domain and 
issue types.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.323}
}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3026--3037},
  abstract  = {Document-level Neural Machine Translation aims to 
increase the quality of neural translation models by taking into 
account contextual information. Properly modelling information 
beyond the sentence level can result in improved machine translation 
output in terms of coherence, cohesion and consistency. Suitable 
corpora for context-level modelling are necessary to both train and 
evaluate context-aware systems, but are still relatively scarce. In 
this work we describe TANDO, a document-level corpus for the under-
resourced Basque-Spanish language pair, which we share with the 
scientific community. The corpus is composed of parallel data from 
three different domains and has been prepared with context-level 
information. Additionally, the corpus includes contrastive test sets 
for fine-grained evaluations of gender and register contextual 
phenomena on both source and target language sides. To establish the 
usefulness of the corpus, we trained and evaluated baseline 
Transformer models and context-aware variants based on context 
concatenation. Our results indicate that the corpus is suitable for 
fine-grained evaluation of document-level machine translation 
systems.},
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3038--3047},
  abstract  = {In this work, we present the work that has been 
carried on in the MT4All CEF project and the resources that it has 
generated by leveraging recent research carried out in the field of 
unsupervised learning. In the course of the project 18 monolingual 
corpora for specific domains and languages have been collected, and 
12 bilingual dictionaries and translation models have been 
generated. As part of the research, the unsupervised MT methodology 
based only on monolingual corpora (Artetxe et al., 2017) has been 
tested on a variety of languages and domains. Results show that in 
specialised domains, when there is enough monolingual in-domain 
data, unsupervised results are comparable to those of general domain 
supervised translation, and that, at any rate, unsupervised 
techniques can be used to boost results whenever very little data is 
available.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3048--3055},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces a multi-lingual database 
containing translated texts of COVID-19 mythbusters. The database 
has translations into 115 languages as well as the original English 
texts, of which the original texts are published by World Health 
Organization (WHO). This paper then presents preliminary analyses on 
latin-alphabet-based texts to see the potential of the database as a 
resource for multilingual linguistic analyses. The analyses on 
latin-alphabet-based texts gave interesting insights into the 
resource. While the amount of translated texts in each language was 
small, character bi-grams with normalization (lowercasing and 
removal of diacritics) was turned out to be an effective proxy for 
measuring the similarity of the languages, and the affinity ranking 
of language pairs could be obtained. Additionally, the hierarchical 
clustering analysis is performed using the character bigram overlap 
ratio of every possible pair of languages. The result shows the 
cluster of Germanic languages, Romance languages, and Southern Bantu 
languages. In sum, the multilingual database not only offers fixed 
set of materials in numerous languages, but also serves as a 
preliminary tool to identify the language family using text-based 



similarity measure of bigram overlap ratio.},
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  pages     = {3056--3068},
  abstract  = {Generative Pre-trained Transformers (GPTs) have 
recently been scaled to unprecedented sizes in the history of 
machine learning. These models, solely trained on the language 
modeling objective, have been shown to exhibit outstanding zero, 
one, and few-shot learning capabilities in a number of different 
tasks. Nevertheless, aside from anecdotal experiences, little is 
known regarding their multilingual capabilities, given the fact that 
the pre-training corpus is almost entirely composed of English text. 
In this work, we investigate its potential and limits in three 
tasks: extractive question-answering, text summarization and natural 
language generation for five different languages, as well as the 
effect of scale in terms of model size. Our results show that GPT-3 
can be almost as useful for many languages as it is for English, 
with room for improvement if optimization of the tokenization is 
addressed.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3069--3078},
  abstract  = {Subtitles appear on screen as short pieces of text, 
segmented based on formal constraints (length) and syntactic/
semantic criteria. Subtitle segmentation can be evaluated with 
sequence segmentation metrics against a human reference. However, 
standard segmentation metrics cannot be applied when systems 
generate outputs different than the reference, e.g. with end-to-end 
subtitling systems. In this paper, we study ways to conduct 
reference-based evaluations of segmentation accuracy irrespective of 



the textual content. We first conduct a systematic analysis of 
existing metrics for evaluating subtitle segmentation. We then 
introduce Sigma, a Subtitle Segmentation Score derived from an 
approximate upper-bound of BLEU on segmentation boundaries, which 
allows us to disentangle the effect of good segmentation from text 
quality. To compare Sigma with existing metrics, we further propose 
a boundary projection method from imperfect hypotheses to the true 
reference. Results show that all metrics are able to reward high 
quality output but for similar outputs system ranking depends on 
each metric's sensitivity to error type. Our thorough analyses 
suggest Sigma is a promising segmentation candidate but its 
reliability over other segmentation metrics remains to be validated 
through correlations with human judgements.},
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  pages     = {3079--3083},
  abstract  = {Despite impressive progress in machine translation in 
recent years, it has occasionally been argued that current systems 
are still mainly based on pattern recognition and that further 
progress may be possible by using text understanding techniques, 
thereby e.g. looking at semantics of the type “Who is doing what to 
whom?”. In the current research we aim to take a small step into 
this direction. Assuming that semantic role labeling (SRL) grasps 
some of the relevant semantics, we automatically annotate the source 
language side of a standard parallel corpus, namely Europarl, with 
semantic roles. We then train a neural machine translation (NMT) 
system using the annotated corpus on the source language side, and 
the original unannotated corpus on the target language side. New 
text to be translated is first annotated by the same SRL system and 
then fed into the translation system. We compare the results to 
those of a baseline NMT system trained with unannotated text on both 
sides and find that the SRL-based system yields small improvements 
in terms of BLEU scores for each of the four language pairs under 
investigation, involving English, French, German, Greek and 
Spanish.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {313--318},
  abstract  = {Neural text summarization has shown great potential 
in recent years. However, current state-of-the-art summarization 
models are limited by their maximum input length, posing a challenge 
to summarizing longer texts comprehensively. As part of a layered 
summarization architecture, we introduce PureText, a simple yet 
effective pre-processing layer that removes low- quality sentences 
in articles to improve existing summarization models. When evaluated 
on popular datasets like WikiHow and Reddit TIFU, we show up to 3.84 
and 8.57 point ROUGE-1 absolute improvement on the full test set and 
the long article subset, respectively, for state-of-the-art 
summarization models such as BertSum and BART. Our approach provides 
downstream models with higher-quality sentences for summarization, 
improving overall model performance, especially on long text 
articles.},
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  pages     = {3084--3092},
  abstract  = {Natural Language Inference (NLI), also known as 
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE), has been one of the central 
tasks in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP). RTE between the two pieces of texts is a crucial 
problem, and it adds further challenges when involving two different 
languages, i.e., in the cross-lingual scenario. This paper proposes 
an effective transfer learning approach for cross-lingual NLI. We 
perform experiments on English-Hindi language pairs in the cross-
lingual setting to find out that our novel loss formulation could 
enhance the performance of the baseline model by up to 2\%. To 
assess the effectiveness of our method further, we perform 
additional experiments on every possible language pair using four 
European languages, namely French, German, Bulgarian, and Turkish, 
on top of XNLI dataset. Evaluation results yield up to 10\% 
performance improvement over the respective baseline models, in some 
cases surpassing the state-of-the-art (SOTA). It is also to be noted 
that our proposed model has 110M parameters which is much lesser 
than the SOTA model having 220M parameters. Finally, we argue that 



our transfer learning-based loss objective is model agnostic and 
thus can be used with other deep learning-based architectures for 
cross-lingual NLI.},
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  pages     = {3093--3102},
  abstract  = {Specialist high-quality information is typically 
first available in English, and it is written in a language that may 
be difficult to understand by most readers. While Machine 
Translation technologies contribute to mitigate the first issue, the 
translated content will most likely still contain complex language. 
In order to investigate and address both problems simultaneously, we 
introduce Simple TICO-19, a new language resource containing manual 
simplifications of the English and Spanish portions of the TICO-19 
corpus for Machine Translation of COVID-19 literature. We provide an 
in-depth description of the annotation process, which entailed 
designing an annotation manual and employing four annotators (two 
native English speakers and two native Spanish speakers) who 
simplified over 6,000 sentences from the English and Spanish 
portions of the TICO-19 corpus. We report several statistics on the 
new dataset, focusing on analysing the improvements in readability 
from the original texts to their simplified versions. In addition, 
we propose baseline methodologies for automatically generating the 
simplifications, translations and joint translation and 
simplifications contained in our dataset.},
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  abstract  = {Recent work has demonstrated the importance of 
dealing with Multi-Word Terms (MWTs) in several Natural Language 
Processing applications. In particular, MWTs pose serious challenges 



for alignment and machine translation systems because of their 
syntactic and semantic properties. Thus, developing algorithms that 
handle MWTs is becoming essential for many NLP tasks. However, the 
availability of bilingual and more generally multi-lingual resources 
is limited, especially for low-resourced languages and in 
specialized domains. In this paper, we propose an approach for 
building comparable corpora and bilingual term dictionaries that 
help evaluate bilingual term alignment in comparable corpora. To 
that aim, we exploit parallel corpora to perform automatic bilingual 
MWT extraction and comparable corpus construction. Parallel 
information helps to align bilingual MWTs and makes it easier to 
build comparable specialized sub-corpora. Experimental validation on 
an existing dataset and on manually annotated data shows the 
interest of the proposed methodology.},
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  abstract  = {This paper examines machine bias in language 
technology. Machine bias can affect machine learning algorithms when 
language models trained on large corpora include biased human 
decisions or reflect historical or social inequities, e.g. regarding 
gender and race. The focus of the paper is on gender bias in machine 
translation and we discuss a study conducted on Icelandic 
translations in the translation systems Google Translate and 
Vélþýðing.is. The results show a pattern which corresponds to 
certain societal ideas about gender. For example it seems to depend 
on the meaning of adjectives referring to people whether they appear 
in the masculine or feminine form. Adjectives describing positive 
personality traits were more likely to appear in masculine gender 
whereas the negative ones frequently appear in feminine gender. 
However, the opposite applied to appearance related adjectives. 
These findings unequivocally demonstrate the importance of being 
vigilant towards technology so as not to maintain societal 
inequalities and outdated views — especially in today’s digital 
world.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3122--3130},
  abstract  = {This paper presents an analysis of how dialogue act 
sequences vary across different datasets in order to anticipate the 
potential degradation in the performance of learned models during 
domain adaptation. We hypothesize the following: 1) dialogue 
sequences from related domains will exhibit similar n-gram frequency 
distributions 2) this similarity can be expressed by measuring the 
average Hamming distance between subsequences drawn from different 
datasets. Our experiments confirm that when dialogue acts sequences 
from two datasets are dissimilar they lie further away in embedding 
space, making it possible to train a classifier to discriminate 
between them even when the datasets are corrupted with noise. We 
present results from eight different datasets: SwDA, AMI (DialSum), 
GitHub, Hate Speech, Teams, Diplomacy Betrayal, SAMsum, and Military 
(Army). Our datasets were collected from many types of human 
communication including strategic planning, informal discussion, and 
social media exchanges. Our methodology provides intuition on the 
generalizability of dialogue models trained on different datasets. 
Based on our analysis, it is problematic to assume that machine 
learning models trained on one type of discourse will generalize 
well to other settings, due to contextual differences.},
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  pages     = {3131--3139},
  abstract  = {Interview is an efficient way to elicit knowledge 
from experts of different domains. In this paper, we introduce CIDC, 
an interview dialogue corpus in the culinary domain in which 
interviewers play an active role to elicit culinary knowledge from 
the cooking expert. The corpus consists of 308 interview dialogues 
(each about 13 minutes in length), which add up to a total of 69,000 
utterances. We use a video conferencing tool for data collection, 
which allows us to obtain the facial expressions of the 
interlocutors as well as the screen-sharing contents. To understand 
the impact of the interlocutors' skill level, we divide the experts 
into "semi-professionals'" and "enthusiasts" and the interviewers 
into "skilled interviewers" and "unskilled interviewers." For 



quantitative analysis, we report the statistics and the results of 
the post-interview questionnaire. We also conduct qualitative 
analysis on the collected interview dialogues and summarize the 
salient patterns of how interviewers elicit knowledge from the 
experts. The corpus serves the purpose to facilitate future research 
on the knowledge elicitation mechanism in interview dialogues.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.335}
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  pages     = {3140--3149},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we introduce a carefully designed and 
collected language resource: UgChDial -- a Uyghur dialogue corpus 
based on a chatroom environment. The Uyghur Chat-based Dialogue 
Corpus (UgChDial) is divided into two parts: (1). Two-party 
dialogues and (2). Multi-party dialogues. We ran a series of 25, 
120-minutes each, two-party chat sessions, totaling 7323 turns and 
1581 question-response pairs. We created 16 different scenarios and 
topics to gather these two-party conversations. The multi-party 
conversations were compiled from chitchats in general channels as 
well as free chats in topic-oriented public channels, yielding 5588 
unique turns and 838 question-response pairs. The initial purpose of 
this corpus is to study query-response pairs in Uyghur, building on 
an existing fine-grained response space taxonomy for English. We 
provide here initial annotation results on the Uyghur response space 
classification task using UgChDial.},
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  abstract  = {This study investigates how the grounding process is 
composed and explores new interaction approaches that adapt to human 
cognitive processes that have not yet been significantly studied. 
The results of an experiment indicate that grounding through 



dialogue is mutually accepted among participants through holistic 
expressions and suggest that common ground among participants may 
not necessarily be formed in a bottom-up way through analytic 
expressions. These findings raise the possibility of a promising new 
approach to creating a human-like dialogue system that may be more 
suitable for natural human communication.},
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  abstract  = {The main objective of this work is the elaboration 
and public release of BaSCo, the first corpus with annotated 
linguistic resources encompassing Basque-Spanish code-switching. The 
mixture of Basque and Spanish languages within the same utterance is 
popularly referred to as Euskañol, a widespread phenomenon among 
bilingual speakers in the Basque Country. Thus, this corpus has been 
created to meet the demand of annotated linguistic resources in 
Euskañol in research areas such as multilingual dialogue systems. 
The presented resource is the result of translating to Euskañol a 
compilation of texts in Basque and Spanish that were used for 
training the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) models of several 
task-oriented bilingual chatbots. Those chatbots were meant to 
answer specific questions associated with the administration, 
fiscal, and transport domains. In addition, they had the transverse 
potential to answer to greetings, requests for help, and chit-chat 
questions asked to chatbots. BaSCo is a compendium of 1377 tagged 
utterances with every sample annotated at three levels: (i) NLU 
semantic labels, considering intents and entities, (ii) code-
switching proportion, and (iii) domain of origin.},
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  pages     = {3164--3173},
  abstract  = {Robots will eventually enter our daily lives and 
assist with a variety of tasks. Especially in the household domain, 
robots may become indispensable helpers by overtaking tedious tasks, 
e.g. keeping the place tidy. Their effectiveness and efficiency, 
however, depend on their ability to adapt to our needs, routines, 
and personal characteristics. Otherwise, they may not be accepted 
and trusted in our private domain. For enabling adaptation, the 
interaction between a human and a robot needs to be personalized. 
Therefore, the robot needs to collect personal information from the 
user. However, it is unclear how such sensitive data can be 
collected in an understandable way without losing a user’s trust in 
the system. In this paper, we present a conversational approach for 
explicitly collecting personal user information using natural 
dialogue. For creating a sound interactive personalization, we have 
developed an empathy-augmented dialogue strategy. In an online 
study, the empathy-augmented strategy was compared to a baseline 
dialogue strategy for interactive personalization. We have found the 
empathy-augmented strategy to perform notably friendlier. Overall, 
using dialogue for interactive personalization has generally shown 
positive user reception.},
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  abstract  = {We introduce document retrieval and comment 
generation tasks for automating horizon scanning. This is an 
important task in the field of futurology that collects sufficient 
information for predicting drastic societal changes in the mid- or 
long-term future. The steps used are: 1) retrieving news articles 
that imply drastic changes, and 2) writing subjective comments on 
each article for others’ ease of understanding. As a first step in 
automating these tasks, we create a dataset that contains 2,266 
manually collected news articles with comments written by experts. 
We analyze the collected documents and comments regarding 
characteristic words, the distance to general articles, and contents 
in the comments. Furthermore, we compare several methods for 
automating horizon scanning. Our experiments show that 1) manually 
collected articles are different from general articles regarding the 
words used and semantic distances, 2) the contents in the comment 
can be classified into several categories, and 3) a supervised model 
trained on our dataset achieves a better performance. The 
contributions are: 1) we propose document retrieval and comment 



generation tasks for horizon scanning, 2) create and analyze a new 
dataset, and 3) report the performance of several models and show 
that comment generation tasks are challenging.},
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  pages     = {3174--3182},
  abstract  = {Taking minutes is an essential component of every 
meeting, although the goals, style, and procedure of this activity 
(``minuting'' for short) can vary. Minuting is a rather unstructured 
writing activity and is affected by who is taking the minutes and 
for whom the intended minutes are. With the rise of online meetings, 
automatic minuting would be an important benefit for the meeting 
participants as well as for those who might have missed the meeting. 
However, automatically generating meeting minutes is a challenging 
problem due to a variety of factors including the quality of 
automatic speech recorders (ASRs), availability of public meeting 
data, subjective knowledge of the minuter, etc. In this work, we 
present the first of its kind dataset on \textit{Automatic 
Minuting}. We develop a dataset of English and Czech technical 
project meetings which consists of transcripts generated from ASRs, 
manually corrected, and minuted by several annotators. Our dataset, 
AutoMin, consists of 113 (English) and 53 (Czech) meetings, covering 
more than 160 hours of meeting content. Upon acceptance, we will 
publicly release (aaa.bbb.ccc) the dataset as a set of meeting 
transcripts and minutes, excluding the recordings for privacy 
reasons. A unique feature of our dataset is that most meetings are 
equipped with more than one minute, each created independently. Our 
corpus thus allows studying differences in what people find 
important while taking the minutes. We also provide baseline 
experiments for the community to explore this novel problem further. 
To the best of our knowledge \textbf{AutoMin} is probably the first 
resource on minuting in English and also in a language other than 
English (Czech).}},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3183--3194},
  abstract  = {Age-related stereotypes are pervasive in our society, 
and yet have been under-studied in the NLP community. Here, we 
present a method for extracting age-related stereotypes from Twitter 
data, generating a corpus of 300,000 over-generalizations about four 
contemporary generations (baby boomers, generation X, millennials, 
and generation Z), as well as "old" and "young" people more 
generally. By employing word-association metrics, semi-supervised 
topic modelling, and density-based clustering, we uncover many 
common stereotypes as reported in the media and in the psychological 
literature, as well as some more novel findings. We also observe 
trends consistent with the existing literature, namely that 
definitions of "young" and "old" age appear to be context-dependent, 
stereotypes for different generations vary across different topics 
(e.g., work versus family life), and some age-based stereotypes are 
distinct from generational stereotypes. The method easily extends to 
other social group labels, and therefore can be used in future work 
to study stereotypes of different social categories. By better 
understanding how stereotypes are formed and spread, and by tracking 
emerging stereotypes, we hope to eventually develop mitigating 
measures against such biased statements.},
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  abstract  = {We present a new corpus of Twitter data annotated for 
codeswitching and borrowing between Spanish and English. The corpus 
contains 9,500 tweets annotated at the token level with 
codeswitches, borrowings, and named entities. This corpus differs 
from prior corpora of codeswitching in that we attempt to clearly 
define and annotate the boundary between codeswitching and borrowing 
and do not treat common "internet-speak" (lol, etc.) as 
codeswitching when used in an otherwise monolingual context. The 
result is a corpus that enables the study and modeling of Spanish-
English borrowing and codeswitching on Twitter in one dataset. We 
present baseline scores for modeling the labels of this corpus using 
Transformer-based language models. The annotation itself is released 
with a CC BY 4.0 license, while the text it applies to is 
distributed in compliance with the Twitter terms of service.},
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  pages     = {3202--3219},
  abstract  = {Mental disorders are a serious and increasingly 
relevant public health issue. NLP methods have the potential to 
assist with automatic mental health disorder detection, but building 
annotated datasets for this task can be challenging; moreover, 
annotated data is very scarce for disorders other than depression. 
Understanding the commonalities between certain disorders is also 
important for clinicians who face the problem of shifting standards 
of diagnosis. We propose that transfer learning with linguistic 
features can be useful for approaching both the technical problem of 
improving mental disorder detection in the context of data scarcity, 
and the clinical problem of understanding the overlapping symptoms 
between certain disorders. In this paper, we target four disorders: 
depression, PTSD, anorexia and self-harm. We explore multi-aspect 
transfer learning for detecting mental disorders from social media 
texts, using deep learning models with multi-aspect representations 
of language (including multiple types of interpretable linguistic 
features). We explore different transfer learning strategies for 
cross-disorder and cross-platform transfer, and show that transfer 
learning can be effective for improving prediction performance for 
disorders where little annotated data is available. We offer 
insights into which linguistic features are the most useful vehicles 
for transferring knowledge, through ablation experiments, as well as 
error analysis.},
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  abstract  = {The emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic and the first 



global infodemic have changed our lives in many different ways. We 
relied on social media to get the latest information about COVID-19 
pandemic and at the same time to disseminate information. The 
content in social media consisted not only health related advice, 
plans, and informative news from policymakers, but also contains 
conspiracies and rumors. It became important to identify such 
information as soon as they are posted to make an actionable 
decision (e.g., debunking rumors, or taking certain measures for 
traveling). To address this challenge, we develop and publicly 
release the first largest manually annotated Arabic tweet dataset, 
ArCovidVac, for COVID-19 vaccination campaign, covering many 
countries in the Arab region. The dataset is enriched with different 
layers of annotation, including, (i) Informativeness more vs. less 
importance of the tweets); (ii) fine-grained tweet content types 
(e.g., advice, rumors, restriction, authenticate news/information); 
and (iii) stance towards vaccination (pro-vaccination, neutral, 
anti-vaccination). Further, we performed in-depth analysis of the 
data, exploring the popularity of different vaccines, trending 
hashtags, topics, and presence of offensiveness in the tweets. We 
studied the data for individual types of tweets and temporal changes 
in stance towards vaccine. We benchmarked the ArCovidVac dataset 
using transformer architectures for informativeness, content types, 
and stance detection.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3231--3241},
  abstract  = {Proactively identifying misinformation spreaders is 
an important step towards mitigating the impact of fake news on our 
society. In this paper, we introduce a new contemporary Reddit 
dataset for fake news spreader analysis, called FACTOID, monitoring 
political discussions on Reddit since the beginning of 2020. The 
dataset contains over 4K users with 3.4M Reddit posts, and includes, 
beyond the users' binary labels, also their fine-grained credibility 
level (very low to very high) and their political bias strength 
(extreme right to extreme left). As far as we are aware, this is the 
first fake news spreader dataset that simultaneously captures both 
the long-term context of users' historical posts and the 
interactions between them. To create the first benchmark on our 
data, we provide methods for identifying misinformation spreaders by 
utilizing the social connections between the users along with their 
psycho-linguistic features. We show that the users’ social 



interactions can, on their own, indicate misinformation spreading, 
while the psycho-linguistic features are mostly informative in non-
neural classification settings. In a qualitative analysis we observe 
that detecting affective mental processes correlates negatively with 
right-biased users, and that the openness to experience factor is 
lower for those who spread fake news.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3242--3249},
  abstract  = {Anglicisms are a challenge in German speech 
recognition. Due to their irregular pronunciation compared to native 
German words, automatically generated pronunciation dictionaries 
often contain incorrect phoneme sequences for Anglicisms. In this 
work, we propose a multitask sequence-to-sequence approach for 
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion to improve the phonetization of 
Anglicisms. We extended a grapheme-to-phoneme model with a 
classification task to distinguish Anglicisms from native German 
words. With this approach, the model learns to generate different 
pronunciations depending on the classification result. We used our 
model to create supplementary Anglicism pronunciation dictionaries 
to be added to an existing German speech recognition model. Tested 
on a special Anglicism evaluation set, we improved the recognition 
of Anglicisms compared to a baseline model, reducing the word error 
rate by a relative 1 \% and the Anglicism error rate by a relative 3 
\%. With our experiment, we show that multitask learning can help 
solving the challenge of Anglicisms in German speech recognition.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3250--3256},
  abstract  = {We present SDS-200, a corpus of Swiss German 
dialectal speech with Standard German text translations, annotated 
with dialect, age, and gender information of the speakers. The 
dataset allows for training speech translation, dialect recognition, 
and speech synthesis systems, among others. The data was collected 
using a web recording tool that is open to the public. Each 
participant was given a text in Standard German and asked to 
translate it to their Swiss German dialect before recording it. To 
increase the corpus quality, recordings were validated by other 
participants. The data consists of 200 hours of speech by around 
4000 different speakers and covers a large part of the Swiss German 
dialect landscape. We release SDS-200 alongside a baseline speech 
translation model, which achieves a word error rate (WER) of 30.3 
and a BLEU score of 53.1 on the SDS-200 test set. Furthermore, we 
use SDS-200 to fine-tune a pre-trained XLS-R model, achieving 21.6 
WER and 64.0 BLEU.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3257--3263},
  abstract  = {This paper builds upon recent work in leveraging the 
corpora and tools originally used to develop speech technologies for 
corpus-based linguistic studies. We address the non-canonical 
realization of consonants in connected speech and we focus on 
voicing alternation phenomena of stops in 5 standard varieties of 
Romance languages (French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian). 
For these languages, both large scale corpora and speech recognition 
systems were available for the study. We use forced alignment with 
pronunciation variants and machine learning techniques to examine to 
what extent such frequent phenomena characterize languages and what 
are the most triggering factors. The results confirm that voicing 
alternations occur in all Romance languages. Automatic 
classification underlines that surrounding contexts and segment 
duration are recurring contributing factors for modeling voicing 
alternation. The results of this study also demonstrate the new role 
that machine learning techniques such as classification algorithms 
can play in helping to extract linguistic knowledge from speech and 
to suggest interesting research directions.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.348}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3264--3270},
  abstract  = {Our main goal is to study the interactions between 
speakers according to their gender and role in broadcast media. In 
this paper, we propose an extensive study of gender and overlap 
annotations in various speech corpora mainly dedicated to 
diarisation or transcription tasks. We point out the issue of the 
heterogeneity of the annotation guidelines for both overlapping 
speech and gender categories. On top of that, we analyse how the 
speech content (casual speech, meetings, debate, interviews, etc.) 
impacts the distribution of overlapping speech segments. On a small 
dataset of 93 recordings from LCP French channel, we intend to 
characterise the interactions between speakers according to their 
gender. Finally, we propose a method which aims to highlight active 
speech areas in terms of interactions between speakers. Such a 
visualisation tool could improve the efficiency of qualitative 
studies conducted by researchers in human sciences.},
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  abstract  = {Pre-trained language models have become crucial to 
achieving competitive results across many Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) problems. For monolingual pre-trained models in 
low-resource languages, the quantity has been significantly 
increased. However, most of them relate to the general domain, and 
there are limited strong baseline language models for domain-
specific. We introduce ViHealthBERT, the first domain-specific pre-
trained language model for Vietnamese healthcare. The performance of 
our model shows strong results while outperforming the general 
domain language models in all health-related datasets. Moreover, we 
also present Vietnamese datasets for the healthcare domain for two 



tasks are Acronym Disambiguation (AD) and Frequently Asked Questions 
(FAQ) Summarization. We release our ViHealthBERT to facilitate 
future research and downstream application for Vietnamese NLP in 
domain-specific. Our dataset and code are available in https://
github.com/demdecuong/vihealthbert.},
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  pages     = {3271--3280},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a semi-automatic approach to 
create a diachronic corpus of voices balanced for speaker's age, 
gender, and recording period, according to 32 categories (2 genders, 
4 age ranges and 4 recording periods). Corpora were selected at 
French National Institute of Audiovisual (INA) to obtain at least 30 
speakers per category (a total of 960 speakers; only 874 have be 
found yet). For each speaker, speech excerpts were extracted from 
audiovisual documents using an automatic pipeline consisting of 
speech detection, background music and overlapped speech removal and 
speaker diarization, used to present clean speaker segments to human 
annotators identifying target speakers. This pipeline proved highly 
effective, cutting down manual processing by a factor of ten. 
Evaluation of the quality of the automatic processing and of the 
final output is provided. It shows the automatic processing compare 
to up-to-date process, and that the output provides high quality 
speech for most of the selected excerpts. This method is thus 
recommendable for creating large corpora of known target speakers.},
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  abstract  = {We present DiscoGeM, a crowdsourced corpus of 6,505 
implicit discourse relations from three genres: political speech, 
literature, and encyclopedic texts. Each instance was annotated by 
10 crowd workers. Various label aggregation methods were explored to 
evaluate how to obtain a label that best captures the meaning 
inferred by the crowd annotators. The results show that a 
significant proportion of discourse relations in DiscoGeM are 
ambiguous and can express multiple relation senses. Probability 
distribution labels better capture these interpretations than single 
labels. Further, the results emphasize that text genre crucially 
affects the distribution of discourse relations, suggesting that 
genre should be included as a factor in automatic relation 
classification. We make available the newly created DiscoGeM corpus, 
as well as the dataset with all annotator-level labels. Both the 
corpus and the dataset can facilitate a multitude of applications 
and research purposes, for example to function as training data to 
improve the performance of automatic discourse relation parsers, as 
well as facilitate research into non-connective signals of discourse 
relations.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3291--3300},
  abstract  = {Broadcast political debate is a core pillar of 
democracy: it is the public’s easiest access to opinions that shape 
policies and enables the general public to make informed choices. 
With QT30, we present the largest corpus of analysed dialogical 
argumentation ever created (19,842 utterances, 280,000 words) and 
also the largest corpus of analysed broadcast political debate to 
date, using 30 episodes of BBC’s ‘Question Time’ from 2020 and 2021. 
Question Time is the prime institution in UK broadcast political 
debate and features questions from the public on current political 
issues, which are responded to by a weekly panel of five figures of 
UK politics and society. QT30 is highly argumentative and combines 
language of well-versed political rhetoric with direct, often 
combative, justification-seeking of the general public. QT30 is 
annotated with Inference Anchoring Theory, a framework well-known in 
argument mining, which encodes the way arguments and conflicts are 
created and reacted to in dialogical settings. The resource is 
freely available at http://corpora.aifdb.org/qt30.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.352}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3301--3318},
  abstract  = {The empirical quantification of the quality of a 
contribution to a political discussion is at the heart of 
deliberative theory, the subdiscipline of political science which 
investigates decision-making in deliberative democracy. Existing 
annotation on deliberative quality is time-consuming and carried out 
by experts, typically resulting in small datasets which also suffer 
from strong class imbalance. Scaling up such annotations with 
automatic tools is desirable, but very challenging. We take up this 
challenge and explore different strategies to improve the prediction 
of deliberative quality dimensions (justification, common good, 
interactivity, respect) in a standard dataset. Our results show that 
simple data augmentation techniques successfully alleviate data 
imbalance. Classifiers based on linguistic features (textual 
complexity and sentiment/polarity) and classifiers integrating 
argument quality annotations (from the argument mining community in 
NLP) were consistently outperformed by transformer-based models, 
with or without data augmentation.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3319--3330},
  abstract  = {Natural language inherently consists of implicit and 
underspecified phrases, which represent potential sources of 
misunderstanding. In this paper, we present a data set of such 
phrases in English from instructional texts together with multiple 
possible clarifications. Our data set, henceforth called CLAIRE, is 
based on a corpus of revision histories from wikiHow, from which we 
extract human clarifications that resolve an implicit or 
underspecified phrase. We show how language modeling can be used to 
generate alternate clarifications, which may or may not be 
compatible with the human clarification. Based on plausibility 



judgements for each clarification, we define the task of 
distinguishing between plausible and implausible clarifications. We 
provide several baseline models for this task and analyze to what 
extent different clarifications represent multiple readings as a 
first step to investigate misunderstandings caused by implicit/
underspecified language in instructional texts.},
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  pages     = {3331--3336},
  abstract  = {The paper presents a multilingual database aimed to 
be used as a tool for typological analysis of response constructions 
called discourse formulae (DF), cf. English `No way!` or French `Ça 
va!` (~ `all right'). The two primary qualities that make DF of 
theoretical interest for linguists are their idiomaticity and the 
special nature of their meanings (cf. consent, refusal, negation), 
determined by their dialogical function. The formal and semantic 
structures of these items are language-specific. Compiling a 
database with DF from various languages would help estimate the 
diversity of DF in both of these aspects, and, at the same time, 
establish some frequently occurring patterns. The DF in the database 
are accompanied with glosses and assigned with multiple tags, such 
as pragmatic function, additional semantics, the illocutionary type 
of the context, etc. As a starting point, Russian, Serbian and 
Slovene DF are included into the database. This data already shows 
substantial grammatical and lexical variability.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper we present the Serbian part of the 



ELTeC multilingual corpus of novels written in the time period 
1840-1920. The corpus is being built in order to test various 
distant reading methods and tools with the aim of re-thinking the 
European literary history. We present the various steps that led to 
the production of the Serbian sub-collection: the novel selection 
and retrieval, text preparation, structural annotation, POS-tagging, 
lemmatization and named entity recognition. The Serbian sub-
collection was published on different platforms in order to make it 
freely available to various users. Several use examples show that 
this sub-collection is usefull for both close and distant reading 
approaches.},
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  abstract  = {Automatizing the process of understanding the global 
narrative structure of long texts and stories is still a major 
challenge for state-of-the-art natural language understanding 
systems, particularly because annotated data is scarce and existing 
annotation workflows do not scale well to the annotation of complex 
narrative phenomena. In this work, we focus on the identification of 
narrative levels in texts corresponding to stories that are embedded 
in stories. Lacking sufficient pre-annotated training data, we 
explore a solution to deal with data scarcity that is common in 
machine learning: the automatic augmentation of an existing small 
data set of annotated samples with the help of data synthesis. We 
present a workflow for narrative level detection, that includes the 
operationalization of the task, a model, and a data augmentation 
protocol for automatically generating narrative texts annotated with 
breaks between narrative levels. Our experiments suggest that 
narrative levels in long text constitute a challenging phenomenon 
for state-of-the-art NLP models, but generating training data 
synthetically does improve the prediction results considerably.},
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  abstract  = {Spelling normalisation is a useful step in the study 
and analysis of historical language texts, whether it is manual 
analysis by experts or automatic analysis using downstream natural 
language processing (NLP) tools. Not only does it help to homogenise 
the variable spelling that often exists in historical texts, but it 
also facilitates the use of off-the-shelf contemporary NLP tools, if 
contemporary spelling conventions are used for normalisation. We 
present FREEMnorm, a new benchmark for the normalisation of Early 
Modern French (from the 17th century) into contemporary French and 
provide a thorough comparison of three different normalisation 
methods: ABA, an alignment-based approach and MT-approaches, (both 
statistical and neural), including extensive parameter searching, 
which is often missing in the normalisation literature.},
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  abstract  = {anguage models for historical states of language are 
becoming increasingly important to allow the optimal digitisation 
and analysis of old textual sources. Because these historical states 
are at the same time more complex to process and more scarce in the 
corpora available, this paper presents recent efforts to overcome 
this difficult situation. These efforts include producing a corpus, 
creating the model, and evaluating it with an NLP task currently 
used by scholars in other ongoing projects.},
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  pages     = {338--350},
  abstract  = {Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) are a powerful 
architecture for representation learning on documents that naturally 
occur as graphs, e.g., citation or social networks. However, 
sensitive personal information, such as documents with people's 
profiles or relationships as edges, are prone to privacy leaks, as 
the trained model might reveal the original input. Although 
differential privacy (DP) offers a well-founded privacy-preserving 
framework, GCNs pose theoretical and practical challenges due to 
their training specifics. We address these challenges by adapting 
differentially-private gradient-based training to GCNs and conduct 
experiments using two optimizers on five NLP datasets in two 
languages. We propose a simple yet efficient method based on random 
graph splits that not only improves the baseline privacy bounds by a 
factor of 2.7 while retaining competitive F1 scores, but also 
provides strong privacy guarantees of epsilon = 1.0. We show that, 
under certain modeling choices, privacy-preserving GCNs perform up 
to 90\% of their non-private variants, while formally guaranteeing 
strong privacy measures.},
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  abstract  = {Identifying the high level structure of texts 
provides important information when performing distant reading 
analysis. The structure of texts is not necessarily linear, as 
transitions, such as changes in the scenery or flashbacks, can be 
present. As a first step in identifying this structure, we aim to 
identify transitions in texts. Previous work (Heyns and van Zaanen, 
2021) proposed a system that can successfully identify one 
transition in literary texts. The text is split in snippets and LDA 
is applied, resulting in a sequence of topics. A transition is 
introduced at the point that separates the topics (before and after 
the point) best. In this article, we extend the existing system such 
that it can detect multiple transitions. Additionally, we introduce 
a new system that inherently handles multiple transitions in texts. 
The new system also relies on LDA information, but is more robust 
than the previous system. We apply these systems to texts with known 
transitions (as they are constructed by concatenating text snippets 
stemming from different source texts) and evaluation both systems on 
texts with one transition and texts with two transitions. As both 
systems rely on LDA to identify transitions between snippets, we 
also show the impact of varying the number of LDA topics on the 
results as well. The new system consistently outperforms the 



previous system, not only on texts with multiple transitions, but 
also on single boundary texts.},
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  pages     = {3382--3390},
  abstract  = {Parliamentary transcripts provide a valuable resource 
to understand the reality and know about the most important facts 
that occur over time in our societies. Furthermore, the political 
debates captured in these transcripts facilitate research on 
political discourse from a computational social science perspective. 
In this paper we release the first version of a newly compiled 
corpus from Basque parliamentary transcripts. The corpus is 
characterized by heavy Basque-Spanish code-switching, and represents 
an interesting resource to study political discourse in contrasting 
languages such as Basque and Spanish. We enrich the corpus with 
metadata related to relevant attributes of the speakers and speeches 
(language, gender, party...) and process the text to obtain named 
entities and lemmas. The obtained metadata is then used to perform a 
detailed corpus analysis which provides interesting insights about 
the language use of the Basque political representatives across 
time, parties and gender.},
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  abstract  = {Although studied for several decades, the syntactic 
properties of experiencer-object (EO) verbs are still under 
discussion, while most analyses are not supported by substantial 
corpus data. With GerEO, we intend to fill this lacuna for German 



EO-verbs by presenting a large-scale database of more than 10,000 
examples for 64 verbs (up to 200 per verb) from a newspaper corpus 
annotated for several syntactic and semantic features relevant for 
their analysis, including the overall syntactic construction, the 
semantic stimulus type, and the form of a possible stimulus 
preposition, i.e. a preposition heading a PP that indicates (a part/
aspect of) the stimulus. Non-psych occurrences of the verbs are not 
excluded from the database but marked as such to make a comparison 
possible. Data of this kind can be used to develop and test 
theoretical hypotheses on the properties of EO-verbs, aid in the 
construction of experiments as well as provide training and test 
data for AI systems.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.362}
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  abstract  = {Classifying citations according to their purpose and 
importance is a challenging task that has gained considerable 
interest in recent years. This interest has been primarily driven by 
the need to create more transparent, efficient, merit-based reward 
systems in academia; a system that goes beyond simple bibliometric 
measures and considers the semantics of citations. Such systems that 
quantify and classify the influence of citations can act as edges 
that link knowledge nodes to a graph and enable efficient knowledge 
discovery. While a number of researchers have experimented with a 
variety of models, these experiments are typically limited to 
single-domain applications and the resulting models are hardly 
comparable. Recently, two Citation Context Classification (3C) 
shared tasks (at WOSP2020 and SDP2021) created the first benchmark 
enabling direct comparison of citation classification approaches, 
revealing the crucial impact of supplementary data on the 
performance of models. Reflecting from the findings of these shared 
tasks, we are releasing a new multi-disciplinary dataset, ACT2, an 
extended SDP 3C shared task dataset. This modified corpus has 
annotations for both citation function and importance classes newly 
enriched with supplementary contextual and non-contextual feature 
sets the selection of which follows from the lists of features used 
by the more successful teams in these shared tasks. Additionally, we 
include contextual features for cited papers (e.g. Abstract of the 
cited paper), which most existing datasets lack, but which have a 
lot of potential to improve results. We describe the methodology 
used for feature extraction and the challenges involved in the 



process. The feature enriched ACT2 dataset is available at https://
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  abstract  = {This paper describes the continuation of a project 
that aims at establishing an interoperable annotation schema for 
quantification phenomena as part of the ISO suite of standards for 
semantic annotation, known as the Semantic Annotation Framework. 
After a break, caused by the Covid-19 pandemic, the project was 
relaunched in early 2022 with a second working draft of an 
annotation scheme, which is discussed in this paper. Keywords: 
semantic annotation, quantification, interoperability, annotation 
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  abstract  = {We present the Hindi-Telugu Parallel Corpus of 
different technical domains such as Natural Science, Computer 
Science, Law and Healthcare along with the General domain. The 
qualitative corpus consists of 700K parallel sentences of which 535K 
sentences were created using multiple methods such as extract, align 
and review of Hindi-Telugu corpora, end-to-end human translation, 
iterative back-translation driven post-editing and around 165K 
parallel sentences were collected from available sources in the 
public domain. We present the comparative assessment of created 
parallel corpora for representativeness and diversity. The corpus 
has been pre-processed for machine translation, and we trained a 
neural machine translation system using it and report state-of-the-
art baseline results on the developed development set over multiple 



domains and on available benchmarks. With this, we define a new task 
on Domain Machine Translation for low resource language pairs such 
as Hindi and Telugu. The developed corpus (535K) is freely available 
for non-commercial research and to the best of our knowledge, this 
is the well curated, largest, publicly available domain parallel 
corpus for Hindi-Telugu.},
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  abstract  = {This paper introduces a new Magahi-Hindi-English 
(MHE) code-mixed data-set for similar language identification 
(SMLID), where Magahi is a less-resourced minority language. This 
corpus provides a language id at two levels: word and sentence. This 
data-set is the first Magahi-Hindi-English code-mixed data-set for 
similar language identification task. Furthermore, we will discuss 
the complexity of the data-set and provide a few baselines for the 
language identification task.},
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  abstract  = {We introduce a dataset built around a large 
collection of TV (and movie) series. Those are filled with 
challenging multi-party dialogues. Moreover, TV series come with a 
very active fan base that allows the collection of metadata and 
accelerates annotation. With 16 TV and movie series, Bazinga! 
amounts to 400+ hours of speech and 8M+ tokens, including 500K+ 
tokens annotated with the speaker, addressee, and entity linking 
information. Along with the dataset, we also provide a baseline for 



speaker diarization, punctuation restoration, and person entity 
recognition. The results demonstrate the difficulty of the tasks and 
of transfer learning from models trained on mono-speaker audio or 
written text, which is more widely available. This work is a step 
towards better multi-party dialogue structuring and understanding. 
Bazinga! is available at hf.co/bazinga. Because (a large) part of 
Bazinga! is only partially annotated, we also expect this dataset to 
foster research towards self- or weakly-supervised learning 
methods.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we present the Ellogon Web Annotation 
Tool. It is a collaborative, web-based annotation tool built upon 
the Ellogon infrastructure offering an improved user experience and 
adaptability to various annotation scenarios by making good use of 
the latest design practices and web development frameworks. Being in 
development for many years, this paper describes its current 
architecture, along with the recent modifications that extend the 
existing functionalities and the new features that were added. The 
new version of the tool offers document analytics, annotation 
inspection and comparison features, a modern UI, and formatted text 
import (e.g. TEI XML documents, rendered with simple markup). We 
present two use cases that serve as two examples of different 
annotation scenarios to demonstrate the new functionalities. An 
appropriate (user-supplied, XML-based) annotation schema is used for 
each scenario. The first schema contains the relevant components for 
representing concepts, moral values, and ideas. The second includes 
all the necessary elements for annotating argumentative units in a 
document and their binary relations.},
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  abstract  = {The WeCanTalk (WCT) Corpus is a new multi-language, 
multi-modal resource for speaker recognition. The corpus contains 
Cantonese, Mandarin and English telephony and video speech data from 
over 200 multilingual speakers located in Hong Kong. Each speaker 
contributed at least 10 telephone conversations of 8-10 minutes’ 
duration collected via a custom telephone platform based in Hong 
Kong. Speakers also uploaded at least 3 videos in which they were 
both speaking and visible, along with one selfie image. At least 
half of the calls and videos for each speaker were in Cantonese, 
while their remaining recordings featured one or more different 
languages. Both calls and videos were made in a variety of noise 
conditions. All speech and video recordings were audited by 
experienced multilingual annotators for quality including presence 
of the expected language and for speaker identity. The WeCanTalk 
Corpus has been used to support the NIST 2021 Speaker Recognition 
Evaluation and will be published in the LDC catalog.},
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  abstract  = {This paper studies solving Arabic Math Word Problems 
by deep learning. A Math Word Problem (MWP) is a text description of 
a mathematical problem that can be solved by deriving a math 
equation to reach the answer. Effective models have been developed 
for solving MWPs in English and Chinese. However, Arabic MWPs are 
rarely studied. This paper contributes the first large-scale dataset 
for Arabic MWPs, which contains 6,000 samples of primary-school math 
problems, written in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Arabic MWP 
solvers are then built with deep learning models and evaluated on 
this dataset. In addition, a transfer learning model is built to let 
the high-resource Chinese MWP solver promote the performance of the 
low-resource Arabic MWP solver. This work is the first to use deep 
learning methods to solve Arabic MWP and the first to use transfer 
learning to solve MWP across different languages. The transfer 
learning enhanced solver has an accuracy of 74.15\%, which is 3\% 
higher than the solver without using transfer learning. We make the 
dataset and solvers available in public for encouraging more 
research of Arabic MWPs: https://github.com/reem-codes/ArMATH},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.37}
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Wiktionary data for creating specialized lexical datasets which can 
be used for enriching other lexical (semantic) resources or for 
generating datasets that can be used for evaluating or improving NLP 
tasks, like Word Sense Disambiguation, Word-in-Context challenges, 
or Sense Linking across lexicons and dictionaries. We have focused 
on Wiktionary data about pronunciation information in English, and 
grammatical number and grammatical gender in German.},
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  abstract  = {Formal documents often are organized into sections of 
text, each with a title, and extracting this structure remains an 
under-explored aspect of natural language processing. This iterative 
title-text structure is valuable data for building models for 
headline generation and section title generation, but there is no 
corpus that contains web documents annotated with titles and prose 
texts. Therefore, we propose the first title-text dataset on web 
documents that incorporates a wide variety of domains to facilitate 
downstream training. We also introduce STAPI (Section Title And 
Prose text Identifier), a two-step system for labeling section 
titles and prose text in HTML documents. To filter out unrelated 
content like document footers, its first step involves a filter that 
reads HTML documents and proposes a set of textual candidates. In 
the second step, a typographic classifier takes the candidates from 
the filter and categorizes each one into one of the three pre-
defined classes (title, prose text, and miscellany). We show that 
STAPI significantly outperforms two baseline models in terms of 
title-text identification. We release our dataset along with a web 
application to facilitate supervised and semi-supervised training in 



this domain.},
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  abstract  = {ELTE Poetry Corpus is a database that stores 
canonical Hungarian poetry with automatically generated annotations 
of the poems' structural units, grammatical features and sound 
devices, i.e. rhyme patterns, rhyme pairs, rhythm, alliterations and 
the main phonological features of words. The corpus has an open 
access online query tool with several search functions. The paper 
presents the main stages of the annotation process and the tools 
used for each stage. The TEI XML format of the different versions of 
the corpus, each of which contains an increasing number of 
annotation layers, is presented as well. We have also specified our 
own XML format for the corpus, slightly different from TEI, in order 
to make it easier and faster to execute queries on the corpus. We 
discuss the results of a manual evaluation of the quality of 
automatic annotation of rhythm, as well as the results of an 
automatic evaluation of different rule sets used for the automatic 
annotation of rhyme patterns. Finally, the paper gives an overview 
of the main functions of the online query tool developed for the 
corpus.},
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  abstract  = {Word Problem Solving remains a challenging and 
interesting task in NLP. A lot of research has been carried out to 
solve different genres of word problems with various complexity 



levels in recent years. However, most of the publicly available 
datasets and work has been carried out for English. Recently there 
has been a surge in this area of word problem solving in Chinese 
with the creation of large benchmark datastes. Apart from these two 
languages, labeled benchmark datasets for low resource languages are 
very scarce. This is the first attempt to address this issue for any 
Indian Language, especially Hindi. In this paper, we present HAWP 
(Hindi Arithmetic Word Problems), a dataset consisting of 2336 
arithmetic word problems in Hindi. We also developed baseline 
systems for solving these word problems. We also propose a new 
evaluation technique for word problem solvers taking equation 
equivalence into account.},
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  abstract  = {The paper describes the Bulgarian Event Corpus (BEC). 
The annotation scheme is based on CIDOC-CRM ontology and on the 
English Framenet, adjusted for our task. It includes two main 
layers: named entities and events with their roles. The corpus is 
multi-domain and mainly oriented towards Social Sciences and 
Humanities (SSH). It will be used for: extracting knowledge and 
making it available through the Bulgaria-centric Knowledge Graph; 
further developing an annotation scheme that handles multiple 
domains in SSH; training automatic modules for the most important 
knowledge-based tasks, such as domain-specific and nested NER, NEL, 
event detection and profiling. Initial experiments were conducted on 
standard NER task due to complexity of the dataset and the rich NE 
annotation scheme. The results are promising with respect to some 
labels and give insights on handling better other ones. These 
experiments serve also as error detection modules that would help us 
in scheme re-design. They are a basis for further and more complex 
tasks, such as nested NER, NEL and event detection.},
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  abstract  = {The Story Cloze Test (SCT) is designed for training 
and evaluating machine learning algorithms for narrative 
understanding and inferences. The SOTA models can achieve over 90\% 
accuracy on predicting the last sentence. However, it has been shown 
that high accuracy can be achieved by merely using surface-level 
features. We suspect these models may not {\it truly} understand the 
story. Based on the SCT dataset, we constructed a human-labeled and 
human-verified commonsense knowledge inference dataset. Given the 
first four sentences of a story, we asked crowd-source workers to 
choose from four types of narrative inference for deciding the 
ending sentence and which sentence contributes most to the 
inference. We accumulated data on 1871 stories, and three human 
workers labeled each story. Analysis of the intra-category and 
inter-category agreements show a high level of consensus. We present 
two new tasks for predicting the narrative inference categories and 
contributing sentences. Our results show that transformer-based 
models can reach SOTA performance on the original SCT task using 
transfer learning but don't perform well on these new and more 
challenging tasks.},
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  abstract  = {We present GTP-SW3, a 3.5 billion parameter 
autoregressive language model, trained on a newly created 100 GB 
Swedish corpus. This paper provides insights with regards to data 
collection and training, while highlights the challenges of proper 
model evaluation. The results of quantitive evaluation through 
perplexity indicate that GPT-SW3 is a competent model in comparison 
with existing autoregressive models of similar size. Additionally, 
we perform an extensive prompting study which reveals the good text 
generation capabilities of GTP-SW3.},
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  abstract  = {This paper describes a system for interactive poem 
generation, which combines neural language models (LMs) for poem 
generation with explicit constraints that can be set by users on 
form, topic, emotion, and rhyming scheme. LMs cannot learn such 
constraints from the data, which is scarce with respect to their 
needs even for a well-resourced language such as French. We propose 
a method to generate verses and stanzas by combining LMs with rule-
based algorithms, and compare several approaches for adjusting the 
words of a poem to a desired combination of topics or emotions. An 
approach to automatic rhyme setting using a phonetic dictionary is 
proposed as well. Our system has been demonstrated at public events, 
and log analysis shows that users found it engaging.},
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  abstract  = {Online trolls increase social costs and cause 
psychological damage to individuals. With the proliferation of 
automated accounts making use of bots for trolling, it is difficult 
for targeted individual users to handle the situation both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. To address this issue, we focus on 
automating the method to counter trolls, as counter responses to 
combat trolls encourage community users to maintain ongoing 
discussion without compromising freedom of expression. For this 
purpose, we propose a novel dataset for automatic counter response 
generation. In particular, we constructed a pair-wise dataset that 
includes troll comments and counter responses with labeled response 
strategies, which enables models fine-tuned on our dataset to 
generate responses by varying counter responses according to the 
specified strategy. We conducted three tasks to assess the 
effectiveness of our dataset and evaluated the results through both 
automatic and human evaluation. In human evaluation, we demonstrate 



that the model fine-tuned with our dataset shows a significantly 
improved performance in strategy-controlled sentence generation.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.378}
}
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Amir  and  Al Moubayed, Noura},
  title     = {Generating Textual Explanations for Machine Learning 
Models Performance: A Table-to-Text Task},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3542--3551},
  abstract  = {Numerical tables are widely employed to communicate 
or report the classification performance of machine learning (ML) 
models with respect to a set of evaluation metrics. For non-experts, 
domain knowledge is required to fully understand and interpret the 
information presented by numerical tables. This paper proposes a new 
natural language generation (NLG) task where neural models are 
trained to generate textual explanations, analytically describing 
the classification performance of ML models based on the metrics' 
scores reported in the tables. Presenting the generated texts along 
with the numerical tables will allow for a better understanding of 
the classification performance of ML models. We constructed a 
dataset comprising numerical tables paired with their corresponding 
textual explanations written by experts to facilitate this NLG task. 
Experiments on the dataset are conducted by fine-tuning pre-trained 
language models (T5 and BART) to generate analytical textual 
explanations conditioned on the information in the tables. 
Furthermore, we propose a neural module, Metrics Processing Unit 
(MPU), to improve the performance of the baselines in terms of 
correctly verbalising the information in the corresponding table. 
Evaluation and analysis conducted indicate, that exploring pre-
trained models for data-to-text generation leads to better 
generalisation performance and can produce high-quality textual 
explanations.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.379}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},



  pages     = {363--373},
  abstract  = {Training transformer language models requires vast 
amounts of text and computational resources. This drastically limits 
the usage of these models in niche domains for which they are not 
optimized, or where domain-specific training data is scarce. We 
focus here on the clinical domain because of its limited access to 
training data in common tasks, while structured ontological data is 
often readily available. Recent observations in model compression of 
transformer models show optimization potential in improving the 
representation capacity of attention heads. We propose KIMERA 
(Knowledge Injection via Mask Enforced Retraining of Attention) for 
detecting, retraining and instilling attention heads with 
complementary structured domain knowledge. Our novel multi-task 
training scheme effectively identifies and targets individual 
attention heads that are least useful for a given downstream task 
and optimizes their representation with information from structured 
data. KIMERA generalizes well, thereby building the basis for an 
efficient fine-tuning. KIMERA achieves significant performance 
boosts on seven datasets in the medical domain in Information 
Retrieval and Clinical Outcome Prediction settings. We apply KIMERA 
to BERT-base to evaluate the extent of the domain transfer and also 
improve on the already strong results of BioBERT in the clinical 
domain.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.38}
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  title     = {Barch: an English Dataset of Bar Chart Summaries},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3552--3560},
  abstract  = {We present Barch, a new English dataset of human-
written summaries describing bar charts. This dataset contains 47 
charts based on a selection of 18 topics. Each chart is associated 
with one of the four intended messages expressed in the chart title. 
Using crowdsourcing, we collected around 20 summaries per chart, or 
one thousand in total. The text of the summaries is aligned with the 
chart data as well as with analytical inferences about the data 
drawn by humans. Our datasets is one of the first to explore the 
effect of intended messages on the data descriptions in chart 
summaries. Additionally, it lends itself well to the task of 
training data-driven systems for chart-to-text generation. We 
provide results on the performance of state-of-the-art neural 
generation models trained on this dataset and discuss the strengths 
and shortcomings of different models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.380}
}



@InProceedings{martinc-EtAl:2022:LREC,
  author    = {Martinc, Matej  and  Montariol, Syrielle  and  
Pivovarova, Lidia  and  Zosa, Elaine},
  title     = {Effectiveness of Data Augmentation and Pretraining 
for Improving Neural Headline Generation in Low-Resource Settings},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3561--3570},
  abstract  = {We tackle the problem of neural headline generation 
in a low-resource setting, where only limited amount of data is 
available to train a model. We compare the ideal high-resource 
scenario on English with results obtained on a smaller subset of the 
same data and also run experiments on two small news corpora 
covering low-resource languages, Croatian and Estonian. Two options 
for headline generation in a multilingual low-resource scenario are 
investigated: a pretrained multilingual encoder-decoder model and a 
combination of two pretrained language models, one used as an 
encoder and the other as a decoder, connected with a cross-attention 
layer that needs to be trained from scratch. The results show that 
the first approach outperforms the second one by a large margin. We 
explore several data augmentation and pretraining strategies in 
order to improve the performance of both models and show that while 
we can drastically improve the second approach using these 
strategies, they have little to no effect on the performance of the 
pretrained encoder-decoder model. Finally, we propose two new 
measures for evaluating the performance of the models besides the 
classic ROUGE scores.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.381}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3571--3581},
  abstract  = {Pre-trained language models have established the 
state-of-the-art on various natural language processing tasks, 
including dialogue summarization, which allows the reader to quickly 
access key information from long conversations in meetings, 
interviews or phone calls. However, such dialogues are still 
difficult to handle with current models because the spontaneity of 
the language involves expressions that are rarely present in the 
corpora used for pre-training the language models. Moreover, the 



vast majority of the work accomplished in this field has been 
focused on English. In this work, we present a study on the 
summarization of spontaneous oral dialogues in French using several 
language specific pre-trained models: BARThez, and BelGPT-2, as well 
as multilingual pre-trained models: mBART, mBARThez, and mT5. 
Experiments were performed on the DECODA (Call Center) dialogue 
corpus whose task is to generate abstractive synopses from call 
center conversations between a caller and one or several agents 
depending on the situation. Results show that the BARThez models 
offer the best performance far above the previous state-of-the-art 
on DECODA. We further discuss the limits of such pre-trained models 
and the challenges that must be addressed for summarizing 
spontaneous dialogues.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.382}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3582--3594},
  abstract  = {Lexical Simplification is the process of reducing the 
lexical complexity of a text by replacing difficult words with 
easier to read (or understand) expressions while preserving the 
original information and meaning. In this paper we introduce 
ALEXSIS, a new dataset for this task, and we use ALEXSIS to 
benchmark Lexical Simplification systems in Spanish. The paper 
describes the evaluation of three kind of approaches to Lexical 
Simplification, a thesaurus-based approach, a single transformers-
based approach, and a combination of transformers. We also report 
state of the art results on a previous Lexical Simplification 
dataset for Spanish.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.383}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3595--3600},
  abstract  = {IARPA’s Better Extraction from Text Towards Enhanced 
Retrieval (BETTER) Program created multiple multilingual datasets to 



spawn and evaluate cross-language information extraction and 
information retrieval research and development in zero-shot 
conditions. The first set of these resources for information 
extraction, the “Abstract” data will be released to the public at 
LREC 2022 in four languages to champion further information 
extraction work in this area. This paper presents the event and 
argument annotation in the Abstract Evaluation phase of BETTER, as 
well as the data collection, preparation, partitioning and mark-up 
of the datasets.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.384}
}
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  author    = {Phan, Uyen  and  Nguyen, Phuong N.V  and  Nguyen, 
Nhung},
  title     = {A Named Entity Recognition Corpus for Vietnamese 
Biomedical Texts to Support Tuberculosis Treatment},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3601--3609},
  abstract  = {Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an important task 
in information extraction. However, due to the lack of labelled 
corpora, biomedical NER has scarcely been studied in Vietnamese 
compared to English. To address this situation, we have constructed 
VietBioNER, a labelled NER corpus of Vietnamese academic biomedical 
text. The corpus focuses specifically on supporting tuberculosis 
surveillance, and was constructed by collecting scientific papers 
and grey literature related to tuberculosis symptoms and 
diagnostics. We manually annotated a small set of the collected 
documents with five categories of named entities: Organisation, 
Location, Date and Time, Symptom and Disease, and Diagnostic 
Procedure. Inter-annotator agreement ranges from 70.59\% and 95.89\% 
F-score according to entity category. In this paper, we make 
available two splits of the corpus, corresponding to traditional 
supervised learning and few-shot learning settings. We also provide 
baseline results for both of these settings, in addition to a 
dictionary-based approach, as a means to stimulate further research 
into Vietnamese biomedical NER. Although supervised methods produce 
results that are far superior to the other two approaches, the fact 
that even one-shot learning can outperform the dictionary-based 
method provides evidence that further research into few-shot 
learning on this text type would be worthwhile.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.385}
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  title     = {RaFoLa: A Rationale-Annotated Corpus for Detecting 
Indicators of Forced Labour},



  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3610--3625},
  abstract  = {Forced labour is the most common type of modern 
slavery, and it is increasingly gaining the attention of the 
research and social community. Recent studies suggest that 
artificial intelligence (AI) holds immense potential for augmenting 
anti-slavery action. However, AI tools need to be developed 
transparently in cooperation with different stakeholders. Such tools 
are contingent on the availability and access to domain-specific 
data, which are scarce due to the near-invisible nature of forced 
labour. To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the first 
openly accessible English corpus annotated for multi-class and 
multi-label forced labour detection. The corpus consists of 989 news 
articles retrieved from specialised data sources and annotated 
according to risk indicators defined by the International Labour 
Organization (ILO). Each news article was annotated for two aspects: 
(1) indicators of forced labour as classification labels and (2) 
snippets of the text that justify labelling decisions. We hope that 
our data set can help promote research on explainability for multi-
class and multi-label text classification. In this work, we explain 
our process for collecting the data underpinning the proposed 
corpus, describe our annotation guidelines and present some 
statistical analysis of its content. Finally, we summarise the 
results of baseline experiments based on different variants of the 
Bidirectional Encoder Representation from Transformer (BERT) 
model.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.386}
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  author    = {Jarrar, Mustafa  and  Khalilia, Mohammed  and  
Ghanem, Sana},
  title     = {Wojood: Nested Arabic Named Entity Corpus and 
Recognition using BERT},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3626--3636},
  abstract  = {This paper presents Wojood, a corpus for Arabic 
nested Named Entity Recognition (NER). Nested entities occur when 
one entity mention is embedded inside another entity mention. Wojood 
consists of about 550K Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and dialect 
tokens that are manually annotated with 21 entity types including 
person, organization, location, event and date. More importantly, 
the corpus is annotated with nested entities instead of the more 
common flat annotations. The data contains about 75K entities and 



22.5\% of which are nested. The inter-annotator evaluation of the 
corpus demonstrated a strong agreement with Cohen's Kappa of 0.979 
and an F1-score of 0.976. To validate our data, we used the corpus 
to train a nested NER model based on multi-task learning using the 
pre-trained AraBERT (Arabic BERT). The model achieved an overall 
micro F1-score of 0.884. Our corpus, the annotation guidelines, the 
source code and the pre-trained model are publicly available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.387}
}
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Zweigenbaum, Pierre},
  title     = {Cross-lingual Approaches for the Detection of Adverse 
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3637--3649},
  abstract  = {In this work, we present the first corpus for German 
Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) detection in patient-generated content. 
The data consists of 4,169 binary annotated documents from a German 
patient forum, where users talk about health issues and get advice 
from medical doctors. As is common in social media data in this 
domain, the class labels of the corpus are very imbalanced. This and 
a high topic imbalance make it a very challenging dataset, since 
often, the same symptom can have several causes and is not always 
related to a medication intake. We aim to encourage further multi-
lingual efforts in the domain of ADR detection and provide 
preliminary experiments for binary classification using different 
methods of zero- and few-shot learning based on a multi-lingual 
model. When fine-tuning XLM-RoBERTa first on English patient forum 
data and then on the new German data, we achieve an F1-score of 
37.52 for the positive class. We make the dataset and models 
publicly available for the community.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.388}
}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3650--3660},
  abstract  = {Despite remarkable advances in the development of 
language resources over the recent years, there is still a shortage 
of annotated, publicly available corpora covering (German) medical 
language. With the initial release of the German Guideline Program 
in Oncology NLP Corpus (GGPONC), we have demonstrated how such 
corpora can be built upon clinical guidelines, a widely available 
resource in many natural languages with a reasonable coverage of 
medical terminology. In this work, we describe a major new release 
for GGPONC. The corpus has been substantially extended in size and 
re-annotated with a new annotation scheme based on SNOMED CT top 
level hierarchies, reaching high inter-annotator agreement (γ=.94). 
Moreover, we annotated elliptical coordinated noun phrases and their 
resolutions, a common language phenomenon in (not only German) 
scientific documents. We also trained BERT-based named entity 
recognition models on this new data set, which achieve high 
performance on short, coarse-grained entity spans (F1=.89), while 
the rate of boundary errors increases for long entity spans. GGPONC 
is freely available through a data use agreement. The trained named 
entity recognition models, as well as the detailed annotation guide, 
are also made publicly available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.389}
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  title     = {Distilling the Knowledge of Romanian BERTs Using 
Multiple Teachers},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {374--384},
  abstract  = {Running large-scale pre-trained language models in 
computationally constrained environments remains a challenging 
problem yet to be addressed, while transfer learning from these 
models has become prevalent in Natural Language Processing tasks. 
Several solutions, including knowledge distillation, network 
quantization, or network pruning have been previously proposed; 
however, these approaches focus mostly on the English language, thus 
widening the gap when considering low-resource languages. In this 
work, we introduce three light and fast versions of distilled BERT 
models for the Romanian language: Distil-BERT-base-ro, Distil-
RoBERT-base, and DistilMulti-BERT-base-ro. The first two models 
resulted from the individual distillation of knowledge from two base 
versions of Romanian BERTs available in literature, while the last 
one was obtained by distilling their ensemble. To our knowledge, 
this is the first attempt to create publicly available Romanian 



distilled BERT models, which were thoroughly evaluated on five 
tasks: part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, sentiment 
analysis, semantic textual similarity, and dialect identification. 
Our experimental results argue that the three distilled models offer 
performance comparable to their teachers, while being twice as fast 
on a GPU and ~35\% smaller. In addition, we further test the 
similarity between the predictions of our students versus their 
teachers by measuring their label and probability loyalty, together 
with regression loyalty - a new metric introduced in this work.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.39}
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  title     = {ClinIDMap: Towards a Clinical IDs Mapping for Data 
Interoperability},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3661--3669},
  abstract  = {This paper presents ClinIDMap, a tool for mapping 
identifiers between clinical ontologies and lexical resources. 
ClinIDMap interlinks identifiers from UMLS, SMOMED-CT, ICD-10 and 
the corresponding Wikipedia articles for concepts from the UMLS 
Metathesaurus. Our main goal is to provide semantic interoperability 
across the clinical concepts from various knowledge bases. As a side 
effect, the mapping enriches already annotated corpora in multiple 
languages with new labels. For instance, spans manually annotated 
with IDs from UMLS can be annotated with Semantic Types and Groups, 
and its corresponding SNOMED CT and ICD-10 IDs. We also experiment 
with sequence labelling models for detecting Diagnosis and 
Procedures concepts and for detecting UMLS Semantic Groups trained 
on Spanish, English, and bilingual corpora obtained with the new 
mapping procedure. The ClinIDMap tool is publicly available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.390}
}
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  pages     = {3670--3674},
  abstract  = {In our paper, we present a novel corpus of historical 
legal documents on the Romanian public procurement legislation and 



an annotated subset of draft bills that have been screened by legal 
experts and identified as impacting past public procurement 
legislation. Using the manual annotations provided by the experts, 
we attempt to automatically identify future draft bills that have 
the potential to impact existing policies on public procurement.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.391}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3675--3685},
  abstract  = {The impressive progress in NLP techniques has been 
driven by the development of multi-task benchmarks such as GLUE and 
SuperGLUE. While these benchmarks focus on tasks for one or two 
input sentences, there has been exciting work in designing efficient 
techniques for processing much longer inputs. In this paper, we 
present MuLD: a new long document benchmark consisting of only 
documents over 10,000 tokens. By modifying existing NLP tasks, we 
create a diverse benchmark which requires models to successfully 
model long-term dependencies in the text. We evaluate how existing 
models perform, and find that our benchmark is much more challenging 
than their ‘short document’ equivalents. Furthermore, by evaluating 
both regular and efficient transformers, we show that models with 
increased context length are better able to solve the tasks 
presented, suggesting that future improvements in these models are 
vital for solving similar long document problems. We release the 
data and code for baselines to encourage further research on 
efficient NLP models.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3686--3695},
  abstract  = {This paper proposes a new cross-document coreference 
resolution (CDCR) dataset for identifying co-referring radiological 
findings and medical devices across a patient’s radiology reports. 
Our annotated corpus contains 5872 mentions (findings and devices) 



spanning 638 MIMIC-III radiology reports across 60 patients, 
covering multiple imaging modalities and anatomies. There are a 
total of 2292 mention chains. We describe the annotation process in 
detail, highlighting the complexities involved in creating a sizable 
and realistic dataset for radiology CDCR. We apply two baseline 
methods–string matching and transformer language models (BERT)–to 
identify cross-report coreferences. Our results indicate the 
requirement of further model development targeting better 
understanding of domain language and context to address this 
challenging and unexplored task. This dataset can serve as a 
resource to develop more advanced natural language processing CDCR 
methods in the future. This is one of the first attempts focusing on 
CDCR in the clinical domain and holds potential in benefiting 
physicians and clinical research through long-term tracking of 
radiology findings.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.393}
}
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  pages     = {3696--3705},
  abstract  = {The business world has changed due to the 21st 
century economy, where borders have melted and trades became free. 
Nowadays,competition is no longer only at the local market level but 
also at the global level. In this context, the World Wide Web has 
become a major source of information for companies and professionals 
to keep track of their complex, rapidly changing, and competitive 
business environment. A lot of effort is nonetheless needed to 
collect and analyze this information due to information overload 
problem and the huge number of web pages to process and analyze. In 
this paper, we propose the BizRel resource, the first multilingual 
(French,English, Spanish, and Chinese) dataset for automatic 
extraction of binary business relations involving organizations from 
the web.This dataset is used to train several monolingual and cross-
lingual deep learning models to detect these relations in texts. Our 
results are encouraging, demonstrating the effectiveness of such a 
resource for both research and business communities. In particular, 
we believe multilingual business relation extraction systems are 
crucial tools for decision makers to identify links between specific 
market stakeholders and build business networks which enable to 
anticipate changes and discover new threats or opportunities. Our 
work is therefore an important direction toward such tools.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.394}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3706--3714},
  abstract  = {With their Discovery of Inference Rules from Text 
(DIRT) algorithm, Lin and Pantel (2001) made a seminal contribution 
to the field of rule acquisition from text, by adapting the 
distributional hypothesis of Harris (1954) to rules that model 
binary relations such as X treat Y. DIRT’s relevance is renewed in 
today’s neural era given the recent focus on interpretability in the 
field of natural language processing. We propose a novel take on the 
DIRT algorithm, where we implement the distributional hypothesis 
using the contextualized embeddings provided by BERT, a transformer-
network-based language model (Vaswani et al. 2017; Devlin et al. 
2018). In particular, we change the similarity measure between pairs 
of slots (i.e., the set of words matched by a rule) from the 
original formula that relies on lexical items to a formula computed 
using contextualized embeddings. We empirically demonstrate that 
this new similarity method yields a better implementation of the 
distributional hypothesis, and this, in turn, yields rules that 
outperform the original algorithm in the question answering-based 
evaluation proposed by Lin and Pantel (2001).},
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  pages     = {3715--3723},
  abstract  = {Unfortunately, offensive language in social media is 
a common phenomenon nowadays. It harms many people and vulnerable 
groups. Therefore, automated detection of offensive language is in 
high demand and it is a serious challenge in multilingual domains. 
Various machine learning approaches combined with natural language 
techniques have been applied for this task lately. This paper 
contributes to this area from several aspects: (1) it introduces a 
new dataset of annotated Facebook comments in Hebrew; (2) it 
describes a case study with multiple supervised models and text 
representations for a task of offensive language detection in three 



languages, including two Semitic (Hebrew and Arabic) languages; (3) 
it reports evaluation results of cross-lingual and multilingual 
learning for detection of offensive content in Semitic languages; 
and (4) it discusses the limitations of these settings.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.396}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3724--3731},
  abstract  = {In the field of Japanese medical information 
extraction, few analyzing tools are available and relation 
extraction is still an under-explored topic. In this paper, we first 
propose a novel relation annotation schema for investigating the 
medical and temporal relations between medical entities in Japanese 
medical reports. We experiment with the practical annotation 
scenarios by separately annotating two different types of reports. 
We design a pipeline system with three components for recognizing 
medical entities, classifying entity modalities, and extracting 
relations. The empirical results show accurate analyzing performance 
and suggest the satisfactory annotation quality, the superiority of 
the latest contextual embedding models. and the feasible annotation 
strategy for high-accuracy demand.},
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  abstract  = {Modern approaches in Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) require, ideally, large amounts of labelled data for model 
training. However, new language resources, for example, for Named 
Entity Recognition (NER), Co-reference Resolution (CR), Entity 
Linking (EL) and Relation Extraction (RE), naming a few of the most 
popular tasks in NLP, have always been challenging to create since 
manual text annotations can be very time-consuming to acquire. While 



there may be an acceptable amount of labelled data available for 
some of these tasks in one language, there may be a lack of datasets 
in another. WEXEA is a tool to exhaustively annotate entities in the 
English Wikipedia. Guidelines for editors of Wikipedia articles 
result, on the one hand, in only a few annotations through 
hyperlinks, but on the other hand, make it easier to exhaustively 
annotate the rest of these articles with entities than starting from 
scratch. We propose the following main improvements to WEXEA: 
Creating multi-lingual corpora, improved entity annotations using a 
proven NER system, annotating dates and times. A brief evaluation of 
the annotation quality of WEXEA is added.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.398}
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  pages     = {3741--3750},
  abstract  = {We present EpidBioBERT, a biosurveillance 
epidemiological document tagger for disease surveillance over PADI-
Web system. Our model is trained on PADI-Web corpus which contains 
news articles on Animal Diseases Outbreak extracted from the web. We 
train a classifier to discriminate between relevant and irrelevant 
documents based on their epidemiological thematic feature content in 
preparation for further epidemiology information extraction. Our 
approach proposes a new way to perform epidemiological document 
classification by enriching epidemiological thematic features namely 
disease, host, location and date, which are used as inputs to our 
epidemiological document classifier. We adopt a pre-trained 
biomedical language model with a novel fine tuning approach that 
enriches these epidemiological thematic features. We find these 
thematic features rich enough to improve epidemiological document 
classification over a smaller data set than initially used in PADI-
Web classifier. This improves the classifiers ability to avoid false 
positive alerts on disease surveillance systems. To further 
understand information encoded in EpidBioBERT, we experiment the 
impact of each epidemiology thematic feature on the classifier under 
ablation studies. We compare our biomedical pre-trained approach 
with a general language model based model finding that thematic 
feature embeddings pre-trained on general English documents are not 
rich enough for epidemiology classification task. Our model achieves 
an F1-score of 95.5\% over an unseen test set, with an improvement 
of +5.5 points on F1-Score on the PADI-Web classifier with nearly 
half the training data set.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.399}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {29--38},
  abstract  = {In the present paper, we describe a large corpus of 
eye movement data, collected during natural reading of a human 
translation and a machine translation of a full novel. This data 
set, called GECO-MT (Ghent Eye tracking Corpus of Machine 
Translation) expands upon an earlier corpus called GECO (Ghent Eye-
tracking Corpus) by Cop et al. (2017). The eye movement data in 
GECO-MT will be used in future research to investigate the effect of 
machine translation on the reading process and the effects of 
various error types on reading. In this article, we describe in 
detail the materials and data collection procedure of GECO-MT. 
Extensive information on the language proficiency of our 
participants is given, as well as a comparison with the participants 
of the original GECO. We investigate the distribution of a selection 
of important eye movement variables and explore the possibilities 
for future analyses of the data. GECO-MT is freely available at 
https://www.lt3.ugent.be/resources/geco-mt.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {385--392},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we propose a method to generate 
personalized filled pauses (FPs) with group-wise prediction models. 
Compared with fluent text generation, disfluent text generation has 
not been widely explored. To generate more human-like texts, we 
addressed disfluent text generation. The usage of disfluency, such 
as FPs, rephrases, and word fragments, differs from speaker to 
speaker, and thus, the generation of personalized FPs is required. 
However, it is difficult to predict them because of the sparsity of 
position and the frequency difference between more and less 
frequently used FPs. Moreover, it is sometimes difficult to adapt FP 



prediction models to each speaker because of the large variation of 
the tendency within each speaker. To address these issues, we 
propose a method to build group-dependent prediction models by 
grouping speakers on the basis of their tendency to use FPs. This 
method does not require a large amount of data and time to train 
each speaker model. We further introduce a loss function and a word 
embedding model suitable for FP prediction. Our experimental results 
demonstrate that group-dependent models can predict FPs with higher 
scores than a non-personalized one and the introduced loss function 
and word embedding model improve the prediction performance.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.40}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3751--3760},
  abstract  = {The de-identification of sensible data, also known as 
automatic textual anonymisation, is essential for data sharing and 
reuse, both for research and commercial purposes. The first step for 
data anonymisation is the detection of sensible entities. In this 
work, we present four new datasets for named entity detection in 
Spanish in the legal domain. These datasets have been generated in 
the framework of the MAPA project, three smaller datasets have been 
manually annotated and one large dataset has been automatically 
annotated, with an estimated error rate of around 14\%. In order to 
assess the quality of the generated datasets, we have used them to 
fine-tune a battery of entity-detection models, using as foundation 
different pre-trained language models: one multilingual, two 
general-domain monolingual and one in-domain monolingual. We compare 
the results obtained, which validate the datasets as a valuable 
resource to fine-tune models for the task of named entity detection. 
We further explore the proposed methodology by applying it to a real 
use case scenario.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.400}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3761--3770},
  abstract  = {Recent advancements in natural language processing 
(NLP) have reshaped the industry, with powerful language models such 
as GPT-3 achieving superhuman performance on various tasks. However, 
the increasing complexity of such models turns them into "black 
boxes'', creating uncertainty about their internal operation and 
decision-making. Tsetlin Machine (TM) employs human-interpretable 
conjunctive clauses in propositional logic to solve complex pattern 
recognition problems and has demonstrated competitive performance in 
various NLP tasks. In this paper, we propose ConvTextTM, a novel 
convolutional TM architecture for text classification. While legacy 
TM solutions treat the whole text as a corpus-specific set-of-words 
(SOW), ConvTextTM breaks down the text into a sequence of text 
fragments. The convolution over the text fragments opens up for 
local position-aware analysis. Further, ConvTextTM eliminates the 
dependency on a corpus-specific vocabulary. Instead, it employs a 
generic SOW formed by the tokenization scheme of the Bidirectional 
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT). The convolution 
binds together the tokens, allowing ConvTextTM to address the out-
of-vocabulary problem as well as spelling errors. We investigate the 
local explainability of our proposed method using clause-based 
features. Extensive experiments are conducted on seven datasets, to 
demonstrate that the accuracy of ConvTextTM is either superior or 
comparable to state-of-the-art baselines.},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3771--3779},
  abstract  = {Comparative Question Answering (cQA) is the task of 
providing concrete and accurate responses to queries such as: ``Is 
Lyft cheaper than a regular taxi?'' or ``What makes a mortgage 
different from a regular loan?". In this paper, we propose two new 
open-domain real-world datasets for identifying and labeling 
comparative questions. While the first dataset contains instances of 
English questions labeled as comparative vs. non-comparative, the 
second dataset provides additional labels including the objects and 
the aspects of comparison. We conduct several experiments that 
evaluate the soundness of our datasets. The evaluation of our 
datasets using various classifiers show promising results that reach 
close-to-human results on a binary classification task with a neural 



model using ALBERT embeddings. When approaching the unsupervised 
sequence labeling task, some headroom remains.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3780--3787},
  abstract  = {Relation extraction is a core problem for natural 
language processing in the biomedical domain. Recent research on 
relation extraction showed that prompt-based learning improves the 
performance on both fine-tuning on full training set and few-shot 
training. However, less effort has been made on domain-specific 
tasks where good prompt design can be even harder. In this paper, we 
investigate prompting for biomedical relation extraction, with 
experiments on the ChemProt dataset. We present a simple yet 
effective method to systematically generate comprehensive prompts 
that reformulate the relation extraction task as a cloze-test task 
under a simple prompt formulation. In particular, we experiment with 
different ranking scores for prompt selection. With BioMed-RoBERTa-
base, our results show that prompting-based fine-tuning obtains 
gains by 14.21 F1 over its regular fine-tuning baseline, and 1.14 F1 
over SciFive-Large, the current state-of-the-art on ChemProt. 
Besides, we find prompt-based learning requires fewer training 
examples to make reasonable predictions. The results demonstrate the 
potential of our methods in such a domain-specific relation 
extraction task.},
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  pages     = {3788--3797},
  abstract  = {The growing interest in named entity recognition 
(NER) in various domains has led to the creation of different 
benchmark datasets, often with slightly different annotation 



guidelines. To better understand the different NER benchmark 
datasets for the domain of English literature and their impact on 
the evaluation of NER tools, we analyse two existing annotated 
datasets and create two additional gold standard datasets. Following 
on from this, we evaluate the performance of two NER tools, one 
domain-specific and one general-purpose NER tool, using the four 
gold standards, and analyse the sources for the differences in the 
measured performance. Our results show that the performance of the 
two tools varies significantly depending on the gold standard used 
for the individual evaluations.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.404}
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  pages     = {3798--3808},
  abstract  = {There is an increasing need for the ability to model 
fine-grained opinion shifts of social media users, as concerns about 
the potential polarizing social effects increase. However, the lack 
of publicly available datasets that are suitable for the task 
presents a major challenge. In this paper, we introduce an 
innovative annotated dataset for modeling subtle opinion 
fluctuations and detecting fine-grained stances. The dataset 
includes a sufficient amount of stance polarity and intensity labels 
per user over time and within entire conversational threads, thus 
making subtle opinion fluctuations detectable both in long term and 
in short term. All posts are annotated by non-experts and a 
significant portion of the data is also annotated by experts. We 
provide a strategy for recruiting suitable non-experts. Our analysis 
of the inter-annotator agreements shows that the resulting 
annotations obtained from the majority vote of the non-experts are 
of comparable quality to the annotations of the experts. We provide 
analyses of the stance evolution in short term and long term levels, 
a comparison of language usage between users with vacillating and 
resolute attitudes, and fine-grained stance detection baselines.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.405}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3809--3818},
  abstract  = {Despite the large number of computational resources 
for emotion recognition, there is a lack of data sets relying on 
appraisal models. According to Appraisal theories, emotions are the 
outcome of a multi-dimensional evaluation of events. In this paper, 
we present APPReddit, the first corpus of non-experimental data 
annotated according to this theory. After describing its 
development, we compare our resource with enISEAR, a corpus of 
events created in an experimental setting and annotated for 
appraisal. Results show that the two corpora can be mapped 
notwithstanding different typologies of data and annotations 
schemes. A SVM model trained on APPReddit predicts four appraisal 
dimensions without significant loss. Merging both corpora in a 
single training set increases the prediction of 3 out of 4 
dimensions. Such findings pave the way to a better performing 
classification model for appraisal prediction.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.406}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3819--3828},
  abstract  = {One of the challenges of aspect-based sentiment 
analysis is the implicit mention of aspects. These are more 
difficult to identify and may require world knowledge to do so. In 
this work, we evaluate frequency-based, hybrid, and machine learning 
methods, including the use of the pre-trained BERT language model, 
in the task of extracting aspect terms in opinionated texts in 
Portuguese, emphasizing the analysis of implicit aspects. Besides 
the comparative evaluation of methods, the differential of this work 
lies in the analysis's novelty using a typology of implicit aspects 
that shows the knowledge needed to identify each implicit aspect 
term, thus allowing a mapping of the strengths and weaknesses of 
each method.},
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  pages     = {3829--3839},
  abstract  = {In recent years, AI research has demonstrated 
enormous potential for the benefit of humanity and society. While 
often better than its human counterparts in classification and 
pattern recognition tasks, however, AI still struggles with complex 
tasks that require commonsense reasoning such as natural language 
understanding. In this context, the key limitations of current AI 
models are: dependency, reproducibility, trustworthiness, 
interpretability, and explainability. In this work, we propose a 
commonsense-based neurosymbolic framework that aims to overcome 
these issues in the context of sentiment analysis. In particular, we 
employ unsupervised and reproducible subsymbolic techniques such as 
auto-regressive language models and kernel methods to build 
trustworthy symbolic representations that convert natural language 
to a sort of protolanguage and, hence, extract polarity from text in 
a completely interpretable and explainable manner.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we launch a new Universal Dependencies 
treebank for an endangered language from Amazonia: Kakataibo, a 
Panoan language spoken in Peru. We first discuss the collaborative 
methodology implemented, which proved effective to create a treebank 
in the context of a Computational Linguistic course for 
undergraduates. Then, we describe the general details of the 
treebank and the language-specific considerations implemented for 
the proposed annotation. We finally conduct some experiments on 
part-of-speech tagging and syntactic dependency parsing. We focus on 
monolingual and transfer learning settings, where we study the 
impact of a Shipibo-Konibo treebank, another Panoan language 
resource.},
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  abstract  = {In several ASR use cases, training and adaptation of 
domain-specific LMs can only rely on a small amount of manually 
verified text transcriptions and sometimes a limited amount of in-
domain speech. Training of LSTM LMs in such limited data scenarios 
can benefit from alternate uncertain ASR hypotheses, as observed in 
our recent work. In this paper, we propose a method to train 
Transformer LMs on ASR confusion networks. We evaluate whether these 
self-attention based LMs are better at exploiting alternate ASR 
hypotheses as compared to LSTM LMs. Evaluation results show that 
Transformer LMs achieve 3-6\% relative reduction in perplexity on 
the AMI scenario meetings but perform similar to LSTM LMs on the 
smaller Verbmobil conversational corpus. Evaluation on ASR N-best 
rescoring shows that LSTM and Transformer LMs trained on ASR 
confusion networks do not bring significant WER reductions. However, 
a qualitative analysis reveals that they are better at predicting 
less frequent words.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3852--3860},
  abstract  = {Norwegian has been one of many languages lacking 
sufficient available text to train quality language models. In an 
attempt to bridge this gap, we introduce the Norwegian Colossal 
Corpus (NCC), which comprises 49GB of clean Norwegian textual data 
containing over 7B words. The NCC is composed of different and 
varied sources, ranging from books and newspapers to government 
documents and public reports, showcasing the various uses of the 
Norwegian language in society. The corpus contains mainly Norwegian 
Bokmål and Norwegian Nynorsk. Each document in the corpus is tagged 



with metadata that enables the creation of sub-corpora for specific 
needs. Its structure makes it easy to combine with large web 
archives that for licensing reasons could not be distributed 
together with the NCC. By releasing this corpus openly to the 
public, we hope to foster the creation of both better Norwegian 
language models and multilingual language models with support for 
Norwegian.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3861--3871},
  abstract  = {The paper presents novel resources and experiments 
for Buddhist Sanskrit, broadly defined here including all the 
varieties of Sanskrit in which Buddhist texts have been transmitted. 
We release a novel corpus of Buddhist texts, a novel corpus of 
general Sanskrit and word similarity and word analogy datasets for 
intrinsic evaluation of Buddhist Sanskrit embeddings models. We 
compare the performance of word2vec and fastText static embeddings 
models, with default and optimized parameter settings, as well as 
contextual models BERT and GPT-2, with different training regimes 
(including a transfer learning approach using the general Sanskrit 
corpus) and different embeddings construction regimes (given the 
encoder layers). The results show that for semantic similarity the 
fastText embeddings yield the best results, while for word analogy 
tasks BERT embeddings work the best. We also show that for 
contextual models the optimal layer combination for embedding 
construction is task dependant, and that pretraining the contextual 
embeddings models on a reference corpus of general Sanskrit is 
beneficial, which is a promising finding for future development of 
embeddings for less-resourced languages and domains.},
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  abstract  = {This paper describes the process of data processing 
and training of an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for 
Cook Islands Māori (CIM), an Indigenous language spoken by 
approximately 22,000 people in the South Pacific. We transcribed 
four hours of speech from adults and elderly speakers of the 
language and prepared two experiments. First, we trained three ASR 
systems: one statistical, Kaldi; and two based on Deep Learning, 
DeepSpeech and XLSR-Wav2Vec2. Wav2Vec2 tied with Kaldi for lowest 
character error rate (CER=6±1) and was slightly behind in word error 
rate (WER=23±2 versus WER=18±2 for Kaldi). This provides evidence 
that Deep Learning ASR systems are reaching the performance of 
statistical methods on small datasets, and that they can work 
effectively with extremely low-resource Indigenous languages like 
CIM. In the second experiment we used Wav2Vec2 to train models with 
held-out speakers. While the performance decreased (CER=15±7, 
WER=46±16), the system still showed considerable learning. We intend 
to use ASR to accelerate the documentation of CIM, using newly 
transcribed texts to improve the ASR and also generate teaching and 
language revitalization materials. The trained model is available 
under a license based on the Kaitiakitanga License, which provides 
for non-commercial use while retaining control of the model by the 
Indigenous community.},
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  pages     = {3883--3891},
  abstract  = {Protest events provide information about social and 
political conflicts, the state of social cohesion and democratic 
conflict management, as well as the state of civil society in 
general. Social scientists are therefore interested in the 
systematic observation of protest events. With this paper, we 
release the first German language resource of protest event related 
article excerpts published in local news outlets. We use this 
dataset to train and evaluate transformer-based text classifiers to 
automatically detect relevant newspaper articles. Our best approach 
reaches a binary F1-score of 93.3 \%, which is a promising result 
for our goal to support political science research. However, in a 
second experiment, we show that our model does not generalize 
equally well when applied to data from time periods and localities 
other than our training sample. To make protest event detection more 



robust, we test two ways of alternative preprocessing. First, we 
find that letting the classifier concentrate on sentences around 
protest keywords improves the F1-score for out-of-sample data up to 
+4 percentage points. Second, against our initial intuition, masking 
of named entities during preprocessing does not improve the 
generalization in terms of F1-scores. However, it leads to a 
significantly improved recall of the models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.413}
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  pages     = {3892--3901},
  abstract  = {This paper presents text mining approaches on German-
speaking job advertisements to enable social science research on the 
development of the labour market over the last 30 years. In order to 
build text mining applications providing information about 
profession and main task of a job, as well as experience and ICT 
skills needed, we experiment with transfer learning and domain 
adaptation. Our main contribution consists in building language 
models which are adapted to the domain of job advertisements, and 
their assessment on a broad range of machine learning problems. Our 
findings show the large value of domain adaptation in several 
respects. First, it boosts the performance of fine-tuned task-
specific models consistently over all evaluation experiments. 
Second, it helps to mitigate rapid data shift over time in our 
special domain, and enhances the ability to learn from small updates 
with new, labeled task data. Third, domain-adaptation of language 
models is efficient: With continued in-domain pre-training we are 
able to outperform general-domain language models pre-trained on ten 
times more data. We share our domain-adapted language models and 
data with the research community.},
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  pages     = {3902--3911},
  abstract  = {Patronizing and Condescending Language (PCL) is a 
subtle but harmful type of discourse, yet the task of recognizing 
PCL remains under-studied by the NLP community. Recognizing PCL is 
challenging because of its subtle nature, because available datasets 
are limited in size, and because this task often relies on some form 
of commonsense knowledge. In this paper, we study to what extent PCL 
detection models can be improved by pre-training them on other, more 
established NLP tasks. We find that performance gains are indeed 
possible in this way, in particular when pre-training on tasks 
focusing on sentiment, harmful language and commonsense morality. In 
contrast, for tasks focusing on political speech and social justice, 
no or only very small improvements were witnessed. These findings 
improve our understanding of the nature of PCL.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.415}
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  abstract  = {This paper introduces HeLI-OTS, an off-the-shelf text 
language identification tool using the HeLI language identification 
method. The HeLI-OTS language identifier is equipped with language 
models for 200 languages and licensed for academic as well as 
commercial use. We present the HeLI method and its use in our 
previous research. Then we compare the performance of the HeLI-OTS 
language identifier with that of fastText on two different data 
sets, showing that fastText favors the recall of common languages, 
whereas HeLI-OTS reaches both high recall and high precision for all 
languages. While introducing existing off-the-shelf language 
identification tools, we also give a picture of digital humanities-
related research that uses such tools. The validity of the results 
of such research depends on the results given by the language 
identifier used, and especially for research focusing on the less 
common languages, the tendency to favor widely used languages might 
be very detrimental, which Heli-OTS is now able to remedy.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.416}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3923--3933},
  abstract  = {Parallel corpora are ideal for extracting a 
multilingual named entity (MNE) resource, i.e., a dataset of names 
translated into multiple languages. Prior work on extracting MNE 
datasets from parallel corpora required resources such as large 
monolingual corpora or word aligners that are unavailable or perform 
poorly for underresourced languages. We present CLC-BN, a new method 
for creating an MNE resource, and apply it to the Parallel Bible 
Corpus, a corpus of more than 1000 languages. CLC-BN learns a neural 
transliteration model from parallel-corpus statistics, without 
requiring any other bilingual resources, word aligners, or seed 
data. Experimental results show that CLC-BN clearly outperforms 
prior work. We release an MNE resource for 1340 languages and 
demonstrate its effectiveness in two downstream tasks: knowledge 
graph augmentation and bilingual lexicon induction.},
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  pages     = {3934--3941},
  abstract  = {In this paper we will discuss our preliminary work 
towards the construction of a WordNet for Old English, taking our 
inspiration from other similar WN construction projects for ancient 
languages such as Ancient Greek, Latin and Sanskrit. The Old English 
WordNet (OldEWN) will build upon this innovative work in a number of 
different ways which we articulate in the article, most importantly 
by treateating figurative meaning as a 'first-class citizen' in the 
structuring of the semantic system. From a more practical 
perspective we will describe our plan to utilize a pre-existing 
lexicographic resource and the naisc system to automatically compile 
a provisional version of the WordNet which will then be checked and 
enriched by Old English experts.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {3942--3949},
  abstract  = {This paper presents PFN-DE, a new, parsing- and 
annotation-oriented framenet for German, with almost 15,000 frames, 
covering 11,300 verb lemmas. The resource was developed in the 
context of a Danish/German social-media study on hate speech and has 
a strong focus on coverage, robustness and cross-language 
comparability. A simple annotation scheme for argument roles meshes 
directly with the output of a syntactic parser, facilitating frame 
disambiguation through slot-filler conditions based on valency, 
syntactic function and semantic noun class. We discuss design 
principles for the framenet and the frame tagger using it, and 
present statistics for frame and role distribution at both the 
lexicon (type) and corpus (token) levels. In an evaluation run on 
Twitter data, the parser-based frame annotator achieved an overall 
F-score for frame senses of 93.6\%.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {400--409},
  abstract  = {Keyword extraction is the task of retrieving words 
that are essential to the content of a given document. Researchers 
proposed various approaches to tackle this problem. At the top-most 
level, approaches are divided into ones that require training - 
supervised and ones that do not - unsupervised. In this study, we 
are interested in settings, where for a language under 
investigation, no training data is available. More specifically, we 
explore whether pretrained multilingual language models can be 
employed for zero-shot cross-lingual keyword extraction on low-
resource languages with limited or no available labeled training 
data and whether they outperform state-of-the-art unsupervised 
keyword extractors. The comparison is conducted on six news article 
datasets covering two high-resource languages, English and Russian, 
and four low-resource languages, Croatian, Estonian, Latvian, and 
Slovenian. We find that the pretrained models fine-tuned on a 



multilingual corpus covering languages that do not appear in the 
test set (i.e. in a zero-shot setting), consistently outscore 
unsupervised models in all six languages.},
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  pages     = {3950--3959},
  abstract  = {Robot-Assisted minimally invasive robotic surgery is 
the gold standard for the surgical treatment of many pathological 
conditions, and several manuals and academic papers describe how to 
perform these interventions. These high-quality, often peer-reviewed 
texts are the main study resource for medical personnel and 
consequently contain essential procedural domain-specific knowledge. 
The procedural knowledge therein described could be extracted, e.g., 
on the basis of semantic parsing models, and used to develop 
clinical decision support systems or even automation methods for 
some procedure’s steps. However, natural language understanding 
algorithms such as, for instance, semantic role labelers have lower 
efficacy and coverage issues when applied to domain others than 
those they are typically trained on (i.e., newswire text). To 
overcome this problem, starting from PropBank frames, we propose a 
new linguistic resource specific to the robotic-surgery domain, 
named Robotic Surgery Procedural Framebank (RSPF). We extract from 
robotic-surgical texts verbs and nouns that describe surgical 
actions and extend PropBank frames by adding any of new lemmas, 
frames or role sets required to cover missing lemmas, specific 
frames describing the surgical significance, or new semantic roles 
used in procedural surgical language. Our resource is publicly 
available and can be used to annotate corpora in the surgical domain 
to train and evaluate Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) systems in a 
challenging fine-grained domain setting.},
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  pages     = {3960--3968},
  abstract  = {Understanding child language development requires 
accurately representing children’s lexicons. However, much of the 
past work modeling children’s vocabulary development has utilized 
adult-based measures. The present investigation asks whether using 
corpora that captures the language input of young children more 
accurately represents children’s vocabulary knowledge. We present a 
newly-created toddler corpus that incorporates transcripts of child-
directed conversations, the text of picture books written for 
preschoolers, and dialog from G-rated movies to approximate the 
language input a North American preschooler might hear. We evaluate 
the utility of the new corpus for modeling children’s vocabulary 
development by building and analyzing different semantic network 
models and comparing them to norms based on vocabulary norms for 
toddlers in this age range. More specifically, the relations between 
words in our semantic networks were derived from skip-gram neural 
networks (Word2Vec) trained on our toddler corpus or on Google news. 
Results revealed that the models built from the toddler corpus were 
more accurate at predicting toddler vocabulary growth than the 
adult-based corpus. These results speak to the importance of 
selecting a corpus that matches the population of interest.},
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  abstract  = {We apply Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) to organize 
and to improve the quality of Démonette2, a French derivational 
database, through a detection of both missing and spurious 
derivations in the database. We represent each derivational family 
as a graph. Given that the subgraph relation exists among 
derivational families, FCA can group families and represent them in 
a partially ordered set (poset). This poset is also useful for 
improving the database. A family is regarded as a possible anomaly 
(meaning that it may have missing and/or spurious derivations) if 
its derivational graph is almost, but not completely identical to a 
large number of other families.},
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  abstract  = {We present the current status of a new ontology for 
representing constitutive elements of Sign Languages (SL). This 
development emerged from investigations on how to represent 
multimodal lexical data in the OntoLex-Lemon framework, with the 
goal to publish such data in the Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) 
cloud. While studying the literature and various sites dealing with 
sign languages, we saw the need to harmonise all the data categories 
(or features) defined and used in those sources, and to organise 
them in an ontology to which lexical descriptions in OntoLex-Lemon 
could be linked. We make the code of the first version of this 
ontology available, so that it can be further developed 
collaboratively by both the Linked Data and the SL communities},
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  pages     = {3984--3993},
  abstract  = {A commonsense knowledge resource organizes common 
sense that is not necessarily correct all the time, but most people 
are expected to know or believe. Such knowledge resources have 
recently been actively built and utilized in artificial 
intelligence, particularly natural language processing. In this 
paper, we discuss an important but not significantly discussed the 
issue of semantic gaps potentially existing in a commonsense 
knowledge graph and propose a machine learning-based approach to 
detect a semantic gap that may inhibit the proper chaining of 
knowledge triples. In order to establish this line of research, we 
created a pilot dataset from ConceptNet, in which chains consisting 
of two adjacent triples are sampled, and the validity of each chain 
is human-annotated. We also devised a few baseline methods for 
detecting the semantic gaps and compared them in small-scale 
experiments. Although the experimental results suggest that the 
detection of semantic gaps may not be a trivial task, we achieved 
several insights to further push this research direction, including 
the potential efficacy of sense embeddings and contextualized word 
representations enabled by a pre-trained language model.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.424}
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  abstract  = {We present Semi-Structured Explanations for COPA 
(COPA-SSE), a new crowdsourced dataset of 9,747 semi-structured, 
English common sense explanations for Choice of Plausible 
Alternatives (COPA) questions. The explanations are formatted as a 
set of triple-like common sense statements with ConceptNet relations 
but freely written concepts. This semi-structured format strikes a 
balance between the high quality but low coverage of structured data 
and the lower quality but high coverage of free-form crowdsourcing. 
Each explanation also includes a set of human-given quality ratings. 
With their familiar format, the explanations are geared towards 
commonsense reasoners operating on knowledge graphs and serve as a 
starting point for ongoing work on improving such systems. The 
dataset is available at https://github.com/a-brassard/copa-sse.},
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  abstract  = {GRhOOT, the German RhetOrical OnTology, is a domain 
ontology of 110 rhetorical figures in the German language. The 
overall goal of building an ontology of rhetorical figures in German 
is not only the formal representation of different rhetorical 
figures, but also allowing for their easier detection, thus 
improving sentiment analysis, argument mining, detection of hate 
speech and fake news, machine translation, and many other tasks in 
which recognition of non-literal language plays an important role. 
The challenge of building such ontologies lies in classifying the 
figures and assigning adequate characteristics to group them, while 
considering their distinctive features. The ontology of rhetorical 
figures in the Serbian language was used as a basis for our work. 
Besides transferring and extending the concepts of the Serbian 
ontology, we ensured completeness and consistency by using 
description logic and SPARQL queries. Furthermore, we show a 



decision tree to identify figures and suggest a usage scenario on 
how the ontology can be utilized to collect and annotate data.},
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  abstract  = {Large-scale diachronic corpus studies covering longer 
time periods are difficult if more than one corpus are to be 
consulted and, as a result, different formats and annotation schemas 
need to be processed and queried in a uniform, comparable and 
replicable manner. We describes the application of the Flexible 
Integrated Transformation and Annotation eNgineering (Fintan) 
platform for studying word order in German using syntactically 
annotated corpora that represent its entire written history. 
Focusing on nominal dative and accusative arguments, this study 
hints at two major phases in the development of scrambling in modern 
German. Against more recent assumptions, it supports the traditional 
view that word order flexibility decreased over time, but it also 
indicates that this was a relatively sharp transition in Early New 
High German. The successful case study demonstrates the potential of 
Fintan and the underlying LLOD technology for historical 
linguistics, linguistic typology and corpus linguistics. The 
technological contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the 
applicability of Fintan for querying across heterogeneously 
annotated corpora, as previously, it had only been applied for 
transformation tasks. With its focus on quantitative analysis, 
Fintan is a natural complement for existing multi-layer technologies 
that focus on query and exploration.},
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  abstract  = {Although the Universal Dependencies initiative today 
allows for cross-linguistically consistent annotation of morphology 
and syntax in treebanks for several languages, syntactically 
annotated corpora are not yet interoperable with many lexical 
resources that describe properties of the words that occur therein. 
In order to cope with such limitation, we propose to adopt the 
principles of the Linguistic Linked Open Data community, to describe 
and publish dependency treebanks as LLOD. In particular, this paper 
illustrates the approach pursued in the LiLa Knowledge Base, which 
enables interoperability between corpora and lexical resources for 
Latin, to publish as Linguistic Linked Open Data the annotation 
layers of two versions of a Medieval Latin treebank (the Index 
Thomisticus Treebank).},
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  abstract  = {Olfactory references play a crucial role in our 
memory and, more generally, in our experiences, since researchers 
have shown that smell is the sense that is most directly connected 
with emotions. Nevertheless, only few works in NLP have tried to 
capture this sensory dimension from a computational perspective. One 
of the main challenges is the lack of a systematic and consistent 
taxonomy of olfactory information, where concepts are organised also 
in a multi-lingual perspective. WordNet represents a valuable 
starting point in this direction, which can be semi-automatically 
extended taking advantage of Google n-grams and of existing language 
models. In this work we describe the process that has led to the 
semi-automatic development of a taxonomy for olfactory information 
in four languages (English, French, German and Italian), detailing 
the different steps and the intermediate evaluations. Along with 
being multi-lingual, the taxonomy also encloses temporal marks for 
olfactory terms thus making it a valuable resource for historical 
content analysis. The resource has been released and is freely 
available.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {410--416},
  abstract  = {Research suggests that using generic language models 
in specialized domains may be sub-optimal due to significant domain 
differences. As a result, various strategies for developing domain-
specific language models have been proposed, including techniques 
for adapting an existing generic language model to the target 
domain, e.g. through various forms of vocabulary modifications and 
continued domain-adaptive pretraining with in-domain data. Here, an 
empirical investigation is carried out in which various strategies 
for adapting a generic language model to the clinical domain are 
compared to pretraining a pure clinical language model. Three 
clinical language models for Swedish, pretrained for up to ten 
epochs, are fine-tuned and evaluated on several downstream tasks in 
the clinical domain. A comparison of the language models' downstream 
performance over the training epochs is conducted. The results show 
that the domain-specific language models outperform a general-domain 
language model; however, there is little difference in performance 
of the various clinical language models. However, compared to 
pretraining a pure clinical language model with only in-domain data, 
leveraging and adapting an existing general-domain language model 
requires fewer epochs of pretraining with in-domain data.},
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  abstract  = {Today, natural language processing heavily relies on 
pre-trained large language models. Even though such models are 
criticized for the poor interpretability, they still yield state-of-
the-art solutions for a wide set of very different tasks. While lots 
of probing studies have been conducted to measure the models' 
awareness of grammatical knowledge, semantic probing is less 
popular. In this work, we introduce the probing pipeline to study 
the representedness of semantic relations in transformer language 
models. We show that in this task, attention scores are nearly as 
expressive as the layers’ output activations, despite their lesser 
ability to represent surface cues. This supports the hypothesis that 
attention mechanisms are focusing not only on the syntactic 
relational information but also on the semantic one.},
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  pages     = {4051--4059},
  abstract  = {Recently, many studies have focused on developing 
dialogue systems that enable collaborative work; however, they 
rarely focus on creative tasks. Collaboration for creative work, in 
which humans and systems collaborate to create new value, will be 
essential for future dialogue systems. In this study, we collected 
500 dialogues of human-human collaboration in Minecraft as a basis 
for developing a dialogue system that enables creative collaborative 
work. We conceived the Collaborative Garden Task, where two workers 
interact and collaborate in Minecraft to create a garden, and we 
collected dialogue, action logs, and subjective evaluations. We also 
collected third-person evaluations of the gardens and analyzed the 
relationship between dialogue and collaborative work that received 
high scores on the subjective and third-person evaluations in order 
to identify dialogic factors for high-quality collaborative work. We 
found that two essential aspects in creative collaborative work are 
performing more processes to ask for and agree on suggestions 
between workers and agreeing on a particular image of the final 
product in the early phase of work and then discussing changes and 
details.},
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  abstract  = {Despite recent advances, dialogue systems still 
struggle to achieve fully autonomous transactions. Therefore, when a 
system encounters a problem, human operators need to take over the 
dialogue to complete the transaction. However, it is unclear what 
information should be presented to the operator when this handover 
takes place. In this study, we conducted a data collection 
experiment in which one of two operators talked to a user and 



switched with the other operator periodically while exchanging notes 
when the handovers took place. By examining these notes, it is 
possible to identify the information necessary for handing over the 
dialogue. We collected 60 dialogues in which two operators switched 
periodically while performing chat, consultation, and sales tasks in 
dialogue. We found that adjacency pairs are a useful representation 
for recording conversation history. In addition, we found that key-
value-pair representation is also useful when there are underlying 
tasks, such as consultation and sales.},
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  abstract  = {This paper presents the slurk software, a lightweight 
interaction server for setting up dialog data collections and 
running experiments. slurk enables a multitude of settings including 
text-based, speech and video interaction between two or more humans 
or humans and bots, and a multimodal display area for presenting 
shared or private interactive context. The software is implemented 
in Python with an HTML and JavaScript frontend that can easily be 
adapted to individual needs. It also provides a setup for pairing 
participants on common crowdworking platforms such as Amazon 
Mechanical Turk and some example bot scripts for common interaction 
scenarios.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we present the methodology of corpus 
design that will be used to study the comparison of influence 
between linguistic nudges with positive or negative influences and 



three conversational agents: robot, smart speaker, and human. We 
recruited forty-nine participants to form six groups. The 
conversational agents first asked the participants about their 
willingness to adopt five ecological habits and invest time and 
money in ecological problems. The participants were then asked the 
same questions but preceded by one linguistic nudge with positive or 
negative influence. The comparison of standard deviation and mean 
metrics of differences between these two notes (before the nudge and 
after) showed that participants were mainly affected by nudges with 
positive influence, even though several nudges with negative 
influence decreased the average note. In addition, participants from 
all groups were willing to spend more money than time on ecological 
problems. In general, our experiment's early results suggest that a 
machine agent can influence participants to the same degree as a 
human agent. A better understanding of the power of influence of 
different conversational machines and the potential of influence of 
nudges of different polarities will lead to the development of 
ethical norms of human-computer interactions.},
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  abstract  = {Building common ground with users is essential for 
dialogue agent systems and robots to interact naturally with people. 
While a few previous studies have investigated the process of 
building common ground in human-human dialogue, most of them have 
been conducted on the basis of text chat. In this study, we 
constructed a dialogue corpus to investigate the process of building 
common ground with a particular focus on the modality of dialogue 
and the social relationship between the participants in the process 
of building common ground, which are important but have not been 
investigated in the previous work. The results of our analysis 
suggest that adding the modality or developing the relationship 
between workers speeds up the building of common ground. 
Specifically, regarding the modality, the presence of video rather 
than only audio may unconsciously facilitate work, and as for the 
relationship, it is easier to convey information about emotions and 
turn-taking among friends than in first meetings. These findings and 
the corpus should prove useful for developing a system to support 
remote communication.},
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  abstract  = {The ability to recognise emotions lends a 
conversational artificial intelligence a human touch. While emotions 
in chit-chat dialogues have received substantial attention, emotions 
in task-oriented dialogues remain largely unaddressed. This is 
despite emotions and dialogue success having equally important roles 
in a natural system. Existing emotion-annotated task-oriented 
corpora are limited in size, label richness, and public 
availability, creating a bottleneck for downstream tasks. To lay a 
foundation for studies on emotions in task-oriented dialogues, we 
introduce EmoWOZ, a large-scale manually emotion-annotated corpus of 
task-oriented dialogues. EmoWOZ is based on MultiWOZ, a multi-domain 
task-oriented dialogue dataset. It contains more than 11K dialogues 
with more than 83K emotion annotations of user utterances. In 
addition to Wizard-of-Oz dialogues from MultiWOZ, we collect human-
machine dialogues within the same set of domains to sufficiently 
cover the space of various emotions that can happen during the 
lifetime of a data-driven dialogue system. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the first large-scale open-source corpus of its 
kind. We propose a novel emotion labelling scheme, which is tailored 
to task-oriented dialogues. We report a set of experimental results 
to show the usability of this corpus for emotion recognition and 
state tracking in task-oriented dialogues.},
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  abstract  = {Contextually aware intelligent agents are often 
required to understand the users and their surroundings in real-
time. Our goal is to build Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems that 
can assist children in their learning process. Within such complex 



frameworks, Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDS) are crucial building 
blocks to handle efficient task-oriented communication with children 
in game-based learning settings. We are working towards a multimodal 
dialogue system for younger kids learning basic math concepts. Our 
focus is on improving the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) 
module of the task-oriented SDS pipeline with limited datasets. This 
work explores the potential benefits of data augmentation with 
paraphrase generation for the NLU models trained on small task-
specific datasets. We also investigate the effects of extracting 
entities for conceivably further data expansion. We have shown that 
paraphrasing with model-in-the-loop (MITL) strategies using small 
seed data is a promising approach yielding improved performance 
results for the Intent Recognition task.},
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  abstract  = {To build a well-founded opinion it is natural for 
humans to gather and exchange new arguments. Especially when being 
confronted with an overwhelming amount of information, people tend 
to focus on only the part of the available information that fits 
into their current beliefs or convenient opinions. To overcome this 
"self-imposed filter bubble'' (SFB) in the information seeking 
process, it is crucial to identify influential indicators for the 
former. Within this paper we propose and investigate indicators for 
the the user's SFB, mainly their Reflective User Engagement (RUE), 
their Personal Relevance (PR) ranking of content-related subtopics 
as well as their False (FK) and True Knowledge (TK) on the topic. 
Therefore, we analysed the answers of 202 participants of an online 
conducted user study, who interacted with our argumentative dialogue 
system BEA ("Building Engaging Argumentation''). Moreover, also the 
influence of different input/output modalities (speech/speech and 
drop-down menu/text) on the interaction with regard to the suggested 
indicators was investigated.},
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  abstract  = {The COVID-19 pandemic and other global health events 
are unfortunately excellent environments for the creation and spread 
of misinformation, and the language associated with health 
misinformation may be typified by unique patterns and linguistic 
markers. Allowing health misinformation to spread unchecked can have 
devastating ripple effects; however, detecting and stopping its 
spread requires careful analysis of these linguistic characteristics 
at scale. We analyze prior investigations focusing on health 
misinformation, associated datasets, and detection of misinformation 
during health crises. We also introduce a novel dataset designed for 
analyzing such phenomena, comprised of 2.8 million news articles and 
social media posts spanning the early 1900s to the present. Our 
annotation guidelines result in strong agreement between independent 
annotators. We describe our methods for collecting this data and 
follow this with a thorough analysis of the themes and linguistic 
features that appear in information versus misinformation. Finally, 
we demonstrate a proof-of-concept misinformation detection task to 
establish dataset validity, achieving a strong performance benchmark 
(accuracy = 75\%; F1 = 0.7).},
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  abstract  = {We present the development of a dataset for Kazakh 
named entity recognition. The dataset was built as there is a clear 
need for publicly available annotated corpora in Kazakh, as well as 
annotation guidelines containing straightforward—but rigorous—rules 
and examples. The dataset annotation, based on the IOB2 scheme, was 
carried out on television news text by two native Kazakh speakers 
under the supervision of the first author. The resulting dataset 
contains 112,702 sentences and 136,333 annotations for 25 entity 
classes. State-of-the-art machine learning models to automatise 
Kazakh named entity recognition were also built, with the best-
performing model achieving an exact match F1-score of 97.22\% on the 
test set. The annotated dataset, guidelines, and codes used to train 
the models are freely available for download under the CC BY 4.0 
licence from https://github.com/IS2AI/KazNERD.},
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  abstract  = {We target the complementary binary tasks of 
identifying whether a tweet is misogynous and, if that is the case, 
whether it is also aggressive. We compare two ways to address these 
problems: one multi-class model that discriminates between all the 
classes at once: not misogynous, non aggressive-misogynous and 
aggressive-misogynous; as well as a cascaded approach where the 
binary classification is carried out separately (misogynous vs non-
misogynous and aggressive vs non-aggressive) and then joined 
together. For the latter, two training and three testing scenarios 
are considered. Our models are built on top of AlBERTo and are 
evaluated on the framework of Evalita’s 2020 shared task on 
automatic misogyny and aggressiveness identification in Italian 
tweets. Our cascaded models ---including the strong naïve 
baseline--- outperform significantly the top submissions to Evalita, 
reaching state-of-the-art performance without relying on any 
external information.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we discuss the development of a 
multilingual dataset annotated with a hierarchical, fine-grained 
tagset marking different types of aggression and the “context” in 
which they occur. The context, here, is defined by the 
conversational thread in which a specific comment occurs and also 
the “type” of discursive role that the comment is performing with 
respect to the previous comment. The initial dataset, being 
discussed here consists of a total 59,152 annotated comments in four 



languages - Meitei, Bangla, Hindi, and Indian English - collected 
from various social media platforms such as YouTube, Facebook, 
Twitter and Telegram. As is usual on social media websites, a large 
number of these comments are multilingual, mostly code-mixed with 
English. The paper gives a detailed description of the tagset being 
used for annotation and also the process of developing a multi-
label, fine-grained tagset that has been used for marking comments 
with aggression and bias of various kinds including sexism (called 
gender bias in the tagset), religious intolerance (called communal 
bias in the tagset), class/caste bias and ethnic/racial bias. We 
also define and discuss the tags that have been used for marking the 
different discursive role being performed through the comments, such 
as attack, defend, etc. Finally, we present a basic statistical 
analysis of the dataset. The dataset is being incrementally made 
publicly available on the project website\footnote{\url{https://
sites.google.com/view/comma-ctrans}}.},
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  abstract  = {Over the last decade, Twitter has emerged as one of 
the most influential forums for social, political, and health 
discourse. In this paper, we introduce a massive dataset of more 
than 45 million geo-located tweets posted between 2015 and 2021 from 
US and Canada (TUSC), especially curated for natural language 
analysis. We also introduce Tweet Emotion Dynamics (TED) — metrics 
to capture patterns of emotions associated with tweets over time. We 
use TED and TUSC to explore the use of emotion-associated words 
across US and Canada; across 2019 (pre-pandemic), 2020 (the year the 
pandemic hit), and 2021 (the second year of the pandemic); and 
across individual tweeters. We show that Canadian tweets tend to 
have higher valence, lower arousal, and higher dominance than the US 
tweets. Further, we show that the COVID-19 pandemic had a marked 
impact on the emotional signature of tweets posted in 2020, when 
compared to the adjoining years. Finally, we determine metrics of 
TED for 170,000 tweeters to benchmark characteristics of TED metrics 
at an aggregate level. TUSC and the metrics for TED will enable a 
wide variety of research on studying how we use language to express 
ourselves, persuade, communicate, and influence, with particularly 
promising applications in public health, affective science, social 
science, and psychology.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.442}
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  title     = {A Turkish Hate Speech Dataset and Detection System},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4177--4185},
  abstract  = {Social media posts containing hate speech are 
reproduced and redistributed at an accelerated pace, reaching 
greater audiences at a higher speed. We present a machine learning 
system for automatic detection of hate speech in Turkish, along with 
a hate speech dataset consisting of tweets collected in two separate 
domains. We first adopted a definition for hate speech that is in 
line with our goals and amenable to easy annotation; then designed 
the annotation schema for annotating the collected tweets. The 
Istanbul Convention dataset consists of tweets posted following the 
withdrawal of Turkey from the Istanbul Convention. The Refugees 
dataset was created by collecting tweets about immigrants by 
filtering based on commonly used keywords related to immigrants. 
Finally, we have developed a hate speech detection system using the 
transformer architecture (BERTurk), to be used as a baseline for the 
collected dataset. The binary classification accuracy is 77\% when 
the system is evaluated using 5-fold cross-validation on the 
Istanbul Convention dataset and 71\% for the Refugee dataset. We 
also tested a regression model with 0.66 and 0.83 RMSE on a scale of 
[0-4], for the Istanbul Convention and Refugees datasets.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.443}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4186--4192},
  abstract  = {In this work, we explore the relationship between 
depression and manifestations of happiness in social media. While 
the majority of works surrounding depression focus on symptoms, 
psychological research shows that there is a strong link between 
seeking happiness and being diagnosed with depression. We make use 
of Positive-Unlabeled learning paradigm to automatically extract 
happy moments from social media posts of both controls and users 
diagnosed with depression, and qualitatively analyze them with 



linguistic tools such as LIWC and keyness information. We show that 
the life of depressed individuals is not always bleak, with positive 
events related to friends and family being more noteworthy to their 
lives compared to the more mundane happy events reported by control 
users.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.444}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4193--4204},
  abstract  = {Transformer models have achieved significant 
improvements in multiple downstream tasks in recent years. One of 
the main contributions of Transformers is their ability to create 
new representations for out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. In this 
paper, we have evaluated three categories of OOVs: (A) new domain-
specific terms (e.g., "eucaryote'" in microbiology), (B) misspelled 
words containing typos, and (C) cross-domain homographs (e.g., 
"arm'' has different meanings in a clinical trial and anatomy). We 
use three French domain-specific datasets on the legal, medical, and 
energetical domains to robustly analyze these categories. Our 
experiments have led to exciting findings that showed: (1) It is 
easier to improve the representation of new words (A and B) than it 
is for words that already exist in the vocabulary of the Transformer 
models (C), (2) To ameliorate the representation of OOVs, the most 
effective method relies on adding external morpho-syntactic context 
rather than improving the semantic understanding of the words 
directly (fine-tuning) and (3) We cannot foresee the impact of minor 
misspellings in words because similar misspellings have different 
impacts on their representation. We believe that tackling the 
challenges of processing OOVs regarding their specificities will 
significantly help the domain adaptation aspect of BERT.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.445}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4205--4211},
  abstract  = {This paper describes how idiom-related language 
resources, collected through a crowdsourcing experiment carried out 
by means of Dodiom, a Game-with-a-purpose, have been analysed by 
language experts. The paper focuses on the criteria adopted for the 
data annotation and evaluation process. The main scope of this 
project is, indeed, the evaluation of the quality of the linguistic 
data obtained through a crowdsourcing project, namely to assess if 
the data provided and evaluated by the players who joined the game 
are actually considered of good quality by the language experts. 
Finally, results of the annotation and evaluation processes as well 
as future work are presented.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.446}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4212--4220},
  abstract  = {Medical data annotation requires highly qualified 
expertise. Despite the efforts devoted to medical entity linking in 
different languages, available data is very sparse in terms of both 
data volume and languages. In this work, we establish benchmarks for 
cross-lingual medical entity linking using clinical reports, 
clinical guidelines, and medical research papers. We present a test 
set filtering procedure designed to analyze the ``hard cases'' of 
entity linking approaching zero-shot cross-lingual transfer 
learning, evaluate state-of-the-art models, and draw several 
interesting conclusions based on our evaluation results.},
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  pages     = {4221--4226},
  abstract  = {The performance of Machine Translation (MT) systems 
varies significantly with inputs of diverging features such as 
topics, genres, and surface properties. Though there are many MT 
evaluation metrics that generally correlate with human judgments, 
they are not directly useful in identifying specific shortcomings of 
MT systems. In this demo, we present a benchmarking interface that 
enables improved evaluation of specific MT systems in isolation or 
multiple MT systems collectively by quantitatively evaluating their 
performance on many tasks across multiple domains and evaluation 
metrics. Further, it facilitates effective debugging and error 
analysis of MT output via the use of dynamic filters that help users 
hone in on problem sentences with specific properties, such as 
genre, topic, sentence length, etc. The interface can be extended to 
include additional filters such as lexical, morphological, and 
syntactic features. Aside from helping debug MT output, it can also 
help in identifying problems in reference translations and 
evaluation metrics.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.448}
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  title     = {IceBATS: An Icelandic Adaptation of the Bigger 
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4227--4234},
  abstract  = {Word embedding models have become commonplace in a 
wide range of NLP applications. In order to train and use the best 
possible models, accurate evaluation is needed. For extrinsic 
evaluation of word embedding models, analogy evaluation sets have 
been shown to be a good quality estimator. We introduce an Icelandic 
adaptation of a large analogy dataset, BATS, evaluate it on three 
different word embedding models and show that our evaluation set is 
apt at measuring the capabilities of such models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.449}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {427--435},
  abstract  = {In recent years, natural language inference has been 
an emerging research area. In this paper, we present a novel data 
augmentation technique and combine it with a unique learning 
procedure for that task. Our so-called automatic contextual data 
augmentation (acda) method manages to be fully automatic, non-
trivially contextual, and computationally efficient at the same 
time. When compared to established data augmentation methods, it is 
substantially more computationally efficient and requires no manual 
annotation by a human expert as they usually do. In order to 
increase its efficiency, we combine acda with two learning 
optimization techniques: contrastive learning and a hybrid loss 
function. The former maximizes the benefit of the supervisory signal 
generated by acda, while the latter incentivises the model to learn 
the nuances of the decision boundary. Our combined approach is shown 
experimentally to provide an effective way for mitigating spurious 
data correlations within a dataset, called dataset artifacts, and as 
a result improves performance. Specifically, our experiments verify 
that acda-boosted pre-trained language models that employ our 
learning optimization techniques, consistently outperform the 
respective fine-tuned baseline pre-trained language models across 
both benchmark datasets and adversarial examples.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.45}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4235--4244},
  abstract  = {Event identification in technical logbooks poses 
challenges given the limited logbook data available in specific 
technical domains, the large set of possible classes, and logbook 
entries typically being in short form and non-standard technical 
language. Technical logbook data typically has both a domain, the 
field it comes from (e.g., automotive), and an application, what it 
is used for (e.g., maintenance). In order to better handle the 
problem of data scarcity, using a variety of technical logbook 
datasets, this paper investigates the benefits of using transfer 
learning from sources within the same domain (but different 
applications), from within the same application (but different 
domains) and from all available data. Results show that performing 
transfer learning within a domain provides statistically significant 
improvements, and in all cases but one the best performance. 
Interestingly, transfer learning from within the application or 
across the global dataset degrades results in all cases but one, 



which benefited from adding as much data as possible. A further 
analysis of the dataset similarities shows that the datasets with 
higher similarity scores performed better in transfer learning 
tasks, suggesting that this can be utilized to determine the 
effectiveness of adding a dataset in a transfer learning task for 
technical logbooks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.450}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4245--4252},
  abstract  = {Automatic de-identification is a cost-effective and 
straightforward way of removing large amounts of personally 
identifiable information from large and sensitive corpora. However, 
these systems also introduce errors into datasets due to their 
imperfect precision. These corruptions of the data may negatively 
impact the utility of the de-identified dataset. This paper de-
identifies a very large clinical corpus in Swedish either by 
removing entire sentences containing sensitive data or by replacing 
sensitive words with realistic surrogates. These two datasets are 
used to perform domain adaptation of a general Swedish BERT model. 
The impact of the de-identification techniques is assessed by 
training and evaluating the models using six clinical downstream 
tasks. The results are then compared to a similar BERT model domain-
adapted using an unaltered version of the clinical corpus. The 
results show that using an automatically de-identified corpus for 
domain adaptation does not negatively impact downstream performance. 
We argue that automatic de-identification is an efficient way of 
reducing the privacy risks of domain-adapted models and that the 
models created in this paper should be safe to distribute to other 
academic researchers.},
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  pages     = {4253--4259},
  abstract  = {Diacritics restoration has become a ubiquitous task 
in the Latin-alphabet-based English-dominated Internet language 
environment. In this paper, we describe a small footprint 1D dilated 
convolution-based approach which operates on a character-level. We 
find that neural networks based on 1D dilated convolutions are 
competitive alternatives to solutions based on recurrent neural 
networks or linguistic modeling for the task of diacritics 
restoration. Our approach surpasses the performance of similarly 
sized models and is also competitive with larger models. A special 
feature of our solution is that it even runs locally in a web 
browser. We also provide a working example of this browser-based 
implementation. Our model is evaluated on different corpora, with 
emphasis on the Hungarian language. We performed comparative 
measurements about the generalization power of the model in relation 
to three Hungarian corpora. We also analyzed the errors to 
understand the limitation of corpus-based self-supervised 
training.},
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  pages     = {4260--4269},
  abstract  = {The quality of artificially generated texts has 
considerably improved with the advent of transformers. The question 
of using these models to generate learning data for supervised 
learning tasks naturally arises, especially when the original 
language resource cannot be distributed, or when it is small. In 
this article, this question is explored under 3 aspects: (i) are 
artificial data an efficient complement? (ii) can they replace the 
original data when those are not available or cannot be distributed 
for confidentiality reasons? (iii) can they improve the 
explainability of classifiers? Different experiments are carried out 
on classification tasks - namely sentiment analysis on product 
reviews and Fake News detection - using artificially generated data 
by fine-tuned GPT-2 models. The results show that such artificial 
data can be used in a certain extend but require pre-processing to 
significantly improve performance. We also show that bag-of-words 
approaches benefit the most from such data augmentation.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.453}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4270--4274},
  abstract  = {This article presents the first results of the 
CLARIAH-funded project ‘Patterns in Translation: Using Colibri Core 
for the Syriac Bible’ (PaTraCoSy). This project seeks to use Colibri 
Core to detect translation patterns in the Peshitta, the Syriac 
translation of the Hebrew Bible. We first describe how we 
constructed word and phrase alignment between these two texts. This 
step is necessary to succesfully implement the functionalities of 
Colibri Core. After this, we further describe our first 
investigations with the software. We describe how we use the built-
in pattern modeller to detect n-gram and skipgram patterns in both 
Hebrew and Syriac texts. Colibri Core does not allow the creation of 
a bilingual model, which is why we compare the separate models. 
After a presentation of a few general insights on the overall 
translation behaviour of the Peshitta, we delve deeper into the 
concrete patterns we can detect by the n-gram/skipgram analysis. We 
provide multiple examples from the book of Genesis, a book which has 
been treated broadly in scholarly research into the Syriac 
translation, but which also appears to have interesting features 
based on our Colibri Core research.},
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  abstract  = {Access to large pre-trained models of varied 
architectures, in many different languages, is central to the 
democratization of NLP. We introduce PAGnol, a collection of French 
GPT models. Using scaling laws, we efficiently train PAGnol-XL (1.5B 
parameters) with the same computational budget as CamemBERT, a model 
13 times smaller. PAGnol-XL is the largest model trained from 
scratch for the French language. We plan to train increasingly large 
and performing versions of PAGnol, exploring the capabilities of 
French extreme-scale models. For this first release, we focus on the 
pre-training and scaling calculations underlining PAGnol. We fit a 
scaling law for compute for the French language, and compare it with 



its English counterpart. We find the pre-training dataset 
significantly conditions the quality of the outputs, with common 
datasets such as OSCAR leading to low-quality offensive text. We 
evaluate our models on discriminative and generative tasks in 
French, comparing to other state-of-the-art French and multilingual 
models, and reaching the state of the art in the abstract 
summarization task. Our research was conducted on the public GENCI 
Jean Zay supercomputer, and our models up to the Large are made 
publicly available.},
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  abstract  = {Open cloze tests are a standard type of exercise 
where examinees must complete a text by filling in the gaps without 
any given options to choose from. This paper presents the Cambridge 
Exams Publishing Open Cloze (CEPOC) dataset, a collection of open 
cloze tests from world-renowned English language proficiency 
examinations. The tests in CEPOC have been expertly designed and 
validated using standard principles in language research and 
assessment. They are prepared for language learners at different 
proficiency levels and hence classified into different CEFR levels 
(A2, B1, B2, C1, C2). This resource can be a valuable testbed for 
various NLP tasks. We perform a complete set of experiments on three 
tasks: gap filling, gap prediction, and CEFR text classification. We 
implement transformer-based systems based on pre-trained language 
models to model each task and use our dataset as a test set, 
providing promising benchmark results.},
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  abstract  = {In recent years there have been considerable advances 
in pre-trained language models, where non-English language versions 
have also been made available. Due to their increasing use, many 
lightweight versions of these models (with reduced parameters) have 
also been released to speed up training and inference times. 
However, versions of these lighter models (e.g., ALBERT, DistilBERT) 
for languages other than English are still scarce. In this paper we 
present ALBETO and DistilBETO, which are versions of ALBERT and 
DistilBERT pre-trained exclusively on Spanish corpora. We train 
several versions of ALBETO ranging from 5M to 223M parameters and 
one of DistilBETO with 67M parameters. We evaluate our models in the 
GLUES benchmark that includes various natural language understanding 
tasks in Spanish. The results show that our lightweight models 
achieve competitive results to those of BETO (Spanish-BERT) despite 
having fewer parameters. More specifically, our larger ALBETO model 
outperforms all other models on the MLDoc, PAWS-X, XNLI, MLQA, SQAC 
and XQuAD datasets. However, BETO remains unbeaten for POS and NER. 
As a further contribution, all models are publicly available to the 
community for future research.},
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  pages     = {4299--4305},
  abstract  = {We evaluate two popular neural cognate generation 
models' robustness to several types of human-plausible noise 
(deletion, duplication, swapping, and keyboard errors, as well as a 
new type of error, phonological errors). We find that duplication 
and phonological substitution is least harmful, while the other 
types of errors are harmful. We present an in-depth analysis of the 
models' results with respect to each error type to explain how and 
why these models perform as they do.},
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  pages     = {4306--4315},
  abstract  = {Modern Natural Language Processing relies on the 
availability of annotated corpora for training and evaluating 
models. Such resources are scarce, especially for specialized 
domains in languages other than English. In particular, there are 
very few resources for semantic similarity in the clinical domain in 
French. This can be useful for many biomedical natural language 
processing applications, including text generation. We introduce a 
definition of similarity that is guided by clinical facts and apply 
it to the development of a new French corpus of 1,000 sentence pairs 
manually annotated according to similarity scores. This new sentence 
similarity corpus is made freely available to the community. We 
further evaluate the corpus through experiments of automatic 
similarity measurement. We show that a model of sentence embeddings 
can capture similarity with state-of-the-art performance on the DEFT 
STS shared task evaluation data set (Spearman=0.8343). We also show 
that the \corpus corpus is complementary to DEFT STS.},
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  abstract  = {Skill Classification (SC) is the task of classifying 
job competences from job postings. This work is the first in SC 
applied to Danish job vacancy data. We release the first Danish job 
posting dataset: *Kompetencer* (\_en\_: competences), annotated for 
nested spans of competences. To improve upon coarse-grained 
annotations, we make use of The European Skills, Competences, 
Qualifications and Occupations (ESCO; le Vrang et al., (2014)) 
taxonomy API to obtain fine-grained labels via distant supervision. 
We study two setups: The zero-shot and few-shot classification 
setting. We fine-tune English-based models and RemBERT (Chung et 
al., 2020) and compare them to in-language Danish models. Our 
results show RemBERT significantly outperforms all other models in 
both the zero-shot and the few-shot setting.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.46}
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Evaluation Conference},



  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4316--4323},
  abstract  = {The disambiguation of causative-passive homonymy 
(CPH) is potentially tricky for machines, as the causative and the 
passive are not distinguished by the sentences’ syntactic structure. 
By transforming CPH disambiguation to a challenging natural language 
inference (NLI) task, we present the first Chinese Adversarial NLI 
challenge set (CANLI). We show that the pretrained transformer model 
RoBERTa, fine-tuned on an existing large-scale Chinese NLI benchmark 
dataset, performs poorly on CANLI. We also employ Word Sense 
Disambiguation as a probing task to investigate to what extent the 
CPH feature is captured in the model’s internal representation. We 
find that the model’s performance on CANLI does not correspond to 
its internal representation of CPH, which is the crucial linguistic 
ability central to the CANLI dataset. CANLI is available on Hugging 
Face Datasets (Lhoest et al., 2021) at https://huggingface.co/
datasets/sxu/CANLI},
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  title     = {Modeling Noise in Paraphrase Detection},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4324--4332},
  abstract  = {Noisy labels in training data present a challenging 
issue in classification tasks, misleading a model towards incorrect 
decisions during training. In this paper, we propose the use of a 
linear noise model to augment pre-trained language models to account 
for label noise in fine-tuning. We test our approach in a paraphrase 
detection task with various levels of noise and five different 
languages. Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the 
additional noise model in making the training procedures more robust 
and stable. Furthermore, we show that this model can be applied 
without further knowledge about annotation confidence and 
reliability of individual training examples and we analyse our 
results in light of data selection and sampling strategies.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.461}
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Social Media},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4333--4343},
  abstract  = {Discovered by (Austin,1962) and extensively promoted 
by (Searle, 1975), speech acts (SA) have been the object of 
extensive discussion in the philosophical and the linguistic 
literature, as well as in computational linguistics where the 
detection of SA have shown to be an important step in many down 
stream NLP applications. In this paper, we attempt to measure for 
the first time the role of SA on urgency detection in tweets, 
focusing on natural disasters. Indeed, SA are particularly relevant 
to identify intentions, desires, plans and preferences towards 
action, providing therefore actionable information that will help to 
set priorities for the human teams and decide appropriate rescue 
actions. To this end, we come up here with four main contributions: 
(1) A two-layer annotation scheme of SA both at the tweet and 
subtweet levels, (2) A new French dataset of 6,669 tweets annotated 
for both urgency and SA, (3) An in-depth analysis of the annotation 
campaign, highlighting the correlation between SA and urgency 
categories, and (4) A set of deep learning experiments to detect SA 
in a crisis corpus. Our results show that SA are correlated with 
urgency which is a first important step towards SA-aware NLP-based 
crisis management on social media.},
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  pages     = {4344--4355},
  abstract  = {The need for large corpora raw corpora has 
dramatically increased in recent years with the introduction of 
transfer learning and semi-supervised learning methods to Natural 
Language Processing. And while there have been some recent attempts 
to manually curate the amount of data necessary to train large 
language models, the main way to obtain this data is still through 
automatic web crawling. In this paper we take the existing 
multilingual web corpus OSCAR and its pipeline Ungoliant that 
extracts and classifies data from Common Crawl at the line level, 
and propose a set of improvements and automatic annotations in order 



to produce a new document-oriented version of OSCAR that could prove 
more suitable to pre-train large generative language models as well 
as hopefully other applications in Natural Language Processing and 
Digital Humanities.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.463}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4356--4366},
  abstract  = {We train several language models for Icelandic, 
including IceBERT, that achieve state-of-the-art performance in a 
variety of downstream tasks, including part-of-speech tagging, named 
entity recognition, grammatical error detection and constituency 
parsing. To train the models we introduce a new corpus of Icelandic 
text, the Icelandic Common Crawl Corpus (IC3), a collection of high 
quality texts found online by targeting the Icelandic top-level-
domain .is. Several other public data sources are also collected for 
a total of 16GB of Icelandic text. To enhance the evaluation of 
model performance and to raise the bar in baselines for Icelandic, 
we manually translate and adapt the WinoGrande commonsense reasoning 
dataset. Through these efforts we demonstrate that a properly 
cleaned crawled corpus is sufficient to achieve state-of-the-art 
results in NLP applications for low to medium resource languages, by 
comparison with models trained on a curated corpus. We further show 
that initializing models using existing multilingual models can lead 
to state-of-the-art results for some downstream tasks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.464}
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  pages     = {4367--4373},
  abstract  = {In recent years, voice-controlled personal assistants 



have revolutionized the interaction with smart devices and mobile 
applications. The collected data are then used by system providers 
to train language models (LMs). Each spoken message reveals personal 
information, hence removing private information from the input 
sentences is necessary. Our data sanitization process relies on 
recognizing and replacing named entities by other words from the 
same class. However, this may harm LM training because privacy-
transformed data is unlikely to match the test distribution. This 
paper aims to fill the gap by focusing on the adaptation of LMs 
initially trained on privacy-transformed sentences using a small 
amount of original untransformed data. To do so, we combine class-
based LMs, which provide an effective approach to overcome data 
sparsity in the context of n-gram LMs, and neural LMs, which handle 
longer contexts and can yield better predictions. Our experiments 
show that training an LM on privacy-transformed data result in a 
relative 11\% word error rate (WER) increase compared to training on 
the original untransformed data, and adapting that model on a 
limited amount of original untransformed data leads to a relative 8\
% WER improvement over the model trained solely on privacy-
transformed data.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4374--4394},
  abstract  = {We introduce a new benchmark for assessing the 
quality of text-to-text models for Polish. The benchmark consists of 
diverse tasks and datasets: KLEJ benchmark adapted for text-to-text, 
en-pl translation, summarization, and question answering. In 
particular, since summarization and question answering lack 
benchmark datasets for the Polish language, we describe in detail 
their construction and make them publicly available. Additionally, 
we present plT5 - a general-purpose text-to-text model for Polish 
that can be fine-tuned on various Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
tasks with a single training objective. Unsupervised denoising pre-
training is performed efficiently by initializing the model weights 
with a multi-lingual T5 (mT5) counterpart. We evaluate the 
performance of plT5, mT5, Polish BART (plBART), and Polish GPT-2 
(papuGaPT2). The plT5 scores top on all of these tasks except 
summarization, where plBART is best. In general (except 
summarization), the larger the model, the better the results. The 
encoder-decoder architectures prove to be better than the decoder-
only equivalent.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4395--4404},
  abstract  = {The evaluation of Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) 
models during their development is straightforward: because HTR is a 
supervised problem, the usual data split into training, validation, 
and test data sets allows the evaluation of models in terms of 
accuracy or error rates. However, the evaluation process becomes 
tricky as soon as we switch from development to application. A 
compilation of a new (and forcibly smaller) ground truth (GT) from a 
sample of the data that we want to apply the model on and the 
subsequent evaluation of models thereon only provides hints about 
the quality of the recognised text, as do confidence scores (if 
available) the models return. Moreover, if we have several models at 
hand, we face a model selection problem since we want to obtain the 
best possible result during the application phase. This calls for 
GT-free metrics to select the best model, which is why we 
(re-)introduce and compare different metrics, from simple, lexicon-
based to more elaborate ones using standard language models and 
masked language models (MLM). We show that MLM-based evaluation can 
compete with lexicon-based methods, with the advantage that large 
and multilingual transformers are readily available, thus making 
compiling lexical resources for other metrics superfluous.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.467}
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  pages     = {4405--4413},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present a semi-automated workflow 
for live interlingual speech-to-text communication which seeks to 



reduce the shortcomings of existing ASR systems: a human respeaker 
works with a speaker-dependent speech recognition software (e.g., 
Dragon Naturally Speaking) to deliver punctuated same-language 
output of superior quality than obtained using out-of-the-box 
automatic speech recognition of the original speech. This is fed 
into a machine translation engine (the EU’s eTranslation) to produce 
live-caption ready text. We benchmark the quality of the output 
against the output of best-in-class (human) simultaneous 
interpreters working with the same source speeches from plenary 
sessions of the European Parliament. To evaluate the accuracy and 
facilitate the comparison between the two types of output, we use a 
tailored annotation approach based on the NTR model (Romero-Fresco 
and Pöchhacker, 2017). We find that the semi-automated workflow 
combining intralingual respeaking and machine translation is capable 
of generating outputs that are similar in terms of accuracy and 
completeness to the outputs produced in the benchmarking workflow, 
although the small scale of our experiment requires caution in 
interpreting this result.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.468}
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  title     = {Are Embedding Spaces Interpretable? Results of an 
Intrusion Detection Evaluation on a Large French Corpus},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4414--4419},
  abstract  = {Word embedding methods allow to represent words as 
vectors in a space that is structured using word co-occurrences so 
that words with close meanings are close in this space. These 
vectors are then provided as input to automatic systems to solve 
natural language processing problems. Because interpretability is a 
necessary condition to trusting such systems, interpretability of 
embedding spaces, the first link in the chain is an important issue. 
In this paper, we thus evaluate the interpretability of vectors 
extracted with two approaches: SPINE a k-sparse auto-encoder, and 
SINr, a graph-based method. This evaluation is based on a Word 
Intrusion Task with human annotators. It is operated using a large 
French corpus, and is thus, as far as we know, the first large-scale 
experiment regarding word embedding interpretability on this 
language. Furthermore, contrary to the approaches adopted in the 
literature where the evaluation is done on a small sample of 
frequent words, we consider a more realistic use-case where most of 
the vocabulary is kept for the evaluation. This allows to show how 
difficult this task is, even though SPINE and SINr show some 
promising results. In particular, SINr results are obtained with a 
very low amount of computation compared to SPINE, while being 
similarly interpretable.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {448--457},
  abstract  = {Legal texts are often difficult to interpret, and 
people who interpret them need to make choices about the 
interpretation. To improve transparency, the interpretation of a 
legal text can be made explicit by formalising it. However, creating 
formalised representations of legal texts manually is quite labour-
intensive. In this paper, we describe a method to extract structured 
representations in the Flint language (van Doesburg and van Engers, 
2019) from natural language. Automated extraction of knowledge 
representation not only makes the interpretation and modelling 
efforts more efficient, it also contributes to reducing inter-coder 
dependencies. The Flint language offers a formal model that enables 
the interpretation of legal text by describing the norms in these 
texts as acts, facts and duties. To extract the components of a 
Flint representation, we use a rule-based method and a transformer-
based method. In the transformer-based method we fine-tune the last 
layer with annotated legal texts. The results show that the 
transformed-based method (80\% accuracy) outperforms the rule-based 
method (42\% accuracy) on the Dutch Aliens Act. This indicates that 
the transformer-based method is a promising approach of 
automatically extracting Flint frames.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4420--4429},
  abstract  = {In populous countries, pending legal cases have been 
growing exponentially. There is a need for developing techniques for 
processing and organizing legal documents. In this paper, we 
introduce a new corpus for structuring legal documents. In 
particular, we introduce a corpus of legal judgment documents in 



English that are segmented into topical and coherent parts. Each of 
these parts is annotated with a label coming from a list of pre-
defined Rhetorical Roles. We develop baseline models for 
automatically predicting rhetorical roles in a legal document based 
on the annotated corpus. Further, we show the application of 
rhetorical roles to improve performance on the tasks of 
summarization and legal judgment prediction. We release the corpus 
and baseline model code along with the paper.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.470}
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  pages     = {4430--4438},
  abstract  = {We evaluate an annotation schema for labeling logical 
fallacy types, originally developed for a crowd-sourcing annotation 
paradigm, now using an annotation paradigm of two trained linguist 
annotators. We apply the schema to a variety of different genres of 
text relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. Our linguist (as opposed to 
crowd-sourced) annotation of logical fallacies allows us to evaluate 
whether the annotation schema category labels are sufficiently clear 
and non-overlapping for both manual and, later, system assignment. 
We report inter-annotator agreement results over two annotation 
phases as well as a preliminary assessment of the corpus for 
training and testing a machine learning algorithm (Pattern-
Exploiting Training) for fallacy detection and recognition. The 
agreement results and system performance underscore the challenging 
nature of this annotation task and suggest that the annotation 
schema and paradigm must be iteratively evaluated and refined in 
order to arrive at a set of annotation labels that can be reproduced 
by human annotators and, in turn, provide reliable training data for 
automatic detection and recognition systems.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4439--4450},
  abstract  = {Text mining and information extraction for the 
medical domain has focused on scientific text generated by 
researchers. However, their access to individual patient experiences 
or patient-doctor interactions is limited. On social media, doctors, 
patients and their relatives also discuss medical information. 
Individual information provided by laypeople complements the 
knowledge available in scientific text. It reflects the patient's 
journey making the value of this type of data twofold: It offers 
direct access to people's perspectives, and it might cover 
information that is not available elsewhere, including self-
treatment or self-diagnose. Named entity recognition and relation 
extraction are methods to structure information that is available in 
unstructured text. However, existing medical social media corpora 
focused on a comparably small set of entities and relations. In 
contrast, we provide rich annotation layers to model patients' 
experiences in detail. The corpus consists of medical tweets 
annotated with a fine-grained set of medical entities and relations 
between them, namely 14 entity (incl. environmental factors, 
diagnostics, biochemical processes, patients' quality-of-life 
descriptions, pathogens, medical conditions, and treatments) and 20 
relation classes (incl. prevents, influences, interactions, causes). 
The dataset consists of 2,100 tweets with approx. 6,000 entities and 
2,200 relations.},
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  pages     = {4451--4457},
  abstract  = {Understanding event duration is essential for 
understanding natural language. However, the amount of training data 
for tasks like duration question answering, i.e., McTACO, is very 
limited, suggesting a need for external duration information to 
improve this task. The duration information can be obtained from 
existing temporal information extraction tasks, such as UDS-T and 
TimeBank, where more duration data is available. A straightforward 
two-stage fine-tuning approach might be less likely to succeed given 
the discrepancy between the target duration question answering task 
and the intermediary duration classification task. This paper 
resolves this discrepancy by automatically recasting an existing 
event duration classification task from UDS-T to a question 
answering task similar to the target McTACO. We investigate the 
transferability of duration information by comparing whether the 



original UDS-T duration classification or the recast UDS-T duration 
question answering can be transferred to the target task. Our 
proposed model achieves a 13\% Exact Match score improvement over 
the baseline on the McTACO duration question answering task, showing 
that the two-stage fine-tuning approach succeeds when the 
discrepancy between the target and intermediary tasks are 
resolved.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.473}
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  pages     = {4458--4466},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we describe entity linking annotation 
over nested named entities in the recently released Russian NEREL 
dataset for information extraction. The NEREL collection is 
currently the largest Russian dataset annotated with entities and 
relations. It includes 933 news texts with annotation of 29 entity 
types and 49 relation types. The paper describes the main design 
principles behind NEREL's entity linking annotation, provides its 
statistics, and reports evaluation results for several entity 
linking baselines. To date, 38,152 entity mentions in 933 documents 
are linked to Wikidata. The NEREL dataset is publicly available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.474}
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  pages     = {4467--4476},
  abstract  = {Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a foundational NLP 
task that aims to provide class labels like Person, Location, 
Organisation, Time, and Number to words in free text. Named Entities 
can also be multi-word expressions where the additional I-O-B 
annotation information helps label them during the NER annotation 



process. While English and European languages have considerable 
annotated data for the NER task, Indian languages lack on that 
front- both in terms of quantity and following annotation standards. 
This paper releases a significantly sized standard-abiding Hindi NER 
dataset containing 109,146 sentences and 2,220,856 tokens, annotated 
with 11 tags. We discuss the dataset statistics in all their 
essential detail and provide an in-depth analysis of the NER tag-set 
used with our data. The statistics of tag-set in our dataset shows a 
healthy per-tag distribution especially for prominent classes like 
Person, Location and Organisation. Since the proof of resource-
effectiveness is in building models with the resource and testing 
the model on benchmark data and against the leader-board entries in 
shared tasks, we do the same with the aforesaid data. We use 
different language models to perform the sequence labelling task for 
NER and show the efficacy of our data by performing a comparative 
evaluation with models trained on another dataset available for the 
Hindi NER task. Our dataset helps achieve a weighted F1 score of 
88.78 with all the tags and 92.22 when we collapse the tag-set, as 
discussed in the paper. To the best of our knowledge, no available 
dataset meets the standards of volume (amount) and variability 
(diversity), as far as Hindi NER is concerned. We fill this gap 
through this work, which we hope will significantly help NLP for 
Hindi. We release this dataset with our code and models for further 
research at https://github.com/cfiltnlp/HiNER},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.475}
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Øvrelid, Lilja  and  Pilán, Ildikó},
  title     = {Bootstrapping Text Anonymization Models with Distant 
Supervision},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4477--4487},
  abstract  = {We propose a novel method to bootstrap text 
anonymization models based on distant supervision. Instead of 
requiring manually labeled training data, the approach relies on a 
knowledge graph expressing the background information assumed to be 
publicly available about various individuals. This knowledge graph 
is employed to automatically annotate text documents including 
personal data about a subset of those individuals. More precisely, 
the method determines which text spans ought to be masked in order 
to guarantee k-anonymity, assuming an adversary with access to both 
the text documents and the background information expressed in the 
knowledge graph. The resulting collection of labeled documents is 
then used as training data to fine-tune a pre-trained language model 
for text anonymization. We illustrate this approach using a 
knowledge graph extracted from Wikidata and short biographical texts 
from Wikipedia. Evaluation results with a RoBERTa-based model and a 



manually annotated collection of 553 summaries showcase the 
potential of the approach, but also unveil a number of issues that 
may arise if the knowledge graph is noisy or incomplete. The results 
also illustrate that, contrary to most sequence labeling problems, 
the text anonymization task may admit several alternative 
solutions.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.476}
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  title     = {Natural Questions in Icelandic},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4488--4496},
  abstract  = {We present the first extractive question answering 
(QA) dataset for Icelandic, Natural Questions in Icelandic (NQiI). 
Developing such datasets is important for the development and 
evaluation of Icelandic QA systems. It also aids in the development 
of QA methods that need to work for a wide range of morphologically 
and grammatically different languages in a multilingual setting. The 
dataset was created by asking contributors to come up with questions 
they would like to know the answer to. Later, they were tasked with 
finding answers to each others questions following a previously 
published methodology. The questions are Natural in the sense that 
they are real questions posed out of interest in knowing the answer. 
The complete dataset contains 18 thousand labeled entries of which 
5,568 are directly suitable for training an extractive QA system for 
Icelandic. The dataset is a valuable resource for Icelandic which we 
demonstrate by creating and evaluating a system capable of 
extractive QA in Icelandic.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.477}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4497--4503},
  abstract  = {Quality assurance (QA) is an essential though 
underdeveloped part of the data annotation process. Although QA is 
supported to some extent in existing annotation tools, comprehensive 



support for QA is not standardly provided. In this paper we 
contribute QA4IE, a comprehensive QA tool for information 
extraction, which can (1) detect potential problems in text 
annotations in a timely manner, (2) accurately assess the quality of 
annotations, (3) visually display and summarize annotation 
discrepancies among annotation team members, (4) provide a 
comprehensive statistics report, and (5) support viewing of 
annotated documents interactively. This paper offers a competitive 
analysis comparing QA4IE and other popular annotation tools and 
demonstrates its features, usage, and effectiveness through a case 
study. The Python code, documentation, and demonstration video are 
available publicly at https://github.com/CC-RMD-EpiBio/QA4IE.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.478}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4504--4512},
  abstract  = {Recent progress in natural language processing has 
been impressive in many different areas with transformer-based 
approaches setting new benchmarks for a wide range of applications. 
This development has also lowered the barriers for people outside 
the NLP community to tap into the tools and resources applied to a 
variety of domain-specific applications. The bottleneck however 
still remains the lack of annotated gold-standard collections as 
soon as one's research or professional interest falls outside the 
scope of what is readily available. One such area is genocide-
related research (also including the work of experts who have a 
professional interest in accessing, exploring and searching large-
scale document collections on the topic, such as lawyers). We 
present GTC (Genocide Transcript Corpus), the first annotated corpus 
of genocide-related court transcripts which serves three purposes: 
(1) to provide a first reference corpus for the community, (2) to 
establish benchmark performances (using state-of-the-art 
transformer-based approaches) for the new classification task of 
paragraph identification of violence-related witness statements, (3) 
to explore first steps towards transfer learning within the domain. 
We consider our contribution to be addressing in particular this 
year's hot topic on Language Technology for All.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.479}
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Information Retrieval Task Using Wikipedia Search Statistics},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {458--464},
  abstract  = {Spelling correction utilities have become commonplace 
during the writing process, however, many spelling correction 
utilities suffer due to the size and quality of dictionaries 
available to aid correction. Many terms, acronyms, and morphological 
variations of terms are often missing, leaving potential spelling 
errors unidentified and potentially uncorrected. This research 
describes the implementation of WikiSpell, a dynamic spelling 
correction tool that relies on the Wikipedia dataset search API 
functionality as the sole source of knowledge to aid misspelled term 
identification and automatic replacement. Instead of a traditional 
matching process to select candidate replacement terms, the 
replacement process is treated as a natural language information 
retrieval process harnessing wildcard string matching and search 
result statistics. The aims of this research include: 1) the 
implementation of a spelling correction algorithm that utilizes the 
wildcard operators in the Wikipedia dataset search API, 2) a review 
of the current spell correction tools and approaches being utilized, 
and 3) testing and validation of the developed algorithm against the 
benchmark spelling correction tool, Hunspell. The key contribution 
of this research is a robust, dynamic information retrieval-based 
spelling correction algorithm that does not require prior training. 
Results of this research show that the proposed spelling correction 
algorithm, WikiSpell, achieved comparable results to an industry-
standard spelling correction algorithm, Hunspell.},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4513--4522},
  abstract  = {The Relation Extraction (RE) is an important basic 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) for many applications, such as 
search engines, recommender systems, question-answering systems and 
others. There are many studies in this subarea of NLP that continue 
to be explored, such as SemEval campaigns (2010 to 2018), or DDI 
Extraction (2013).For more than ten years, different RE systems 
using mainly statistical models have been proposed as well as the 



frameworks to develop them. This paper focuses on frameworks 
allowing to develop such RE systems using deep learning models. Such 
frameworks should make it possible to reproduce experiments of 
various deep learning models and pre-processing techniques proposed 
in various publications. Currently, there are very few frameworks of 
this type, and we propose a new open and optimizable framework, 
called DeepREF, which is inspired by the OpenNRE and REflex existing 
frameworks. DeepREF allows the employment of various deep learning 
models, to optimize their use, to identify the best inputs and to 
get better results with each data set for RE and compare with other 
experiments, making ablation studies possible. The DeepREF Framework 
is evaluated on several reference corpora from various application 
domains.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.480}
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  title     = {Exploring Data Augmentation Strategies for Hate 
Speech Detection in Roman Urdu},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4523--4531},
  abstract  = {In an era where social media platform users are 
growing rapidly, there has been a marked increase in hateful content 
being generated; to combat this, automatic hate speech detection 
systems are a necessity. For this purpose, researchers have recently 
focused their efforts on developing datasets, however, the vast 
majority of them have been generated for the English language, with 
only a few available for low-resource languages such as Roman Urdu. 
Furthermore, what few are available have small number of samples 
that pertain to hateful classes and these lack variations in topics 
and content. Thus, deep learning models trained on such datasets 
perform poorly when deployed in the real world. To improve 
performance the option of collecting and annotating more data can be 
very costly and time consuming. Thus, data augmentation techniques 
need to be explored to exploit already available datasets to improve 
model generalizability. In this paper, we explore different data 
augmentation techniques for the improvement of hate speech detection 
in Roman Urdu. We evaluate these augmentation techniques on two 
datasets. We are able to improve performance in the primary metric 
of comparison (F1 and Macro F1) as well as in recall, which is 
impertinent for human-in-the-loop AI systems.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.481}
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Human Trait and Behavior Analysis in Low Resource Scenarios},



  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4532--4539},
  abstract  = {Psycholinguistic knowledge resources have been widely 
used in constructing features for text-based human trait and 
behavior analysis. Recently, deep neural network (NN)-based text 
analysis methods have gained dominance due to their high prediction 
performance. However, NN-based methods may not perform well in low 
resource scenarios where the ground truth data is limited (e.g., 
only a few hundred labeled training instances are available). In 
this research, we investigate diverse methods to incorporate 
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC), a widely-used 
psycholinguistic lexicon, in NN models to improve human trait and 
behavior analysis in low resource scenarios. We evaluate the 
proposed methods in two tasks: predicting delay discounting and 
predicting drug use based on social media posts. The results 
demonstrate that our methods perform significantly better than 
baselines that use only LIWC or only NN-based feature learning 
methods. They also performed significantly better than published 
results on the same dataset.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.482}
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Tapas  and  Lee, Seung-Cheol  and  Bhattacharjee, Satadeep  and  
Goyal, Pawan},
  title     = {Using Sentence-level Classification Helps Entity 
Extraction from Material Science Literature},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4540--4545},
  abstract  = {In the last few years, several attempts have been 
made on extracting information from material science research 
domain. Material Science research articles are a rich source of 
information about various entities related to material science such 
as names of the materials used for experiments, the computational 
software used along with its parameters, the method used in the 
experiments, etc. But the distribution of these entities is not 
uniform across different sections of research articles. Most of the 
sentences in the research articles do not contain any entity. In 
this work, we first use a sentence-level classifier to identify 
sentences containing at least one entity mention. Next, we apply the 
information extraction models only on the filtered sentences, to 
extract various entities of interest. Our experiments for named 
entity recognition in the material science research articles show 



that this additional sentence-level classification step helps to 
improve the F1 score by more than 4\%.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.483}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4546--4551},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces a new Turkish Twitter Named 
Entity Recognition dataset. The dataset, which consists of 5000 
tweets from a year-long period, was labeled by multiple annotators 
with a high agreement score. The dataset is also diverse in terms of 
the named entity types as it contains not only person, organization, 
and location but also time, money, product, and tv-show categories. 
Our initial experiments with pretrained language models (like 
BertTurk) over this dataset returned F1 scores of around 80\%. We 
share this dataset publicly.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.484}
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  title     = {A STEP towards Interpretable Multi-Hop 
Reasoning:Bridge Phrase Identification and Query Expansion},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4552--4560},
  abstract  = {We propose an unsupervised method for the 
identification of bridge phrases in multi-hop question answering 
(QA). Our method constructs a graph of noun phrases from the 
question and the available context, and applies the Steiner tree 
algorithm to identify the minimal sub-graph that connects all 
question phrases. Nodes in the sub-graph that bridge loosely-
connected or disjoint subsets of question phrases due to low-
strength semantic relations are extracted as bridge phrases. The 
identified bridge phrases are then used to expand the query based on 
the initial question, helping in increasing the relevance of 
evidence that has little lexical overlap or semantic relation with 
the question. Through an evaluation on HotpotQA, a popular dataset 
for multi-hop QA, we show that our method yields: (a) improved 
evidence retrieval, (b) improved QA performance when using the 
retrieved sentences; and (c) effective and faithful explanations 



when answers are provided.},
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Jérémy  and  Damnati, Géraldine},
  title     = {Question Generation and Answering for exploring 
Digital Humanities collections},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4561--4568},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces the question answering paradigm 
as a way to explore digitized archive collections for Social Science 
studies. In particular, we are interested in evaluating largely 
studied question generation and question answering approaches on a 
new type of documents, as a step forward beyond traditional 
benchmark evaluations. Question generation can be used as a way to 
provide enhanced training material for Machine Reading Question 
Answering algorithms but also has its own purpose in this paradigm, 
where relevant questions can be used as a way to create explainable 
links between documents. To this end, generating large amounts of 
question is not the only motivation, but we need to include 
qualitative and semantic control to the generation process. We 
propose a new approach for question generation, relying on a BART 
Transformer based generative model, for which input data are 
enriched by semantic constraints. Question generation and answering 
are evaluated on several French corpora, and the whole approach is 
validated on a new corpus of digitized archive collection of a 
French Social Science journal.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4569--4576},
  abstract  = {This paper provides an overview of the xDD/LAPPS Grid 
framework and provides results of evaluating the AskMe 
retrievalengine using the BEIR benchmark datasets. Our primary goal 
is to determine a solid baseline of performance to guide 



furtherdevelopment of our retrieval capabilities. Beyond this, we 
aim to dig deeper to determine when and why certain 
approachesperform well (or badly) on both in-domain and out-of-
domain data, an issue that has to date received relatively little 
attention.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4577--4585},
  abstract  = {Electronic Health Records contain a lot of 
information in natural language that is not expressed in the 
structured clinical data. Especially in the case of new diseases 
such as COVID-19, this information is crucial to get a better 
understanding of patient recovery patterns and factors that may play 
a role in it. However, the language in these records is very 
different from standard language and generic natural language 
processing tools cannot easily be applied out-of-the-box. In this 
paper, we present a fine-tuned Dutch language model specifically 
developed for the language in these health records that can 
determine the functional level of patients according to a standard 
coding framework from the World Health Organization. We provide 
evidence that our classification performs at a sufficient level to 
generate patient recovery patterns that can be used in the future to 
analyse factors that contribute to the rehabilitation of COVID-19 
patients and to predict individual patient recovery of 
functioning.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.488}
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  abstract  = {Arabic is a collection of dialectal variants that are 
historically related but significantly different. These differences 
can be seen across regions, countries, and even cities in the same 
countries. Previous work on Arabic Dialect identification has 
focused mainly on specific dialect levels (region, country, 
province, or city) using level-specific resources; and different 
efforts used different schemas and labels. In this paper, we present 
the first effort aiming at defining a standard unified three-level 
hierarchical schema (region-country-city) for dialectal Arabic 
classification. We map 29 different data sets to this unified 
schema, and use the common mapping to facilitate aggregating these 
data sets. We test the value of such aggregation by building 
language models and using them in dialect identification. We make 
our label mapping code and aggregated language models publicly 
available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.489}
}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {465--479},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present CrudeOilNews, a corpus of 
English Crude Oil news for event extraction. It is the first of its 
kind for Commodity News and serves to contribute towards resource 
building for economic and financial text mining. This paper 
describes the data collection process, the annotation methodology, 
and the event typology used in producing the corpus. Firstly, a seed 
set of 175 news articles were manually annotated, of which a subset 
of 25 news was used as the adjudicated reference test set for inter-
annotator and system evaluation. The inter-annotator agreement was 
generally substantial, and annotator performance was adequate, 
indicating that the annotation scheme produces consistent event 
annotations of high quality. Subsequently, the dataset is expanded 
through (1) data augmentation and (2) Human-in-the-loop active 
learning. The resulting corpus has 425 news articles with 
approximately 11k events annotated. As part of the active learning 
process, the corpus was used to train basic event extraction models 
for machine labeling; the resulting models also serve as a 
validation or as a pilot study demonstrating the use of the corpus 
in machine learning purposes. The annotated corpus is made available 
for academic research purpose at https://github.com/meisin/
CrudeOilNews-Corpus},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.49}
}
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  pages     = {4597--4605},
  abstract  = {Large scale, multi-label text datasets with high 
numbers of different classes are expensive to annotate, even more so 
if they deal with domain specific language. In this work, we aim to 
build classifiers on these datasets using Active Learning in order 
to reduce the labeling effort. We outline the challenges when 
dealing with extreme multi-label settings and show the limitations 
of existing Active Learning strategies by focusing on their 
effectiveness as well as efficiency in terms of computational cost. 
In addition, we present five multi-label datasets which were 
compiled from hierarchical classification tasks to serve as 
benchmarks in the context of extreme multi-label classification for 
future experiments. Finally, we provide insight into multi-class, 
multi-label evaluation and present an improved classifier 
architecture on top of pre-trained transformer language models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.490}
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  pages     = {4606--4610},
  abstract  = {We present a resource of German light verb 
constructions extracted from textual labels in graphical business 
process models. Those models depict the activities in processes in 
an organization in a semi-formal way. From a large range of sources, 
we compiled a repository of 2,301 business process models. Their 
textual labels (altogether 52,963 labels) were analyzed. This 
produced a list of 5,246 occurrences of 846 light verb 
constructions. We found that the light verb constructions that occur 
in business process models differ from light verb constructions that 
have been analyzed in other texts. Hence, we conclude that texts in 
graphical business process models represent a specific type of texts 
that is worth to be studied on its own. We think that our work is a 
step towards better automatic analysis of business process models 
because understanding the actual meaning of activity labels is a 



prerequisite for detecting certain types of modelling problems.},
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  pages     = {4611--4619},
  abstract  = {In order for language models to aid physics research, 
they must first encode representations of mathematical and natural 
language discourse which lead to coherent explanations, with correct 
ordering and relevance of statements. We present a collection of 
datasets developed to evaluate the performance of language models in 
this regard, which measure capabilities with respect to sentence 
ordering, position, section prediction, and discourse coherence. 
Analysis of the data reveals the classes of arguments and sub-
disciplines which are most common in physics discourse, as well as 
the sentence-level frequency of equations and expressions. We 
present baselines that demonstrate how contemporary language models 
are challenged by coherence related tasks in physics, even when 
trained on mathematical natural language objectives.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.492}
}
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  title     = {HECTOR: A Hybrid TExt SimplifiCation TOol for Raw 
Texts in French},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4620--4630},
  abstract  = {Reducing the complexity of texts by applying an 
Automatic Text Simplification (ATS) system has been sparking 
interest inthe area of Natural Language Processing (NLP) for several 
years and a number of methods and evaluation campaigns haveemerged 
targeting lexical and syntactic transformations. In recent years, 
several studies exploit deep learning techniques basedon very large 
comparable corpora. Yet the lack of large amounts of corpora 
(original-simplified) for French has been hinderingthe development 
of an ATS tool for this language. In this paper, we present our 



system, which is based on a combination ofmethods relying on word 
embeddings for lexical simplification and rule-based strategies for 
syntax and discourse adaptations. We present an evaluation of the 
lexical, syntactic and discourse-level simplifications according to 
automatic and humanevaluations. We discuss the performances of our 
system at the lexical, syntactic, and discourse levels},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.493}
}
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  author    = {Henrichsen, Peter Juel  and  Fuglsang Engmose, 
Stine},
  title     = {AiRO - an Interactive Learning Tool for Children at 
Risk of Dyslexia},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4631--4636},
  abstract  = {This paper presents the AiRO learning tool, which is 
designed for use in classrooms and homes by children at risk of 
developing dyslexia. The tool is based on the client-server 
architecture with a graphical and auditive front end (providing the 
interaction with the learner) and all NLP-related components located 
at the back end (analysing the pupil's input, deciding on the 
system's response, preparing speech synthesis and other feedback, 
logging the pupil's performance etc). AiRO software consists of 
independent modules for easy maintenance, e.g., upgrading the 
didactics or preparing AiROs for other languages. This paper also 
reports on our first tests 'in vivo' (November 2021) with 49 pupils 
(aged 6). The subjects completed 16 AiRO sessions over a four-week 
period. The subjects were pre- and post-tested on spelling and 
reading. The experimental group significantly out-performed the 
control group, suggesting that a new IT-supported teaching strategy 
may be within reach. A collection of AiRO resources (language 
materials, software, synthetic voice) are available as open source. 
At LREC, we shall present a demo of the AiRO learning tool.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.494}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4637--4643},
  abstract  = {The biggest challenges we face in developing LR and 



LT for Faroese is the lack of existing resources. A few resources 
already exist for Faroese, but many of them are either of 
insufficient size and quality or are not easily accessible. 
Therefore, the Faroese ASR project, Ravnur, set out to make a BLARK 
for Faroese. The BLARK is still in the making, but many of its 
resources have already been produced or collected. The LR status is 
framed by mentioning existing LR of relevant size and quality. The 
specific components of the BLARK are presented as well as the 
working principles behind the BLARK. The BLARK will be a pillar in 
Faroese LR, being relatively substantial in both size, quality, and 
diversity. It will be open-source, inviting other small languages to 
use it as an inspiration to create their own BLARK. We comment on 
the faulty yet sprouting LT situation in the Faroe Islands. The LR 
and LT challenges are not solved with just a BLARK. Some initiatives 
are therefore proposed to better the prospects of Faroese LT. The 
open-source principle of the project should facilitate further 
development.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.495}
}
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Ingason, Anton  and  Þorsteinsson, Vilhjálmur},
  title     = {Developing a Spell and Grammar Checker for Icelandic 
using an Error Corpus},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4644--4653},
  abstract  = {A lack of datasets for spelling and grammatical error 
correction in Icelandic, along with language-specific issues, has 
caused a dearth of spell and grammar checking systems for the 
language. We present the first open-source spell and grammar 
checking tool for Icelandic, using an error corpus at all stages. 
This error corpus was in part created to aid in the development of 
the tool. The system is built with a rule-based tool stack 
comprising a tokenizer, a morphological tagger, and a parser. For 
token-level error annotation, tokenization rules, word lists, and a 
trigram model are used in error detection and correction. For 
sentence-level error annotation, we use specific error grammar rules 
in the parser as well as regex-like patterns to search syntax trees. 
The error corpus gives valuable insight into the errors typically 
made when Icelandic text is written, and guided each development 
phase in a test-driven manner. We assess the system’s performance 
with both automatic and human evaluation, using the test set in the 
error corpus as a reference in the automatic evaluation. The data in 
the error corpus development set proved useful in various ways for 
error detection and correction.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.496}
}
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Charis  and  Perkoff, Margaret  and  Martin, James H.  and  Sumner, 
Tamara},
  title     = {The TalkMoves Dataset: K-12 Mathematics Lesson 
Transcripts Annotated for Teacher and Student Discursive Moves},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4654--4662},
  abstract  = {Transcripts of teaching episodes can be effective 
tools to understand discourse patterns in classroom instruction. 
According to most educational experts, sustained classroom discourse 
is a critical component of equitable, engaging, and rich learning 
environments for students. This paper describes the TalkMoves 
dataset, composed of 567 human-annotated K-12 mathematics lesson 
transcripts (including entire lessons or portions of lessons) 
derived from video recordings. The set of transcripts primarily 
includes in-person lessons with whole-class discussions and/or small 
group work, as well as some online lessons. All of the transcripts 
are human-transcribed, segmented by the speaker (teacher or 
student), and annotated at the sentence level for ten discursive 
moves based on accountable talk theory. In addition, the transcripts 
include utterance-level information in the form of dialogue act 
labels based on the Switchboard Dialog Act Corpus. The dataset can 
be used by educators, policymakers, and researchers to understand 
the nature of teacher and student discourse in K-12 math classrooms. 
Portions of this dataset have been used to develop the TalkMoves 
application, which provides teachers with automated, immediate, and 
actionable feedback about their mathematics instruction.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.497}
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Tokunaga, Takenobu  and  Sawaki, Yasuyo  and  Ishizuka, Mika},
  title     = {Automating Idea Unit Segmentation and Alignment for 
Assessing Reading Comprehension via Summary Protocol Analysis},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4663--4673},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we approach summary evaluation from an 
applied linguistics (AL) point of view. We provide computational 
tools to AL researchers to simplify the process of Idea Unit (IU) 
segmentation. The IU is a segmentation unit that can identify chunks 
of information. These chunks can be compared across documents to 
measure the content overlap between a summary and its source text. 



We propose a full revision of the annotation guidelines to allow 
machine implementation. The new guideline also improves the inter-
annotator agreement, rising from 0.547 to 0.785 (Cohen's Kappa). We 
release L2WS 2021, a IU gold standard corpus composed of 40 manually 
annotated student summaries. We propose IUExtract; i.e. the first 
automatic segmentation algorithm based on the IU. The algorithm was 
tested over the L2WS 2021 corpus. Our results are promising, 
achieving a precision of 0.789 and a recall of 0.844. We tested an 
existing approach to IU alignment via word embeddings with the state 
of the art model SBERT. The recorded precision for the top 1 aligned 
pair of IUs was 0.375. We deemed this result insufficient for 
effective automatic alignment. We propose "SAT", an online tool to 
facilitate the collection of alignment gold standards for future 
training.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.498}
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Sultana  and  Naito, Shoichi  and  Inui, Kentaro},
  title     = {IRAC: A Domain-Specific Annotated Corpus of Implicit 
Reasoning in Arguments},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4674--4683},
  abstract  = {The task of implicit reasoning generation aims to 
help machines understand arguments by inferring plausible reasonings 
(usually implicit) between argumentative texts. While this task is 
easy for humans, machines still struggle to make such inferences and 
deduce the underlying reasoning. To solve this problem, we 
hypothesize that as human reasoning is guided by innate collection 
of domain-specific knowledge, it might be beneficial to create such 
a domain-specific corpus for machines. As a starting point, we 
create the first domain-specific resource of implicit reasonings 
annotated for a wide range of arguments, which can be leveraged to 
empower machines with better implicit reasoning generation ability. 
We carefully design an annotation framework to collect them on a 
large scale through crowdsourcing and show the feasibility of 
creating a such a corpus at a reasonable cost and high-quality. Our 
experiments indicate that models trained with domain-specific 
implicit reasonings significantly outperform domain-general models 
in both automatic and human evaluations. To facilitate further 
research towards implicit reasoning generation in arguments, we 
present an in-depth analysis of our corpus and crowdsourcing 
methodology, and release our materials (i.e., crowdsourcing 
guidelines and domain-specific resource of implicit reasonings).},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.499}
}
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  author    = {Remijnse, Levi  and  Vossen, Piek  and  Fokkens, 
Antske  and  Titarsolej, Sam},
  title     = {Introducing Frege to Fillmore: A FrameNet Dataset 
that Captures both Sense and Reference},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {39--50},
  abstract  = {This article presents the first output of the Dutch 
FrameNet annotation tool, which facilitates both referential- and 
frame annotations of language-independent corpora. On the 
referential level, the tool links in-text mentions to structured 
data, grounding the text in the real world. On the frame level, 
those same mentions are annotated with respect to their semantic 
sense. This way of annotating not only generates a rich linguistic 
dataset that is grounded in real-world event instances, but also 
guides the annotators in frame identification, resulting in high 
inter-annotator-agreement and consistent annotations across 
documents and at discourse level, exceeding traditional sentence 
level annotations of frame elements. Moreover, the annotation tool 
features a dynamic lexical lookup that increases the development of 
a cross-domain FrameNet lexicon.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.5}
}
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  author    = {Dehio, Niklas  and  Ostendorff, Malte  and  Rehm, 
Georg},
  title     = {Claim Extraction and Law Matching for COVID-19-
related Legislation},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {480--490},
  abstract  = {To cope with the COVID-19 pandemic, many 
jurisdictions have introduced new or altered existing legislation. 
Even though these new rules are often communicated to the public in 
news articles, it remains challenging for laypersons to learn about 
what is currently allowed or forbidden since news articles typically 
do not reference underlying laws. We investigate an automated 
approach to extract legal claims from news articles and to match the 
claims with their corresponding applicable laws. We examine the 
feasibility of the two tasks concerning claims about COVID-19-
related laws from Berlin, Germany. For both tasks, we create and 
make publicly available the data sets and report the results of 
initial experiments. We obtain promising results with Transformer-
based models that achieve 46.7 F1 for claim extraction and 91.4 F1 
for law matching, albeit with some conceptual limitations. 



Furthermore, we discuss challenges of current machine learning 
approaches for legal language processing and their ability for 
complex legal reasoning tasks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.50}
}
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Gernot  and  Schuppler, Barbara},
  title     = {Conversational Speech Recognition Needs Data? 
Experiments with Austrian German},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4684--4691},
  abstract  = {Conversational speech represents one of the most 
complex of automatic speech recognition (ASR) tasks owing to the 
high inter-speaker variation in both pronunciation and 
conversational dynamics. Such complexity is particularly sensitive 
to low-resourced (LR) scenarios. Recent developments in self-
supervision have allowed such scenarios to take advantage of large 
amounts of otherwise unrelated data. In this study, we characterise 
an (LR) Austrian German conversational task. We begin with a non-
pre-trained baseline and show that fine-tuning of a model pre-
trained using self-supervision leads to improvements consistent with 
those in the literature; this extends to cases where a lexicon and 
language model are included. We also show that the advantage of pre-
training indeed arises from the larger database rather than the 
self-supervision. Further, by use of a leave-one-conversation out 
technique, we demonstrate that robustness problems remain with 
respect to inter-speaker and inter-conversation variation. This 
serves to guide where future research might best be focused in light 
of the current state-of-the-art.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.500}
}
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Nazarenko, Adeline},
  title     = {A Benchmark Corpus for the Detection of Automatically 
Generated Text in Academic Publications},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4692--4700},
  abstract  = {Automatic text generation based on neural language 
models has achieved performance levels that make the generated text 
almost indistinguishable from those written by humans. Despite the 



value that text generation can have in various applications, it can 
also be employed for malicious tasks. The diffusion of such 
practices represent a threat to the quality of academic publishing. 
To address these problems, we propose in this paper two datasets 
comprised of artificially generated research content: a completely 
synthetic dataset and a partial text substitution dataset. In the 
first case, the content is completely generated by the GPT-2 model 
after a short prompt extracted from original papers. The partial or 
hybrid dataset is created by replacing several sentences of 
abstracts with sentences that are generated by the Arxiv-NLP model. 
We evaluate the quality of the datasets comparing the generated 
texts to aligned original texts using fluency metrics such as BLEU 
and ROUGE. The more natural the artificial texts seem, the more 
difficult they are to detect and the better is the benchmark. We 
also evaluate the difficulty of the task of distinguishing original 
from generated text by using state-of-the-art classification 
models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.501}
}
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  author    = {Lauriola, Ivano  and  Small, Kevin  and  Moschitti, 
Alessandro},
  title     = {Building a Dataset for Automatically Learning to 
Detect Questions Requiring Clarification},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4701--4707},
  abstract  = {Question Answering (QA) systems aim to return correct 
and concise answers in response to user questions. QA research 
generally assumes all questions are intelligible and unambiguous, 
which is unrealistic in practice as questions frequently encountered 
by virtual assistants are ambiguous or noisy. In this work, we 
propose to make QA systems more robust via the following two-step 
process: (1) classify if the input question is intelligible and (2) 
for such questions with contextual ambiguity, return a clarification 
question. We describe a new open-domain clarification corpus 
containing user questions sampled from Quora, which is useful for 
building machine learning approaches to solving these tasks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.502}
}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4708--4716},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces the Austrian German sentiment 
dictionary ALPIN to account for the lack of resources for 
dictionary-based sentiment analysis in this specific variety of 
German, which is characterized by lexical idiosyncrasies that also 
affect word sentiment. The proposed language resource is based on 
Austrian news media in the field of politics, an austriacism list 
based on different resources and a posting data set based on a 
popular Austrian news media. Different resources are used to 
increase the diversity of the resulting language resource. Extensive 
crowd-sourcing is performed followed by evaluation and automatic 
conversion into sentiment scores. We show that crowd-sourcing 
enables the creation of a sentiment dictionary for the Austrian 
German domain. Additionally, the different parts of the sentiment 
dictionary are evaluated to show their impact on the resulting 
resource. Furthermore, the proposed dictionary is utilized in a web 
application and available for future research and free to use for 
anyone.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.503}
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André  and  Ananiadou, Sophia},
  title     = {Text Classification and Prediction in the Legal 
Domain},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4717--4722},
  abstract  = {We present a case study on the application of text 
classification and legal judgment prediction for flight 
compensation. We combine transformer-based classification models to 
classify responses from airlines and incorporate text data with 
other data types to predict a legal claim being successful. Our 
experimental evaluations show that our models achieve consistent and 
significant improvements over baselines and even outperformed human 
prediction when predicting a claim being successful. These models 
were integrated into an existing claim management system, providing 
substantial productivity gains for handling the case lifecycle, 
currently supporting several thousands of monthly processes.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.504}
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  title     = {I still have Time(s): Extending HeidelTime for German 
Texts},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4723--4728},
  abstract  = {HeidelTime is one of the most widespread and 
successful tools for detecting temporal expressions in texts. Since 
HeidelTime’s pattern matching system is based on regular expression, 
it can be extended in a convenient way. We present such an extension 
for the German resources of HeidelTime: HeidelTimeExt. The extension 
has been brought about by means of observing false negatives within 
real world texts and various time banks. The gain in coverage is 2.7 
\% or 8.5 \%, depending on the admitted degree of potential 
overgeneralization. We describe the development of HeidelTimeExt, 
its evaluation on text samples from various genres, and share some 
linguistic observations. HeidelTimeExt can be obtained from https://
github.com/texttechnologylab/heideltime.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.505}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4729--4738},
  abstract  = {The aim of this study was to compare the 
morphological complexity in a corpus representing the language 
production of younger and older children across different languages. 
The language samples were taken from the Frog Story subcorpus of the 
CHILDES corpora, which comprises oral narratives collected by 
various researchers between 1990 and 2005. We extracted narratives 
by typically developing, monolingual, middle-class children. 
Additionally, samples of Lithuanian language, collected according to 
the same principles, were added. The corpus comprises 249 narratives 
evenly distributed across eight languages: Croatian, English, 
French, German, Italian, Lithuanian, Russian and Spanish. Two 
subcorpora were formed for each language: a younger children corpus 
and an older children corpus. Four measures of morphological 
complexity were calculated for each subcorpus: Bane, Kolmogorov, 
Word entropy and Relative entropy of word structure. The results 
showed that younger children corpora had lower morphological 



complexity than older children corpora for all four measures for 
Spanish and Russian. Reversed results were obtained for English and 
French, and the results for the remaining four languages showed 
variation. Relative entropy of word structure proved to be 
indicative of age differences. Word entropy and relative entropy of 
word structure show potential to demonstrate typological 
differences.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.506}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4739--4746},
  abstract  = {Field Specific Expert Scientific Writing in English 
as a Lingua Franca is essential for the effective research 
networking and dissemination worldwide. Extracting the linguistic 
profile of the research articles written in L2 English can help 
young researchers and expert scholars in various disciplines adapt 
to the scientific writing norms of their communities of practice. In 
this exploratory study, we present and test an automated linguistic 
assessment model that includes features relevant for the cross-
disciplinary second language framework: Text Complexity Analysis 
features, such as Syntactic and Lexical Complexity, and Field 
Specific Academic Word Lists. We analyse how these features vary 
across four disciplinary fields (Economics, IT, Linguistics and 
Political Science) in a corpus of L2-English Expert Scientific 
Writing, part of the EXPRES corpus (Corpus of Expert Writing in 
Romanian and English). The variation in field specific writing is 
also analysed in groups of linguistic features extracted from the 
higher visibility (Hv) versus lower visibility (Lv) journals. After 
applying lexical sophistication, lexical variation and syntactic 
complexity formulae, significant differences between disciplines 
were identified, mainly that research articles from Lv journals have 
higher lexical complexity, but lower syntactic complexity than 
articles from Hv journals; while academic vocabulary proved to have 
discipline specific variation.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.507}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4747--4753},
  abstract  = {A law practitioner has to go through numerous lengthy 
legal case proceedings for their practices of various categories, 
such as land dispute, corruption, etc. Hence, it is important to 
summarize these documents, and ensure that summaries contain phrases 
with intent matching the category of the case. To the best of our 
knowledge, there is no evaluation metric that evaluates a summary 
based on its intent. We propose an automated intent-based 
summarization metric, which shows a better agreement with human 
evaluation as compared to other automated metrics like BLEU, ROUGE-L 
etc. in terms of human satisfaction. We also curate a dataset by 
annotating intent phrases in legal documents, and show a proof of 
concept as to how this system can be automated.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.508}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4754--4766},
  abstract  = {Detecting divergences in the applications of the law 
(where the same legal text is applied differently by two rulings) is 
an important task. It is the mission of the French Cour de 
Cassation. The first step in the detection of divergences is to 
detect similar cases, which is currently done manually by experts. 
They rely on summarised versions of the rulings (syntheses and 
keyword sequences), which are currently produced manually and are 
not available for all rulings. There is also a high degree of 
variability in the keyword choices and the level of granularity 
used. In this article, we therefore aim to provide automatic tools 
to facilitate the search for similar rulings. We do this by (i) 
providing automatic keyword sequence generation models, which can be 
used to improve the coverage of the analysis, and (ii) providing 
measures of similarity based on the available texts and augmented 
with predicted keyword sequences. Our experiments show that the 
predictions improve correlations of automatically obtained 
similarities against our specially colelcted human judgments of 
similarity.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.509}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {491--500},
  abstract  = {Argumentation mining is a growing area of research 
and has several interesting practical applications of mining legal 
arguments. Support and Attack relations are the backbone of any 
legal argument. However, there is no publicly available dataset of 
these relations in the context of legal arguments expressed in court 
judgements. In this paper, we focus on automatically constructing 
such a dataset of Support and Attack relations between sentences in 
a court judgment with reasonable accuracy. We propose three sets of 
rules based on linguistic knowledge and distant supervision to 
identify such relations from Indian Supreme Court judgments. The 
first rule set is based on multiple discourse connectors, the second 
rule set is based on common semantic structures between 
argumentative sentences in a close neighbourhood, and the third rule 
set uses the information about the source of the argument. We also 
explore a BERT-based sentence pair classification model which is 
trained on this dataset. We release the dataset of 20506 sentence 
pairs - 10746 Support (precision 77.3\%) and 9760 Attack (precision 
65.8\%). We believe that this dataset and the ideas explored in 
designing the linguistic rules and will boost the argumentation 
mining research for legal arguments.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4767--4773},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a new handwritten dataset, 
Cyrillic-MNIST, a Cyrillic version of the MNIST dataset, comprising 
of 121,234 samples of 42 Cyrillic letters. The performance of 
Cyrillic-MNIST is evaluated using standard deep learning approaches 
and is compared to the Extended MNIST (EMNIST) dataset. The dataset 



is available at https://github.com/bolattleubayev/cmnist},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4774--4788},
  abstract  = {The BERT family of neural language models have become 
highly popular due to their ability to provide sequences of text 
with rich context-sensitive token encodings which are able to 
generalise well to many NLP tasks. We introduce gaBERT, a 
monolingual BERT model for the Irish language. We compare our gaBERT 
model to multilingual BERT and the monolingual Irish WikiBERT, and 
we show that gaBERT provides better representations for a downstream 
parsing task. We also show how different filtering criteria, 
vocabulary size and the choice of subword tokenisation model affect 
downstream performance. We compare the results of fine-tuning a 
gaBERT model with an mBERT model for the task of identifying verbal 
multiword expressions, and show that the fine-tuned gaBERT model 
also performs better at this task. We release gaBERT and related 
code to the community.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4789--4798},
  abstract  = {We present a lemmatizer/PoS tagger/dependency parser 
for West Frisian using a corpus of 44,714 words in 3,126 sentences 
that were annotated according to the guidelines of Universal 
Dependencies version 2. PoS tags were assigned to words by using a 
Dutch PoS tagger that was applied to a Dutch word-by-word 
translation, or to sentences of a Dutch parallel text. Best results 
were obtained when using word-by-word translations that were created 
by using the previous version of the Frisian translation program 



Oersetter. Morphologic and syntactic annotations were generated on 
the basis of a Dutch word-by-word translation as well. The 
performance of the lemmatizer/tagger/annotator when it was trained 
using default parameters was compared to the performance that was 
obtained when using the parameter values that were used for training 
the LassySmall UD 2.5 corpus. We study the effects of different 
hyperparameter settings on the accuracy of the annotation pipeline. 
The Frisian lemmatizer/PoS tagger/dependency parser is released as a 
web app and as a web service.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.512}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4799--4807},
  abstract  = {We present a dataset consisting of German offensive 
and non-offensive tweets, annotated for speech acts. These 600 
tweets are a subset of the dataset by Struß et al. (2019) and 
comprises three levels of annotation, i.e., six coarse-grained 
speech acts, 23 fine-grained speech acts and 14 different sentence 
types. Furthermore, we provide an evaluation in both qualitative and 
quantitative terms. The dataset is made publicly available under a 
CC-BY-4.0 license.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.513}
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  pages     = {4808--4816},
  abstract  = {We present two comparable diachronic corpora of 
scientific English and German from the Late Modern Period (17th c.–
19th c.) annotated with Universal Dependencies. We describe several 
steps of data pre-processing and evaluate the resulting parsing 
accuracy showing how our pre-processing steps significantly improve 
output quality. As a sanity check for the representativity of our 
data, we conduct a case study comparing previously gained insights 



on grammatical change in the scientific genre with our data. Our 
results reflect the often reported trend of English scientific 
discourse towards heavy noun phrases and a simplification of the 
sentence structure (Halliday, 1988; Halliday and Martin, 1993; Biber 
and Gray, 2011; Biber and Gray, 2016). We also show that this trend 
applies to German scientific discourse as well. The presented 
corpora are valuable resources suitable for the contrastive analysis 
of syntactic diachronic change in the scientific genre between 1650 
and 1900. The presented pre-processing procedures and their 
evaluations are applicable to other languages and can be useful for 
a variety of Natural Language Processing tasks such as syntactic 
parsing.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.514}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4817--4826},
  abstract  = {This paper reports on the creation and development of 
the Tembusu Learner Treebank — an open treebank created from the NTU 
Corpus of Learner English, unique for incorporating mal-rules in the 
annotation of ungrammatical sentences. It describes the motivation 
and development of the treebank, as well as its exploitation to 
build a new parse-ranking model for the English Resource Grammar, 
designed to help improve the parse selection of ungrammatical 
sentences and diagnose these sentences through mal-rules. The corpus 
contains 25,000 sentences, of which 4,900 are treebanked. The paper 
concludes with an evaluation experiment that shows the usefulness of 
this new treebank in the tasks of grammatical error detection and 
diagnosis.},
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  abstract  = {This paper presents the NDC Treebank of spoken 



Norwegian dialects in the Bokmål variety of Norwegian. It consists 
of dialect recordings made between 2006 and 2012 which have been 
digitised, segmented, transcribed and subsequently annotated with 
morphological and syntactic analysis. The nature of the spoken data 
gives rise to various challenges both in segmentation and 
annotation. We follow earlier efforts for Norwegian, in particular 
the LIA Treebank of spoken dialects transcribed in the Nynorsk 
variety of Norwegian, in the annotation principles to ensure 
interusability of the resources. We have developed a spoken language 
parser on the basis of the annotated material and report on its 
accuracy both on a test set across the dialects and by holding out 
single dialects.},
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  abstract  = {This paper describes the first release of RRGparbank, 
a multilingual parallel treebank for Role and Reference Grammar 
(RRG) containing annotations of George Orwell’s novel 1984 and its 
translations. The release comprises the entire novel for English and 
a constructionally diverse and highly parallel sample (“seed”) for 
German, French and Russian. The paper gives an overview of 
annotation decisions that have been taken and describes the adopted 
treebanking methodology. Finally, as a possible application, a 
multilingual parser is trained on the treebank data. RRGparbank is 
one of the first resources to apply RRG to large amounts of real-
world data. Furthermore, it enables comparative and typological 
corpus studies in RRG. And, finally, it creates new possibilities of 
data-driven NLP applications based on RRG.},
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  pages     = {4842--4850},
  abstract  = {The OntoLex vocabulary has become a widely used 
community standard for machine-readable lexical resources on the 
web. The primary motivation to use OntoLex in favor of tool- or 
application-specific formalisms is to facilitate interoperability 
and information integration across different resources. One of its 
extension that is currently being developed is a module for 
representing morphology, OntoLex-Morph. In this paper, we show how 
OntoLex-Morph can be used for the encoding and integration of 
different types of morphological resources on a unified basis. With 
German as the example, we demonstrate it for (a) a full-form 
dictionary with inflection information (Unimorph), (b) a dictionary 
of base forms and their derivations (UDer), (c) a dictionary of 
compounds (from GermaNet), and (d) lexicon and inflection rules of a 
finite-state parser/generator (SMOR/Morphisto). These data are 
converted to OntoLex-Morph, their linguistic information is 
consolidated and corresponding lexical entries are linked with each 
other.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.518}
}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4851--4858},
  abstract  = {Grounding the meaning of each symbol in math formulae 
is important for automated understanding of scientific documents. 
Generally speaking, the meanings of math symbols are not necessarily 
constant, and the same symbol is used in multiple meanings. 
Therefore, coreference relations between symbols need to be 
identified for grounding, and the task has aspects of both 
description alignment and coreference analysis. In this study, we 
annotated 15 papers selected from arXiv.org with the grounding 
information. In total, 12,352 occurrences of math identifiers in 
these papers were annotated, and all coreference relations between 
them were made explicit in each paper. The constructed dataset shows 
that regardless of the ambiguity of symbols in math formulae, 
coreference relations can be labeled with a high inter-annotator 
agreement. The constructed dataset enables us to achieve automation 
of formula grounding, and in turn, make deeper use of the knowledge 
in scientific documents using techniques such as math information 
extraction. The built grounding dataset is available at https://
sigmathling.kwarc.info/resources/grounding- dataset/.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.519}
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  abstract  = {In this paper we present KIND, an Italian dataset for 
Named-entity recognition. It contains more than one million tokens 
with annotation covering three classes: person, location, and 
organization. The dataset (around 600K tokens) mostly contains 
manual gold annotations in three different domains (news, 
literature, and political discourses) and a semi-automatically 
annotated part. The multi-domain feature is the main strength of the 
present work, offering a resource which covers different styles and 
language uses, as well as the largest Italian NER dataset with 
manual gold annotations. It represents an important resource for the 
training of NER systems in Italian. Texts and annotations are freely 
downloadable from the Github repository.},
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  pages     = {4859--4872},
  abstract  = {Recent advances in standardization for annotated 
language resources have led to successful large scale efforts, such 
as the Universal Dependencies (UD) project for multilingual 
syntactically annotated data. By comparison, the important task of 
coreference resolution, which clusters multiple mentions of entities 
in a text, has yet to be standardized in terms of data formats or 
annotation guidelines. In this paper we present CorefUD, a 
multilingual collection of corpora and a standardized format for 
coreference resolution, compatible with morphosyntactic annotations 
in the UD framework and including facilities for related tasks such 
as named entity recognition, which forms a first step in the 
direction of convergence for coreference resolution across 
languages.},
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  pages     = {4873--4883},
  abstract  = {The aim of the Universal Anaphora initiative is to 
push forward the state of the art in anaphora and anaphora 
resolution by expanding the aspects of anaphoric interpretation 
which are or can be reliably annotated in anaphoric corpora, 
producing unified standards to annotate and encode these 
annotations, deliver datasets encoded according to these standards, 
and developing methods for evaluating models carrying out this type 
of interpretation. Such expansion of the scope of anaphora 
resolution requires a comparable expansion of the scope of the 
scorers used to evaluate this work. In this paper, we introduce an 
extended version of the Reference Coreference Scorer (Pradhan et 
al., 2014) that can be used to evaluate the extended range of 
anaphoric interpretation included in the current Universal Anaphora 
proposal. The UA scorer supports the evaluation of identity anaphora 
resolution and of bridging reference resolution, for which scorers 
already existed but not integrated in a single package. It also 
supports the evaluation of split antecedent anaphora and discourse 
deixis, for which no tools existed. The proposed approach to the 
evaluation of split antecedent anaphora is entirely novel; the 
proposed approach to the evaluation of discourse deixis leverages 
the encoding of discourse deixis proposed in Universal Anaphora to 
enable the use for discourse deixis of the same metrics already used 
for identity anaphora. The scorer was tested in the recent CODI-CRAC 
2021 Shared Task on Anaphora Resolution in Dialogues.},
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  abstract  = {Established cross-document coreference resolution 
(CDCR) datasets contain event-centric coreference chains of events 
and entities with identity relations. These datasets establish 
strict definitions of the coreference relations across related tests 
but typically ignore anaphora with more vague context-dependent 
loose coreference relations. In this paper, we qualitatively and 
quantitatively compare the annotation schemes of ECB+, a CDCR 
dataset with identity coreference relations, and NewsWCL50, a CDCR 
dataset with a mix of loose context-dependent and strict coreference 
relations. We propose a phrasing diversity metric (PD) that 
encounters for the diversity of full phrases unlike the previously 
proposed metrics and allows to evaluate lexical diversity of the 
CDCR datasets in a higher precision. The analysis shows that 
coreference chains of NewsWCL50 are more lexically diverse than 
those of ECB+ but annotating of NewsWCL50 leads to the lower inter-
coder reliability. We discuss the different tasks that both CDCR 
datasets create for the CDCR models, i.e., lexical disambiguation 
and lexical diversity. Finally, to ensure generalizability of the 
CDCR models, we propose a direction for CDCR evaluation that 
combines CDCR datasets with multiple annotation schemes that focus 
of various properties of the coreference chains.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.522}
}
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  abstract  = {The proliferation of fake news, i.e., news 
intentionally spread for misinformation, poses a threat to 
individuals and society. Despite various fact-checking websites such 
as PolitiFact, robust detection techniques are required to deal with 
the increase in fake news. Several deep learning models show 
promising results for fake news classification, however, their 
black-box nature makes it difficult to explain their classification 
decisions and quality-assure the models. We here address this 
problem by proposing a novel interpretable fake news detection 
framework based on the recently introduced Tsetlin Machine (TM). In 
brief, we utilize the conjunctive clauses of the TM to capture 
lexical and semantic properties of both true and fake news text. 
Further, we use clause ensembles to calculate the credibility of 
fake news. For evaluation, we conduct experiments on two publicly 
available datasets, PolitiFact and GossipCop, and demonstrate that 
the TM framework significantly outperforms previously published 
baselines by at least 5\% in terms of accuracy, with the added 
benefit of an interpretable logic-based representation. In addition, 



our approach provides a higher F1-score than BERT and XLNet, 
however, we obtain slightly lower accuracy. We finally present a 
case study on our model's explainability, demonstrating how it 
decomposes into meaningful words and their negations.},
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  abstract  = {The introduction of word embedding models has 
remarkably changed many Natural Language Processing tasks. Word 
embeddings can automatically capture the semantics of words and 
other hidden features. Nonetheless, the Arabic language is highly 
complex, which results in the loss of important information. This 
paper uses Madamira, an external knowledge source, to generate 
additional word features. We evaluate the utility of adding these 
features to conventional word and character embeddings to perform 
the Named Entity Recognition (NER) task on Modern Standard Arabic 
(MSA). Our NER model is implemented using Bidirectional Long Short 
Term Memory and Conditional Random Fields (BiLSTM-CRF). We add 
morphological and syntactical features to different word embeddings 
to train the model. The added features improve the performance by 
different values depending on the used embedding model. The best 
performance is achieved by using Bert embeddings. Moreover, our best 
model outperforms the previous systems to the best of our 
knowledge.},
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  pages     = {4913--4922},
  abstract  = {Search-Oriented Conversational AI (SCAI) is an 
established venue that regularly puts a spotlight upon the recent 
work advancing the field of conversational search. SCAI’21 was 



organised as an independent online event and featured a shared task 
on conversational question answering, on which this paper reports. 
The shared task featured three subtasks that correspond to three 
steps in conversational question answering: question rewriting, 
passage retrieval, and answer generation. This report discusses each 
subtask, but emphasizes the answer generation subtask as it 
attracted the most attention from the participants and we identified 
evaluation of answer correctness in the conversational settings as a 
major challenge and acurrent research gap. Alongside the automatic 
evaluation, we conducted two crowdsourcing experiments to collect 
annotations for answer plausibility and faithfulness. As a result of 
this shared task, the original conversational QA dataset used for 
evaluation was further extended with alternative correct answers 
produced by the participant systems.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.525}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4923--4932},
  abstract  = {Semantic Storytelling describes the goal to 
automatically and semi-automatically generate stories based on 
extracted, processed, classified and annotated information from 
large content resources. Essential is the automated processing of 
text segments extracted from different content resources by 
identifying the relevance of a text segment to a topic and its 
semantic relation to other text segments. In this paper we present 
an approach to create an automatic classifier for semantic relations 
between extracted text segments from different news articles. We 
devise custom annotation guidelines based on various discourse 
structure theories and annotate a dataset of 2,501 sentence pairs 
extracted from 2,638 Wikinews articles. For the annotation, we 
developed a dedicated annotation tool. Based on the constructed 
dataset, we perform initial experiments with Transformer language 
models that are trained for the automatic classification of semantic 
relations. Our results with promising high accuracy scores suggest 
the validity and applicability of our approach for future Semantic 
Storytelling solutions.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4933--4943},
  abstract  = {The scarcity of parallel data is a major limitation 
for Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems, in particular for 
translation into morphologically rich languages (MRLs). An important 
way to overcome the lack of parallel data is to leverage target 
monolingual data, which is typically more abundant and easier to 
collect. We evaluate a number of techniques to achieve this, ranging 
from back-translation to random token masking, on the challenging 
task of translating English into four typologically diverse MRLs, 
under low-resource settings. Additionally, we introduce Inflection 
Pre-Training (or PT-Inflect), a novel pre-training objective whereby 
the NMT system is pre-trained on the task of re-inflecting 
lemmatized target sentences before being trained on standard source-
to-target language translation. We conduct our evaluation on four 
typologically diverse target MRLs, and find that PT-Inflect 
surpasses NMT systems trained only on parallel data. While PT-
Inflect is outperformed by back-translation overall, combining the 
two techniques leads to gains in some of the evaluated language 
pairs.},
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  pages     = {4944--4954},
  abstract  = {As vision processing and natural language processing 
continue to advance, there is increasing interest in multimodal 
applications, such as image retrieval, caption generation, and 
human-robot interaction. These tasks require close alignment between 
the information in the images and text. In this paper, we present a 
new multimodal dataset that combines state of the art semantic 
annotation for language with the bounding boxes of corresponding 
images. This richer multimodal labeling supports cross-modal 
inference for applications in which such alignment is useful. Our 
semantic representations, developed in the natural language 
processing community, abstract away from the surface structure of 
the sentence, focusing on specific actions and the roles of their 
participants, a level that is equally relevant to images. We then 



utilize these representations in the form of semantic role labels in 
the captions and the images and demonstrate improvements in standard 
tasks such as image retrieval. The potential contributions of these 
additional labels is evaluated using a role-aware retrieval system 
based on graph convolutional and recurrent neural networks. The 
addition of semantic roles into this system provides a significant 
increase in capability and greater flexibility for these tasks, and 
could be extended to state-of-the-art techniques relying on 
transformers with larger amounts of annotated data.},
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  pages     = {4955--4962},
  abstract  = {This article presents a new French Sign Language 
(LSF) corpus called "Rosetta-LSF". It was created to support future 
studies on the automatic translation of written French into LSF, 
rendered through the animation of a virtual signer. An overview of 
the field highlights the importance of a quality representation of 
LSF. In order to obtain quality animations understandable by 
signers, it must surpass the simple "gloss transcription" of the LSF 
lexical units to use in the discourse. To achieve this, we designed 
a corpus composed of four types of aligned data, and evaluated its 
usability. These are: news headlines in French, translations of 
these headlines into LSF in the form of videos showing animations of 
a virtual signer, gloss annotations of the "traditional" type---
although including additional information on the context in which 
each gestural unit is performed as well as their potential for 
adaptation to another context---and AZee representations of the 
videos, i.e. formal expressions capturing the necessary and 
sufficient linguistic information. This article describes this data, 
exhibiting an example from the corpus. It is available online for 
public research.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.529}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {508--514},
  abstract  = {Question answering (QA) is one of the most common NLP 
tasks that relates to named entity recognition, fact extraction, 
semantic search and some other fields. In industry, it is much 
valued in chat-bots and corporate information systems. It is also a 
challenging task that attracted the attention of a very general 
audience at the quiz show Jeopardy! In this article we describe a 
Jeopardy!-like Russian QA data set collected from the official 
Russian quiz database Ch-g-k. The data set includes 379,284 quiz-
like questions with 29,375 from the Russian analogue of Jeopardy! 
(Own Game). We observe its linguistic features and the related QA-
task. We conclude about perspectives of a QA challenge based on the 
collected data set.},
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  pages     = {4963--4974},
  abstract  = {We present MLQE-PE, a new dataset for Machine 
Translation (MT) Quality Estimation (QE) and Automatic Post-Editing 
(APE). The dataset contains annotations for eleven language pairs, 
including both high- and low-resource languages. Specifically, it is 
annotated for translation quality with human labels for up to 10,000 
translations per language pair in the following formats: sentence-
level direct assessments and post-editing effort, and word-level 
binary good/bad labels. Apart from the quality-related scores, each 
source-translation sentence pair is accompanied by the corresponding 
post-edited sentence, as well as titles of the articles where the 
sentences were extracted from, and information on the neural MT 
models used to translate the text. We provide a thorough description 
of the data collection and annotation process as well as an analysis 
of the annotation distribution for each language pair. We also 
report the performance of baseline systems trained on the MLQE-PE 
dataset. The dataset is freely available and has already been used 
for several WMT shared tasks.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4975--4983},
  abstract  = {Korean is a language with complex morphology that 
uses spaces at larger-than-word boundaries, unlike other East-Asian 
languages. While morpheme-based text generation can provide 
significant semantic advantages compared to commonly used character-
level approaches, Korean morphological analyzers only provide a 
sequence of morpheme-level tokens, losing information in the 
tokenization process. Two crucial issues are the loss of spacing 
information and subcharacter level morpheme normalization, both of 
which make the tokenization result challenging to reconstruct the 
original input string, deterring the application to generative 
tasks. As this problem originates from the conventional scheme used 
when creating a POS tagging corpus, we propose an improvement to the 
existing scheme, which makes it friendlier to generative tasks. On 
top of that, we suggest a fully-automatic annotation of a corpus by 
leveraging public analyzers. We vote the surface and POS from the 
outcome and fill the sequence with the selected morphemes, yielding 
tokenization with a decent quality that incorporates space 
information. Our scheme is verified via an evaluation done on an 
external corpus, and subsequently, it is adapted to Korean Wikipedia 
to construct an open, permissive resource. We compare morphological 
analyzer performance trained on our corpus with existing methods, 
then perform an extrinsic evaluation on a downstream task.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4984--4991},
  abstract  = {Grammatical Error Correction (GEC), a task of Natural 
Language Processing (NLP), is challenging for underepresented 
languages. This issue is most prominent in languages other than 
English. This paper addresses the issue of data and system sparsity 
for GEC purposes in the modern Greek Language. Following the most 
popular current approaches in GEC, we develop and test an MT5 
multilingual text-to-text transformer for Greek. To our knowledge 



this the first attempt to create a fully-fledged GEC model for 
Greek. Our evaluation shows that our system reaches up to 52.63\% 
F0.5 score on part of the Greek Native Corpus (GNC), which is 16\% 
below the winning system of the BEA-19 shared task on English GEC. 
In addition, we provide an extended version of the Greek Learner 
Corpus (GLC), on which our model reaches up to 22.76\% F0.5. 
Previous versions did not include corrections with the annotations 
which hindered the potential development of efficient GEC systems. 
For that reason we provide a new set of corrections. This new 
dataset facilitates an exploration of the generalisation abilities 
and robustness of our system, given that the assessment is conducted 
on learner data while the training on native data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.532}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {4992--5000},
  abstract  = {This paper describes the first publicly available 
corpus of Hmong, a minority language of China, Vietnam, Laos, 
Thailand, and various countries in Europe and the Americas. The 
corpus has been scraped from a long-running Usenet newsgroup called 
soc.culture.hmong and consists of approximately 12 million tokens. 
This corpus (called SCH) is also the first substantial corpus to be 
annotated for elaborate expressions, a kind of four-part coordinate 
construction that is common and important in the languages of 
mainland Southeast Asia. We show that word embeddings trained on SCH 
can benefit tasks in Hmong (solving analogies) and that a model 
trained on it can label previously unseen elaborate expressions, in 
context, with an F1 of 90.79 (precision: 87.36, recall: 94.52). [ISO 
639-3: mww, hmj]},
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  abstract  = {In this work, we present a novel and manually 
corrected emotion lexicon for the Alsatian dialects, including 
graphical variants of Alsatian lexical items. These High German 
dialects are spoken in the North-East of France. They are used 
mainly orally, and thus lack a stable and consensual spelling 
convention. There has nevertheless been a continuous literary 
production since the middle of the 17th century and, in particular, 
theatre plays. A large sample of Alsatian theatre plays is currently 
being encoded according to the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) 
Guidelines. The emotion lexicon will be used to perform automatic 
emotion analysis in this corpus of theatre plays. We used a graph-
based approach to deriving emotion scores and translations, relying 
only on bilingual lexicons, cognates and spelling variants. The 
source lexicons for emotion scores are the NRC Valence Arousal and 
Dominance and NRC Emotion Intensity lexicons.},
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  pages     = {5011--5020},
  abstract  = {We present a morpho-syntactically-annotated corpus of 
Western Sierra Puebla Nahuatl that conforms to the annotation 
guidelines of the Universal Dependencies project. We describe the 
sources of the texts that make up the corpus, the annotation 
process, and important annotation decisions made throughout the 
development of the corpus. As the first indigenous language of 
Mexico to be added to the Universal Dependencies project, this 
corpus offers a good opportunity to test and more clearly define 
annotation guidelines for the Meso-american linguistic area, 
spontaneous and elicited spoken data, and code-switching.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.535}
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  abstract  = {The LEAFTOP (language extracted automatically from 
thousands of passages) dataset consists of nouns that appear in 
multiple places in the four gospels of the New Testament. We use a 
naive approach — probabilistic inference — to identify likely 
translations in 1480 other languages. We evaluate this process and 
find that it provides lexiconaries with accuracy from 42\% (Korafe) 
to 99\% (Runyankole), averaging 72\% correct across evaluated 
languages. The process translates up to 161 distinct lemmas from 
Koine Greek (average 159). We identify nouns which appear to be easy 
and hard to translate, language families where this technique works, 
and future possible improvements and extensions. The claims to 
novelty are: the use of a Koine Greek New Testament as the source 
language; using a fully-annotated manually-created grammatically 
parse of the source text; a custom scraper for texts in the target 
languages; a new metric for language similarity; a novel strategy 
for evaluation on low-resource languages.},
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  pages     = {5029--5034},
  abstract  = {The Huqariq corpus is a multilingual collection of 
speech from native Peruvian languages. The transcribed corpus is 
intended for the research and development of speech technologies to 
preserve endangered languages in Peru. Huqariq is primarily designed 
for the development of automatic speech recognition, language 
identification and text-to-speech tools. In order to achieve corpus 
collection sustainably, we employs the crowdsourcing methodology. 
Huqariq includes four native languages of Peru, and it is expected 
that by the year 2022, it can reach up to 20 native languages out of 
the 48 native languages in Peru. The corpus has 220 hours of 
transcribed audio recorded by more than 500 volunteers, making it 
the largest speech corpus for native languages in Peru. In order to 
verify the quality of the corpus, we present speech recognition 
experiments using 220 hours of fully transcribed audio.},
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  pages     = {5035--5046},
  abstract  = {We describe an open-source dataset providing metadata 
for about 2,800 language varieties used in the world today. 
Specifically, the dataset provides the attested writing system(s) 
for each of these 2,800+ varieties, as well as an estimated speaker 
count for each variety. This dataset was developed through internal 
research and has been used for analyses around language 
technologies. This is the largest publicly-available, machine-
readable resource with writing system and speaker information for 
the world's languages. We analyze the distribution of languages and 
writing systems in our data and compare it to their representation 
in current NLP. We hope the availability of this data will catalyze 
research in under-represented languages.},
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  abstract  = {We present three new corpora of urban varieties of 
Portuguese spoken in Angola, Mozambique, and São Tomé and Príncipe, 
where Portuguese is increasingly being spoken as first and second 
language in different multilingual settings. Given the scarcity of 
linguistic resources available for the African varieties of 
Portuguese, these corpora provide new, contemporary data for the 
study of each variety and for comparative research on African, 
Brazilian and European varieties, hereby improving our understanding 
of processes of language variation and change in postcolonial 
societies. The corpora consist of transcribed spoken data, 
complemented by a rich set of metadata describing the setting of the 
audio recordings and sociolinguistic information about the speakers. 
They are annotated with POS and lemma information and made available 
on the CQPweb platform, which allows for sophisticated data 
searches. The corpora are already being used for comparative 
research on constructions in the domain of possession and location 
involving the argument structure of intransitive, monotransitive and 
ditransitive verbs that select Goals, Locatives, and Recipients.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we present a new corpus of clickbait 
articles annotated by university students along with a corresponding 
shared task: clickbait articles use a headline or teaser that hides 
information from the reader to make them curious to open the 
article. We therefore propose to construct approaches that can 
automatically extract the relevant information from such an article, 
which we call clickbait resolving. We show why solving this task 
might be relevant for end users, and why clickbait can probably not 
be defeated with clickbait detection alone. Additionally, we argue 
that this task, although similar to question answering and some 
automatic summarization approaches, needs to be tackled with 
specialized models. We analyze the performance of some basic 
approaches on this task and show that models fine-tuned on our data 
can outperform general question answering models, while providing a 
systematic approach to evaluate the results. We hope that the data 
set and the task will help in giving users tools to counter 
clickbait in the future.},
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  abstract  = {This study aims to create the very first dependency-
to-constituency conversion algorithm optimised for Turkish language. 
For this purpose, a state-of-the-art morphologic analyser and a 
feature-based machine learning model was used. In order to enhance 
the performance of the conversion algorithm, bootstrap aggregating 
meta-algorithm was integrated. While creating the conversation 
algorithm, typological properties of Turkish were carefully 
considered. A comprehensive and manually annotated UD-style 
dependency treebank was the input, and constituency trees were the 



output of the conversion algorithm. A team of linguists manually 
annotated a set of constituency trees. These manually annotated 
trees were used as the gold standard to assess the performance of 
the algorithm. The conversion process yielded more than 8000 
constituency trees whose UD-style dependency trees are also 
available on GitHub. In addition to its contribution to Turkish 
treebank resources, this study also offers a viable and easy-to-
implement conversion algorithm that can be used to generate new 
constituency treebanks and training data for NLP resources like 
constituency parsers.},
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  abstract  = {In Switzerland, two thirds of the population speak 
Swiss German, a primarily spoken language with no standardised 
written form. It is widely used on Swiss TV, for example in news 
reports, interviews or talk shows, and subtitles are required for 
people who cannot understand this spoken language. This paper 
focuses on the task of automatic Standard German subtitling of 
spoken Swiss German, and more specifically on the translation of a 
normalised Swiss German speech recognition result into Standard 
German suitable for subtitles. Our contribution consists of a 
comparison of different statistical and deep learning MT systems for 
this task and an aligned corpus of normalised Swiss German and 
Standard German subtitles. Results of two evaluations, automatic and 
human, show that the systems succeed in improving the content, but 
are currently not capable of producing entirely correct Standard 
German.},
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  abstract  = {Although Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems 
have achieved human-like performance for a few languages, the 
majority of the world's languages do not have usable systems due to 
the lack of large speech datasets to train these models. Cross-
lingual transfer is an attractive solution to this problem, because 
low-resource languages can potentially benefit from higher-resource 
languages either through transfer learning, or being jointly trained 
in the same multilingual model. The problem of cross-lingual 
transfer has been well studied in ASR, however, recent advances in 
Self Supervised Learning are opening up avenues for unlabeled speech 
data to be used in multilingual ASR models, which can pave the way 
for improved performance on low-resource languages. In this paper, 
we survey the state of the art in multilingual ASR models that are 
built with cross-lingual transfer in mind. We present best practices 
for building multilingual models from research across diverse 
languages and techniques, discuss open questions and provide 
recommendations for future work.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5080--5089},
  abstract  = {Pre-trained Language Models such as BERT have become 
ubiquitous in NLP where they have achieved state-of-the-art 
performance in most NLP tasks. While these models are readily 
available for English and other widely spoken languages, they remain 
scarce for low-resource languages such as Luxembourgish. In this 
paper, we present LuxemBERT, a BERT model for the Luxembourgish 
language that we create using the following approach: we augment the 
pre-training dataset by considering text data from a closely related 
language that we partially translate using a simple and 
straightforward method. We are then able to produce the LuxemBERT 
model, which we show to be effective for various NLP tasks: it 
outperforms a simple baseline built with the available Luxembourgish 
text data as well the multilingual mBERT model, which is currently 
the only option for transformer-based language models in 
Luxembourgish. Furthermore, we present datasets for various 
downstream NLP tasks that we created for this study and will make 
available to researchers on request.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.543}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5090--5096},
  abstract  = {In this paper we introduce PerPaDa, a Persian 
paraphrase dataset that is collected from users' input in a 
plagiarism detection system. As an implicit crowdsourcing 
experience, we have gathered a large collection of original and 
paraphrased sentences from Hamtajoo; a Persian plagiarism detection 
system, in which users try to conceal cases of text re-use in their 
documents by paraphrasing and re-submitting manuscripts for 
analysis. The compiled dataset contains 2446 instances of 
paraphrasing. In order to improve the overall quality of the 
collected data, some heuristics have been used to exclude sentences 
that don't meet the proposed criteria. The introduced corpus is much 
larger than the available datasets for the task of paraphrase 
identification in Persian. Moreover, there is less bias in the data 
compared to the similar datasets, since the users did not try some 
fixed predefined rules in order to generate similar texts to their 
original inputs.},
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  abstract  = {Welsh is an official language in Wales and is spoken 
by an estimated 884,300 people (29.2\% of the population of Wales). 
Despite this status and estimated increase in speaker numbers since 
the last (2011) census, Welsh remains a minority language undergoing 
revitalisation and promotion by Welsh Government and relevant 
stakeholders. As part of the effort to increase the availability of 
Welsh digital technology, this paper introduces the first Welsh 
summarisation dataset, which we provide freely for research purposes 
to help advance the work on Welsh summarisation. The dataset was 
created by Welsh speakers through manually summarising Welsh 
Wikipedia articles. In addition, the paper discusses the 



implementation and evaluation of different summarisation systems for 
Welsh. The summarisation systems and results will serve as 
benchmarks for the development of summarisers in other minority 
language contexts.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.545}
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  pages     = {5107--5113},
  abstract  = {Speech Recognition is an active research area where 
advances of technology have continuously driven the development of 
research work. However, due to the lack of adequate resources, 
certain languages such as Sinhala, are left to underutilize the 
technology. With techniques such as crowdsourcing and web scraping, 
several Sinhala corpora have been created and made publicly 
available. Despite them being large and generic, the correctness and 
consistency in their text data remain questionable, especially due 
to the lack of uniformity in the language used in the different 
sources of web scraped text. Addressing that requires a thorough 
understanding of technical and linguistic particulars pertaining to 
the language, which often leaves the issue unattended. We have 
followed a systematic approach to derive a refined corpus using a 
publicly available corpus for Sinhala speech recognition. In 
particular, we standardized the transcriptions of the corpus by 
removing noise in the text. Further, we applied corrections based on 
Sinhala linguistics. A comparative experiment shows a promising 
effect of the linguistic corrections by having a relative reduction 
of the Word-Error-Rate by 15.9\%.},
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  abstract  = {This work presents a standard Igbo named entity 



recognition (IgboNER) dataset as well as the results from training 
and fine-tuning state-of-the-art transformer IgboNER models. We 
discuss the process of our dataset creation - data collection and 
annotation and quality checking. We also present experimental 
processes involved in building an IgboBERT language model from 
scratch as well as fine-tuning it along with other non-Igbo pre-
trained models for the downstream IgboNER task. Our results show 
that, although the IgboNER task benefited hugely from fine-tuning 
large transformer model, fine-tuning a transformer model built from 
scratch with comparatively little Igbo text data seems to yield 
quite decent results for the IgboNER task. This work will contribute 
immensely to IgboNLP in particular as well as the wider African and 
low-resource NLP efforts Keywords: Igbo, named entity recognition, 
BERT models, under-resourced, dataset},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5123--5129},
  abstract  = {LNCC is a diverse collection of Latvian language 
corpora representing both written and spoken language and is useful 
for both linguistic research and language modelling. The collection 
is intended to cover diverse Latvian language use cases and all the 
important text types and genres (e.g. news, social media, blogs, 
books, scientific texts, debates, essays, etc.), taking into account 
both quality and size aspects. To reach this objective, LNCC is a 
continuous multi-institutional and multi-project effort, supported 
by the Digital Humanities and Language Technology communities in 
Latvia. LNCC includes a broad range of Latvian texts from the 
Latvian National Library, Culture Information Systems Centre, 
Latvian National News Agency, Latvian Parliament, Latvian web crawl, 
various Latvian publishers, and from the Latvian language corpora 
created by Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science and its 
partners, including spoken language corpora. All corpora of LNCC are 
re-annotated with a uniform morpho-syntactic annotation scheme which 
enables federated search and consistent linguistics analysis in all 
the LNCC corpora, as well as facilitates to select and mix various 
corpora for pre-training large Latvian language models like BERT and 
GPT.},
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  pages     = {5130--5136},
  abstract  = {A new data set is gathered from a Romanian financial 
news website for the duration of four years. It is further refined 
to extract only information related to one company by selecting only 
paragraphs and even sentences that referred to it. The relation 
between the extracted sentiment scores of the texts and the stock 
prices from the corresponding dates is investigated using various 
approaches like the lexicon-based Vader tool, Financial BERT, as 
well as Transformer-based models. Automated translation is used, 
since some models could be only applied for texts in English. It is 
encouraging that all models, be that they are applied to Romanian or 
English texts, indicate a correlation between the sentiment scores 
and the increase or decrease of the stock closing prices.},
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  abstract  = {We present VALET, a framework for rule-based 
information extraction written in Python. VALET departs from legacy 
approaches predicated on cascading finite-state transducers, instead 
offering direct support for mixing heterogeneous information--
lexical, orthographic, syntactic, corpus-analytic--in a succinct 
syntax that supports context-free idioms. We show how a handful of 
rules suffices to implement sophisticated matching, and describe a 
user interface that facilitates exploration for development and 
maintenance of rule sets. Arguing that rule-based information 
extraction is an important methodology early in the development 
cycle, we describe an experiment in which a VALET model is used to 
annotate examples for a machine learning extraction model. While 
learning to emulate the extraction rules, the resulting model 



generalizes them, recognizing valid extraction targets the rules 
failed to detect.},
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  pages     = {5137--5142},
  abstract  = {We present, to our knowledge, the first ever 
published morphological analyser and generator for Sakha, a 
marginalised language of Siberia. The transducer, developed using 
HFST, has coverage of solidly above 90\%, and high precision. In the 
development of the analyser, we have expanded linguistic knowledge 
about Sakha, and developed strategies for complex grammatical 
patterns. The transducer is already being used in downstream tasks, 
including computer assisted language learning applications for 
linguistic maintenance and computational linguistic shared tasks.},
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  abstract  = {This paper describes the expansion of a finite state 
transducer (FST) for the transitive verb system of Tsuut’ina (ISO 
639-3: \texttt{srs}), a Dene (Athabaskan) language spoken in 
Alberta, Canada. Dene languages have unique templatic morphology, in 
which lexical, inflectional and derivational tiers are interlaced. 
Drawing on data from close to 9,000 verbal forms, the expanded model 
can handle a great range of common and rare argument structure 
types, including ditransitive and uniquely Dene object experiencer 
verbs. While challenges of speed remain, this expansion shows the 
ability of FST modelling to handle morphology of this type, and the 
expnded FST shows great promise for community language applications 
such as a morphologically informed online dictionary and word 
predictor, and for further FST development.This paper describes the 



expansion of a finite state transducer (FST) for the transitive verb 
system of Tsuut’ina (ISO 639-3: \texttt{srs}), a Dene (Athabaskan) 
language spoken in Alberta, Canada. Dene languages have unique 
templatic morphology, in which lexical, inflectional and 
derivational tiers are interlaced. Drawing on data from over 12,000 
verbs forms, the expanded model can handle a great range of common 
and rare argument structure types, including ditransitive and 
uniquely Dene object experiencer verbs. While challenges of speed 
remain, this expansion shows the ability of FST modelling to handle 
morphology of this type, and the expnded FST shows great promise for 
community language applications such as a morphologically informed 
online dictionary and word predictor, and for further FST 
development.},
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  pages     = {5153--5162},
  abstract  = {Social media platforms and online streaming services 
have spawned a new breed of Hate Speech (HS). Due to the massive 
amount of user-generated content on these sites, modern machine 
learning techniques are found to be feasible and cost-effective to 
tackle this problem. However, linguistically diverse datasets 
covering different social contexts in which offensive language is 
typically used are required to train generalizable models. In this 
paper, we identify the shortcomings of existing Bangla HS datasets 
and introduce a large manually labeled dataset BD-SHS that includes 
HS in different social contexts. The labeling criteria were prepared 
following a hierarchical annotation process, which is the first of 
its kind in Bangla HS to the best of our knowledge. The dataset 
includes more than 50,200 offensive comments crawled from online 
social networking sites and is at least 60\% larger than any 
existing Bangla HS datasets. We present the benchmark result of our 
dataset by training different NLP models resulting in the best one 
achieving an F1-score of 91.0\%. In our experiments, we found that a 
word embedding trained exclusively using 1.47 million comments from 
social media and streaming sites consistently resulted in better 
modeling of HS detection in comparison to other pre-trained 
embeddings. Our dataset and all accompanying codes is publicly 
available at github.com/naurosromim/hate-speech-dataset-for-Bengali-
social-media},
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  abstract  = {Knowledge graphs applications, in industry and 
academia, motivate substantial research directions towards large-
scale information extraction from various types of resources. 
Nowadays, most of the available knowledge graphs are either in 
English or multilingual. In this paper, we introduce RezoJDM16k, a 
French knowledge graph dataset based on RezoJDM. With 16k nodes, 
832k triplets, and 53 relation types, RezoJDM16k can be employed in 
many NLP downstream tasks for the French language such as machine 
translation, question-answering, and recommendation systems. 
Moreover, we provide strong knowledge graph embedding baselines that 
are used in link prediction tasks for future benchmarking. Compared 
to the state-of-the-art English knowledge graph datasets used in 
link prediction, RezoJDM16k shows a similar promising predictive 
behavior.},
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  abstract  = {We present in this paper the first natural 
conversation corpus recorded with all modalities and neuro-
physiological signals. 5 dyads (10 participants) have been recorded 
three times, during three sessions (30mns each) with 4 days 
interval. During each session, audio and video are captured as well 
as the neural signal (EEG with Emotiv-EPOC) and the electro-
physiological one (with Empatica-E4). This resource original in 
several respects. Technically, it is the first one gathering all 
these types of data in a natural conversation situation. Moreover, 
the recording of the same dyads at different periods opens the door 



to new longitudinal investigations such as the evolution of 
interlocutors' alignment during the time. The paper situates this 
new type of resources with in the literature, presents the 
experimental setup and describes different annotations enriching the 
corpus.},
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  abstract  = {This study examines how differences in human 
vocabulary affect reading time. Specifically, we assumed vocabulary 
to be the random effect of research participants when applying a 
generalized linear mixed model to the ratings of participants in the 
word familiarity survey. Thereafter, we asked the participants to 
take part in a self-paced reading task to collect their reading 
times. Through fixed effect of vocabulary when applying a 
generalized linear mixed model to reading time, we clarified the 
tendency that vocabulary differences give to reading time.},
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  abstract  = {Modeling thematic fit (a verb-argument compositional 
semantics task) currently requires a very large burden of labeled 
data. We take a linguistically machine-annotated large corpus and 
replace corpus layers with output from higher-quality, more modern 
taggers. We compare the old and new corpus versions' impact on a 
verb-argument fit modeling task, using a high-performing neural 
approach. We discover that higher annotation quality dramatically 
reduces our data requirement while demonstrating better supervised 
predicate-argument classification. But in applying the model to 
psycholinguistic tasks outside the training objective, we see clear 
gains at scale, but only in one of two thematic fit estimation 



tasks, and no clear gains on the other. We also see that quality 
improves with training size, but perhaps plateauing or even 
declining in one task. Last, we tested the effect of role set size. 
All this suggests that the quality/quantity interplay is not all you 
need. We replicate previous studies while modifying certain role 
representation details and set a new state-of-the-art in event 
modeling, using a fraction of the data. We make the new corpus 
version public.},
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  abstract  = {Language acquisition research has benefitted from the 
use of annotated corpora of child-directed speech to examine key 
questions about how children learn and process language in real-
world contexts. However, a lack of sense-annotated corpora has 
limited investigations of child word sense disambiguation in 
naturalistic contexts. In this work, we sense-tagged 53 corpora of 
American and English speech directed to 958 target children up to 59 
months of age, comprising a large-scale sample of 15,581 utterances 
for 12 ambiguous words. Importantly, we carefully selected target 
senses that we know - from previous investigations - young children 
understand. As such work was part of a project focused on 
investigating the role of verbs in child word sense disambiguation, 
we additionally coded for verb instances which took a target 
ambiguous word as verb object. We present experimental work where we 
leveraged our sense-tagged corpus ChiSense-12 to examine the role of 
verb-event structure in child word sense disambiguation, and we 
outline our plan to use Transformer-based computational 
architectures to test hypotheses on the role of different learning 
mechanisms underlying children word sense disambiguation 
performance.},
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  abstract  = {The analysis of humor using computational tools has 
gained popularity in the past few years, and a lot of resources have 
been built for this purpose. However, most of these resources focus 
on standalone jokes or on occasional humorous sentences during 
presentations. In this paper I present a new dataset, SCRIPTS, built 
using stand-up comedy shows transcripts: the humor that this dataset 
collects is inserted in a larger narrative, composed of daily events 
made humorous by the ability of the comedian. This different 
perspective on the humor problem can allow us to think and study 
humor in a different way and possibly to open the path to new lines 
of research.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.558}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5212--5219},
  abstract  = {We present an annotated corpus of German driving 
reports for the analysis of Question-under-Discussion (QUD) based 
information structural distinctions. Since QUDs can hardly be 
defined in advance for providing a corresponding tagset, several 
theoretical issues arise concerning the scope and quality of the 
corpus and the development of an appropriate annotation tool for 
creating the corpus. We developed the corpus for testing the 
adequacy of QUD-based pragmatic frameworks of information structure. 
First analyses of the annotated information structures show that 
focus-related meaning aspects are essentially confirmed, indicating 
a sufficent accuracy of the annotations. Assumptions on non-at-
issueness expressed by non-restrictive relative clauses made in the 
literature seem to be too strong, given the corpus data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.559}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {534--542},
  abstract  = {Proper recognition and interpretation of negation 
signals in text or communication is crucial for any form of full 
natural language understanding. It is also essential for 
computational approaches to natural language processing. In this 
study we focus on negation detection in Dutch spoken human-computer 
conversations. Since there exists no Dutch (dialogue) corpus 
annotated for negation we have annotated a Dutch corpus sample to 
evaluate our method for automatic negation detection. We use 
transfer learning and trained NegBERT (an existing BERT 
implementation used for negation detection) on English data with 
multilingual BERT to detect negation in Dutch dialogues. Our results 
show that adding in-domain training material improves the results. 
We show that we can detect both negation cues and scope in Dutch 
dialogues with high precision and recall. We provide a detailed 
error analysis and discuss the effects of cross-lingual and cross-
domain transfer learning on automatic negation detection.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.56}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5220--5233},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces an algorithm to convert 
Universal Dependencies (UD) treebanks to Combinatory Categorial 
Grammar (CCG) treebanks. As CCG encodes almost all grammatical 
information into the lexicon, obtaining a high-quality CCG 
derivation from a dependency tree is a challenging task. Our 
algorithm relies on hand-crafted rules to assign categories to 
constituents, and a non-statistical parser to derive full CCG parses 
given the assigned categories. To evaluate our converted treebanks, 
we perform lexical, sentential, and syntactic rule coverage 
analysis, as well as CCG parsing experiments. Finally, we discuss 
how our method handles complex constructions, and propose possible 
future extensions.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.560}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5234--5242},
  abstract  = {Digital Linguistic Biomarkers extracted from 
spontaneous language productions proved to be very useful for the 
early detection of various mental disorders. This paper presents a 
computational pipeline for the automatic processing of oral and 
written texts: the tool enables the computation of a rich set of 
linguistic features at the acoustic, rhythmic, lexical, and 
morphosyntactic levels. Several applications of the instrument - for 
the detection of Mild Cognitive Impairments, Anorexia Nervosa, and 
Developmental Language Disorders - are also briefly discussed.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.561}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5243--5250},
  abstract  = {Singlish is a variety of English spoken in Singapore. 
In this paper, we share some of its grammar features and how they 
are implemented in the construction of a computational grammar of 
Singlish as a branch of English grammar. New rules were created and 
existing ones from standard English grammar of the English Resource 
Grammar (ERG) were changed in this branch to cater to how Singlish 
works. In addition, Singlish lexicon was added into the grammar 
together with some new lexical types. We used Head-driven Phrase 
Structure Grammar (HPSG) as the framework for this project of a 
creating a working computational grammar. As part of building the 
language resource, we also collected and formatted some data from 
the internet as part of a test suite for Singlish. Finally, the 
computational grammar was tested against a set of gold standard 
trees and compared with the standard English grammar to find out how 
well the grammar fares in analysing Singlish.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.562}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5251--5260},
  abstract  = {COSMOS is a multidisciplinary research project 
investigating schoolchildren's beliefs and representations of 
specific concepts under control variables (age, gender, language 
spoken at home). Seven concepts are studied: {\it friend, father, 
mother, villain, work, television} and {\it dog}. We first present 
the protocol used and the data collected from a survey of 184 
children in two age groups (6-7 and 9-11 years) in four schools in 
Brittany (France). A word-level lexical study shows that children's 
linguistic proficiency and lexical diversity increase with age, and 
we observe an interaction effect between gender and age on lexical 
diversity as measured with MLR (Measure of Lexical Richness). In 
contrast, none of the control variables affects lexical density. We 
also present the lemmas that schoolchildren most often associate 
with each concept. Generalized linear mixed-effects models reveal 
significant effects of age, gender, and home language on some 
concept-lemma associations and specific interactions between age and 
gender. Most of the identified effects are documented in the child 
development literature. To better understand the process of semantic 
construction in children, additional lexical analyses at the n-gram, 
chunk, and clause levels would be helpful. We briefly present 
ongoing and planned work in this direction. The COSMOS data will 
soon be made freely available to the scientific community.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.563}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5261--5273},
  abstract  = {Research on metaphorical language has shown ties 
between abstractness and emotionality with regard to metaphoricity; 
prior work is however limited to the word and sentence levels, and 
up to date there is no empirical study establishing the extent to 
which this is also true on the discourse level. This paper explores 
which textual and perceptual features human annotators perceive as 
important for the metaphoricity of discourses and expressions, and 
addresses two research questions more specifically. First, is a 
metaphorically-perceived discourse more abstract and more emotional 
in comparison to a literally- perceived discourse? Second, is a 
metaphorical expression preceded by a more metaphorical/abstract/
emotional context than a synonymous literal alternative? We used a 
dataset of 1,000 corpus-extracted discourses for which crowdsourced 
annotators (1) provided judgements on whether they perceived the 
discourses as more metaphorical or more literal, and (2) 



systematically listed lexical terms which triggered their decisions 
in (1). Our results indicate that metaphorical discourses are more 
emotional and to a certain extent more abstract than literal 
discourses. However, neither the metaphoricity nor the abstractness 
and emotionality of the preceding discourse seem to play a role in 
triggering the choice between synonymous metaphorical vs. literal 
expressions. Our dataset is available at https://www.ims.uni-
stuttgart.de/data/discourse-met-lit.},
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Bias Analysis of Movie Dialogues},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5274--5285},
  abstract  = {Movies reflect society and also hold power to 
transform opinions. Social biases and stereotypes present in movies 
can cause extensive damage due to their reach. These biases are not 
always found to be the need of storyline but can creep in as the 
author’s bias. Movie production houses would prefer to ascertain 
that the bias present in a script is the story’s demand. Today, when 
deep learning models can give human-level accuracy in multiple 
tasks, having an AI solution to identify the biases present in the 
script at the writing stage can help them avoid the inconvenience of 
stalled release, lawsuits, etc. Since AI solutions are data 
intensive and there exists no domain specific data to address the 
problem of biases in scripts, we introduce a new dataset of movie 
scripts that are annotated for identity bias. The dataset contains 
dialogue turns annotated for (i) bias labels for seven categories, 
viz., gender, race/ethnicity, religion, age, occupation, LGBTQ, and 
other, which contains biases like body shaming, personality bias, 
etc. (ii) labels for sensitivity, stereotype, sentiment, emotion, 
emotion intensity, (iii) all labels annotated with context 
awareness, (iv) target groups and reason for bias labels and (v) 
expert-driven group-validation process for high quality annotations. 
We also report various baseline performances for bias identification 
and category detection on our dataset.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.565}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5286--5294},
  abstract  = {Cross-linguistic phonetic analysis has long been 
limited by data scarcity and insufficient computational resources. 
In the past few years, the availability of large-scale cross-
linguistic spoken corpora has increased dramatically, but the data 
still require considerable computational power and processing for 
downstream phonetic analysis. To facilitate large-scale cross-
linguistic phonetic research in the field, we release the 
VoxCommunis Corpus, which contains acoustic models, pronunciation 
lexicons, and word- and phone-level alignments, derived from the 
publicly available Mozilla Common Voice Corpus. The current release 
includes data from 36 languages. The corpus also contains acoustic-
phonetic measurements, which currently consist of formant 
frequencies (F1--F4) from all vowel quartiles. Major advantages of 
this corpus for phonetic analysis include the number of available 
languages, the large amount of speech per language, as well as the 
fact that most language datasets have dozens to hundreds of 
contributing speakers. We demonstrate the utility of this corpus for 
downstream phonetic research in a descriptive analysis of language-
specific vowel systems, as well as an analysis of "uniformity" in 
vowel realization across languages. The VoxCommunis Corpus is free 
to download and use under a CC0 license.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.566}
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Networks},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5295--5303},
  abstract  = {This paper describes the first experiments towards 
tracking the complex and international network of text reuse within 
the Early Modern (XV-XVII centuries) community of Neo-Latin 
humanists. Our research, conducted within the framework of the 
TransLatin project, aims at gaining more evidence on the topic of 
textual similarities and semi-conscious reuse of literary models. It 
consists of two experiments conveyed through two main research 
fields (Information Retrieval and Stylometry), as a means to a 
better understanding of the complex and subtle literary mechanisms 
underlying the drama production of Modern Age authors and their 
transnational network of relations. The experiments led to the 



construction of networks of works and authors that fashion different 
patterns of similarity and models of evolution and interaction 
between texts.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.567}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5304--5313},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a new historical language 
resource, a corpus of Estonian Parish Court records from the years 
1821-1920, annotated for named entities (NE), and reports on named 
entity recognition (NER) experiments using this corpus. The hand-
written records have been transcribed manually via a crowdsourcing 
project, so the transcripts are of high quality, but the variation 
of language and spelling is high in these documents due to dialectal 
variation and the fact that there was a considerable change in 
Estonian spelling conventions during the time of their writing. The 
typology of NEs for manual annotation includes 7 categories, but the 
inter-annotator agreement is as good as 95.0 (mean F1-score). We 
experimented with fine-tuning BERT-like transfer learning approaches 
for NER, and found modern Estonian BERT models highly applicable, 
despite the difficulty of the historical material. Our best model, 
finetuned Est-RoBERTa, achieved microaverage F1 score of 93.6, which 
is comparable to state-of-the-art NER performance on the 
contemporary Estonian.},
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  pages     = {5314--5323},
  abstract  = {Agenda-setting is a widely explored phenomenon in 
political science: powerful stakeholders (governments or their 
financial supporters) have control over the media and set their 
agenda: political and economical powers determine which news should 



be salient. This is a clear case of targeted manipulation to divert 
the public attention from serious issues affecting internal politics 
(such as economic downturns and scandals) by flooding the media with 
potentially distracting information. We investigate agenda-setting 
in the Russian social media landscape, exploring the relation 
between economic indicators and mentions of foreign geopolitical 
entities, as well as of Russia itself. Our contributions are at 
three levels: at the level of the domain of the investigation, our 
study is the first to substructure the Russian media landscape in 
state-controlled vs. independent outlets in the context of strategic 
distraction from negative economic trends; at the level of the scope 
of the investigation, we involve a large set of geopolitical 
entities (while previous work has focused on the U.S.); at the 
qualitative level, our analysis of posts on Ukraine, whose 
relationship with Russia is of high geopolitical relevance, provides 
further insights into the contrast between state-controlled and 
independent outlets.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {543--550},
  abstract  = {The Linguistic Data Consortium was founded in 1992 to 
solve the problem that limitations in access to shareable data was 
impeding progress in Human Language Technology research and 
development. At the time, DARPA had adopted the common task research 
management paradigm to impose additional rigor on their programs by 
also providing shared objectives, data and evaluation methods. Early 
successes underscored the promise of this paradigm but also the need 
for a standing infrastructure to host and distribute the shared 
data. During LDC’s initial five year grant, it became clear that the 
demand for linguistic data could not easily be met by the existing 
providers and that a dedicated data center could add capacity first 
for data collection and shortly thereafter for annotation. The 
expanding purview required expansions of LDC’s technical 
infrastructure including systems support and software development. 
An open question for the center would be its role in other kinds of 
research beyond data development. Over its 30 years history, LDC has 
performed multiple roles ranging from neutral, independent data 
provider to multisite programs, to creator of exploratory data in 
tight collaboration with system developers, to research group 
focused on data intensive investigations.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.57}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5324--5333},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we describe version 2.0 of the SLäNDa 
corpus. SLäNDa, the Swedish Literary corpus of Narrative and 
Dialogue, now contains excerpts from 19 novels, written between 
1809--1940. The main focus of the SLäNDa corpus is to distinguish 
between direct speech and the main narrative. In order to isolate 
the narrative, we also annotate everything else which does not 
belong to the narrative, such as thoughts, quotations, and letters. 
SLäNDa version 2.0 has a slightly updated annotation scheme from 
version 1.0. In addition, we added new texts from eleven authors and 
performed quality control on the previous version. We are 
specifically interested in different ways of marking speech 
segments, such as quotation marks, dashes, or no marking at all. To 
allow a detailed evaluation of this aspect, we added dedicated test 
sets to SLäNDa for these different types of speech marking. In a 
pilot experiment, we explore the impact of typographic speech 
marking by using these test sets, as well as artificially stripping 
the training data of speech markers.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5334--5344},
  abstract  = {To facilitate corpus searches by classicists as well 
as to reduce data sparsity when training models, we focus on the 
automatic lemmatization of ancient Greek inscriptions, which have 
not received as much attention in this sense as literary text data 
has. We show that existing lemmatizers for ancient Greek, trained on 
literary data, are not performant on epigraphic data, due to major 
language differences between the two types of texts. We thus train 
the first inscription-specific lemmatizer achieving above 80\% 
accuracy, and make both the models and the lemmatized data available 



to the community. We also provide a detailed error analysis 
highlighting peculiarities of inscriptions which again highlights 
the importance of a lemmatizer dedicated to inscriptions.},
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}
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  pages     = {5345--5355},
  abstract  = {We present the steps taken towards an exploration 
platform for a multi-modal corpus of German lyric poetry from the 
Romantic era developed in the project »textklang«. This 
interdisciplinary project develops a mixed-methods approach for the 
systematic investigation of the relationship between written text 
(here lyric poetry) and its potential and actual sonic realisation 
(in recitations, musical performances etc.). The multi-modal 
»textklang« platform will be designed to technically and 
analytically combine three modalities: the poetic text, the audio 
signal of a recorded recitation and, at a later stage, music scores 
of a musical setting of a poem. The methodological workflow will 
enable scholars to develop hypotheses about the relationship between 
textual form and sonic/prosodic realisation based on theoretical 
considerations, text interpretation and evidence from recorded 
recitations. The full workflow will support hypothesis testing 
either through systematic corpus analysis alone or with addtional 
contrastive perception experiments. For the experimental track, 
researchers will be enabled to manipulate prosodic parameters in 
(re-)synthesised variants of the original recordings. The focus of 
this paper is on the design of the base corpus and on tools for 
systematic exploration – placing special emphasis on our response to 
challenges stemming from multi-modality and the methodologically 
diverse interdisciplinary setup.},
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  abstract  = {We present classifiers that can accurately predict 
the proficiency level of nonnative Hebrew learners. This is 
important for practical (mainly educational) applications, but the 
endeavor also sheds light on the features that support the 
classification, thereby improving our understanding of learner 
language in general, and transfer effects from Arabic, French, and 
Russian on nonnative Hebrew in particular.},
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  pages     = {5366--5377},
  abstract  = {Readability assessment is the task of evaluating the 
reading difficulty of a given piece of text. This article takes a 
closer look at contemporary NLP research on developing computational 
models for readability assessment, identifying the common approaches 
used for this task, their shortcomings, and some challenges for the 
future. Where possible, the survey also connects computational 
research with insights from related work in other disciplines such 
as education and psychology.},
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  abstract  = {Due to the sheer volume of online hate, the AI and 
NLP communities have started building models to detect such hateful 
content. Recently, multilingual hate is a major emerging challenge 
for automated detection where code-mixing or more than one language 
have been used for conversation in social media. Typically, hate 
speech detection models are evaluated by measuring their performance 



on the held-out test data using metrics such as accuracy and F1-
score. While these metrics are useful, it becomes difficult to 
identify using them where the model is failing, and how to resolve 
it. To enable more targeted diagnostic insights of such multilingual 
hate speech models, we introduce a set of functionalities for the 
purpose of evaluation. We have been inspired to design this kind of 
functionalities based on real-world conversation on social media. 
Considering Hindi as a base language, we craft test cases for each 
functionality. We name our evaluation dataset HateCheckHIn. To 
illustrate the utility of these functionalities , we test state-of-
the-art transformer based m-BERT model and the Perspective API.},
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introduced topics or lack such content entirely. As a result, 
methods for automatically producing content are valuable tools to 
address this information overload. We show that recent advances in 
pretrained language modeling can be combined for a two-stage 
extractive and abstractive approach for Wikipedia lead paragraph 
generation. We extend this approach to generate longer Wikipedia-
style summaries with sections and examine how such methods struggle 
in this application through detailed studies with 100 reference 
human-collected surveys. This is the first study on utilizing web 
resources for long Wikipedia-style summaries to the best of our 
knowledge.},
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lives of people, who are increasingly using digital means to keep 
track of, organize, triage, and act on them. These digital tools -- 
such as task management applications -- provide a unique opportunity 
to study and understand tasks and their connection to the real 
world, and through intelligent assistance, help people be more 
productive. By logging signals such as text, timestamp information, 
and social connectivity graphs, an increasingly rich and detailed 
picture of how tasks are created and organized, what makes them 
important, and who acts on them, can be progressively developed. Yet 
the context around actual task completion remains fuzzy, due to the 
basic disconnect between actions taken in the real world and 
telemetry recorded in the digital world. Thus, in this paper we 
compile and release a novel, real-life, large-scale dataset called 
MS-LaTTE that captures two core aspects of the context surrounding 
task completion: location and time. We describe our annotation 
framework and conduct a number of analyses on the data that were 
collected, demonstrating that it captures intuitive contextual 
properties for common tasks. Finally, we test the dataset on the two 
problems of predicting spatial and temporal task co-occurrence, 
concluding that predictors for co-location and co-time are both 
learnable, with a BERT fine-tuned model outperforming several other 
baselines. The MS-LaTTE dataset provides an opportunity to tackle 
many new modeling challenges in contextual task understanding and we 
hope that its release will spur future research in task intelligence 
more broadly.},
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to 271 hours, the number of speakers has risen from two to five 
(three females and two males), and the topic coverage has been 
diversified with the help of new sources, including a book and 
Wikipedia articles. This corpus is necessary for building high-
quality TTS systems for Kazakh, a Central Asian agglutinative 
language from the Turkic family, which presents several linguistic 
challenges. We describe the corpus construction process and provide 
the details of the training and evaluation procedures for the TTS 



system. Our experimental results indicate that the constructed 
corpus is sufficient to build robust TTS models for real-world 
applications, with a subjective mean opinion score ranging from 3.6 
to 4.2 for all the five speakers. We believe that our corpus will 
facilitate speech and language research for Kazakh and other Turkic 
languages, which are widely considered to be low-resource due to the 
limited availability of free linguistic data. The constructed 
corpus, code, and pretrained models are publicly available in our 
GitHub repository.},
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  abstract  = {The need for manual review of various financial 
texts, such as company filings and news, presents a major bottleneck 
in financial analysts’ work. Thus, there is great potential for the 
application of NLP methods, tools and resources to fulfil a genuine 
industrial need in finance. In this paper, we show how this 
potential can be fulfilled by presenting an end-to-end, fully 
unsupervised method for knowledge discovery from financial texts. 
Our method creatively integrates existing resources to construct 
automatically a knowledge graph of companies and related entities as 
well as to carry out unsupervised analysis of the resulting graph to 
provide quantifiable and explainable insights from the produced 
knowledge. The graph construction integrates entity processing and 
semantic expansion, before carrying out open relation extraction. We 
illustrate our method by calculating automatically the environmental 
rating for companies in the S\&P 500, based on company filings with 
the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission). We then show the 
usefulness of our method in this setting by providing an assessment 
of our method’s outputs with an independent MSCI source.},
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the field of Language Resources (LRs) identification, sharing and 
production. It also reports on ELRA's involvement in several 
national and international projects, as well as in the organization 
of events for the support of LRs and related Language Technologies, 
including for under-resourced languages. Over the past few years, 
ELRA, together with its operational agency ELDA, has continued to 
increase its catalogue offer of LRs, establishing worldwide 
partnerships for the production of various types of LRs (SMS, 
tweets, crawled data, MT aligned data, speech LRs, sentiment-based 
data, etc.). Through their consistent involvement in EU-funded 
projects, ELRA and ELDA have contributed to improve the access to 
multilingual information in the context of the pandemic, develop 
tools for the de-identification of texts in the legal and medical 
domains, support the EU eTranslation Machine Translation system, and 
set up a European platform providing access to both resources and 
services. In December 2019, ELRA co-organized the LT4All conference, 
whose main topics were Language Technologies for enabling linguistic 
diversity and multilingualism worldwide. Moreover, although LREC was 
cancelled in 2020, ELRA published the LREC 2020 proceedings for the 
Main conference and Workshops papers, and carried on its 
dissemination activities while targeting the new LREC edition for 
2022.},
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social media platforms is ever-increasing, and the lack of 
depression detection mechanisms on these platforms is becoming 
increasingly apparent. A majority of work in this area has focused 
on leveraging linguistic features while dealing with small-scale 
datasets. However, one faces many obstacles when factoring into 
account the vastness and inherent imbalance of social media content. 
In this paper, we aim to optimize the performance of user-level 
depression classification to lessen the burden on computational 
resources. The resulting system executes in a quicker, more 
efficient manner, in turn making it suitable for deployment. To 
simulate a platform agnostic framework, we simultaneously replicate 



the size and composition of social media to identify victims of 
depression. We systematically design a solution that categorizes 
post embeddings, obtained by fine-tuning transformer models such as 
RoBERTa, and derives user-level representations using hierarchical 
attention networks. We also introduce a novel mental health dataset 
to enhance the performance of depression categorization. We leverage 
accounts of depression taken from this dataset to infuse domain-
specific elements into our framework. Our proposed methods 
outperform numerous baselines across standard metrics for the task 
of depression detection in text.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we compare the performance of two 
BERT-based text classifiers whose task is to classify patients (more 
precisely, their medical histories) as having or not having 
implant(s) in their body. One classifier is a fully-supervised BERT 
classifier. The other one is a semi-supervised GAN-BERT classifier. 
Both models are compared against a fully-supervised SVM classifier. 
Since fully-supervised classification is expensive in terms of data 
annotation, with the experiments presented in this paper, we 
investigate whether we can achieve a competitive performance with a 
semi-supervised classifier based only on a small amount of annotated 
data. Results are promising and show that the semi-supervised 
classifier has a competitive performance with the fully-supervised 
classifier.},
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  pages     = {5436--5443},
  abstract  = {With the growing access to the internet, the spoken 
Arabic dialect language becomes informal languages written in social 
media. Most users post comments using their own dialect. This 
linguistic situation inhibits mutual understanding between internet 
users and makes difficult to use computational approaches since most 
Arabic resources are intended for the formal language: Modern 
Standard Arabic (MSA). In this paper, we present a pipeline to 
standardize the written texts in social networks by translating them 
to the standard language MSA. We fine-tun at first an identification 
bert-based model to select Tunisian Dialect (TD) from MSA and other 
dialects. Then, we learned transformer model to translate TD to MSA. 
The final system includes the translated TD text and the originally 
text written in MSA. Each of these steps was evaluated on the same 
test corpus. In order to test the effectiveness of the approach, we 
compared two opinion analysis models, the first intended for the 
Sentiment Analysis (SA) of dialect texts and the second for the MSA 
texts. We concluded that through standardization we obtain the best 
score.},
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  abstract  = {More and more people turn to Online Health 
Communities to seek social support during their illnesses. By 
interacting with peers with similar medical conditions, users feel 
emotionally and socially supported, which in turn leads to better 
adherence to therapy. Current studies in Online Health Communities 
focus only on the presence or absence of emotional support, while 
the available datasets are scarce or limited in terms of size. To 
enable development on emotional support detection, we introduce 
EnsyNet, a dataset of 6,500 sentences annotated with two types of 
support: encouragement and sympathy. We train BERT-based classifiers 
on this dataset, and apply our best BERT model in two large scale 
experiments. The results of these experiments show that receiving 
encouragements or sympathy improves users' emotional state, while 
the lack of emotional support negatively impacts patients' emotional 
state.},
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  abstract  = {This research has focused on evaluating the existing 
open-source morphological analyzers for two of the most widely 
spoken indigenous macrolanguages in South America, namely Quechua 
and Aymara. Firstly, we have evaluated their performance (precision, 
recall and F1 score) for the individual languages for which they 
were developed (Cuzco Quechua and Aymara). Secondly, in order to 
assess how these tools handle other individual languages of the 
macrolanguage, we have extracted some sample text from school 
textbooks and educational resources. This sample text was edited in 
the different countries where these macrolanguages are spoken 
(Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile and Argentina for Quechua; 
and Bolivia, Peru and Chile for Aymara), and it includes their 
different standardized forms (10 individual languages of Quechua and 
3 of Aymara). Processing this text by means of the tools, we have 
(i) calculated their coverage (number of words recognized and 
analyzed) and (ii) studied in detail the cases for which each tool 
was unable to generate any output. Finally, we discuss different 
ways in which these tools could be optimized, either to improve 
their performances or, in the specific case of Quechua, to cover 
more individual languages of this macrolanguage in future works as 
well.},
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vendors, and regulators analyze disclosures made in privacy 
policies. With the introduction of new privacy regulations, the 
language of privacy policies is also evolving, and disclosures made 
by the same organization are not always the same in different 



languages, especially when used to communicate with users who fall 
under different jurisdictions. This work explores the use of 
language technologies to capture and analyze these differences at 
scale. We introduce an annotation scheme designed to capture the 
nuances of two new landmark privacy regulations, namely the EU’s 
GDPR and California’s CCPA/CPRA. We then introduce the first 
bilingual corpus of mobile app privacy policies consisting of 64 
privacy policies in English (292K words) and 91 privacy policies in 
German (478K words), respectively with manual annotations for 8K and 
19K fine-grained data practices. The annotations are used to develop 
computational methods that can automatically extract "disclosures" 
from privacy policies. Analysis of a subset of 59 "semi-parallel" 
policies reveals differences that can be attributed to different 
regulatory regimes, suggesting that systematic analysis of policies 
using automated language technologies is indeed a worthwhile 
endeavor.},
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  abstract  = {Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) indexing refers to the 
problem of assigning a given biomedical document with the most 
relevant labels from an extremely large set of MeSH terms. 
Currently, the vast number of biomedical articles in the PubMed 
database are manually annotated by human curators, which is time 
consuming and costly; therefore, a computational system that can 
assist the indexing is highly valuable. When developing supervised 
MeSH indexing systems, the availability of a large-scale annotated 
text corpus is desirable. A publicly available, large corpus that 
permits robust evaluation and comparison of various systems is 
important to the research community. We release a large scale 
annotated MeSH indexing corpus, MeSHup, which contains 1,342,667 
full text articles, together with the associated MeSH labels and 
metadata, authors and publication venues that are collected from the 
MEDLINE database. We train an end-to-end model that combines 
features from documents and their associated labels on our corpus 
and report the new baseline.},
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  abstract  = {Applying methods in natural language processing on 
electronic health records (EHR) data has attracted rising interests. 
Existing corpus and annotation focus on modeling textual features 
and relation prediction. However, there are a paucity of annotated 
corpus built to model clinical diagnostic thinking, a processing 
involving text understanding, domain knowledge abstraction and 
reasoning. In this work, we introduce a hierarchical annotation 
schema with three stages to address clinical text understanding, 
clinical reasoning and summarization. We create an annotated corpus 
based on a large collection of publicly available daily progress 
notes, a type of EHR that is time-sensitive, problem-oriented, and 
well-documented by the format of Subjective, Objective, Assessment 
and Plan (SOAP). We also define a new suite of tasks, Progress Note 
Understanding, with three tasks utilizing the three annotation 
stages. This new suite aims at training and evaluating future NLP 
models for clinical text understanding, clinical knowledge 
representation, inference and summarization.},
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  abstract  = {The multilingual parallel corpus is an important 
resource for many applications of natural language processing (NLP). 
For machine translation, the size and quality of the training corpus 
mainly affects the quality of the translation models. In this work, 
we present the method for building high-quality multilingual 
parallel corpus in the news domain and for some low-resource 
languages, including Vietnamese, Laos, and Khmer, to improve the 
quality of multilingual machine translation in these areas. We also 
publicized this one that includes 500.000 Vietnamese-Chinese 



bilingual sentence pairs; 150.000 Vietnamese-Laos bilingual sentence 
pairs, and 150.000 Vietnamese-Khmer bilingual sentence pairs.},
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  abstract  = {This paper motivates and presents the Twitter 
Deliberative Politics dataset, a corpus of political tweets labeled 
for its deliberative characteristics. The corpus was randomly 
sampled from replies to US congressmen and women. It is expected to 
be useful to a general community of computational linguists, 
political scientists, and social scientists interested in the study 
of online political expression, computer-mediated communication, and 
political deliberation. The data sampling and annotation methods are 
discussed and classical machine learning approaches are evaluated 
for their predictive performance on the different deliberative 
facets. The paper concludes with a discussion of future work aimed 
at developing dictionaries for the quality assessment of online 
political talk in English. The dataset and a demo dashboard are 
available at https://github.com/kj2013/twitter-deliberative-
politics.},
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  abstract  = {Ethical issues in Language Resources and Language 
Technology are often invoked, but rarely discussed. This is at least 
partly because little work has been done to systematize ethical 
issues and principles applicable in the fields of Language Resources 
and Language Technology. This paper provides an overview of ethical 
issues that arise at different stages of Language Resources and 
Language Technology development, from the conception phase through 
the construction phase to the use phase. Based on this overview, the 
authors propose a tentative taxonomy of ethical issues in Language 



Resources and Language Technology, built around five principles: 
Privacy, Property, Equality, Transparency and Freedom. The authors 
hope that this tentative taxonomy will facilitate ethical assessment 
of projects in the field of Language Resources and Language 
Technology, and structure the discussion on ethical issues in this 
domain, which may eventually lead to the adoption of a universally 
accepted Code of Ethics of the Language Resources and Language 
Technology community.},
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(BILinMID) Corpus, a comparable text corpus of the Spanish and 
English spoken in the US Midwest by various types of bilinguals. 
Unlike other areas within the US where language contact has been 
widely documented (e.g., the Southwest), Spanish-English 
bilingualism in the Midwest has been understudied despite an 
increase in its Hispanic population. The BILinMID Corpus contains 
short stories narrated in Spanish and in English by 72 speakers 
representing different types of bilinguals: early simultaneous 
bilinguals, early sequential bilinguals, and late second language 
learners. All stories have been transcribed and annotated using 
various natural language processing tools. Additionally, a user 
interface has also been created to facilitate searching for specific 
patterns in the corpus as well as to filter out results according to 
specified criteria. Guidelines and procedures followed to create the 
corpus and the user interface are described in detail in the paper. 
The corpus is fully available online and it might be particularly 
interesting for researchers working on language variation and 
contact.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.590}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5517--5524},
  abstract  = {Document authoring involves a lengthy revision 
process, marked by individual edits that are frequently linked to 
comments. Modeling the relationship between edits and comments leads 
to a better understanding of document evolution, potentially 
benefiting applications such as content summarization, and task 
triaging. Prior work on understanding revisions has primarily 
focused on classifying edit intents, but falling short of a deeper 
understanding of the nature of these edits. In this paper, we 
present explore the challenge of describing an edit at two levels: 
identifying the edit intent, and describing the edit using free-form 
text. We begin by defining a taxonomy of general edit intents and 
introduce a new dataset of full revision histories of Wikipedia 
pages, annotated with each revision's edit intent. Using this 
dataset, we train a classifier that achieves a 90\% accuracy in 
identifying edit intent. We use this classifier to train a 
distantly-supervised model that generates a high-level description 
of a revision in free-form text. Our experimental results show that 
incorporating edit intent information aids in generating better edit 
descriptions. We establish a set of baselines for the edit 
description task, achieving a best score of 28 ROUGE, thus 
demonstrating the effectiveness of our layered approach to edit 
understanding.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.591}
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  title     = {CTAP for Chinese:A Linguistic Complexity Feature 
Automatic Calculation Platform},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5525--5538},
  abstract  = {The construct of linguistic complexity has been 
widely used in language learning research. Several text analysis 
tools have been created to automatically analyze linguistic 
complexity. However, the indexes supported by several existing 
Chinese text analysis tools are limited and different because of 
different research purposes. CTAP is an open-source linguistic 
complexity measurement extraction tool, which prompts any research 
purposes. Although it was originally developed for English, the 
Unstructured Information Management (UIMA) framework it used allows 
the integration of other languages. In this study, we integrated the 
Chinese component into CTAP, describing the index sets it 
incorporated and comparing it with three linguistic complexity tools 
for Chinese. The index set includes four levels of 196 linguistic 



complexity indexes: character level, word level, sentence level, and 
discourse level. So far, CTAP has implemented automatic calculation 
of complexity characteristics for four languages, aiming to help 
linguists without NLP background study language complexity.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.592}
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  month          = {June},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5539--5547},
  abstract  = {Peer feedback in online education becomes 
increasingly important to meet the demand for feedback in large 
scale classes, such as e.g. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). 
However, students are often not experts in how to write helpful 
feedback to their fellow students. In this paper, we introduce a 
corpus compiled from university students’ peer feedback to be able 
to detect suggestions on how to improve the students' work and 
therefore being able to capture peer feedback helpfulness. To the 
best of our knowledge, this corpus is the first student peer 
feedback corpus in German which additionally was labelled with a new 
annotation scheme. The corpus consists of more than 600 written 
feedback (about 7,500 sentences). The utilisation of the corpus is 
broadly ranged from Dependency Parsing to Sentiment Analysis to 
Suggestion Mining, etc. We applied the latter to empirically 
validate the utility of the new corpus. Suggestion Mining is the 
extraction of sentences that contain suggestions from unstructured 
text. In this paper, we present a new annotation scheme to label 
sentences for Suggestion Mining. Two independent annotators labelled 
the corpus and achieved an inter-annotator agreement of 0.71. With 
the help of an expert arbitrator a gold standard was created. An 
automatic classification using BERT achieved an accuracy of 75.3\
%.},
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  pages     = {5548--5556},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we construct a Chinese literary grace 
corpus, CLGC, with 10,000 texts and more than 1.85 million tokens. 
Multi-level annotations are provided for each text in our corpus, 
including literary grace level, sentence category, and figure-of-
speech type. Based on the corpus, we dig deep into the correlation 
between fine-grained features (semantic information, part-of-speech 
and figure-of-speech, etc.) and literary grace level. We also 
propose a new Literary Grace Evaluation (LGE) task, which aims at 
making a comprehensive assessment of the literary grace level 
according to the text. In the end, we build some classification 
models with machine learning algorithms (such as SVM, TextCNN) to 
prove the effectiveness of our features and corpus for LGE. The 
results of our preliminary classification experiments have achieved 
79.71\% on the weighted average F1-score.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.594}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5557--5564},
  abstract  = {Anonymisation, that is identifying and neutralising 
sensitive references, is a crucial part of dataset creation. In this 
paper, we describe the anonymisation process of a Turkish-German 
code-switching corpus, namely SAGT, which consists of speech data 
and a treebank that is built on its transcripts. We employed a 
selective pseudonymisation approach where we manually identified 
sensitive references to anonymise and replaced them with surrogate 
values on the treebank side. In addition to maintaining data 
privacy, our primary concerns in surrogate selection were keeping 
the integrity of code-switching properties, morphosyntactic 
annotation layers, and semantics. After the treebank anonymisation, 
we anonymised the speech data by mapping between the treebank 
sentences and audio transcripts with the help of Praat scripts. The 
treebank is publicly available for research purposes and the audio 
files can be obtained via an individual licence agreement.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.595}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5565--5572},
  abstract  = {In grammatical error correction (GEC), automatic 
evaluation is considered as an important factor for research and 
development of GEC systems. Previous studies on automatic evaluation 
have shown that quality estimation models built from datasets with 
manual evaluation can achieve high performance in automatic 
evaluation of English GEC. However, quality estimation models have 
not yet been studied in Japanese, because there are no datasets for 
constructing quality estimation models. In this study, therefore, we 
created a quality estimation dataset with manual evaluation to build 
an automatic evaluation model for Japanese GEC. By building a 
quality estimation model using this dataset and conducting a meta-
evaluation, we verified the usefulness of the quality estimation 
model for Japanese GEC.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.596}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5573--5579},
  abstract  = {In this work, we introduce a method for enhancing 
distant supervision with state-change information for relation 
extraction. We provide a training dataset created via this process, 
along with manually annotated development and test sets. We present 
an analysis of the curation process and data, and compare it to 
standard distant supervision. We demonstrate that the addition of 
state-change information reduces noise when used for static relation 
extraction, and can also be used to train a relation-extraction 
system that detects a change of state in relations.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.597}
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  pages     = {5580--5586},
  abstract  = {We present the Hebrew Essay Corpus: an annotated 
corpus of Hebrew language argumentative essays authored by 
prospective higher-education students. The corpus includes both 
essays by native speakers, written as part of the psychometric exam 
that is used to assess their future success in academic studies; and 
essays authored by non-native speakers, with three different native 
languages, that were written as part of a language aptitude test. 
The corpus is uniformly encoded and stored. The non-native essays 
were annotated with target hypotheses whose main goal is to make the 
texts amenable to automatic processing (morphological and syntactic 
analysis). The corpus is available for academic purposes upon 
request. We describe the corpus and the error correction and 
annotation schemes used in its analysis. In addition to introducing 
this new resource, we discuss the challenges of identifying and 
analyzing non-native language use in general, and propose various 
ways for dealing with these challenges.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.598}
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Japanese Conversation},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5587--5594},
  abstract  = {We have constructed the Corpus of Everyday Japanese 
Conversation (CEJC) and published it in March 2022. The CEJC is 
designed to contain various kinds of everyday conversations in a 
balanced manner to capture their diversity. The CEJC features not 
only audio but also video data to facilitate precise understanding 
of the mechanism of real-life social behavior. The publication of a 
large-scale corpus of everyday conversations that includes video 
data is a new approach. The CEJC contains 200 hours of speech, 577 
conversations, about 2.4 million words, and a total of 1675 
conversants. In this paper, we present an overview of the corpus, 
including the recording method and devices, structure of the corpus, 
formats of video and audio files, transcription, and annotations. We 
then report some results of the evaluation of the CEJC in terms of 
conversant and conversation attributes. We show that the CEJC 
includes a good balance of adult conversants in terms of gender and 
age, as well as a variety of conversations in terms of conversation 
forms, places, activities, and numbers of conversants.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.599}
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  title     = {Compiling a Suitable Level of Sense Granularity in a 
Lexicon for AI Purposes: The Open Source COR Lexicon},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {51--60},
  abstract  = {We present The Central Word Register for Danish 
(COR), which is an open source lexicon project for general AI 
purposes funded and initiated by the Danish Agency for Digitisation 
as part of an AI initiative embarked by the Danish Government in 
2020. We focus here on the lexical semantic part of the project 
(COR-S) and describe how we – based on the existing fine-grained 
sense inventory from Den Danske Ordbog (DDO) – compile a more AI 
suitable sense granularity level of the vocabulary. A three-step 
methodology is applied: We establish a set of linguistic principles 
for defining core senses in COR-S and from there, we generate a 
hand-crafted gold standard of 6,000 lemmas depicting how to come 
from the fine-grained DDO sense to the COR inventory. Finally, we 
experiment with a number of language models in order to automatize 
the sense reduction of the rest of the lexicon. The models comprise 
a ruled-based model that applies our linguistic principles in terms 
of features, a word2vec model using cosine similarity to measure the 
sense proximity, and finally a deep neural BERT model fine-tuned on 
our annotations. The rule-based approach shows best results, in 
particular on adjectives, however, when focusing on the average 
polysemous vocabulary, the BERT model shows promising results too.},
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  month          = {June},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {564--573},
  abstract  = {This article studies the application of the 
\#BenderRule in Natural Language Processing (NLP) articles according 
to two dimensions. Firstly, in a contrastive manner, by considering 
two major international conferences, LREC and ACL, and secondly, in 
a diachronic manner, by inspecting nearly 14,000 articles over a 
period of time ranging from 2000 to 2020 for LREC and from 1979 to 



2020 for ACL. For this purpose, we created a corpus from LREC and 
ACL articles from the above-mentioned periods, from which we 
manually annotated nearly 1,000. We then developed two classifiers 
to automatically annotate the rest of the corpus. Our results show 
that LREC articles tend to respect the \#BenderRule (80 to 90\% of 
them respect it), whereas 30 to 40\% of ACL articles do not. 
Interestingly, over the considered periods, the results appear to be 
stable for the two conferences, even though a rebound in ACL 2020 
could be a sign of the influence of the blog post about the 
\#BenderRule.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.60}
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North Korean Language},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5595--5600},
  abstract  = {Since the division of Korea, the two Korean languages 
have diverged significantly over the last 70 years. However, due to 
the lack of linguistic source of the North Korean language, there is 
no DPRK-based language model. Consequently, scholars rely on the 
Korean language model by utilizing South Korean linguistic data. In 
this paper, we first present a large-scale dataset for the North 
Korean language. We use the dataset to train a BERT-based language 
model, DPRK-BERT. Second, we annotate a subset of this dataset for 
the sentiment analysis task. Finally, we compare the performance of 
different language models for masked language modeling and sentiment 
analysis tasks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.600}
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Wikipedia},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5601--5608},
  abstract  = {This paper proposes a new task of detecting 
information override. Since all information on the Web is not 
updated in a timely manner, the necessity is created for information 
that is overridden by another information source to be discarded. 



The task is formalized as a binary classification problem to 
determine whether a reference sentence has overridden a target 
sentence. In investigating this task, this paper describes a 
construction procedure for the dataset of overridden information by 
collecting sentence pairs from the difference between two versions 
of Wikipedia. Our developing dataset shows that the old version of 
Wikipedia contains much overridden information and that the 
detection of information override is necessary.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.601}
}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5609--5616},
  abstract  = {Computational medicine research requires clinical 
data for training and testing purposes, so the development of 
datasets composed of real hospital data is of utmost importance in 
this field. Most such data collections are in the English language, 
were collected in anglophone countries, and do not reflect other 
clinical realities, which increases the importance of national 
datasets for projects that hope to positively impact public health. 
This paper presents a new Brazilian Clinical Dataset containing over 
70,000 admissions from 10 hospitals in two Brazilian states, 
composed of a sum total of over 2.5 million free-text clinical notes 
alongside data pertaining to patient information, prescription 
information, and exam results. This data was collected, organized, 
deidentified, and is being distributed via credentialed access for 
the use of the research community. In the course of presenting the 
new dataset, this paper will explore the new dataset's structure, 
population, and potential benefits of using this dataset in clinical 
AI tasks.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5617--5626},
  abstract  = {The grammatical framework for the mapping between 
linguistic form and meaning representation known as Universal 
Dependencies relies on a non-constituency syntactic analysis that is 
centered on the notion of grammatical relation (e.g. Subject, 
Object, etc.). Given its core goal of providing a common set of 
analysis primitives suitable to every natural language, and its 
practical objective of fostering their computational grammatical 
processing, it keeps being an active domain of research in science 
and technology of language. This paper presents a new collection of 
quality language resources for the computational processing of the 
Portuguese language under the Universal Dependencies framework (UD). 
This is an all-encompassing, publicly available open collection of 
mutually consistent and inter-operable scientific resources that 
includes reliably annotated corpora, top-performing processing tools 
and expert support services: a new UPOS-annotated corpus, CINTIL-
UPos, with 675K tokens and a new UD treebank, CINTIL-UDep Treebank, 
with nearly 38K sentences; a UPOS tagger, LX-UTagger, and a UD 
parser, LX-UDParser, trained on these corpora, available both as 
local stand-alone tools and as remote web-based services; and 
helpdesk support ensured by the Knowledge Center for the Science and 
Technology of Portuguese of the CLARIN research infrastructure.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.603}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5627--5636},
  abstract  = {Text simplification is a method for improving the 
accessibility of text by converting complex sentences into simple 
sentences. Multiple studies have been done to create datasets for 
text simplification. However, most of these datasets focus on high-
resource languages only. In this work, we proposed a complex word 
dataset for Hindi, a language largely ignored in text simplification 
literature. We used various Hindi knowledge annotators for 
annotation to capture the annotator’s language knowledge. Our 
analysis shows a significant difference between native and non-
native annotators’ perception of word complexity. We also built an 
automatic complex word classifier using a soft voting approach based 
on the predictions from tree-based ensemble classifiers. These 
models behave differently for annotations made by different 
categories of users, such as native and non-native speakers. Our 
dataset and analysis will help simplify Hindi text depending on the 
user’s language understanding. The dataset is available at https://



zenodo.org/record/5229160.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5637--5647},
  abstract  = {Grammatical Error Correction systems are typically 
evaluated overall, without taking into consideration performance on 
individual error types because system output is not annotated with 
respect to error type. We introduce a tool that automatically 
classifies errors in Russian learner texts. The tool takes an edit 
pair consisting of the original token(s) and the corresponding 
replacement and provides a grammatical error category. Manual 
evaluation of the output reveals that in more than 93\% of cases the 
error categories are judged as correct or acceptable. We apply the 
tool to carry out a fine-grained evaluation on the performance of 
two error correction systems for Russian.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.605}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5648--5653},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a corpus of Polish texts 
annotated with metaphorical expressions. It is composed of two parts 
of comparable size, selected from two subcorpora of the Polish 
National Corpus: the subcorpus manually annotated on morphosyntactic 
level, named entities level etc., and the Polish Coreference Corpus, 
with manually annotated mentions and the coreference relations 
between them, but automatically annotated on the morphosyntactic 
level (only the second part is actually annotated). In the paper we 
briefly outline the method for identifying metaphorical expressions 
in a text, based on the MIPVU procedure. The main difference is the 
stress put on novel metaphors and considering neologistic 
derivatives that have metaphorical properties. The annotation 
procedure is based on two notions: vehicle – a part of an expression 
used metaphorically, representing a source domain and its topic – a 
part referring to reality, representing a target domain. Next, we 



propose several features (text form, conceptual structure, 
conventionality and contextuality) to classify metaphorical 
expressions identified in texts. Additionally, some metaphorical 
expressions are identified as concerning personal identity matters 
and classified w.r.t. their properties. Finally, we analyse and 
evaluate the results of the annotation.},
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  pages     = {5654--5664},
  abstract  = {Chinese word segmentation (CWS) and named entity 
recognition (NER) are two important tasks in Chinese natural 
language processing. To achieve good model performance on these 
tasks, existing neural approaches normally require a large amount of 
labeled training data, which is often unavailable for specific 
domains such as the Chinese medical domain due to privacy and legal 
issues. To address this problem, we have developed a Chinese medical 
corpus named ChiMST which consists of question-answer pairs 
collected from an online medical healthcare platform and is 
annotated with word boundary and medical term information. For word 
boundary, we mainly follow the word segmentation guidelines for the 
Penn Chinese Treebank (Xia, 2000); for medical terms, we define 9 
categories and 18 sub-categories after consulting medical experts. 
To provide baselines on this corpus, we train existing state-of-the-
art models on it and achieve good performance. We believe that the 
corpus and the baseline systems will be a valuable resource for CWS 
and NER research on the medical domain.},
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  abstract  = {Citations are frequently used in publications to 
support the presented results and to demonstrate the previous 



discoveries while also assisting the reader in following the 
chronological progression of information through publications. In 
scientific publications, a citation refers to the referenced 
document, but it makes no mention of the exact span of text that is 
being referred to. Connecting the citation to this span of text is 
called citation linkage. In this paper, to find these citation 
linkages in biomedical research publications using deep learning, we 
provide a synthetic silver standard corpus as well as the method to 
build this corpus. The motivation for building this corpus is to 
provide a training set for deep learning models that will locate the 
text spans in a reference article, given a citing statement, based 
on semantic similarity. This corpus is composed of sentence pairs, 
where one sentence in each pair is the citing statement and the 
other one is a candidate cited statement from the referenced paper. 
The corpus is annotated using an unsupervised sentence embedding 
method. The effectiveness of this silver standard corpus for 
training citation linkage models is validated against a human-
annotated gold standard corpus.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.608}
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  abstract  = {To augment datasets used for scientific-document 
writing support research, we extract texts from ``Related Work'' 
sections and citation information in PDF-formatted papers published 
in English. The previous dataset was constructed entirely with Tex-
formatted papers, from which it is easy to extract citation 
information. However, since many publicly available papers in 
various fields are provided only in PDF format, a dataset 
constructed using only Tex papers has limited utility. To resolve 
this problem, we augment the existing dataset by extracting the 
titles of sections using the visual features of PDF documents and 
extracting the Related Work section text using the explicit title 
information. Since text generated from the figures and footnotes 
appearing in the extraction target areas is considered noise, we 
remove instances of such text. Moreover, we map the cited paper's 
information obtained using existing tools to citation marks detected 
by regular expression rules, resulting in pairs of cited paper 
information and text of the Related Work section. By evaluating body 
text extraction and citation mapping in the constructed dataset, the 
accuracy of the proposed dataset was found to be close to that of 
the previous dataset. Accordingly, we demonstrated the possibility 



of building a significantly augmented dataset.},
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  abstract  = {While aspect-based sentiment analysis of user-
generated content has received a lot of attention in the past years, 
emotion detection at the aspect level has been relatively 
unexplored. Moreover, given the rise of more visual content on 
social media platforms, we want to meet the ever-growing share of 
multimodal content. In this paper, we present a multimodal dataset 
for Aspect-Based Emotion Analysis (ABEA). Additionally, we take the 
first steps in investigating the utility of multimodal coreference 
resolution in an ABEA framework. The presented dataset consists of 
4,900 comments on 175 images and is annotated with aspect and 
emotion categories and the emotional dimensions of valence and 
arousal. Our preliminary experiments suggest that ABEA does not 
benefit from multimodal coreference resolution, and that aspect and 
emotion classification only requires textual information. However, 
when more specific information about the aspects is desired, image 
recognition could be essential.},
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  abstract  = {Paraphrase identification task can be easily 
challenged by changing word order, e.g. as in “Can a good person 
become bad?”. While for English this problem was tackled by the PAWS 
dataset (Zhang et al., 2019), datasets for Russian paraphrase 
detection lack non-paraphrase examples with high lexical overlap. We 



present RuPAWS, the first adversarial dataset for Russian paraphrase 
identification. Our dataset consists of examples from PAWS 
translated to the Russian language and manually annotated by native 
speakers. We compare it to the largest available dataset for Russian 
ParaPhraser and show that the best available paraphrase identifiers 
for the Russian language fail on the RuPAWS dataset. At the same 
time, the state-of-the-art paraphrasing model RuBERT trained on both 
RuPAWS and ParaPhraser obtains high performance on the RuPAWS 
dataset while maintaining its accuracy on the ParaPhraser benchmark. 
We also show that RuPAWS can measure the sensitivity of models to 
word order and syntax structure since simple baselines fail even 
when given RuPAWS training samples.},
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  abstract  = {This paper presents Atril, an XML visualization 
system for corpus texts, developed for, but not restricted to, the 
project Corpus de Audiências (CorAuDis), a corpus composed of 
transcripts of sessions of criminal proceedings recorded at the 
Coimbra Court. The main aim of the tool is to provide researchers 
with a web-based environment that allows for an easily customizable 
visualization of corpus texts with heavy structural annotation. 
Existing corpus analysis tools such as SketchEngine, TEITOK and 
CQPweb offer some kind of visualization mechanisms, but, to our 
knowledge, none meets our project’s main needs. Our requirements are 
a system that is open-source; that can be easily connected to CQPweb 
and TEITOK, that provides a full text-view with switchable 
visualization templates, that allows for the visualization of 
overlapping utterances. To meet those requirements, we created 
Atril, a module with a corpus XML file viewer, a visualization 
management system, and a word alignment tool.},
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  abstract  = {We present a completed, publicly available corpus of 
annotated semantic relations of adpositions and case markers in 
Hindi. We used the multilingual SNACS annotation scheme, which has 
been applied to a variety of typologically diverse languages. 
Building on past work examining linguistic problems in SNACS 
annotation, we use language models to attempt automatic labelling of 
SNACS supersenses in Hindi and achieve results competitive with past 
work on English. We look towards upstream applications in semantic 
role labelling and extension to related languages such as 
Gujarati.},
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  abstract  = {We introduce the first Universal Dependencies 
treebank for Punjabi (written in the Gurmukhi script) and discuss 
corpus design and linguistic phenomena encountered in annotation. 
The treebank covers a variety of genres and has been annotated for 
POS tags, dependency relations, and graph-based Enhanced 
Dependencies. We aim to expand the diversity of coverage of Indo-
Aryan languages in UD.},
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  abstract  = {Expert human annotation for summarization is 
definitely an expensive task, and can not be done on huge scales. 
But with this work, we show that even with a crowd sourced summary 
generation approach, quality can be controlled by aggressive expert 
informed filtering and sampling-based human evaluation. We propose a 
pipeline that crowd-sources summarization data and then aggressively 



filters the content via: automatic and partial expert evaluation. 
Using this pipeline we create a high-quality Telugu Abstractive 
Summarization dataset (TeSum) which we validate with sampling-based 
human evaluation. We also provide baseline numbers for various 
models commonly used for summarization. A number of recently 
released datasets for summarization, scraped the web-content relying 
on the assumption that summary is made available with the article by 
the publishers. While this assumption holds for multiple resources 
(or news-sites) in English, it should not be generalised across 
languages without thorough analysis and verification. Our analysis 
clearly shows that this assumption does not hold true for most 
Indian language news resources. We show that our proposed filtration 
pipeline can even be applied to these large-scale scraped datasets 
to extract better quality article-summary pairs.},
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  abstract  = {We present a corpus of simulated counselling sessions 
consisting of speech- and text-based dialogs in Cantonese. 
Consisting of 152K Chinese characters, the corpus labels the dialog 
act of both client and counsellor utterances, segments each dialog 
into stages, and identifies the forward and backward links in the 
dialog. We analyze the distribution of client and counsellor 
communicative intentions in the various stages, and discuss 
significant patterns of the dialog flow.},
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systems that can be effectively used in interactive settings by real 
users. To this end, we introduced the Interactive Evaluation of 
Dialog Track at the 9th Dialog System Technology Challenge. This 
track consisted of two sub-tasks. The first sub-task involved 
building knowledge-grounded response generation models. The second 
sub-task aimed to extend dialog models beyond static datasets by 
assessing them in an interactive setting with real users. Our track 
challenges participants to develop strong response generation models 
and explore strategies that extend them to back-and-forth 
interactions with real users. The progression from static corpora to 
interactive evaluation introduces unique challenges and facilitates 
a more thorough assessment of open-domain dialog systems. This paper 
provides an overview of the track, including the methodology and 
results. Furthermore, it provides insights into how to best evaluate 
open-domain dialog models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.616}
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  abstract  = {Humans sometimes anthropomorphize everyday objects, 
but especially robots that have human-like qualities and that are 
often able to interact with and respond to humans in ways that other 
objects cannot. Humans especially attribute emotion to robot 
behaviors, partly because humans often use and interpret emotions 
when interacting with other humans, and they apply that capability 
when interacting with robots. Moreover, emotions are a fundamental 
part of the human language system and emotions are used as 
scaffolding for language learning, making them an integral part of 
language learning and meaning. However, there are very few datasets 
that explore how humans perceive the emotional states of robots and 
how emotional behaviors relate to human language. To address this 
gap we have collected HADREB, a dataset of human appraisals and 
English descriptions of robot emotional behaviors collected from 
over 30 participants. These descriptions and human emotion 
appraisals are collected using the Mistyrobotics Misty II and the 
Digital Dream Labs Cozmo (formerly Anki) robots. The dataset 
contains English descriptions and emotion appraisals of more than 
500 descriptions and graded valence labels of 8 emotion pairs for 
each behavior and each robot. In this paper we describe the process 
of collecting and cleaning the data, give a general analysis of the 
data, and evaluate the usefulness of the dataset in two experiments, 
one using a language model to map descriptions to emotions, the 
other maps robot behaviors to emotions.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.617}
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  abstract  = {To develop a dialogue system that can build common 
ground with users, the process of building common ground through 
dialogue needs to be clarified. However, the studies on the process 
of building common ground have not been well conducted; much work 
has focused on finding the relationship between a dialogue in which 
users perform a collaborative task and its task performance 
represented by the final result of the task. In this study, to 
clarify the process of building common ground, we propose a data 
collection method for automatically recording the process of 
building common ground through a dialogue by using the intermediate 
result of a task. We collected 984 dialogues, and as a result of 
investigating the process of building common ground, we found that 
the process can be classified into several typical patterns and that 
conveying each worker's understanding through affirmation of a 
counterpart's utterances especially contributes to building common 
ground. In addition, toward dialogue systems that can build common 
ground, we conducted an automatic estimation of the degree of built 
common ground and found that its degree can be estimated quite 
accurately.},
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  abstract  = {When individuals communicate with each other, they 
use different vocabulary, speaking speed, facial expressions, and 
body language depending on the people they talk to. This paper 
focuses on the speaker's age as a factor that affects the change in 
communication. We collected a multimodal dialogue corpus with a wide 



range of speaker ages. As a dialogue task, we focus on travel, which 
interests people of all ages, and we set up a task based on a 
tourism consultation between an operator and a customer at a travel 
agency. This paper provides details of the dialogue task, the 
collection procedure and annotations, and the analysis on the 
characteristics of the dialogues and facial expressions focusing on 
the age of the speakers. Results of the analysis suggest that the 
adult speakers have more independent opinions, the older speakers 
more frequently express their opinions frequently compared with 
other age groups, and the operators expressed a smile more 
frequently to the minor speakers.},
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  abstract  = {Sentiment analysis is one of the most widely studied 
tasks in natural language processing. While BERT-based models have 
achieved state-of-the-art results in this task, little attention has 
been given to its performance variability across class labels, 
multi-source and multi-domain corpora. In this paper, we present an 
improved state-of-the-art and comparatively evaluate BERT-based 
models for sentiment analysis on Italian corpora. The proposed model 
is evaluated over eight sentiment analysis corpora from different 
domains (social media, finance, e-commerce, health, travel) and 
sources (Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, Amazon, Tripadvisor, Opera and 
Personal Healthcare Agent) on the prediction of positive, negative 
and neutral classes. Our findings suggest that BERT-based models are 
confident in predicting positive and negative examples but not as 
much with neutral examples. We release the sentiment analysis model 
as well as a newly financial domain sentiment corpus.},
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  abstract  = {In this work, we study entrainment of users playing a 
creative reference resolution game with an autonomous dialogue 
system. The language understanding module in our dialogue system 
leverages annotated human-wizard conversational data, openly 
available knowledge graphs, and crowd-augmented data. Unlike 
previous entrainment work, our dialogue system does not attempt to 
make the human conversation partner adopt lexical items in their 
dialogue, but rather to adapt their descriptive strategy to one that 
is simpler to parse for our natural language understanding unit. By 
deploying this dialogue system through a crowd-sourced study, we 
show that users indeed entrain on a "strategy-level" without the 
change of strategy impinging on their creativity. Our work thus 
presents a promising future research direction for developing 
dialogue management systems that can strategically influence 
people’s descriptive strategy to ease the system’s language 
understanding in creative tasks.},
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an important step for developing more engaging dialogue systems. In 
this work, we explore this direction by introducing MMChat: a large 
scale Chinese multi-modal dialogue corpus (32.4M raw dialogues and 
120.84K filtered dialogues). Unlike previous corpora that are crowd-
sourced or collected from fictitious movies, MMChat contains image-
grounded dialogues collected from real conversations on social 
media, in which the sparsity issue is observed. Specifically, image-
initiated dialogues in common communications may deviate to some 
non-image-grounded topics as the conversation proceeds. To better 
investigate this issue, we manually annotate 100K dialogues from 
MMChat and further filter the corpus accordingly, which yields 
MMChat-hf. We develop a benchmark model to address the sparsity 
issue in dialogue generation tasks by adapting the attention routing 
mechanism on image features. Experiments demonstrate the usefulness 
of incorporating image features and the effectiveness in handling 
the sparsity of image features.},
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traditional recommendation, it advocates wealthier interactions and 
provides possibilities to obtain users' exact preferences 
explicitly. Nevertheless, the corresponding research on this topic 
is limited due to the lack of broad-coverage dialogue corpus, 
especially real-world dialogue corpus. To handle this issue and 
facilitate our exploration, we construct E-ConvRec, an authentic 
Chinese dialogue dataset consisting of over 25k dialogues and 770k 
utterances, which contains user profile, product knowledge base 
(KB), and multiple sequential real conversations between users and 
recommenders. Next, we explore conversational recommendation in a 
real scene from multiple facets based on the dataset. Therefore, we 
particularly design three tasks: user preference recognition, 
dialogue management, and personalized recommendation. In the light 
of the three tasks, we establish baseline results on E-ConvRec to 
facilitate future studies.},
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  abstract  = {We introduce SHONGLAP, a large annotated open-domain 
dialogue corpus in Bengali language. Due to unavailability of high-
quality dialogue datasets for low-resource languages like Bengali, 
existing neural open-domain dialogue systems suffer from data 
scarcity. We propose a framework to prepare large-scale open-domain 
dialogue datasets from publicly available multi-party discussion 
podcasts, talk-shows and label them based on weak-supervision 
techniques which is particularly suitable for low-resource settings. 
Using this framework, we prepared our corpus, the first reported 
Bengali open-domain dialogue corpus (7.7k+ fully annotated dialogues 



in total) which can serve as a strong baseline for future works. 
Experimental results show that our corpus improves performance of 
large language models (BanglaBERT) in case of downstream 
classification tasks during fine-tuning.},
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method of communication in daily life and social activities. An 
engineering analysis of praising behavior is therefore valuable. 
However, a dialogue corpus for this analysis has not yet been 
developed. Therefore, we develop corpuses for face-to-face and 
remote two-party dialogues with ratings of praising skills. The 
corpuses enable us to clarify how to use verbal and nonverbal 
behaviors for successfully praise. In this paper, we analyze the 
differences between the face-to-face and remote corpuses, in 
particular the expressions in adjudged praising scenes in both 
corpuses, and also evaluated praising skills. We also compare 
differences in head motion, gaze behavior, facial expression in 
high-rated praising scenes in both corpuses. The results showed that 
the distribution of praising scores was similar in face-to-face and 
remote dialogues, although the ratio of the number of praising 
scenes to the number of utterances was different. In addition, we 
confirmed differences in praising behavior in face-to-face and 
remote dialogues.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we compare two different approaches to 
language understanding for a human-robot interaction domain in which 



a human commander gives navigation instructions to a robot. We 
contrast a relevance-based classifier with a GPT-2 model, using 
about 2000 input-output examples as training data. With this level 
of training data, the relevance-based model outperforms the GPT-2 
based model 79\% to \68\%. We also present a taxonomy of types of 
errors made by each model, indicating that they have somewhat 
different strengths and weaknesses, so we also examine the potential 
for a combined model.},
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  abstract  = {We propose a novel knowledge grounded dialogue 
(interview) dataset SPORTSINTERVIEW set in the domain of sports 
interview. Our dataset contains two types of external knowledge 
sources as knowledge grounding, and is rich in content, containing 
about 150K interview sessions and 34K distinct interviewees. 
Compared to existing knowledge grounded dialogue datasets, our 
interview dataset is larger in size, comprises natural dialogues 
revolving around real-world sports matches, and have more than one 
dimension of external knowledge linking. We performed several 
experiments on SPORTSINTERVIEW and found that models such as BART 
fine-tuned on our dataset are able to learn lots of relevant domain 
knowledge and generate meaningful sentences (questions or 
responses). However, their performance is still far from humans (by 
comparing to gold sentences in the dataset) and hence encourages 
future research utilizing SPORTSINTERVIEW.},
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  abstract  = {The long-standing goal of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) has been to create human-like conversational systems. Such 



systems should have the ability to develop an emotional connection 
with the users, consequently, emotion recognition in dialogues has 
gained popularity. Emotion detection in dialogues is a challenging 
task because humans usually convey multiple emotions with varying 
degrees of intensities in a single utterance. Moreover, emotion in 
an utterance of a dialogue may be dependent on previous utterances 
making the task more complex. Recently, emotion recognition in low-
resource languages like Hindi has been in great demand. However, 
most of the existing datasets for multi-label emotion and intensity 
detection in conversations are in English. To this end, we propose a 
large conversational dataset in Hindi named EmoInHindi for multi-
label emotion and intensity recognition in conversations containing 
1,814 dialogues with a total of 44,247 utterances. We prepare our 
dataset in a Wizard-of-Oz manner for mental health and legal 
counselling of crime victims. Each utterance of dialogue is 
annotated with one or more emotion categories from 16 emotion labels 
including neutral and their corresponding intensity. We further 
propose strong contextual baselines that can detect the emotion(s) 
and corresponding emotional intensity of an utterance given the 
conversational context.},
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its kind. Each quotation is annotated for the speaker, addressees, 
type of quotation, referring expression, and character mentions 
within the quotation text. The annotated attributes allow for a 
comprehensive evaluation of models of quotation attribution and 
coreference for literary texts.},
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to capture the clusivity properties of personal pronouns in context, 
that is their ability to construct and manage in-groups and out-
groups by including/excluding the audience and/or non-speech act 
participants in reference to groups that also include the speaker. 
We apply and test our schema on pronoun instances in speeches taken 
from the German parliament. The speeches cover a time period from 
2017-2021 and comprise manual annotations for 3,126 sentences. We 
achieve high inter-annotator agreement for our new schema, with a 
Cohen’s κ in the range of 89.7-93.2 and a percentage agreement of > 
96\%. Our exploratory analysis of in/exclusive pronoun use in the 
parliamentary setting provides some face validity for our new 
schema. Finally, we present baseline experiments for automatically 
predicting clusivity in political debates, with promising results 
for many referential constellations, yielding an overall 84.9\% 
micro F1 for all pronouns.},
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  abstract  = {Sentiment analysis is one of the most widely studied 
applications in NLP, but most work focuses on languages with large 
amounts of data. We introduce the first large-scale human-annotated 
Twitter sentiment dataset for the four most widely spoken languages 
in Nigeria—Hausa, Igbo, Nigerian-Pidgin, and Yorùbá—consisting of 
around 30,000 annotated tweets per language, including a significant 
fraction of code-mixed tweets. We propose text collection, 
filtering, processing and labeling methods that enable us to create 
datasets for these low-resource languages. We evaluate a range of 
pre-trained models and transfer strategies on the dataset. We find 
that language-specific models and language-adaptive fine-tuning 
generally perform best. We release the datasets, trained models, 
sentiment lexicons, and code to incentivize research on sentiment 
analysis in under-represented languages.},
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  abstract  = {We hypothesise and evaluate a language model-based 
approach for scoring the quality of OCR transcriptions in the 
British Library Newspapers (BLN) corpus parts 1 and 2, to identify 
the best quality OCR for use in further natural language processing 
tasks, with a wider view to link individual newspaper reports of 
crime in nineteenth-century London to the Digital Panopticon---a 
structured repository of criminal lives. We mitigate the absence of 
gold standard transcriptions of the BLN corpus by utilising a corpus 
of genre-adjacent texts that capture the common and legal parlance 
of nineteenth-century London---the Proceedings of the Old Bailey 
Online---with a view to rank the BLN transcriptions by their OCR 
quality.},
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  abstract  = {We apply computational stylometric techniques to an 
18th century Dutch chronicle to determine which fragments of the 
manuscript represent the author's own original work and which show 
signs of external source use through either direct copying or 
paraphrasing. Through stylometric methods the majority of text 
fragments in the chronicle can be correctly labelled as either the 
author's own words, direct copies from sources or paraphrasing. Our 
results show that clustering text fragments based on stylometric 
measures is an effective methodology for authorship verification of 
this document; however, this approach is less effective when 
personal writing style is masked by author independent styles or 
when applied to paraphrased text.},
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  pages     = {5879--5888},
  abstract  = {This paper contributes to studying relationships 
between Japanese topography and places featured in early modern 
landscape prints, so-called ukiyo-e or ‘pictures of the floating 
world’. The printed inscriptions on these images feature diverse 
place-names, both man-made and natural formations. However, due to 
the corpus's richness and diversity, the precise nature of artistic 
mediation of the depicted places remains little understood. In this 
paper, we explored a new analytical approach based on the 
macroanalysis of images facilitated by Natural Language Processing 
technologies. This paper presents a small dataset with inscriptions 
on prints that have been annotated by an art historian for included 
place-name entities. Our dataset is released for public use. By 
fine-tuning and applying a Japanese BERT-based Name Entity 
Recogniser, we provide a use-case of a macroanalysis of a visual 
dataset that is hosted by the digital database of the Art Research 
Center at the Ritsumeikan University, Kyoto. Our work studies the 
relationship between topography and its visual renderings in early 
modern Japanese ukiyo-e landscape prints, demonstrating how an art 
historian’s work can be improved with Natural Language Processing 
toward distant viewing of visual datasets. We release our dataset 
and code for public use: https://github.com/connalia/ukiyo-
e\_meisho\_nlp},
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  abstract  = {Authorship attribution infers the likely author of an 
unsigned, single-authored document from a pool of candidates. 
Despite recent advances, a lack of standard, reproducible testbeds 
for Chinese language documents impedes progress. In this paper, we 
present the Chinese Cross-Topic Authorship Attribution (CCTAA) 
corpus. It is the first standard testbed for authorship attribution 
on contemporary Chinese prose. The cross-topic design and relatively 
inflexible genre of newswire contribute to an appropriate level of 
difficulty. It supports reproducible research by using pre-defined 



data splits. We show that a sequence classifier based on pre-trained 
Chinese RoBERTa embedding and a support vector machine classifier 
using function character n-gram frequency features perform below 
expectations on this task. The code for generating the corpus and 
reproducing the baselines is freely available at https://
codeberg.org/haining/cctaa.},
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  abstract  = {This paper illustrates a workflow for developing and 
evaluating automatic translation alignment models for Ancient Greek. 
We designed an annotation Style Guide and a gold standard for the 
alignment of Ancient Greek-English and Ancient Greek-Portuguese, 
measured inter-annotator agreement and used the resulting dataset to 
evaluate the performance of various translation alignment models. We 
proposed a fine-tuning strategy that employs unsupervised training 
with mono- and bilingual texts and supervised training using 
manually aligned sentences. The results indicate that the fine-tuned 
model based on XLM-Roberta is superior in performance, and it 
achieved good results on language pairs that were not part of the 
training data.},
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language. Therefore, research on how people use language to inform 
and misinform, and how this knowledge may be automatically extracted 
from large amounts of text is surely relevant. This survey provides 
first-hand experiences and a comprehensive review of rhetorical-



level structure analysis for online deception detection. We 
systematically analyze how discourse structure, aligned or not with 
other approaches, is applied to automatic fake news and fake reviews 
detection on the web and social media. Moreover, we categorize 
discourse-tagged corpora along with results, hence offering a 
summary and accessible introductions to new researchers.},
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learner is essential for developing critical thinking skills, 
however, it requires a lot of time and effort. To mitigate the 
overload on teachers, we aim to automate a process of providing 
feedback, especially giving diagnostic comments which point out the 
weaknesses inherent in the argumentation. It is recommended to give 
specific diagnostic comments so that learners can recognize the 
diagnosis without misinterpretation. However, it is not obvious how 
the task of providing specific diagnostic comments should be 
formulated. We present a formulation of the task as template 
selection and slot filling to make an automatic evaluation easier 
and the behavior of the model more tractable. The key to the 
formulation is the possibility of creating a template set that is 
sufficient for practical use. In this paper, we define three 
criteria that a template set should satisfy: expressiveness, 
informativeness, and uniqueness, and verify the feasibility of 
creating a template set that satisfies these criteria as a first 
trial. We will show that it is feasible through an annotation study 
that converts diagnostic comments given in a text to a template 
format. The corpus used in the annotation study is publicly 
available.},
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  pages     = {5929--5937},
  abstract  = {Crowdsourcing the collection of speech provides a 
scalable setting to access a customisable demographic according to 
each dataset's needs. The correctness of speaker metadata is 
especially relevant for speaker-centred collections - ones that 
require the collection of a fixed amount of data per speaker. This 
paper identifies two different types of misalignment present in 
these collections: Multiple Accounts misalignment (different 
contributors map to the same speaker), and Multiple Speakers 
misalignment (multiple speakers map to the same contributor). Based 
on state-of-the-art approaches to Speaker Verification, this paper 
proposes an unsupervised method for measuring speaker metadata 
plausibility of a collection, i.e., evaluating the match (or lack 
thereof) between contributors and speakers. The solution presented 
is composed of an embedding extractor and a clustering module. 
Results indicate high precision in automatically classifying 
contributor alignment (>0.94).},
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  abstract  = {Abstract Meaning Representation is a sentence-level 
meaning representation, which abstracts the meaning of sentences 
into a rooted acyclic directed graph. With the continuous expansion 
of Chinese AMR corpus, more and more scholars have developed parsing 
systems to automatically parse sentences into Chinese AMR. However, 
the current parsers can't deal with concept alignment and relation 
alignment, let alone the evaluation methods for AMR parsing. 
Therefore, to make up for the vacancy of Chinese AMR parsing 
evaluation methods, based on AMR evaluation metric smatch, we have 
improved the algorithm of generating triples so that to make it 
compatible with concept alignment and relation alignment. Finally, 
we obtain a new integrity metric align-smatch for paring evaluation. 
A comparative research then was conducted on 20 manually annotated 
AMR and gold AMR, with the result that align-smatch works well in 
alignments and more robust in evaluating arcs. We also put forward 
some fine-grained metric for evaluating concept alignment, relation 
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emotions as they are expressed in texts, before conducting a manual 
annotation campaign. After explaining whatentails a deeply 
linguistic perspective on emotion expression modeling, we present a 
few NLP works that share some common points with this perspective 
and meticulously compare our approach with them. We then highlight 
some interesting quantitative results observed on our annotated 
corpus. The most notable interactions are on the one hand between 
emotion expression modes and genres of texts, and on the other hand 
between emotion expression modes and emotional categories. These 
observation corroborate and clarify some of the results already 
mentioned in other NLP works on emotion annotation.},
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knowledge. Recently, with the help of pre-trained language 
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on various PCR tasks. However, as most existing works focus on 
developing PCR models for specific datasets and measuring the 
accuracy or F1 alone, it is still unclear whether current PCR 
systems are reliable in real applications. Motivated by this, we 
propose PCR4ALL, a new benchmark and a toolbox that evaluates and 
analyzes the performance of PCR systems from different perspectives 
(i.e., knowledge source, domain, data size, frequency, relevance, 
and polarity). Experiments demonstrate notable performance 
differences when the models are examined from different angles. We 
hope that PCR4ALL can motivate the community to pay more attention 
to solving the overall PCR problem and understand the performance 
comprehensively. All data and codes are available at: https://
github.com/HKUST-KnowComp/PCR4ALL.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5974--5982},
  abstract  = {Genre identification is a kind of non-topic text 
classification. The main difference between this task and topic 
classification is that genre, unlike topic, usually cannot be 
expressed just by some keywords and is defined as a functional 
space. Neural models based on pre-trained transformers, such as BERT 
or XLM-RoBERTa, demonstrate SOTA results in many NLP tasks, 
including non-topical classification. However, in many cases, their 
downstream application to very large corpora, such as those 
extracted from social media, can lead to unreliable results because 
of dataset shifts, when some raw texts do not match the profile of 
the training set. To mitigate this problem, we experiment with 
individual models as well as with their ensembles. To evaluate the 
robustness of all models we use a prediction confidence metric, 
which estimates the reliability of a prediction in the absence of a 
gold standard label. We can evaluate robustness via the confidence 
gap between the correctly classified texts and the misclassified 
ones on a labeled test corpus, higher gaps make it easier to 
identify whether a text is classified correctly. Our results show 
that for all of the classifiers tested in this study, there is a 
confidence gap, but for the ensembles, the gap is wider, meaning 
that ensembles are more robust than their individual models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.642}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5983--5993},
  abstract  = {Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a well researched 
NLP task and is widely used in real world NLP scenarios. NER 
research typically focuses on the creation of new ways of training 
NER, with relatively less emphasis on resources and evaluation. 
Further, state of the art (SOTA) NER models, trained on standard 
datasets, typically report only a single performance measure (F-
score) and we don't really know how well they do for different 
entity types and genres of text, or how robust are they to new, 
unseen entities. In this paper, we perform a broad evaluation of NER 
using a popular dataset, that takes into consideration various text 
genres and sources constituting the dataset at hand. Additionally, 
we generate six new adversarial test sets through small 
perturbations in the original test set, replacing select entities 
while retaining the context. We also train and test our models on 
randomly generated train/dev/test splits followed by an experiment 
where the models are trained on a select set of genres but tested 
genres not seen in training. These comprehensive evaluation 
strategies were performed using three SOTA NER models. Based on our 
results, we recommend some useful reporting practices for NER 
researchers, that could help in providing a better understanding of 
a SOTA model's performance in future.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {5994--6000},
  abstract  = {This study investigates how supervised quality 
estimation (QE) models of grammatical error correction (GEC) are 
affected by the learners’ proficiency with the data. QE models for 
GEC evaluations in prior work have obtained a high correlation with 
manual evaluations. However, when functioning in a real-world 
context, the data used for the reported results have limitations 
because prior works were biased toward data by learners with 
relatively high proficiency levels. To address this issue, we 
created a QE dataset that includes multiple proficiency levels and 
explored the necessity of performing proficiency-wise evaluation for 
QE of GEC. Our experiments demonstrated that differences in 



evaluation dataset proficiency affect the performance of QE models, 
and proficiency-wise evaluation helps create more robust models.},
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  pages     = {6001--6008},
  abstract  = {We evaluate several publicly available off-the-shelf 
(commercial and research) automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems 
on dialogue agent-directed English speech from speakers with General 
American vs. non-American accents. Our results show that the 
performance of the ASR systems for non-American accents is 
considerably worse than for General American accents. Depending on 
the recognizer, the absolute difference in performance between 
General American accents and all non-American accents combined can 
vary approximately from 2\% to 12\%, with relative differences 
varying approximately between 16\% and 49\%. This drop in 
performance becomes even larger when we consider specific categories 
of non-American accents indicating a need for more diligent 
collection of and training on non-native English speaker data in 
order to narrow this performance gap. There are performance 
differences across ASR systems, and while the same general pattern 
holds, with more errors for non-American accents, there are some 
accents for which the best recognizer is different than in the 
overall case. We expect these results to be useful for dialogue 
system designers in developing more robust inclusive dialogue 
systems, and for ASR providers in taking into account performance 
requirements for different accents.},
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  abstract  = {The development of an automatic evaluation metric 
remains an open problem in text generation. Widely used evaluation 



metrics, like ROUGE and BLEU, are based on exact word matching and 
fail to capture semantic similarity. Recent works, such as 
BERTScore, MoverScore and, Sentence Mover's Similarity, are an 
improvement over these standard metrics as they use the 
contextualized word or sentence embeddings to capture semantic 
similarity. We in this work, propose a novel evaluation metric, 
Sentence Pair EmbEDdings (SPEED) Score, for text generation which is 
based on semantic similarity between sentence pairs as opposed to 
earlier approaches. To find semantic similarity between a pair of 
sentences, we obtain sentence-level embeddings from multiple 
transformer models pre-trained specifically on various sentence pair 
tasks such as Paraphrase Detection (PD), Semantic Text Similarity 
(STS), and Natural Language Inference (NLI). As these sentence pair 
tasks involve capturing the semantic similarity between a pair of 
input texts, we leverage these models in our metric computation. Our 
proposed evaluation metric shows an impressive performance in 
evaluating both abstractive and extractive summarization models and 
achieves state-of-the-art results on the SummEval dataset, 
demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. Also, we perform 
the run-time analysis to show that our proposed metric is faster 
than the current state-of-the-art.},
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  pages     = {6018--6023},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we reassess claims of human parity and 
super human performance in machine translation. Although these terms 
have already been discussed, as well as the evaluation protocols 
used to achieved these conclusions (human-parity is achieved i} only 
for a very reduced number of languages, ii) on very specific types 
of documents and iii) with very literal translations), we show that 
the terms used are themselves problematic, and that human 
translation involves much more than what is embedded in automatic 
systems. We also discuss ethical issues related to the way results 
are presented and advertised. Finally, we claim that a better 
assessment of human capacities should be put forward and that the 
goal of replacing humans by machines is not a desirable one.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.647}
}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6024--6034},
  abstract  = {Due to the success of pre-trained language models, 
versions of languages other than English have been released in 
recent years. This fact implies the need for resources to evaluate 
these models. In the case of Spanish, there are few ways to 
systematically assess the models' quality. In this paper, we narrow 
the gap by building two evaluation benchmarks. Inspired by previous 
work (Conneau and Kiela, 2018; Chen et al., 2019), we introduce 
Spanish SentEval and Spanish DiscoEval, aiming to assess the 
capabilities of stand-alone and discourse-aware sentence 
representations, respectively. Our benchmarks include considerable 
pre-existing and newly constructed datasets that address different 
tasks from various domains. In addition, we evaluate and analyze the 
most recent pre-trained Spanish language models to exhibit their 
capabilities and limitations. As an example, we discover that for 
the case of discourse evaluation tasks, mBERT, a language model 
trained on multiple languages, usually provides a richer latent 
representation than models trained only with documents in Spanish. 
We hope our contribution will motivate a fairer, more comparable, 
and less cumbersome way to evaluate future Spanish language 
models.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6035--6044},
  abstract  = {Feature Engineering consists in the application of 
domain knowledge to select and transform relevant features to build 
efficient machine learning models. In the Natural Language 
Processing field, the state of the art concerning automatic document 
classification tasks relies on word and sentence embeddings built 
upon deep learning models based on transformers that have 
outperformed the competition in several tasks. However, the models 
built from these embeddings are usually difficult to interpret. On 
the contrary, linguistic features are easy to understand, they 



result in simpler models, and they usually achieve encouraging 
results. Moreover, both linguistic features and embeddings can be 
combined with different strategies which result in more reliable 
machine-learning models. The de facto tool for extracting linguistic 
features in Spanish is LIWC. However, this software does not 
consider specific linguistic phenomena of Spanish such as 
grammatical gender and lacks certain verb tenses. In order to solve 
these drawbacks, we have developed UMUTextStats, a linguistic 
extraction tool designed from scratch for Spanish. Furthermore, this 
tool has been validated to conduct different experiments in areas 
such as infodemiology, hate-speech detection, author profiling, 
authorship verification, humour or irony detection, among others. 
The results indicate that the combination of linguistic features and 
embeddings based on transformers are beneficial in automatic 
document classification.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {613--622},
  abstract  = {In this paper we address the question of how to 
integrate grammar and lexical-semantic knowledge within a single and 
homogeneous knowledge graph. We introduce a graph modelling of 
grammar knowledge which enables its merging with a lexical-semantic 
network. Such an integrated representation is expected, for 
instance, to provide new material for language-related graph 
embeddings in order to model interactions between Syntax and 
Semantics. Our base model relies on a phrase structure grammar. The 
phrase structure is accounted for by both a Proof-Theoretical 
representation, through a Context-Free Grammar, and a Model-
Theoretical one, through a constraint-based grammar. The constraint 
types colour the grammar layer with syntactic relationships such as 
Immediate Dominance, Linear Precedence, and more. We detail a 
creation process which infers the grammar layer from a corpus 
annotated in constituency and integrates it with a lexical-semantic 
network through a shared POS tagset. We implement the process, and 
experiment with the French Treebank and the JeuxDeMots lexical-
semantic network. The outcome is the HOLINET knowledge graph.},
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6045--6058},
  abstract  = {As far back as Aristotle, problems and solutions have 
been recognised as a core pattern of thought, and in particular of 
the scientific method. In this work, we present the novel task of 
problem-solving recognition in scientific text. Previous work on 
problem-solving either is not computational, is not adapted to 
scientific text, or has been narrow in scope. This work provides a 
new annotation scheme of problem-solving tailored to the scientific 
domain. We validate the scheme with an annotation study, and model 
the task using state-of-the-art baselines such as a Neural 
Relational Topic Model. The agreement study indicates that our 
annotation is reliable, and results from modelling show that 
problem-solving expressions in text can be recognised to a high 
degree of accuracy.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.650}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6059--6068},
  abstract  = {Multiple-choice question answering (MCQA) for machine 
reading comprehension (MRC) is challenging. It requires a model to 
select a correct answer from several candidate options related to 
text passages or dialogue. To select the correct answer, such models 
must have the ability to understand natural languages, comprehend 
textual representations, and infer the relationship between 
candidate options, questions, and passages. Previous models 
calculated representations between passages and question-option 
pairs separately, thereby ignoring the effect of other relation-
pairs. In this study, we propose a human reading comprehension 
attention (HRCA) model and a passage-question-option (PQO) matrix-
guided HRCA model called HRCA+ to increase accuracy. The HRCA model 
updates the information learned from the previous relation-pair to 
the next relation-pair. HRCA+ utilizes the textual information and 
the interior relationship between every two parts in a passage, a 
question, and the corresponding candidate options. Our proposed 
method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods. On the 
Semeval-2018 Task 11 dataset, our proposed method improved accuracy 
levels from 95.8\% to 97.2\%, and on the DREAM dataset, it improved 
accuracy levels from 90.4\% to 91.6\% without extra training data, 
from 91.8\% to 92.6\% with extra training data.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6069--6076},
  abstract  = {Hypernymy plays a fundamental role in many AI tasks 
like taxonomy learning, ontology learning, etc. This has motivated 
the development of many automatic identification methods for 
extracting this relation, most of which rely on word distribution. 
We present a novel model HyperBox to learn box embeddings for 
hypernym discovery. Given an input term, HyperBox retrieves its 
suitable hypernym from a target corpus. For this task, we use the 
dataset published for SemEval 2018 Shared Task on Hypernym 
Discovery. We compare the performance of our model on two specific 
domains of knowledge: medical and music. Experimentally, we show 
that our model outperforms existing methods on the majority of the 
evaluation metrics. Moreover, our model generalize well over unseen 
hypernymy pairs using only a small set of training data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.652}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6077--6082},
  abstract  = {Space situational awareness typically makes use of 
physical measurements from radar, telescopes, and other assets to 
monitor satellites and other spacecraft for operational, 
navigational, and defense purposes. In this work we explore using 
textual input for the space situational awareness task. We construct 
a corpus of 48.5k news articles spanning all known active satellites 
between 2009 and 2020. Using a dependency-rule-based extraction 
system designed to target three high-impact events -- spacecraft 
launches, failures, and decommissionings, we identify 1,787 space-
event sentences that are then annotated by humans with 15.9k labels 
for event slots. We empirically demonstrate a state-of-the-art 



neural extraction system achieves an overall F1 between 53 and 91 
per slot for event extraction in this low-resource, high-impact 
domain.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6083--6092},
  abstract  = {Community Question Answering (CQA) forums provide 
answers to many real-life questions. These forums are trendy among 
machine learning researchers due to their large size. Automatic 
answer selection, answer ranking, question retrieval, expert 
finding, and fact-checking are example learning tasks performed 
using CQA data. This paper presents PerCQA, the first Persian 
dataset for CQA. This dataset contains the questions and answers 
crawled from the most well-known Persian forum. After data 
acquisition, we provide rigorous annotation guidelines in an 
iterative process and then the annotation of question-answer pairs 
in SemEvalCQA format. PerCQA contains 989 questions and 21,915 
annotated answers. We make PerCQA publicly available to encourage 
more research in Persian CQA. We also build strong benchmarks for 
the task of answer selection in PerCQA by using mono- and multi-
lingual pre-trained language models.},
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  abstract  = {Data exploration is an important step of every data 
science and machine learning project, including those involving 
textual data. We provide a novel language tool, in the form of a 
publicly available Python library for extracting patterns from 
textual data. The library integrates a first public implementation 
of the existing GrASP algorithm. It allows users to extract patterns 



using a number of general-purpose built-in linguistic attributes 
(such as hypernyms, part-of-speech tags, and syntactic dependency 
tags), as envisaged for the original algorithm, as well as domain-
specific custom attributes which can be incorporated into the 
library by implementing two functions. The library is equipped with 
a web-based interface empowering human users to conveniently explore 
data via the extracted patterns, using complementary pattern-centric 
and example-centric views: the former includes a reading in natural 
language and statistics of each extracted pattern; the latter shows 
applications of each extracted pattern to training examples. We 
demonstrate the usefulness of the library in classification (spam 
detection and argument mining), model analysis (machine 
translation), and artifact discovery in datasets (SNLI and 
20Newsgroups).},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6104--6113},
  abstract  = {How to obtain hierarchical representations with an 
increasing level of abstraction becomes one of the key issues of 
learning with deep neural networks. A variety of RNN models have 
recently been proposed to incorporate both explicit and implicit 
hierarchical information in modeling languages in the literature. In 
this paper, we propose a novel approach called the latent indicator 
layer to identify and learn implicit hierarchical information (e.g., 
phrases), and further develop an EM algorithm to handle the latent 
indicator layer in training. The latent indicator layer further 
simplifies a text's hierarchical structure, which allows us to 
seamlessly integrate different levels of attention mechanisms into 
the structure. We called the resulting architecture as the EM-HRNN 
model. Furthermore, we develop two bootstrap strategies to 
effectively and efficiently train the EM-HRNN model on long text 
documents. Simulation studies and real data applications demonstrate 
that the EM-HRNN model with bootstrap training outperforms other 
RNN-based models in document classification tasks. The performance 
of the EM-HRNN model is comparable to a Transformer-based method 
called Bert-base, though the former is much smaller model and does 
not require pre-training.},
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  pages     = {6114--6120},
  abstract  = {Existing question answering systems mainly focus on 
dealing with text data. However, much of the data produced daily is 
stored in the form of tables that can be found in documents and 
relational databases, or on the web. To solve the task of question 
answering over tables, there exist many datasets for table question 
answering written in English, but few Korean datasets. In this 
paper, we demonstrate how we construct Korean-specific datasets for 
table question answering: Korean tabular dataset is a collection of 
1.4M tables with corresponding descriptions for unsupervised pre-
training language models. Korean table question answering corpus 
consists of 70k pairs of questions and answers created by crowd-
sourced workers. Subsequently, we then build a pre-trained language 
model based on Transformer and fine-tune the model for table 
question answering with these datasets. We then report the 
evaluation results of our model. We make our datasets publicly 
available via our GitHub repository and hope that those datasets 
will help further studies for question answering over tables, and 
for the transformation of table formats.},
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  pages     = {6121--6130},
  abstract  = {While the field of argument mining has grown notably 
in the last decade, research on the Twitter medium remains 
relatively understudied. Given the difficulty of mining arguments in 
tweets, recent work on creating annotated resources mainly utilized 
simplified annotation schemes that focus on single argument 
components, i.e., on claim or evidence. In this paper we strive to 
fill this research gap by presenting GerCCT, a new corpus of German 
tweets on climate change, which was annotated for a set of different 
argument components and properties. Additionally, we labelled 
sarcasm and toxic language to facilitate the development of tools 
for filtering out non-argumentative content. This, to the best of 
our knowledge, renders our corpus the first tweet resource annotated 
for argumentation, sarcasm and toxic language. We show that a 



comparatively complex annotation scheme can still yield promising 
inter-annotator agreement. We further present first good supervised 
classification results yielded by a fine-tuned BERT architecture.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.658}
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  pages     = {6131--6138},
  abstract  = {Budget argument mining attempts to identify 
argumentative components related to a budget item, and then 
classifies these argumentative components, given budget information 
and minutes. We describe the construction of the dataset for budget 
argument mining, a subtask of QA Lab-PoliInfo-3 in NTCIR-16. Budget 
argument mining analyses the argument structure of the minutes, 
focusing on monetary expressions (amount of money). In this task, 
given sufficient budget information (budget item, budget amount, 
etc.), relevant argumentative components in the minutes are 
identified and argument labels (claim, premise, and other) are 
assigned their components. In this paper, we describe the design of 
the data format, the annotation procedure, and release information 
of budget argument mining dataset, to link budget information to 
minutes.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.659}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {623--632},
  abstract  = {State-of-the-art approaches for metaphor detection 
compare their literal - or core - meaning and their contextual 
meaning using metaphor classifiers based on neural networks. 
However, metaphorical expressions evolve over time due to various 
reasons, such as cultural and societal impact. Metaphorical 
expressions are known to co-evolve with language and literal word 
meanings, and even drive, to some extent, this evolution. This poses 



the question of whether different, possibly time-specific, 
representations of literal meanings may impact the metaphor 
detection task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
study that examines the metaphor detection task with a detailed 
exploratory analysis where different temporal and static word 
embeddings are used to account for different representations of 
literal meanings. Our experimental analysis is based on three 
popular benchmarks used for metaphor detection and word embeddings 
extracted from different corpora and temporally aligned using 
different state-of-the-art approaches. The results suggest that the 
usage of different static word embedding methods does impact the 
metaphor detection task and some temporal word embeddings slightly 
outperform static methods. However, the results also suggest that 
temporal word embeddings may provide representations of the core 
meaning of the metaphor even too close to their contextual meaning, 
thus confusing the classifier. Overall, the interaction between 
temporal language evolution and metaphor detection appears tiny in 
the benchmark datasets used in our experiments. This suggests that 
future work for the computational analysis of this important 
linguistic phenomenon should first start by creating a new dataset 
where this interaction is better represented.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6139--6146},
  abstract  = {Deep neural networks (DNNs) have a high capacity to 
completely memorize noisy labels given sufficient training time, and 
its memorization unfortunately leads to performance degradation. 
Recently, virtual adversarial training (VAT) attracts attention as 
it could further improve the generalization of DNNs in semi-
supervised learning. The driving force behind VAT is to prevent the 
models from overffiting to data points by enforcing consistency 
between the inputs and the perturbed inputs. These strategy could be 
helpful in learning from noisy labels if it prevents neural models 
from learning noisy samples while encouraging the models to 
generalize clean samples. In this paper, we propose context-based 
virtual adversarial training (ConVAT) to prevent a text classifier 
from overfitting to noisy labels. Unlike the previous works, the 
proposed method performs the adversarial training in the context 
level rather than the inputs. It makes the classifier not only learn 
its label but also its contextual neighbors, which alleviate the 
learning from noisy labels by preserving contextual semantics on 
each data point. We conduct extensive experiments on four text 



classification datasets with two types of label noises. 
Comprehensive experimental results clearly show that the proposed 
method works quite well even with extremely noisy settings.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.660}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6147--6152},
  abstract  = {Answering questions over financial reports containing 
both tabular and textual data (hybrid data) is challenging as it 
requires models to select information from financial reports and 
perform complex quantitative analyses. Although current models have 
demonstrated a solid capability to solve simple questions, they 
struggle with complex questions that require a multiple-step 
numerical reasoning process. This paper proposes a new framework 
named FinMath, which improves the model's numerical reasoning 
capacity by injecting a tree-structured neural model to perform 
multi-step numerical reasoning. Specifically, FinMath extracts 
supporting evidence from the financial reports given the question in 
the first phase. In the second phase, a tree-structured neural model 
is applied to generate a tree expression in a top-down recursive 
way. Experiments on the TAT-QA dataset show that our proposed 
approach improves the previous best result by 8.5\% absolute for 
Exact Match (EM) score (50.1\% to 58.6\%) and 6.1\% absolute for 
numeracy-focused F1 score (58.0\% to 64.1\%).},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6153--6161},
  abstract  = {Detecting implicit causal relations in texts is a 
task that requires both common sense and world knowledge. Existing 
datasets are focused either on commonsense causal reasoning or 
explicit causal relations. In this work, we present HeadlineCause, a 
dataset for detecting implicit causal relations between pairs of 
news headlines. The dataset includes over 5000 headline pairs from 



English news and over 9000 headline pairs from Russian news labeled 
through crowdsourcing. The pairs vary from totally unrelated or 
belonging to the same general topic to the ones including causation 
and refutation relations. We also present a set of models and 
experiments that demonstrates the dataset validity, including a 
multilingual XLM-RoBERTa based model for causality detection and a 
GPT-2 based model for possible effects prediction.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.662}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6162--6169},
  abstract  = {The goal of text zoning is to segment a text into 
zones (i.e., Background, Conclusion) that serve distinct functions. 
Argumentative zoning, a specific text zoning scheme for the 
scientific domain, is considered as the antecedent for argument 
mining by many researchers. Surprisingly, however, little work is 
concerned with exploiting zoning information to improve the 
performance of argument mining models, despite the relatedness of 
the two tasks. In this paper, we propose two transformer-based 
models to incorporate zoning information into argumentative 
component identification and classification tasks. One model is for 
the sentence-level argument mining task and the other is for the 
token-level task. In particular, we add the zoning labels predicted 
by an off-the-shelf model to the beginning of each sentence, 
inspired by the convention commonly used biomedical abstracts. 
Moreover, we employ multi-head attention to transfer the sentence-
level zoning information to each token in a sentence. Based on 
experiment results, we find a significant improvement in F1-scores 
for both sentence- and token-level tasks. It is worth mentioning 
that these zoning labels can be obtained with high accuracy by 
utilising readily available automated methods. Thus, existing 
argument mining models can be improved by incorporating zoning 
information without any additional annotation cost.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.663}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6170--6179},
  abstract  = {Keyword extraction is an integral task for many 
downstream problems like clustering, recommendation, search and 
classification. Development and evaluation of keyword extraction 
techniques require an exhaustive dataset; however, currently, the 
community lacks large-scale multi-lingual datasets. In this paper, 
we present MAKED, a large-scale multi-lingual keyword extraction 
dataset comprising of 540K+ news articles from British Broadcasting 
Corporation News (BBC News) spanning 20 languages. It is the first 
keyword extraction dataset for 11 of these 20 languages. The quality 
of the dataset is examined by experimentation with several 
baselines. We believe that the proposed dataset will help advance 
the field of automatic keyword extraction given its size, diversity 
in terms of languages used, topics covered and time periods as well 
as its focus on under-studied languages.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.664}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6180--6189},
  abstract  = {While deep learning approaches to information 
extraction have had many successes, they can be difficult to augment 
or maintain as needs shift. Rule-based methods, on the other hand, 
can be more easily modified. However, crafting rules requires 
expertise in linguistics and the domain of interest, making it 
infeasible for most users. Here we attempt to combine the advantages 
of these two directions while mitigating their drawbacks. We adapt 
recent advances from the adjacent field of program synthesis to 
information extraction, synthesizing rules from provided examples. 
We use a transformer-based architecture to guide an enumerative 
search, and show that this reduces the number of steps that need to 
be explored before a rule is found. Further, we show that without 
training the synthesis algorithm on the specific domain, our 
synthesized rules achieve state-of-the-art performance on the 1-shot 
scenario of a task that focuses on few-shot learning for relation 
classification, and competitive performance in the 5-shot 
scenario.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.665}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6190--6199},
  abstract  = {Relation extraction (RE) is a sub-field of 
information extraction, which aims to extract the relation between 
two given named entities (NEs) in a sentence and thus requires a 
good understanding of contextual information, especially the 
entities and their surrounding texts. However, limited attention is 
paid by most existing studies to re-modeling the given NEs and thus 
lead to inferior RE results when NEs are sometimes ambiguous. In 
this paper, we propose a RE model with two training stages, where 
adversarial multi-task learning is applied to the first training 
stage to explicitly recover the given NEs so as to enhance the main 
relation extractor, which is trained alone in the second stage. In 
doing so, the RE model is optimized by named entity recognition 
(NER) and thus obtains a detailed understanding of entity-aware 
context. We further propose the adversarial mechanism to enhance the 
process, which controls the effect of NER on the main relation 
extractor and allows the extractor to benefit from NER while keep 
focusing on RE rather than the entire multi-task learning. 
Experimental results on two English benchmark datasets for RE 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, where state-of-the-
art performance is observed on both datasets.},
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  pages     = {6200--6211},
  abstract  = {We propose a method to protect the privacy of search 
engine users by decomposing the queries using semantically 
\emph{related} and unrelated \emph{distractor} terms. Instead of a 
single query, the search engine receives multiple decomposed query 
terms. Next, we reconstruct the search results relevant to the 
original query term by aggregating the search results retrieved for 
the decomposed query terms. We show that the word embeddings learnt 
using a distributed representation learning method can be used to 



find semantically related and distractor query terms. We derive the 
relationship between the \emph{obfuscity} achieved through the 
proposed query anonymisation method and the 
\emph{reconstructability} of the original search results using the 
decomposed queries. We analytically study the risk of discovering 
the search engine users' information intents under the proposed 
query obfuscation method, and empirically evaluate its robustness 
against clustering-based attacks. Our experimental results show that 
the proposed method can accurately reconstruct the search results 
for user queries, without compromising the privacy of the search 
engine users.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.667}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6212--6222},
  abstract  = {Foodborne illness is a serious but preventable public 
health problem – with delays in detecting the associated outbreaks 
resulting in productivity loss, expensive recalls, public safety 
hazards, and even loss of life. While social media is a promising 
source for identifying unreported foodborne illnesses, there is a 
dearth of labeled datasets for developing effective outbreak 
detection models. To accelerate the development of machine learning-
based models for foodborne outbreak detection, we thus present 
TWEET-FID (TWEET-Foodborne Illness Detection), the first publicly 
available annotated dataset for multiple foodborne illness incident 
detection tasks. TWEET-FID collected from Twitter is annotated with 
three facets: tweet class, entity type, and slot type, with labels 
produced by experts as well as by crowdsource workers. We introduce 
several domain tasks leveraging these three facets: text relevance 
classification (TRC), entity mention detection (EMD), and slot 
filling (SF). We describe the end-to-end methodology for dataset 
design, creation, and labeling for supporting model development for 
these tasks. A comprehensive set of results for these tasks 
leveraging state-of-the-art single-and multi-task deep learning 
methods on the TWEET-FID dataset are provided. This dataset opens 
opportunities for future research in foodborne outbreak detection.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.668}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6223--6231},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a toolkit that applies named-
entity extraction techniques to identify information related to 
criminal activity in texts from the Polish Internet. The 
methodological and technical assumptions were established following 
the requirements of our application users from the Border Guard. Due 
to the specificity of the users’ needs and the specificity of web 
texts, we used original methodologies related to the search for 
desired texts, the creation of domain lexicons, the annotation of 
the collected text resources, and the combination of rule-based and 
machine-learning techniques for extracting the information desired 
by the user. The performance of our tools has been evaluated on 6240 
manually annotated text fragments collected from Internet sources. 
Evaluation results and user feedback show that our approach is 
feasible and has potential value for real-life applications in the 
daily work of border guards. Lexical lookup combined with hand-
crafted rules and regular expressions, supported by text statistics, 
can make a decent specialized entity recognition system in the 
absence of large data sets required for training a good neural 
network.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {633--647},
  abstract  = {Task embeddings are low-dimensional representations 
that are trained to capture task properties. In this paper, we 
propose MetaEval, a collection of $101$ NLP tasks. We fit a single 
transformer to all MetaEval tasks jointly while conditioning it on 
learned embeddings. The resulting task embeddings enable a novel 
analysis of the space of tasks. We then show that task aspects can 
be mapped to task embeddings for new tasks without using any 
annotated examples. Predicted embeddings can modulate the encoder 
for zero-shot inference and outperform a zero-shot baseline on GLUE 
tasks. The provided multitask setup can function as a benchmark for 
future transfer learning research.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.67}
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  pages     = {6232--6239},
  abstract  = {At present, more and more work has begun to pay 
attention to the long-term housekeeping robot scene. Naturally, we 
wonder whether the robot can answer the questions raised by the 
owner according to the actual situation at home. These questions 
usually do not have a clear text context, are directly related to 
the actual scene, and it is difficult to find the answer from the 
general knowledge base (such as Wikipedia). Therefore, the 
experience accumulated from the task seems to be a more natural 
choice. We present a corpus called TEQA (task-driven and experience-
based question answering) in the long-term household task. Based on 
a popular in-house virtual environment (AI2-THOR) and agent task 
experiences of ALFRED, we design six types of questions along with 
answering including 24 question templates, 37 answer templates, and 
nearly 10k different question answering pairs. Our corpus aims at 
investigating the ability of task experience understanding of agents 
for the daily question answering scenario on the ALFRED dataset.},
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  abstract  = {We describe the language technology (LT) assessments 
carried out in the ELRC action (European Language Resource 
Coordination) of the European Commission, which aims towards 
minimising language barriers across the EU. We zoom in on the two 
most extensive assessments. These LT specifications do not only 
involve experiments with tools and techniques but also an extensive 
consultation round with stakeholders from public organisations, 
academia and industry, in order to gather insights into scenarios 
and best practices. The LT specifications concern (1) the field of 



automated anonymisation, which is motivated by the need of public 
and other organisations to be able to store and share data, and (2) 
the field of multilingual fake news processing, which is motivated 
by the increasingly pressing problem of disinformation and the 
limited language coverage of systems for automatically detecting 
misleading articles. For each specification, we set up a 
corresponding proof-of-concept software to demonstrate the 
opportunities and challenges involved in the field.},
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  abstract  = {We present a radiology question answering dataset, 
RadQA, with 3074 questions posed against radiology reports and 
annotated with their corresponding answer spans (resulting in a 
total of 6148 question-answer evidence pairs) by physicians. The 
questions are manually created using the clinical referral section 
of the reports that take into account the actual information needs 
of ordering physicians and eliminate bias from seeing the answer 
context (and, further, organically create unanswerable questions). 
The answer spans are marked within the Findings and Impressions 
sections of a report. The dataset aims to satisfy the complex 
clinical requirements by including complete (yet concise) answer 
phrases (which are not just entities) that can span multiple lines. 
We conduct a thorough analysis of the proposed dataset by examining 
the broad categories of disagreement in annotation (providing 
insights on the errors made by humans) and the reasoning 
requirements to answer a question (uncovering the huge dependence on 
medical knowledge for answering the questions). The advanced 
transformer language models achieve the best F1 score of 63.55 on 
the test set, however, the best human performance is 90.31 (with an 
average of 84.52). This demonstrates the challenging nature of RadQA 
that leaves ample scope for future method research.},
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  abstract  = {In the commercial aviation domain, there are a large 
number of documents, like accident reports of NTSB and ASRS, and 
regulatory directives ADs. There is a need for a system to 
efficiently access these diverse repositories to serve the demands 
of the aviation industry, such as maintenance, compliance, and 
safety. In this paper, we propose a Knowledge Graph (KG) guided Deep 
Learning (DL) based Question Answering (QA) system to cater to these 
requirements. We construct a KG from aircraft accident reports and 
contribute this resource to the community of researchers. The 
efficacy of this resource is tested and proved by the proposed QA 
system. Questions in Natural Language are converted into SPARQL (the 
interface language of the RDF graph database) queries and are 
answered from the KG. On the DL side, we examine two different QA 
models, BERT-QA and GPT3-QA, covering the two paradigms of answer 
formulation in QA. We evaluate our system on a set of handcrafted 
queries curated from the accident reports. Our hybrid KG + DL QA 
system, KGQA + BERT-QA, achieves 7\% and 40.3\% increase in accuracy 
over KGQA and BERT-QA systems respectively. Similarly, the other 
combined system, KGQA + GPT3-QA, achieves 29.3\% and 9.3\% increase 
in accuracy over KGQA and GPT3-QA systems respectively. Thus, we 
infer that the combination of KG and DL is better than either KG or 
DL individually for QA, at least in our chosen domain.},
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  abstract  = {One desiderata of topic modeling is to produce 
interpretable topics. Given a cluster of document-tokens comprising 
a topic, we can order the topic by counting each word. It is natural 
to think that each topic could easily be labeled by looking at the 
words with the highest word count. However, this is not always the 
case. A human evaluator can often have difficulty identifying a 
single label that accurately describes the topic as many top words 
seem unrelated. This paper aims to improve interpretability in topic 
modeling by providing a novel, outperforming interpretable topic 
model Our approach combines two previously established subdomains in 
topic modeling: nonparametric and weakly-supervised topic models. 
Given a nonparametric topic model, we can include weakly-supervised 



input using novel modifications to the nonparametric generative 
model. These modifications lay the groundwork for a compelling 
setting---one in which most corpora, without any previous supervised 
or weakly-supervised input, can discover interpretable topics. This 
setting also presents various challenging sub-problems of which we 
provide resolutions. Combining nonparametric topic models with 
weakly-supervised topic models leads to an exciting discovery---a 
complete, self-contained and outperforming topic model for 
interpretability.},
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knowledge bases are supporting the development of advanced 
knowledge-based applications. Unfortunately, for a large number of 
domain-specific applications, these knowledge bases are unavailable. 
In this paper, we present a resource consisting of a large knowledge 
graph linking the Italian cultural heritage entities (defined in the 
ArCo ontology) with the concepts defined on well-known knowledge 
bases (i.e., DBpedia and the Getty GVP ontology). We describe the 
methodologies adopted for the semi-automatic resource creation and 
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inference time, these nets can be used to distinguish synonyms from 



antonyms, as well as VAD distances. The inference method can be 
applied to words as well as texts such as multiword expressions 
(MWEs), out of vocabulary words (OOVs), morphological variants and 
more. Code and data are posted on https://github.com/kwchurch/
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the best of our knowledge, addressed the task by only using textual 
descriptive data associated with the entities and relations, much 
since current standard benchmark data sets lack such information. We 
therefore enrich the benchmark data sets for these tasks by 
collecting textual description data to provide a new resource for 
future research to bridge the gap between structural and textual 
Knowledge Graph completion. Our results show that we can improve the 
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information extraction, and other natural language processing 
tools.In this work, we facilitate standards-based sharing and 
management of terminology resources by providing an open terminology 
management solution - the EuroTermBank Toolkit. It allows 
organisations to manage and search their terms, create term 
collections, and share them within and outside the organisation by 
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as researchers and students to access terminology resources in their 
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sentiment analysis (SA) tasks that are used for learning sentiment 
specific embedding (SSE) representations. These resources are either 
large, common-sense knowledge graphs (KG) that cover a limited 
amount of polarities/emotions or they are smaller in size (e.g.: 
lexicons), which require costly human annotation and cover fine-
grained emotions. Therefore using knowledge resources to learn SSE 
representations is either limited by the low coverage of polarities/
emotions or the overall size of a resource. In this paper, we first 
introduce a new directed KG called ‘RELATE’, which is built to 
overcome both the issue of low coverage of emotions and the issue of 
scalability. RELATE is the first KG of its size to cover Ekman’s six 
basic emotions that are directed towards entities. It is based on 
linguistic rules to incorporate the benefit of semantics without 
relying on costly human annotation. The performance of ‘RELATE’ is 
evaluated by learning SSE representations using a Graph 
Convolutional Neural Network (GCN).},
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  abstract  = {Automatic Term Extraction (ATE) is a key component 
for domain knowledge understanding and an important basis for 
further natural language processing applications. Even with 
persistent improvements, ATE still exhibits weak results exacerbated 
by small training data inherent to specialized domain corpora. 
Recently, transformers-based deep neural models, such as BERT, have 
proven to be efficient in many downstream NLP tasks. However, no 
systematic evaluation of ATE has been conducted so far. In this 
paper, we run an extensive study on fine-tuning pre-trained BERT 
models for ATE. We propose strategies that empirically show BERT's 
effectiveness using cross-lingual and cross-domain transfer learning 
to extract single and multi-word terms. Experiments have been 
conducted on four specialized domains in three languages. The 
obtained results suggest that BERT can capture cross-domain and 
cross-lingual terminologically-marked contexts shared by terms, 
opening a new design-pattern for ATE.},
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  abstract  = {Despite the fact that variation is a fundamental 
characteristic of natural language, automatic speech recognition 
systems perform systematically worse on non-standardised and 
marginalised language varieties. In this paper we use the lens of 
language policy to analyse how current practices in training and 
testing ASR systems in industry lead to the data bias giving rise to 
these systematic error differences. We believe that this is a useful 
perspective for speech and language technology practitioners to 
understand the origins and harms of algorithmic bias, and how they 
can mitigate it. We also propose a re-framing of language resources 
as (public) infrastructure which should not solely be designed for 
markets, but for, and with meaningful cooperation of, speech 
communities.},
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  abstract  = {The NLP pipeline has evolved dramatically in the last 
few years. The first step in the pipeline is to find suitable 
annotated datasets to evaluate the tasks we are trying to solve. 
Unfortunately, most of the published datasets lack metadata 
annotations that describe their attributes. Not to mention, the 
absence of a public catalogue that indexes all the publicly 
available datasets related to specific regions or languages. When we 
consider low-resource dialectical languages, for example, this issue 
becomes more prominent. In this paper, we create Masader, the 
largest public catalogue for Arabic NLP datasets, which consists of 
200 datasets annotated with 25 attributes. Furthermore, we develop a 
metadata annotation strategy that could be extended to other 
languages. We also make remarks and highlight some issues about the 
current status of Arabic NLP datasets and suggest recommendations to 
address them.},
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  abstract  = {Language resources are a key component of natural 
language processing and related research and applications. Users of 
language resources have different needs in terms of format, 
language, topics, etc. for the data they need to use. Linghub 
(McCrae and Cimiano, 2015) was first developed for this purpose, 
using the capabilities of linked data to represent metadata, and 
tackling the heterogeneous metadata issue. Linghub aimed at helping 
language resources and technology users to easily find and retrieve 



relevant data, and identify important information on access, topics, 
etc. This work describes a rejuvenation and modernisation of the 
2015 platform into using a popular open source data management 
system, DSpace, as foundation. The new platform, Linghub2, contains 
updated and extended resources, more languages offered, and 
continues the work towards homogenisation of metadata through 
conversions, through linkage to standardisation strategies and 
community groups, such as the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) 
community group.},
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  abstract  = {Constructions are direct form-meaning pairs with 
possible schematic slots. These slots are simultaneously constrained 
by the embedded construction itself and the sentential context. We 
propose that the constraint could be described by a conditional 
probability distribution. However, as this conditional probability 
is inevitably complex, we utilize language models to capture this 
distribution. Therefore, we build CxLM, a deep learning-based masked 
language model explicitly tuned to constructions' schematic slots. 
We first compile a construction dataset consisting of over ten 
thousand constructions in Taiwan Mandarin. Next, an experiment is 
conducted on the dataset to examine to what extent a pretrained 
masked language model is aware of the constructions. We then fine-
tune the model specifically to perform a cloze task on the opening 
slots. We find that the fine-tuned model predicts masked slots more 
accurately than baselines and generates both structurally and 
semantically plausible word samples. Finally, we release CxLM and 
its dataset as publicly available resources and hope to serve as new 
quantitative tools in studying construction grammar.},
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  abstract  = {Often performing even simple data science tasks with 
corpus data requires significant expertise in data science and 
programming languages like R and Python. With the aim of making 
quantitative research more accessible for researchers in the 
language sciences, we present the Lexometer, a Shiny application 
that integrates numerous data analysis and visualization functions 
into an easy-to-use graphical user interface. Some functions of the 
Lexometer are: filtering large databases to generate subsets of the 
data and variables of interest, providing a range of graphing 
techniques for both single and multiple variable analysis, and 
providing the data in a table format which can further be filtered 
as well as provide methods for cleaning the data. The Lexometer aims 
to be useful to language researchers with differing levels of 
programming expertise and to aid in broadening the inclusion of 
corpus-based empirical evidence in the language sciences.},
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  abstract  = {Previous work concerning measurement of second 
language learners has tended to focus on the knowledge of small 
numbers of words, often geared towards measuring vocabulary size. 
This paper presents a "tall" dataset containing information about a 
few learners' knowledge of many words, suitable for evaluating 
Vocabulary Inventory Prediction (VIP) techniques, including those 
based on Computerised Adaptive Testing (CAT). In comparison to 
previous comparable datasets, the learners are from varied 
backgrounds, so as to reduce the risk of overfitting when used for 
machine learning based VIP. The dataset contains both a self-rating 
test and a translation test, used to derive a measure of reliability 
for learner responses. The dataset creation process is documented, 
and the relationship between variables concerning the participants, 
such as their completion time, their language ability level, and the 
triangulated reliability of their self-assessment responses, are 
analysed. The word list is constructed by taking into account the 
extensive derivation morphology of Finnish, and infrequent words are 
included in order to account for explanatory variables beyond word 
frequency.},
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  abstract  = {The social NLP researchers and mental health 
practitioners have witnessed exponential growth in the field of 
mental health detection and analysis on social media. It has become 
important to identify the reason behind mental illness. In this 
context, we introduce a new dataset for Causal Analysis of Mental 
health in Social media posts (CAMS). We first introduce the 
annotation schema for this task of causal analysis. The causal 
analysis comprises of two types of annotations, viz, causal 
interpretation and causal categorization. We show the efficacy of 
our scheme in two ways: (i) crawling and annotating 3155 Reddit data 
and (ii) re-annotate the publicly available SDCNL dataset of 1896 
instances for interpretable causal analysis. We further combine them 
as CAMS dataset and make it available along with the other source 
codes {https://anonymous.4open.science/r/CAMS1/}. Our experimental 
results show that the hybrid CNN-LSTM model gives the best 
performance over CAMS dataset.},
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  abstract  = {Recent years have witnessed the tendency of neural 
encoding models on exploring brain language processing using 
naturalistic stimuli. Neural encoding models are data-driven methods 
that require an encoding model to investigate the mystery of brain 
mechanisms hidden in the data. As a data-driven method, the 
performance of encoding models is very sensitive to the experimental 
setting. However, it is unknown how the experimental setting further 
affects the conclusions of neural encoding models. This paper 



systematically investigated this problem and evaluated the influence 
of three experimental settings, i.e., the data size, the cross-
validation training method, and the statistical testing method. 
Results demonstrate that inappropriate cross-validation training and 
small data size can substantially decrease the performance of 
encoding models, especially in the temporal lobe and the frontal 
lobe. And different null hypotheses in significance testing lead to 
highly different significant brain regions. Based on these results, 
we suggest a block-wise cross-validation training method and an 
adequate data size for increasing the performance of linear encoding 
models. We also propose two strict null hypotheses to control false 
positive discovery rates.},
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  abstract  = {In recent years, there has been increasing interest 
in automatic personality detection based on language. Progress in 
this area is highly contingent upon the availability of datasets and 
benchmark corpora. However, publicly available datasets for modeling 
and predicting personality traits are still scarce. While recent 
efforts to create such datasets from social media (Twitter, Reddit) 
are to be applauded, they often do not include continuous and 
contextualized language use. In this paper, we introduce SPADE, the 
first dataset with continuous samples of argumentative speech 
labeled with the Big Five personality traits and enriched with 
socio-demographic data (age, gender, education level, language 
background). We provide benchmark models for this dataset to 
facilitate further research and conduct extensive experiments. Our 
models leverage 436 (psycho)linguistic features extracted from 
transcribed speech and speaker-level metainformation with 
transformers. We conduct feature ablation experiments to investigate 
which types of features contribute to the prediction of individual 
personality traits.},
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  abstract  = {This contribution presents our efforts to develop the 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems for three low resource 
languages: Kurmanji Kurdish, Cree and Inuktut. As a first step, we 
generate multilingual models from acoustic training data from 12 
different languages in the hybrid DNN/HMM framework. We explore 
different strategies for combining the phones from different 
languages: either keep the phone labels separate for each language 
or merge the common phones. For Kurmanji Kurdish and Inuktut, 
keeping the phones separate gives much lower word error rate (WER), 
while merging phones gives lower WER for Cree. These WER are lower 
than training the acoustic models separately for each language. We 
also compare two different DNN architectures: factored time delay 
neural network (TDNN-F), and bidirectional long short-term memory 
(BLSTM) acoustic models. The TDNN-F acoustic models give 
significantly lower WER for Kurmanji Kurdish and Cree, while BLSTM 
acoustic models give significantly lower WER for Inuktut. We also 
show that for each language, training multilingual acoustic models 
by one more epoch with acoustic data from that language reduces the 
WER significantly. We also added 512-dimensional embedding features 
from cross-lingual pre-trained wav2vec2.0 XLSR-53 models, but they 
lead to only a small reduction in WER.},
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  abstract  = {We approach aspect-based argument mining as a 
supervised machine learning task to classify arguments into 
semantically coherent groups referring to the same defined aspect 
categories. As an exemplary use case, we introduce the Argument 
Aspect Corpus - Nuclear Energy that separates arguments about the 
topic of nuclear energy into nine major aspects. Since the 
collection of training data for further aspects and topics is 
costly, we investigate the potential for current transformer-based 
few-shot learning approaches to accurately classify argument 
aspects. The best approach is applied to a British newspaper corpus 
covering the debate on nuclear energy over the past 21 years. Our 
evaluation shows that a stable prediction of shares of argument 
aspects in this debate is feasible with 50 to 100 training samples 



per aspect. Moreover, we see signals for a clear shift in the public 
discourse in favor of nuclear energy in recent years. This 
revelation of changing patterns of pro and contra arguments related 
to certain aspects over time demonstrates the potential of 
supervised argument aspect detection for tracking issue-specific 
media discourses.},
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  abstract  = {Candidate generation is a crucial module in entity 
linking. It also plays a key role in multiple NLP tasks that have 
been proven to beneficially leverage knowledge bases. Nevertheless, 
it has often been overlooked in the monolingual English entity 
linking literature, as naïve approaches obtain very good 
performance. Unfortunately, the existing approaches for English 
cannot be successfully transferred to poorly resourced languages. 
This paper constitutes an in-depth analysis of the candidate 
generation problem in the context of cross-lingual entity linking 
with a focus on low-resource languages. Among other contributions, 
we point out limitations in the evaluation conducted in previous 
works. We introduce a characterization of queries into types based 
on their difficulty, which improves the interpretability of the 
performance of different methods. We also propose a light-weight and 
simple solution based on the construction of indexes whose design is 
motivated by more complex transfer learning based neural approaches. 
A thorough empirical analysis on 9 real-world datasets under 2 
evaluation settings shows that our simple solution outperforms the 
state-of-the-art approach in terms of both quality and efficiency 
for almost all datasets and query types.},
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  pages     = {6439--6449},
  abstract  = {In recent years, the natural language processing 
(NLP) community has given increased attention to the disparity of 
efforts directed towards high-resource languages over low-resource 
ones. Efforts to remedy this delta often begin with translations of 
existing English datasets into other languages. However, this 
approach ignores that different language communities have different 
needs. We consider a group of low-resource languages, creole 
languages. Creoles are both largely absent from the NLP literature, 
and also often ignored by society at large due to stigma, despite 
these languages having sizable and vibrant communities. We 
demonstrate, through conversations with creole experts and surveys 
of creole-speaking communities, how the things needed from language 
technology can change dramatically from one language to another, 
even when the languages are considered to be very similar to each 
other, as with creoles. We discuss the prominent themes arising from 
these conversations, and ultimately demonstrate that useful language 
technology cannot be built without involving the relevant 
community.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.691}
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  title     = {Extensions to Brahmic script processing within the 
Nisaba library: new scripts, languages and utilities},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6450--6460},
  abstract  = {The Brahmic family of scripts is used to record some 
of the most spoken languages in the world and is arguably the most 
diverse family of writing systems. In this work, we present several 
substantial extensions to Brahmic script functionality within the 
open-source Nisaba library of finite-state script normalization and 
processing utilities (Johny et al., 2021). First, we extend coverage 
from the original ten scripts to an additional ten scripts of South 
Asia and beyond, including some used to record endangered languages 
such as Dogri. Second, we augment the language layer so that scripts 
used by multiple languages in distinct ways can be processed 
correctly for more languages, such as the Bengali script when used 
for the low-resource language Santali. We document key changes to 
the finite-state engine required to support these new languages and 
scripts. Finally, we add new script processing utilities, including 
lightweight script-level reading normalization that (unlike existing 
visual normalization) does not preserve visual invariance, and a 
fixed-input transliteration mechanism specifically tailored to 
Brahmic text entry with ASCII characters.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.692}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6461--6470},
  abstract  = {This paper simulates a low-resource setting across 17 
languages in order to evaluate embedding similarity, stability, and 
reliability under different conditions. The goal is to use corpus 
similarity measures before training to predict properties of 
embeddings after training. The main contribution of the paper is to 
show that it is possible to predict downstream embedding similarity 
using upstream corpus similarity measures. This finding is then 
applied to low-resource settings by modelling the reliability of 
embeddings created from very limited training data. Results show 
that it is possible to estimate the reliability of low-resource 
embeddings using corpus similarity measures that remain robust on 
small amounts of data. These findings have significant implications 
for the evaluation of truly low-resource languages in which such 
systematic downstream validation methods are not possible because of 
data limitations.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.693}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6471--6479},
  abstract  = {Multi-modal Machine Translation (MMT) enables the use 
of visual information to enhance the quality of translations, 
especially where the full context is not available to enable the 
unambiguous translation in standard machine translation. Despite the 
increasing popularity of such technique, it lacks sufficient and 
qualitative datasets to maximize the full extent of its potential. 
Hausa, a Chadic language, is a member of the Afro-Asiatic language 
family. It is estimated that about 100 to 150 million people speak 



the language, with more than 80 million indigenous speakers. This is 
more than any of the other Chadic languages. Despite the large 
number of speakers, the Hausa language is considered as a low 
resource language in natural language processing (NLP). This is due 
to the absence of enough resources to implement most of the tasks in 
NLP. While some datasets exist, they are either scarce, machine-
generated or in the religious domain. Therefore, there is the need 
to create training and evaluation data for implementing machine 
learning tasks and bridging the research gap in the language. This 
work presents the Hausa Visual Genome (HaVG), a dataset that 
contains the description of an image or a section within the image 
in Hausa and its equivalent in English. The dataset was prepared by 
automatically translating the English description of the images in 
the Hindi Visual Genome (HVG). The synthetic Hausa data was then 
carefully postedited, taking into cognizance the respective images. 
The data is made of 32,923 images and their descriptions that are 
divided into training, development, test, and challenge test set. 
The Hausa Visual Genome is the first dataset of its kind and can be 
used for Hausa-English machine translation, multi-modal research, 
image description, among various other natural language processing 
and generation tasks.},
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6480--6486},
  abstract  = {Machine translation is an active area of research 
that has received a significant amount of attention over the past 
decade. With the advent of deep learning models, the translation of 
several languages has been performed with high accuracy and 
precision. In spite of the development in machine translation 
techniques, there is very limited work focused on translating low-
resource African languages, particularly Nigerian languages. Nigeria 
is one of the most populous countries in Africa with diverse 
language and ethnic groups. In this paper, we survey the current 
state of the art of machine translation research on Nigerian 
languages with a major emphasis on neural machine translation 
techniques. We outline the limitations of research in machine 
translation on Nigerian languages and propose future directions in 
increasing research and participation.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.695}
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  title     = {Automatic Speech Recognition Datasets in Cantonese: A 
Survey and New Dataset},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6487--6494},
  abstract  = {Automatic speech recognition (ASR) on low resource 
languages improves the access of linguistic minorities to 
technological advantages provided by artificial intelligence (AI). 
In this paper, we address the problem of data scarcity for the Hong 
Kong Cantonese language by creating a new Cantonese dataset. Our 
dataset, Multi-Domain Cantonese Corpus (MDCC), consists of 73.6 
hours of clean read speech paired with transcripts, collected from 
Cantonese audiobooks from Hong Kong. It comprises philosophy, 
politics, education, culture, lifestyle and family domains, covering 
a wide range of topics. We also review all existing Cantonese 
datasets and analyze them according to their speech type, data 
source, total size and availability. We further conduct experiments 
with Fairseq S2T Transformer, a state-of-the-art ASR model, on the 
biggest existing dataset, Common Voice zh-HK, and our proposed MDCC, 
and the results show the effectiveness of our dataset. In addition, 
we create a powerful and robust Cantonese ASR model by applying 
multi-dataset learning on MDCC and Common Voice zh-HK.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.696}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6495--6505},
  abstract  = {Over the past decades, Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) research has been expanding to cover more languages. Recently 
particularly, NLP community has paid increasing attention to under-
resourced languages. However, there are still many languages for 
which NLP research is limited in terms of both language resources 
and software tools. Thai language is one of the under-resourced 
languages in the NLP domain, although it is spoken by nearly 70 
million people globally. In this paper, we report on our survey on 
the past development of Thai NLP research to help understand its 
current state and future research directions. Our survey shows that, 
although Thai NLP community has achieved a significant achievement 



over the past three decades, particularly on NLP upstream tasks such 
as tokenisation, research on downstream tasks such as syntactic 
parsing and semantic analysis is still limited. But we foresee that 
Thai NLP research will advance rapidly as richer Thai language 
resources and more robust NLP techniques become available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.697}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6506--6512},
  abstract  = {Trained on the large corpus, pre-trained language 
models (PLMs) can capture different levels of concepts in context 
and hence generate universal language representations. They can 
benefit from multiple downstream natural language processing (NLP) 
tasks. Although PTMs have been widely used in most NLP applications, 
especially for high-resource languages such as English, it is under-
represented in Lao NLP research. Previous work on Lao has been 
hampered by the lack of annotated datasets and the sparsity of 
language resources. In this work, we construct a text classification 
dataset to alleviate the resource-scarce situation of the Lao 
language. In addition, we present the first transformer-based PTMs 
for Lao with four versions: BERT-Small , BERT-Base , ELECTRA-Small , 
and ELECTRA-Base . Furthermore, we evaluate them on two downstream 
tasks: part-of-speech (POS) tagging and text classification. 
Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our Lao models. We 
release our models and datasets to the community, hoping to 
facilitate the future development of Lao NLP applications.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.698}
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  abstract  = {This paper presents the first electronic speech 
corpus of Maaloula Aramaic, an endangered Western Neo-Aramaic 
variety spoken in Syria. This 64,845-word corpus is available in 



four formats: (1) transcriptions, (2) lemmatized transcriptions, (3) 
audio files and time-aligned phonetic transcriptions, and (4) an 
SQLite database. The transcription files are a digitized and 
corrected version of authentic transcriptions of tape-recorded 
narratives coming from a fieldwork trip conducted in the 1980s and 
published in the early 1990s (Arnold, 1991a, 1991b). They contain no 
annotation, except for some informative tagging (e.g. to mark 
loanwords and misspoken words). In the lemmatized version of the 
files, each word form is followed by its lemma in angled brackets. 
The time-aligned TextGrid annotations consist of four tiers: the 
sentence level (Tier 1), the word level (Tiers 2 and 3), and the 
segment level (Tier 4). These TextGrid files are downloadable 
together with their audio files (for the original source of the 
audio data see Arnold, 2003). The SQLite database enables users to 
access the data on the level of tokens, types, lemmas, sentences, 
narratives, or speakers. The corpus is now available to the 
scientific community at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6496714.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.699}
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  pages     = {61--69},
  abstract  = {In this paper we examine existing sentiment lexicons 
and sense-based sentiment-tagged corpora to find out how sense and 
concept-based semantic relations effect sentiment scores (for 
polarity and valence). We show that some relations are good 
predictors of sentiment of related words: antonyms have similar 
valence and opposite polarity, synonyms similar valence and 
polarity, as do many derivational relations. We use this knowledge 
and existing resources to build a sentiment annotated wordnet of 
English, and show how it can be used to produce sentiment lexicons 
for other languages using the Open Multilingual Wordnet.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},



  pages     = {673--679},
  abstract  = {Vocabulary learning is vital to foreign language 
learning. Correct and adequate feedback is essential to successful 
and satisfying vocabulary training. However, many vocabulary and 
language evaluation systems perform on simple rules and do not 
account for real-life user learning data. This work introduces 
Multi-Language Vocabulary Evaluation Data Set (MuLVE), a data set 
consisting of vocabulary cards and real-life user answers, labeled 
indicating whether the user answer is correct or incorrect. The data 
source is user learning data from the Phase6 vocabulary trainer. The 
data set contains vocabulary questions in German and English, 
Spanish, and French as target language and is available in four 
different variations regarding pre-processing and deduplication. We 
experiment to fine-tune pre-trained BERT language models on the 
downstream task of vocabulary evaluation with the proposed MuLVE 
data set. The results provide outstanding results of > 95.5 accuracy 
and F2-score. The data set is available on the European Language 
Grid.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6521--6529},
  abstract  = {Vietnamese is the native language of over 98 million 
people in the world. However, existing Vietnamese Question Answering 
(QA) datasets do not explore the model's ability to perform advanced 
reasoning and provide evidence to explain the answer. We introduce 
VIMQA, a new Vietnamese dataset with over 10,000 Wikipedia-based 
multi-hop question-answer pairs. The dataset is human-generated and 
has four main features: (1) The questions require advanced reasoning 
over multiple paragraphs. (2) Sentence-level supporting facts are 
provided, enabling the QA model to reason and explain the answer. 
(3) The dataset offers various types of reasoning to test the 
model's ability to reason and extract relevant proof. (4) The 
dataset is in Vietnamese, a low-resource language. We also conduct 
experiments on our dataset using state-of-the-art Multilingual 
single-hop and multi-hop QA methods. The results suggest that our 
dataset is challenging for existing methods, and there is room for 
improvement in Vietnamese QA systems. In addition, we propose a 
general process for data creation and publish a framework for 
creating multilingual multi-hop QA datasets. The dataset and 
framework are publicly available to encourage further research in 
Vietnamese QA systems.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.700}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6530--6539},
  abstract  = {This paper provides language identification models 
for low- and under-resourced languages in the Pacific region with a 
focus on previously unavailable Austronesian languages. Accurate 
language identification is an important part of developing language 
resources. The approach taken in this paper combines 29 Austronesian 
languages with 171 non-Austronesian languages to create an 
evaluation set drawn from eight data sources. After evaluating six 
approaches to language identification, we find that a classifier 
based on skip-gram embeddings reaches a significantly higher 
performance than alternate methods. We then systematically increase 
the number of non-Austronesian languages in the model up to a total 
of 800 languages to evaluate whether an increased language inventory 
leads to less precise predictions for the Austronesian languages of 
interest. This evaluation finds that there is only a minimal impact 
on accuracy caused by increasing the inventory of non-Austronesian 
languages. Further experiments adapt these language identification 
models for code-switching detection, achieving high accuracy across 
all 29 languages.},
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  pages     = {6540--6547},
  abstract  = {This paper describes the development and evaluation 
of a FST-based analyser-generator for Mapudüngun language, which is 
publicly available through a web interface. As far as we know, it is 
the first system of this kind for Mapudüngun. Following the Mapuche 
grammar by Smeets, we have developed a machine including the 
morphological and phonological aspects of Mapudüngun. Through this 
computational approach we have produced a finite state morphological 
analyser-generator capable of classifying and appropriately tagging 
all the components (roots and suffixes) interacting in a Mapuche 
word-form. A double evaluation has been carried out showing a good 



level of reliability. In order to face the lack of standardization 
of the language, additional components (an enhanced analyser, a 
spelling unifier and a root guesser) have been integrated in the 
tool. The generated corpora, the lexicons and the FST grammars are 
available for further development and comparison results.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.702}
}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6548--6555},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we improve on existing language 
resources for the low-resource Filipino language in two ways. First, 
we outline the construction of the TLUnified dataset, a large-scale 
pretraining corpus that serves as an improvement over smaller 
existing pretraining datasets for the language in terms of scale and 
topic variety. Second, we pretrain new Transformer language models 
following the RoBERTa pretraining technique to supplant existing 
models trained with small corpora. Our new RoBERTa models show 
significant improvements over existing Filipino models in three 
benchmark datasets with an average gain of 4.47\% test accuracy 
across three classification tasks with varying difficulty.},
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  abstract  = {Thirumurai, also known as Panniru Thirumurai, is a 
collection of Tamil Shaivite poems dating back to the Hindu revival 
period between the 6th and the 10th century. These poems are par 
excellence, in both literary and musical terms. They have been 
composed based on the ancient, now non-existent Tamil Pann system 
and can be set to music. We present a large dataset containing all 
the Thirumurai poems and also attempt to classify the Pann and 



author of each poem using transformer based architectures. Our work 
is the first of its kind in dealing with ancient Tamil text 
datasets, which are severely under-resourced. We explore several 
Deep Learning-based techniques for solving this challenge 
effectively and provide essential insights into the problem and how 
to address it.},
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  abstract  = {Bodo is a scheduled Indian language spoken largely by 
the Bodo community of Assam and other northeastern Indian states. 
Due to a lack of resources, it is difficult for young languages to 
communicate more effectively with the rest of the world. This leads 
to a lack of research in low-resource languages. The creation of a 
dataset is a tedious and costly process, particularly for languages 
with no participatory research. This is more visible for languages 
that are young and have recently adopted standard writing scripts. 
In this paper, we present a methodology using Google Keep for OCR to 
generate a monolingual Bodo corpus from different books. In this 
work, a Bodo text corpus of 192,327 tokens and 32,268 unique tokens 
is generated using free, accessible, and daily-usable applications. 
Moreover, some essential characteristics of the Bodo language are 
discussed that are neglected by Natural Language Progressing (NLP) 
researchers.},
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  abstract  = {We present the AsNER, a named entity annotation 
dataset for low resource Assamese language with a baseline Assamese 



NER model. The dataset contains about 99k tokens comprised of text 
from the speech of the Prime Minister of India and Assamese play. It 
also contains person names, location names and addresses. The 
proposed NER dataset is likely to be a significant resource for deep 
neural based Assamese language processing. We benchmark the dataset 
by training NER models and evaluating using state-of-the-art 
architectures for supervised named entity recognition (NER) such as 
Fasttext, BERT, XLM-R, FLAIR, MuRIL etc. We implement several 
baseline approaches with state-of-the-art sequence tagging Bi-LSTM-
CRF architecture. The highest F1-score among all baselines achieves 
an accuracy of 80.69\% when using MuRIL as a word embedding method. 
The annotated dataset and the top performing model are made publicly 
available.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.706}
}
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  abstract  = {Language identification is one of the fundamental 
tasks in natural language processing that is a prerequisite to data 
processing and numerous applications. Low-resourced languages with 
similar typologies are generally confused with each other in real-
world applications such as machine translation, affecting the user’s 
experience. In this work, we present a language identification 
dataset for five typologically and phylogenetically related low-
resourced East African languages that use the Ge’ez script as a 
writing system; namely Amharic, Blin, Ge’ez, Tigre, and Tigrinya. 
The dataset is built automatically from selected data sources, but 
we also performed a manual evaluation to assess its quality. Our 
approach to constructing the dataset is cost-effective and 
applicable to other low-resource languages. We integrated the 
dataset into an existing language-identification tool and also fine-
tuned several Transformer based language models, achieving very 
strong results in all cases. While the task of language 
identification is easy for the informed person, such datasets can 
make a difference in real-world deployments and also serve as part 
of a benchmark for language understanding in the target languages. 
The data and models are made available at https://github.com/fgaim/
geezswitch.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.707}
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  title     = {Handwritten Paleographic Greek Text Recognition: A 
Century-Based Approach},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6585--6589},
  abstract  = {Today classicists are provided with a great number of 
digital tools which, in turn, offer possibilities for further study 
and new research goals. In this paper we explore the idea that old 
Greek handwriting can be machine-readable and consequently, 
researchers can study the target material fast and efficiently. 
Previous studies have shown that Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) 
models are capable of attaining high accuracy rates. However, 
achieving high accuracy HTR results for Greek manuscripts is still 
considered to be a major challenge. The overall aim of this paper is 
to assess HTR for old Greek manuscripts. To address this statement, 
we study and use digitized images of the Oxford University Bodleian 
Library Greek manuscripts. By manually transcribing 77 images, we 
created and present here a new dataset for Handwritten Paleographic 
Greek Text Recognition. The dataset instances were organized by 
establishing as a leading factor the century to which the manuscript 
and hence the image belongs. Experimenting then with an HTR model we 
show that the error rate depends on the century of the image.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.708}
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Pituxcoosuvarn, Mondheera},
  title     = {Quality Control for Crowdsourced Bilingual Dictionary 
in Low-Resource Languages},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6590--6596},
  abstract  = {In conventional bilingual dictionary creation by 
using crowdsourcing, the main method is to ask multiple workers to 
translate the same words or sentences and take a majority vote. 
However, when this method is applied to the creation of bilingual 
dictionaries for low-resource languages with few speakers, many low-
quality workers are expected to participate in the majority voting, 
which makes it difficult to maintain the quality of the evaluation 
by the majority voting. Therefore, we apply an effective aggregation 
method using a hyper question, which is a set of single questions, 
for quality control. Furthermore, to select high-quality workers, we 
design a task-allocation method based on the reliability of workers 
which is evaluated by their work results.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.709}
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  author    = {Zilio, Leonardo  and  Saadany, Hadeel  and  Sharma, 
Prashant  and  Kanojia, Diptesh  and  Orăsan, Constantin},
  title     = {PLOD: An Abbreviation Detection Dataset for 
Scientific Documents},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {680--688},
  abstract  = {The detection and extraction of abbreviations from 
unstructured texts can help to improve the performance of Natural 
Language Processing tasks, such as machine translation and 
information retrieval. However, in terms of publicly available 
datasets, there is not enough data for training deep-neural-
networks-based models to the point of generalising well over data. 
This paper presents PLOD, a large-scale dataset for abbreviation 
detection and extraction that contains 160k+ segments automatically 
annotated with abbreviations and their long forms. We performed 
manual validation over a set of instances and a complete automatic 
validation for this dataset. We then used it to generate several 
baseline models for detecting abbreviations and long forms. The best 
models achieved an F1-score of 0.92 for abbreviations and 0.89 for 
detecting their corresponding long forms. We release this dataset 
along with our code and all the models publicly at https://
github.com/surrey-nlp/PLOD-AbbreviationDetection},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.71}
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  title     = {An Inflectional Database for Gitksan},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6597--6606},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a new inflectional resource for 
Gitksan, a low-resource Indigenous language of Canada. We use 
Gitksan data in interlinear glossed format, stemming from language 
documentation efforts, to build a database of partial inflection 
tables. We then enrich this morphological resource by filling in 
blank slots in the partial inflection tables using neural 
transformer reinflection models. We extend the training data for our 
transformer reinflection models using two data augmentation 
techniques: data hallucination and back-translation. Experimental 



results demonstrate substantial improvements from data augmentation, 
with data hallucination delivering particularly impressive gains. We 
also release reinflection models for Gitksan.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.710}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6607--6611},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces PyCantonese, an open-source 
Python library for Cantonese linguistics and natural language 
processing. After the library design, implementation, corpus data 
format, and key datasets included are introduced, the paper provides 
an overview of the currently implemented functionality: stop words, 
handling Jyutping romanization, word segmentation, part-of-speech 
tagging, and parsing Cantonese text.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.711}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6612--6619},
  abstract  = {Hate and offensive speech on social media is targeted 
to attack an individual or group of community based on protected 
characteristics such as gender, ethnicity, and religion. Hate and 
offensive speech on social media is a global problem that suffers 
the community especially, for an under-resourced language like Afaan 
Oromo language. One of the most widely spoken Cushitic language 
families is Afaan Oromo. Our objective is to develop and test a 
model used to detect and classify Afaan Oromo hate speech on social 
media. We developed numerous models that were used to detect and 
classify Afaan Oromo hate speech on social media by using different 
machine learning algorithms (classical, ensemble, and deep learning) 
with the combination of different feature extraction techniques such 
as BOW, TF-IDF, word2vec, and Keras Embedding layers. To perform the 
task, we required Afaan Oromo datasets, but the datasets were 



unavailable. By concentrating on four thematic areas of hate speech, 
such as gender, religion, race, and offensive speech, we were able 
to collect a total of 12,812 posts and comments from Facebook. 
BiLSTM with pre-trained word2vec feature extraction is an 
outperformed algorithm that achieves better accuracy of 0.84 and 
0.88 for eight classes and two classes, respectively.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.712}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6620--6625},
  abstract  = {A semantic frame is a conceptual structure describing 
an event, relation, or object along with its participants. Several 
semantic frame resources have been manually elaborated, and there 
has been much interest in the possibility of applying semantic 
frames designed for a particular language to other languages, which 
has led to the development of cross-lingual frame knowledge. 
However, manually developing such cross-lingual lexical resources is 
labor-intensive. To support the development of such resources, this 
paper presents an attempt at automatic cross-lingual linking of 
automatically constructed frames and manually crafted frames. 
Specifically, we link automatically constructed example-based 
Japanese frames to English FrameNet by using cross-lingual word 
embeddings and a two-stage model that first extracts candidate 
FrameNet frames for each Japanese frame by taking only the frame-
evoking words into account, then finds the best alignment of frames 
by also taking frame elements into account. Experiments using frame-
annotated sentences in Japanese FrameNet indicate that our approach 
will facilitate the manual development of cross-lingual frame 
resources.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.713}
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  abstract  = {We present here the efforts of aligning two language 
resources for Romanian: the Romanian Reference Treebank and the 
Valence Lexicon of Romanian Verbs: for each occurrence of those 
verbs in the treebank that were included as entries in the lexicon, 
a set of valence frames is automatically assigned, then manually 
validated by two linguists and, when necessary, corrected. 
Validating a valence frame also means semantically disambiguating 
the verb in the respective context. The validation is done by two 
linguists, on complementary datasets. However, a subset of verbs 
were validated by both annotators and Cohen’s κ is 0.87 for this 
subset. The alignment we have made also serves as a method of 
enhancing the quality of the two resources, as in the process we 
identify morpho-syntactic annotation mistakes, incomplete valence 
frames or missing ones. Information from each resource complements 
the information from the other, thus their value increases. The 
treebank and the lexicon are freely available, while the links 
discovered between them are also made available on GitHub.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.714}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6635--6643},
  abstract  = {This paper presents PortiLexicon-UD, a large and 
freely available lexicon for Portuguese delivering morphosyntactic 
information according to the Universal Dependencies model. This 
lexical resource includes part of speech tags, lemmas, and 
morphological information for words, with 1,221,218 entries 
(considering word duplication due to different combination of PoS 
tag, lemma, and morphological features). We report the lexicon 
creation process, its computational data structure, and its 
evaluation over an annotated corpus, showing that it has a high 
language coverage and good quality data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.715}
}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6644--6653},
  abstract  = {This paper describes the acquisition, preprocessing, 
segmentation, and alignment of an Amharic-English parallel corpus. 
It will be helpful for machine translation of a low-resource 
language, Amharic. We freely released the corpus for research 
purposes. Furthermore, we developed baseline statistical and neural 
machine translation systems; we trained statistical and neural 
machine translation models using the corpus. In the experiments, we 
also used a large monolingual corpus for the language model of 
statistical machine translation and back-translation of neural 
machine translation. In the automatic evaluation, neural machine 
translation models outperform statistical machine translation models 
by approximately six to seven Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) 
points. Besides, among the neural machine translation models, the 
subword models outperform the word-based models by three to four 
BLEU points. Moreover, two other relevant automatic evaluation 
metrics, Translation Edit Rate on Character Level and Better 
Evaluation as Ranking, reflect corresponding differences among the 
trained models.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.716}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6654--6661},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we propose two neural machine 
translation (NMT) systems (French-to-Wolof and Wolof-to-French) 
based on sequence-to-sequence with attention and Transformer 
architectures. We trained our models on the parallel French-Wolof 
corpus (Nguer et al., 2020) of about 83k sentence pairs. Because of 
the low-resource setting, we experimented with advanced methods for 
handling data sparsity, including subword segmentation, 
backtranslation and the copied corpus method. We evaluate the models 
using BLEU score and find that the transformer outperforms the 
classic sequence-to-sequence model in all settings, in addition to 
being less sensitive to noise. In general, the best scores are 
achieved when training the models on subword-level based units. For 
such models, using backtranslation proves to be slightly beneficial 
in low-resource Wolof to high-resource French language translation 
for the transformer-based models. A slight improvement can also be 
observed when injecting copied monolingual text in the target 
language. Moreover, combining the copied method data with 
backtranslation leads to a slight improvement of the translation 



quality.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6662--6673},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a number of possible criteria for 
systems that transliterate South Asian languages from their native 
scripts into the Latin script, a process known as romanization. 
These criteria are related to either fidelity to human linguistic 
behavior (pronunciation transparency, naturalness and 
conventionality) or processing utility for people (ease of input) as 
well as under-the-hood in systems (invertibility and stability 
across languages and scripts). When addressing these differing 
criteria several linguistic considerations, such as modeling of 
prominent phonological processes and their relation to orthography, 
need to be taken into account. We discuss these key linguistic 
details in the context of Brahmic scripts and languages that use 
them, such as Hindi and Malayalam. We then present the core features 
of several romanization algorithms, implemented in a finite state 
transducer (FST) formalism, that address differing criteria. 
Implementations of these algorithms have been released as part of 
the Nisaba finite-state script processing library.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.718}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6674--6690},
  abstract  = {Pre-trained transformer-based models, such as BERT, 
have shown excellent performance in most natural language processing 
benchmark tests, but we still lack a good understanding of the 
linguistic knowledge of BERT in Neural Machine Translation (NMT). 
Our work uses syntactic probes and Quality Estimation (QE) models to 
analyze the performance of BERT's syntactic dependencies and their 



impact on machine translation quality, exploring what kind of 
syntactic dependencies are difficult for NMT engines based on BERT. 
While our probing experiments confirm that pre-trained BERT “knows” 
about syntactic dependencies, its ability to recognize them often 
decreases after fine-tuning for NMT tasks. We also detect a 
relationship between syntactic dependencies in three languages and 
the quality of their translations, which shows which specific 
syntactic dependencies are likely to be a significant cause of low-
quality translations.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.719}
}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {689--696},
  abstract  = {We present a fairly large, Potential Idiomatic 
Expression (PIE) dataset for Natural Language Processing (NLP) in 
English. The challenges with NLP systems with regards to tasks such 
as Machine Translation (MT), word sense disambiguation (WSD) and 
information retrieval make it imperative to have a labelled idioms 
dataset with classes such as it is in this work. To the best of the 
authors' knowledge, this is the first idioms corpus with classes of 
idioms beyond the literal and the general idioms classification. In 
particular, the following classes are labelled in the dataset: 
metaphor, simile, euphemism, parallelism, personification, oxymoron, 
paradox, hyperbole, irony and literal. We obtain an overall inter-
annotator agreement (IAA) score, between two independent annotators, 
of 88.89\%. Many past efforts have been limited in the corpus size 
and classes of samples but this dataset contains over 20,100 samples 
with almost 1,200 cases of idioms (with their meanings) from 10 
classes (or senses). The corpus may also be extended by researchers 
to meet specific needs. The corpus has part of speech (PoS) tagging 
from the NLTK library. Classification experiments performed on the 
corpus to obtain a baseline and comparison among three common 
models, including the BERT model, give good results. We also make 
publicly available the corpus and the relevant codes for working 
with it for NLP tasks.},
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6691--6703},
  abstract  = {We introduce CVSS, a massively multilingual-to-
English speech-to-speech translation (S2ST) corpus, covering 
sentence-level parallel S2ST pairs from 21 languages into English. 
CVSS is derived from the Common Voice speech corpus and the CoVoST 2 
speech-to-text translation (ST) corpus, by synthesizing the 
translation text from CoVoST 2 into speech using state-of-the-art 
TTS systems. Two versions of translation speech in English are 
provided: 1) CVSS-C: All the translation speech is in a single high-
quality canonical voice; 2) CVSS-T: The translation speech is in 
voices transferred from the corresponding source speech. In 
addition, CVSS provides normalized translation text which matches 
the pronunciation in the translation speech. On each version of 
CVSS, we built baseline multilingual direct S2ST models and cascade 
S2ST models, verifying the effectiveness of the corpus. To build 
strong cascade S2ST baselines, we trained an ST model on CoVoST 2, 
which outperforms the previous state-of-the-art trained on the 
corpus without extra data by 5.8 BLEU. Nevertheless, the performance 
of the direct S2ST models approaches the strong cascade baselines 
when trained from scratch, and with only 0.1 or 0.7 BLEU difference 
on ASR transcribed translation when initialized from matching ST 
models.},
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  pages     = {6704--6710},
  abstract  = {Most current machine translation models are mainly 
trained with parallel corpora, and their translation accuracy 
largely depends on the quality and quantity of the corpora. Although 
there are billions of parallel sentences for a few language pairs, 
effectively dealing with most language pairs is difficult due to a 
lack of publicly available parallel corpora. This paper creates a 
large parallel corpus for English-Japanese, a language pair for 
which only limited resources are available, compared to such 
resource-rich languages as English-German. It introduces a new web-
based English-Japanese parallel corpus named JParaCrawl v3.0. Our 



new corpus contains more than 21 million unique parallel sentence 
pairs, which is more than twice as many as the previous JParaCrawl 
v2.0 corpus. Through experiments, we empirically show how our new 
corpus boosts the accuracy of machine translation models on various 
domains. The JParaCrawl v3.0 corpus will eventually be publicly 
available online for research purposes.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.721}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6711--6718},
  abstract  = {South and North Korea both use the Korean language. 
However, Korean NLP research has focused on South Korean only, and 
existing NLP systems of the Korean language, such as neural machine 
translation (NMT) models, cannot properly handle North Korean 
inputs. Training a model using North Korean data is the most 
straightforward approach to solving this problem, but there is 
insufficient data to train NMT models. In this study, we create data 
for North Korean NMT models using a comparable corpus. First, we 
manually create evaluation data for automatic alignment and machine 
translation, and then, investigate automatic alignment methods 
suitable for North Korean. Finally, we show that a model trained by 
North Korean bilingual data without human annotation significantly 
boosts North Korean translation accuracy compared to existing South 
Korean models in zero-shot settings.},
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  abstract  = {Previous research for adapting a general neural 
machine translation (NMT) model into a specific domain usually 
neglects the diversity in translation within the same domain, which 



is a core problem for domain adaptation in real-world scenarios. One 
representative of such challenging scenarios is to deploy a 
translation system for a conference with a specific topic, e.g., 
global warming or coronavirus, where there are usually extremely 
less resources due to the limited schedule. To motivate wider 
investigation in such a scenario, we present a real-world fine-
grained domain adaptation task in machine translation (FGraDA). The 
FGraDA dataset consists of Chinese-English translation task for four 
sub-domains of information technology: autonomous vehicles, AI 
education, real-time networks, and smart phone. Each sub-domain is 
equipped with a development set and test set for evaluation 
purposes. To be closer to reality, FGraDA does not employ any in-
domain bilingual training data but provides bilingual dictionaries 
and wiki knowledge base, which can be easier obtained within a short 
time. We benchmark the fine-grained domain adaptation task and 
present in-depth analyses showing that there are still challenging 
problems to further improve the performance with heterogeneous 
resources.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.723}
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  abstract  = {This paper presents the development of SansTib, a 
Sanskrit - Classical Tibetan parallel corpus automatically aligned 
on sentence-level, and a bilingual sentence embedding model. The 
corpus has a size of about 317,289 sentence pairs and 14,420,771 
tokens and thereby is a considerable improvement over previous 
resources for these two languages. The data is incorporated into the 
BuddhaNexus database to make it accessible to a larger audience. It 
also presents a gold evaluation dataset and assesses the quality of 
the automatic alignment.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6735--6743},
  abstract  = {Existing multimodal machine translation (MMT) 
datasets consist of images and video captions or general subtitles 
which rarely contain linguistic ambiguity, making visual information 
not so effective to generate appropriate translations. We introduce 
VISA, a new dataset that consists of 40k Japanese-English parallel 
sentence pairs and corresponding video clips with the following key 
features: (1) the parallel sentences are subtitles from movies and 
TV episodes; (2) the source subtitles are ambiguous, which means 
they have multiple possible translations with different meanings; 
(3) we divide the dataset into Polysemy and Omission according to 
the cause of ambiguity. We show that VISA is challenging for the 
latest MMT system, and we hope that the dataset can facilitate MMT 
research.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.725}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6744--6752},
  abstract  = {This paper presents a new benchmark test dataset for 
multi-level complexity-controllable machine translation (MLCC-MT), 
which is MT controlling the complexity of the output at more than 
two levels. In previous research, MLCC-MT models have been evaluated 
on a test dataset automatically constructed from the Newsela corpus, 
which is a document-level comparable corpus with document-level 
complexity. The existing test dataset has the following three 
problems: (i) A source language sentence and its target language 
sentence are not necessarily an exact translation pair because they 
are automatically detected. (ii) A target language sentence and its 
simplified target language sentence are not necessarily exactly 
parallel because they are automatically aligned. (iii) A sentence-
level complexity is not necessarily appropriate because it is 
transferred from an article-level complexity attached to the Newsela 
corpus. Therefore, we create a benchmark test dataset for Japanese-
to-English MLCC-MT from the Newsela corpus by introducing an 
automatic filtering of data with inappropriate sentence-level 
complexity, manual check for parallel target language sentences with 
different complexity levels, and manual translation. Moreover, we 
implement two MLCC-NMT frameworks with a Transformer architecture 
and report their performance on our test dataset as baselines for 
future research. Our test dataset and codes are released.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.726}
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  pages     = {6753--6758},
  abstract  = {Machine Translation is a mature technology for many 
high-resource language pairs. However in the context of low-resource 
languages, there is a paucity of parallel data datasets available 
for developing translation models. Furthermore, the development of 
datasets for low-resource languages often focuses on simply creating 
the largest possible dataset for generic translation. The benefits 
and development of smaller in-domain datasets can easily be 
overlooked. To assess the merits of using in-domain data, a dataset 
for the specific domain of health was developed for the low-resource 
English to Irish language pair. Our study outlines the process used 
in developing the corpus and empirically demonstrates the benefits 
of using an in-domain dataset for the health domain. In the context 
of translating health-related data, models developed using the 
gaHealth corpus demonstrated a maximum BLEU score improvement of 
22.2 points (40\%) when compared with top performing models from the 
LoResMT2021 Shared Task. Furthermore, we define linguistic 
guidelines for developing gaHealth, the first bilingual corpus of 
health data for the Irish language, which we hope will be of use to 
other creators of low-resource data sets. gaHealth is now freely 
available online and is ready to be explored for further research.},
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  pages     = {6759--6767},
  abstract  = {Low-resource machine translation research often 
requires building baselines to benchmark estimates of progress in 
translation quality. Neural and statistical phrase-based systems are 
often used with out-of-the-box settings to build these initial 
baselines before analyzing more sophisticated approaches, implicitly 
comparing the first machine translation system to the absence of any 



translation assistance. We argue that this approach overlooks a 
basic resource: if you have parallel text, you have a translation 
memory. In this work, we show that using available text as a 
translation memory baseline against which to compare machine 
translation systems is simple, effective, and can shed light on 
additional translation challenges.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.728}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6768--6775},
  abstract  = {Current news datasets merely focus on text features 
on the news and rarely leverage the feature of images, excluding 
numerous essential features for news classification. In this paper, 
we propose a new dataset, N24News, which is generated from New York 
Times with 24 categories and contains both text and image 
information in each news. We use a multitask multimodal method and 
the experimental results show multimodal news classification 
performs better than text-only news classification. Depending on the 
length of the text, the classification accuracy can be increased by 
up to 8.11\%. Our research reveals the relationship between the 
performance of a multimodal classifier and its sub-classifiers, and 
also the possible improvements when applying multimodal in news 
classification. N24News is shown to have great potential to prompt 
the multimodal news studies.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.729}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {697--706},
  abstract  = {Spellchecking text written by language learners is 
especially challenging because errors made by learners differ both 
quantitatively and qualitatively from errors made by already 



proficient learners. We introduce LeSpell, a multi-lingual (English, 
German, Italian, and Czech) evaluation data set of spelling mistakes 
in context that we compiled from seven underlying learner corpora. 
Our experiments show that existing spellcheckers do not work well 
with learner data. Thus, we introduce a highly customizable 
spellchecking component for the DKPro architecture, which improves 
performance in many settings.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.73}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6776--6785},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces a large-scale multimodal and 
multilingual dataset that aims to facilitate research on grounding 
words to images in their contextual usage in language. The dataset 
consists of images selected to unambiguously illustrate concepts 
expressed in sentences from movie subtitles. The dataset is a 
valuable resource as (i) the images are aligned to text fragments 
rather than whole sentences; (ii) multiple images are possible for a 
text fragment and a sentence; (iii) the sentences are free-form and 
real-world like; (iv) the parallel texts are multilingual. We also 
set up a fill-in-the-blank game for humans to evaluate the quality 
of the automatic image selection process of our dataset. Finally, we 
propose a fill-in-the-blank task to demonstrate the utility of the 
dataset, and present some baseline prediction models. The dataset 
will benefit research on visual grounding of words especially in the 
context of free-form sentences, and can be obtained from https://
doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5034604 under a Creative Commons licence.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.730}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6786--6793},
  abstract  = {With the rise of deep learning and intelligent 
vehicles, the smart assistant has become an essential in-car 
component to facilitate driving and provide extra functionalities. 
In-car smart assistants should be able to process general as well as 
car-related commands and perform corresponding actions, which eases 
driving and improves safety. However, there is a data scarcity issue 
for low resource languages, hindering the development of research 
and applications. In this paper, we introduce a new dataset, 
Cantonese In-car Audio-Visual Speech Recognition (CI-AVSR), for in-
car command recognition in the Cantonese language with both video 
and audio data. It consists of 4,984 samples (8.3 hours) of 200 in-
car commands recorded by 30 native Cantonese speakers. Furthermore, 
we augment our dataset using common in-car background noises to 
simulate real environments, producing a dataset 10 times larger than 
the collected one. We provide detailed statistics of both the clean 
and the augmented versions of our dataset. Moreover, we implement 
two multimodal baselines to demonstrate the validity of CI-AVSR. 
Experiment results show that leveraging the visual signal improves 
the overall performance of the model. Although our best model can 
achieve a considerable quality on the clean test set, the speech 
recognition quality on the noisy data is still inferior and remains 
an extremely challenging task for real in-car speech recognition 
systems. The dataset and code will be released at https://
github.com/HLTCHKUST/CI-AVSR.},
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  pages     = {6794--6801},
  abstract  = {This study investigates social-psychological 
negotiation-outcome prediction (SPNOP), a novel task for estimating 
various subjective evaluation scores of negotiation, such as 
satisfaction and trust, from negotiation dialogue data. To 
investigate SPNOP, a corpus with various psychological measurements 
is beneficial because the interaction process of negotiation relates 
to many aspects of psychology. However, current negotiation corpora 
only include information related to objective outcomes or a single 
aspect of psychology. In addition, most use the ``laboratory 
setting'' that uses non-skilled negotiators and over simplified 
negotiation scenarios. There is a concern that such a gap with 
actual negotiation will intrinsically affect the behavior and 



psychology of negotiators in the corpus, which can degrade the 
performance of models trained from the corpus in real situations. 
Therefore, we created a negotiation corpus with three features; 1) 
was assessed with various psychological measurements, 2) used 
skilled negotiators, and 3) used scenarios of context-rich 
negotiation. We recorded video and audio of negotiations in Japanese 
to investigate SPNOP in the context of social signal processing. 
Experimental results indicate that social-psychological outcomes can 
be effectively estimated from multimodal information.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.732}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6802--6807},
  abstract  = {Emotion recognition in conversation is important for 
an empathetic dialogue system to understand the user’s emotion and 
then generate appropriate emotional responses. However, most 
previous researches focus on modeling conversational contexts 
primarily based on the textual modality or simply utilizing 
multimodal information through feature concatenation. In order to 
exploit multimodal information and contextual information more 
effectively, we propose a multimodal directed acyclic graph (MMDAG) 
network by injecting information flows inside modality and across 
modalities into the DAG architecture. Experiments on IEMOCAP and 
MELD show that our model outperforms other state-of-the-art models. 
Comparative studies validate the effectiveness of the proposed 
modality fusion method.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.733}
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  pages     = {6808--6813},
  abstract  = {Securing sufficient data to enable automatic sign 
language translation modeling is challenging. The data insufficiency 



issue exists in both video and text modalities; however, fewer 
studies have been performed on text data augmentation compared to 
video data. In this study, we present three methods of augmenting 
sign language text modality data, comprising 3,052 Gloss-level 
Korean Sign Language (GKSL) and Word-level Korean Language (WKL) 
sentence pairs. Using each of the three methods, the following 
number of sentence pairs were created: blank replacement 10,654, 
sentence paraphrasing 1,494, and synonym replacement 899. 
Translation experiment results using the augmented data showed that 
when translating from GKSL to WKL and from WKL to GKSL, Bi-Lingual 
Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) scores improved by 0.204 and 0.170 
respectively, compared to when only the original data was used. The 
three contributions of this study are as follows. First, we 
demonstrated that three different augmentation techniques used in 
existing Natural Language Processing (NLP) can be applied to sign 
language. Second, we propose an automatic data augmentation method 
which generates quality data by utilizing the Korean sign language 
gloss dictionary. Lastly, we publish the Gloss-level Korean Sign 
Language 13k dataset (GKSL13k), which has verified data quality 
through expert reviews.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.734}
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  pages     = {6814--6821},
  abstract  = {We focus on image description and a corresponding 
assessment system for language learners. To achieve automatic 
assessment of image description, we construct a novel dataset, the 
Language Learner Image Description (LLID) dataset, which consists of 
images, their descriptions, and assessment annotations. Then, we 
propose a novel task of automatic error correction for image 
description, and we develop a baseline model that encodes multimodal 
information from a learner sentence with an image and accurately 
decodes a corrected sentence. Our experimental results show that the 
developed model can revise errors that cannot be revised without an 
image.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6822--6828},
  abstract  = {Multimodal combinations of writing and pictures have 
become ubiquitous in contemporary society, and scholars have 
increasingly been turning to analyzing these media. Here we present 
a resource for annotating these complex documents: the Multimodal 
Annotation Software Tool (MAST). MAST is an application that allows 
users to analyze visual and multimodal documents by selecting and 
annotating visual regions, and to establish relations between 
annotations that create dependencies and/or constituent structures. 
By means of schema publications, MAST allows annotation theories to 
be citable, while evolving and being shared. Documents can be 
annotated using multiple schemas simultaneously, offering more 
comprehensive perspectives. As a distributed, client-server system 
MAST allows for collaborative annotations across teams of users, and 
features team management and resource access functionalities, 
facilitating the potential for implementing open science practices. 
Altogether, we aim for MAST to provide a powerful and innovative 
annotation tool with application across numerous fields engaging 
with multimodal media.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.736}
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  pages     = {6829--6836},
  abstract  = {Large datasets as required for deep learning of lip 
reading do not exist in many languages. In this paper we present the 
dataset GLips (German Lips) consisting of 250,000 publicly available 
videos of the faces of speakers of the Hessian Parliament, which was 
processed for word-level lip reading using an automatic pipeline. 
The format is similar to that of the English language LRW (Lip 
Reading in the Wild) dataset, with each video encoding one word of 
interest in a context of 1.16 seconds duration, which yields 
compatibility for studying transfer learning between both datasets. 
By training a deep neural network, we investigate whether lip 
reading has language-independent features, so that datasets of 
different languages can be used to improve lip reading models. We 
demonstrate learning from scratch and show that transfer learning 
from LRW to GLips and vice versa improves learning speed and 
performance, in particular for the validation set.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.737}
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  pages     = {6837--6847},
  abstract  = {With the development of multimodal systems and 
natural language generation techniques, the resurgence of multimodal 
datasets has attracted significant research interests, which aims to 
provide new information to enrich the representation of textual 
data. However, there remains a lack of a comprehensive survey for 
this task. To this end, we take the first step and present a 
thorough review of this research field. This paper provides an 
overview of a publicly available dataset with different modalities 
according to the applications. Furthermore, we discuss the new 
frontier and give our thoughts. We hope this survey of multimodal 
datasets can provide the community with quick access and a general 
picture of the multimodal dataset for specific Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) applications and motivates future researches. In 
this context, we release the collection of all multimodal datasets 
easily accessible here: https://github.com/drmuskangarg/Multimodal-
datasets},
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  pages     = {6848--6854},
  abstract  = {The long-standing endeavor of relating the textual 
and the visual domain recently underwent a pivotal breakthrough, as 
OpenAI released CLIP. This model distinguishes how well an English 
text corresponds with a given image with unprecedented accuracy. 
Trained via a contrastive learning objective over a huge dataset of 
400M of images and captions, it is a work that is not easily 
replicated, especially for low resource languages. Capitalizing on 
the modularization of the CLIP architecture, we propose to use 
cross-lingual teacher learning to re-train the textual encoder for 
various non-English languages. Our method requires no image data and 



relies entirely on machine translation which removes the need for 
data in the target language. We find that our method can efficiently 
train a new textual encoder with relatively low computational cost, 
whilst still outperforming previous baselines on multilingual image-
text retrieval.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.739}
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  abstract  = {For different reasons, text can be difficult to read 
and understand for many people, especially if the text’s language is 
too complex. In order to provide suitable text for the target 
audience, it is necessary to measure its complexity. In this paper 
we describe subjective experiments to assess the readability of 
German text. We compile a new corpus of sentences provided by a 
German IT service provider. The sentences are annotated with the 
subjective complexity ratings by two groups of participants, namely 
experts and non-experts for that text domain. We then extract an 
extensive set of linguistically motivated features that are 
supposedly interacting with complexity perception. We show that a 
linear regression model with a subset of these features can be a 
very good predictor of text complexity.},
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  abstract  = {As computers have become efficient at understanding 
visual information and transforming it into a written 
representation, research interest in tasks like automatic image 
captioning has seen a significant leap over the last few years. 
While most of the research attention is given to the English 
language in a monolingual setting, resource-constrained languages 
like Bangla remain out of focus, predominantly due to a lack of 



standard datasets. Addressing this issue, we present a new dataset 
BAN-Cap following the widely used Flickr8k dataset, where we collect 
Bangla captions of the images provided by qualified annotators. Our 
dataset represents a wider variety of image caption styles annotated 
by trained people from different backgrounds. We present a 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of the dataset and the 
baseline evaluation of the recent models in Bangla image captioning. 
We investigate the effect of text augmentation and demonstrate that 
an adaptive attention-based model combined with text augmentation 
using Contextualized Word Replacement (CWR) outperforms all state-
of-the-art models for Bangla image captioning. We also present this 
dataset's multipurpose nature, especially on machine translation for 
Bangla-English and English-Bangla. This dataset and all the models 
will be useful for further research.},
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  abstract  = {This article presents SSR7000, a corpus of 
synchronized ultrasound tongue and lip images designed for end-to-
end silent speech recognition (SSR). Although neural end-to-end 
models are successfully updating the state-of-the-art technology in 
the field of automatic speech recognition, SSR research based on 
ultrasound tongue imaging has still not evolved past cascaded DNN-
HMM models due to the absence of a large dataset. In this study, we 
constructed a large dataset, namely SSR7000, to exploit the 
performance of the end-to-end models. The SSR7000 dataset contains 
ultrasound tongue and lip images of 7484 utterances by a single 
speaker. It contains more utterances per person than any other SSR 
corpus based on ultrasound imaging. We also describe preprocessing 
techniques to tackle data variances that are inevitable when 
collecting a large dataset and present benchmark results using an 
end-to-end model. The SSR7000 corpus is publicly available under the 
CC BY-NC 4.0 license.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.741}
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Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6874--6883},
  abstract  = {Deletion-based sentence compression in the English 
language has made significant progress over the past few decades. 
However, there is a lack of large-scale and high-quality parallel 
corpus (i.e., (sentence, compression) pairs) for the Chinese 
language to train an efficient compression system. To remedy this 
shortcoming, we present a dependency-tree-based method to construct 
a Chinese corpus with 151k pairs of sentences and compression based 
on Chinese language-specific characteristics. Subsequently, we 
trained both extractive and generative neural compression models 
using the constructed corpus. The experimental results show that our 
compression model can generate high-quality compressed sentences on 
both automatic and human evaluation metrics compared with the 
baselines. The results of the faithfulness evaluation also indicated 
that the Chinese compression model trained on our constructed corpus 
can produce more faithful compressed sentences. Furthermore, a 
dataset with 1,000 pairs of sentences and ground truth compression 
was manually created for automatic evaluation, which, we believe, 
will benefit future research on Chinese sentence compression.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.742}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6884--6888},
  abstract  = {This study investigated and released the JADE, a 
corpus for Japanese definition modelling, which is a technique that 
automatically generates definitions of a given target word and 
phrase. It is a crucial technique for practical applications that 
assist language learning and education, as well as for those 
supporting reading documents in unfamiliar domains. Although corpora 
for development of definition modelling techniques have been 
actively created, their languages are mostly limited to English. In 
this study, a corpus for Japanese, named JADE, was created following 
the previous study that mines an online encyclopedia. The JADE 
provides about 630k sets of targets, their definitions, and usage 
examples as contexts for about 41k unique targets, which is 
sufficiently large to train neural models. The targets are both 
words and phrases, and the coverage of domains and topics is 
diverse. The performance of a pre-trained sequence-to-sequence model 
and the state-of-the-art definition modelling method was also 



benchmarked on JADE for future development of the technique in 
Japanese. The JADE corpus has been released and available online.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.743}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6889--6898},
  abstract  = {As neural Text Generation Models (TGM) have become 
more and more capable of generating text indistinguishable from 
human-written ones, the misuse of text generation technologies can 
have serious ramifications. Although a neural classifier often 
achieves high detection accuracy, the reason for it is not well 
studied. Most previous work revolves around studying the impact of 
model structure and the decoding strategy on ease of detection, but 
little work has been done to analyze the forms of artifacts left by 
the TGM. We propose to systematically study the forms and scopes of 
artifacts by corrupting texts, replacing them with linguistic or 
statistical features, and applying the interpretable method of 
Integrated Gradients. Comprehensive experiments show artifacts a) 
primarily relate to token co-occurrence, b) feature more heavily at 
the head of vocabulary, c) appear more in content word than 
stopwords, d) are sometimes detrimental in the form of number of 
token occurrences, e) are less likely to exist in high-level 
semantics or syntaxes, f) manifest in low concreteness values for 
higher-order n-grams.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6899--6908},
  abstract  = {Natural language generation in real-time settings 
with raw sensor data is a challenging task. We find that formulating 
the task as an end-to-end problem leads to two major challenges in 



content selection -- the sensor data is both redundant and diverse 
across environments, thereby making it hard for the encoders to 
select and reason on the data. We here present a new corpus for a 
specific domain that instantiates these properties. It includes 
handover utterances that an assistant for a semi-autonomous drone 
uses to communicate with humans during the drone flight. The corpus 
consists of sensor data records and utterances in 8 different 
environments. As a structured intermediary representation between 
data records and text, we explore the use of description logic (DL). 
We also propose a neural generation model that can alert the human 
pilot of the system state and environment in preparation of the 
handover of control.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.745}
}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6909--6913},
  abstract  = {Stock market investors debate and heavily discuss 
stock ideas, investing strategies, news and market movements on 
social media platforms. The discussions are significantly longer in 
length and require extensive domain expertise for understanding. In 
this paper, we curate such discussions and construct a first-of-its-
kind of abstractive summarization dataset. Our curated dataset 
consists of 7888 Reddit posts and manually constructed summaries for 
400 posts. We robustly evaluate the summaries and conduct 
experiments on SOTA summarization tools to showcase their 
limitations. We plan to make the dataset publicly available. The 
sample dataset is available here: https://dhyeyjani.github.io/RSMC},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.746}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6914--6921},
  abstract  = {Lexical substitution task requires to substitute a 



target word by candidates in a given context. Candidates must keep 
meaning and grammatically of the sentence. The task, introduced in 
the SemEval 2007, has two objectives. The first objective is to find 
a list of substitutes for a target word. This list of substitutes 
can be obtained with lexical resources like WordNet or generated 
with a pre-trained language model. The second objective is to rank 
these substitutes using the context of the sentence. Most of the 
methods use vector space models or more recently embeddings to rank 
substitutes. Embedding methods use high contextualized 
representation. This representation can be over contextualized and 
in this way overlook good substitute candidates which are more 
similar on non-contextualized layers. SemDis 2014 introduced the 
lexical substitution task in French. We propose an application of 
the state-of-the-art method based on BERT in French and a novel 
method using contextualized and non-contextualized layers to 
increase the suggestion of words having a lower probability in a 
given context but that are more semantically similar. Experiments 
show our method increases the BERT based system on the OOT measure 
but decreases on the BEST measure in the SemDis 2014 benchmark.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.747}
}
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Surdeanu, Mihai  and  Balasubramanian, Niranjan},
  title     = {SuMe: A Dataset Towards Summarizing Biomedical 
Mechanisms},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6922--6931},
  abstract  = {Can language models read biomedical texts and explain 
the biomedical mechanisms discussed? In this work we introduce a 
biomedical mechanism summarization task. Biomedical studies often 
investigate the mechanisms behind how one entity (e.g., a protein or 
a chemical) affects another in a biological context. The abstracts 
of these publications often include a focused set of sentences that 
present relevant supporting statements regarding such relationships, 
associated experimental evidence, and a concluding sentence that 
summarizes the mechanism underlying the relationship. We leverage 
this structure and create a summarization task, where the input is a 
collection of sentences and the main entities in an abstract, and 
the output includes the relationship and a sentence that summarizes 
the mechanism. Using a small amount of manually labeled mechanism 
sentences, we train a mechanism sentence classifier to filter a 
large biomedical abstract collection and create a summarization 
dataset with 22k instances. We also introduce conclusion sentence 
generation as a pretraining task with 611k instances. We benchmark 
the performance of large bio-domain language models. We find that 
while the pretraining task help improves performance, the best model 
produces acceptable mechanism outputs in only 32\% of the instances, 



which shows the task presents significant challenges in biomedical 
language understanding and summarization.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.748}
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Summarization Dataset},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6932--6937},
  abstract  = {Cross-lingual summarization, which produces the 
summary in one language from a given source document in another 
language, could be extremely helpful for humans to obtain 
information across the world. However, it is still a little-explored 
task due to the lack of datasets. Recent studies are primarily based 
on pseudo-cross-lingual datasets obtained by translation. Such an 
approach would inevitably lead to the loss of information in the 
original document and introduce noise into the summary, thus hurting 
the overall performance. In this paper, we present CATAMARAN, the 
first high-quality cross-lingual long text abstractive summarization 
dataset. It contains about 20,000 parallel news articles and 
corresponding summaries, all written by humans. The average lengths 
of articles are 1133.65 for English articles and 2035.33 for Chinese 
articles, and the average lengths of the summaries are 26.59 and 
70.05, respectively. We train and evaluate an mBART-based cross-
lingual abstractive summarization model using our dataset. The 
result shows that, compared with mono-lingual systems, the cross-
lingual abstractive summarization system could also achieve solid 
performance.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.749}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {715--722},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we address two problems in indexing 
and querying spoken language corpora with overlapping speaker 
contributions. First, we look into how token distance and token 
precedence can be measured when multiple primary data streams are 



available and when transcriptions happen to be tokenized, but are 
not synchronized with the sound at the level of individual tokens. 
We propose and experiment with a speaker-based search mode that 
enables any speaker’s transcription tier to be the basic 
tokenization layer whereby the contributions of other speakers are 
mapped to this given tier. Secondly, we address two distinct methods 
of how speaker overlaps can be captured in the TEI-based ISO 
Standard for Spoken Language Transcriptions (ISO 24624:2016) and how 
they can be queried by MTAS – an open source Lucene-based search 
engine for querying text with multilevel annotations. We illustrate 
the problems, introduce possible solutions and discuss their 
benefits and drawbacks.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.75}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6938--6947},
  abstract  = {Understanding emotions that people express during 
large-scale crises helps inform policy makers and first responders 
about the emotional states of the population as well as provide 
emotional support to those who need such support. We present 
CovidEmo, a dataset of ~3,000 English tweets labeled with emotions 
and temporally distributed across 18 months. Our analyses reveal the 
emotional toll caused by COVID-19, and changes of the social 
narrative and associated emotions over time. Motivated by the time-
sensitive nature of crises and the cost of large-scale annotation 
efforts, we examine how well large pre-trained language models 
generalize across domains and timeline in the task of perceived 
emotion prediction in the context of COVID-19. Our analyses suggest 
that cross-domain information transfers occur, yet there are still 
significant gaps. We propose semi-supervised learning as a way to 
bridge this gap, obtaining significantly better performance using 
unlabeled data from the target domain.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.750}
}
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6948--6958},
  abstract  = {Emotion detection can provide us with a window into 
understanding human behavior. Due to the complex dynamics of human 
emotions, however, constructing annotated datasets to train 
automated models can be expensive. Thus, we explore the efficacy of 
cross-lingual approaches that would use data from a source language 
to build models for emotion detection in a target language. We 
compare three approaches, namely: i) using inherently multilingual 
models; ii) translating training data into the target language; and 
iii) using an automatically tagged parallel corpus. In our study, we 
consider English as the source language with Arabic and Spanish as 
target languages. We study the effectiveness of different 
classification models such as BERT and SVMs trained with different 
features. Our BERT-based monolingual models that are trained on 
target language data surpass state-of-the-art (SOTA) by 4\% and 5\% 
absolute Jaccard score for Arabic and Spanish respectively. Next, we 
show that using cross-lingual approaches with English data alone, we 
can achieve more than 90\% and 80\% relative effectiveness of the 
Arabic and Spanish BERT models respectively. Lastly, we use LIME to 
analyze the challenges of training cross-lingual models for 
different language pairs.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.751}
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Extraction and Attribution in News Articles},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6959--6966},
  abstract  = {Quotation extraction and attribution are challenging 
tasks, aiming at determining the spans containing quotations and 
attributing each quotation to the original speaker. Applying this 
task to news data is highly related to fact-checking, media 
monitoring and news tracking. Direct quotations are more traceable 
and informative, and therefore of great significance among different 
types of quotations. Therefore, this paper introduces DirectQuote, a 
corpus containing 19,760 paragraphs and 10,279 direct quotations 
manually annotated from online news media. To the best of our 
knowledge, this is the largest and most complete corpus that focuses 
on direct quotations in news texts. We ensure that each speaker in 
the annotation can be linked to a specific named entity on Wikidata, 
benefiting various downstream tasks. In addition, for the first 
time, we propose several sequence labeling models as baseline 
methods to extract and attribute quotations simultaneously in an 
end-to-end manner.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.752}
}
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  title     = {VaccineLies: A Natural Language Resource for Learning 
to Recognize Misinformation about the COVID-19 and HPV Vaccines},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6967--6975},
  abstract  = {Billions of COVID-19 vaccines have been administered, 
but many remain hesitant. Misinformation about the COVID-19 vaccines 
and other vaccines, propagating on social media, is believed to 
drive hesitancy towards vaccination. The ability to automatically 
recognize misinformation targeting vaccines on Twitter depends on 
the availability of data resources. In this paper we present 
VaccineLies, a large collection of tweets propagating misinformation 
about two vaccines: the COVID-19 vaccines and the Human 
Papillomavirus (HPV) vaccines. Misinformation targets are organized 
in vaccine-specific taxonomies, which reveal the misinformation 
themes and concerns. The ontological commitments of the 
misinformation taxonomies provide an understanding of which 
misinformation themes and concerns dominate the discourse about the 
two vaccines covered in VaccineLies. The organization into training, 
testing and development sets of VaccineLies invites the development 
of novel supervised methods for detecting misinformation on Twitter 
and identifying the stance towards it. Furthermore, VaccineLies can 
be a stepping stone for the development of datasets focusing on 
misinformation targeting additional vaccines.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.753}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6976--6984},
  abstract  = {Automatic approaches to irony detection have been of 
interest to the NLP community for a long time, yet, state-of-the-art 
approaches still fall way short of what one would consider a 
desirable performance. In part this is due to the inherent 
difficulty of the problem. However, in recent years ensembles of 
transformer-based approaches have emerged as a promising direction 
to push the state of the art forward in a wide range of NLP 
applications. A different, more recent, development is the automatic 
augmentation of training data. In this paper we will explore both 
these directions for the task of irony detection in social media. 



Using the common SemEval 2018 Task 3 benchmark collection we 
demonstrate that transformer models are well suited in ensemble 
classifiers for the task at hand. In the multi-class classification 
task we observe statistically significant improvements over strong 
baselines. For binary classification we achieve performance that is 
on par with state-of-the-art alternatives. The examined data 
augmentation strategies showed an effect, but are not decisive for 
good results.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.754}
}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {6985--6991},
  abstract  = {Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) is a task that 
involves classifying the polarity of aspects of the products or 
services described in users' reviews. Most previous work on ABSA has 
focused on explicit aspects, which appear as explicit words or 
phrases in the sentences of the review. However, users often express 
their opinions toward the aspects indirectly or implicitly, in which 
case the specific name of an aspect does not appear in the review. 
The current datasets used for ABSA are mainly annotated with 
explicit aspects. This paper proposes a novel method for 
constructing a corpus that is automatically annotated with implicit 
aspects. The main idea is that sentences containing explicit and 
implicit aspects share a similar context. First, labeled sentences 
with explicit aspects and unlabeled sentences that include implicit 
aspects are collected. Next, clustering is performed on these 
sentences so that similar sentences are merged into the same 
cluster. Finally, the explicit aspects are propagated to the 
unlabeled sentences in the same cluster, in order to construct a 
labeled dataset containing implicit aspects. The results of our 
experiments on mobile phone reviews show that our method of 
identifying the labels of implicit aspects achieves a maximum 
accuracy of 82\%.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.755}
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  pages     = {6992--7003},
  abstract  = {While sentiment and emotion analysis have been 
studied extensively, the relationship between sarcasm and emotion 
has largely remained unexplored. A sarcastic expression may have a 
variety of underlying emotions. For example, “I love being ignored” 
belies sadness, while “my mobile is fabulous with a battery backup 
of only 15 minutes!” expresses frustration. Detecting the emotion 
behind a sarcastic expression is non-trivial yet an important task. 
We undertake the task of detecting the emotion in a sarcastic 
statement, which to the best of our knowledge, is hitherto 
unexplored. We start with the recently released multimodal sarcasm 
detection dataset (MUStARD) pre-annotated with 9 emotions. We 
identify and correct 343 incorrect emotion labels (out of 690). We 
double the size of the dataset, label it with emotions along with 
valence and arousal which are important indicators of emotional 
intensity. Finally, we label each sarcastic utterance with one of 
the four sarcasm types-Propositional, Embedded, Likeprefixed and 
Illocutionary, with the goal of advancing sarcasm detection 
research. Exhaustive experimentation with multimodal (text, audio, 
and video) fusion models establishes a benchmark for exact emotion 
recognition in sarcasm and outperforms the state-of-art sarcasm 
detection. We release the dataset enriched with various annotations 
and the code for research purposes: https://github.com/apoorva-
nunna/MUStARD\_Plus\_Plus},
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  abstract  = {Personal Narrative (PN) is the recollection of 
individuals’ life experiences, events, and thoughts along with the 
associated emotions in the form of a story. Compared to other genres 
such as social media texts or microblogs, where people write about 
experienced events or products, the spoken PNs are complex to 
analyze and understand. They are usually long and unstructured, 
involving multiple and related events, characters as well as 
thoughts and emotions associated with events, objects, and persons. 
In spoken PNs, emotions are conveyed by changing the speech signal 
characteristics as well as the lexical content of the narrative. In 
this work, we annotate a corpus of spoken personal narratives, with 



the emotion valence using discrete values. The PNs are segmented 
into speech segments, and the annotators annotate them in the 
discourse context, with values on a 5-point bipolar scale ranging 
from -2 to +2 (0 for neutral). In this way, we capture the unfolding 
of the PNs events and changes in the emotional state of the 
narrator. We perform an in-depth analysis of the inter-annotator 
agreement, the relation between the label distribution w.r.t. the 
stimulus (positive/negative) used for the elicitation of the 
narrative, and compare the segment-level annotations to a baseline 
continuous annotation. We find that the neutral score plays an 
important role in the agreement. We observe that it is easy to 
differentiate the positive from the negative valence while the 
confusion with the neutral label is high. Keywords: Personal 
Narratives, Emotion Annotation, Segment Level Annotation},
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Gautam  and  Bhingardive, Sudha  and  Hardaway, Ikuko},
  title     = {A Large-Scale Japanese Dataset for Aspect-based 
Sentiment Analysis},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7014--7021},
  abstract  = {There has been significant progress in the field of 
sentiment analysis. However, aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) 
has not been explored in the Japanese language even though it has a 
huge scope in many natural language processing applications such as 
1) tracking sentiment towards products, movies, politicians etc; 2) 
improving customer relation models. The main reason behind this is 
that there is no standard Japanese dataset available for ABSA task. 
In this paper, we present the first standard Japanese dataset for 
the hotel reviews domain. The proposed dataset contains 53,192 
review sentences with seven aspect categories and two polarity 
labels. We perform experiments on this dataset using popular ABSA 
approaches and report error analysis. Our experiments show that 
contextual models such as BERT works very well for the ABSA task in 
the Japanese language and also show the need to focus on other NLP 
tasks for better performance through our error analysis.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.758}
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Takemura, Noriko  and  Nakashima, Yuta  and  Nagahara, Hajime},
  title     = {A Japanese Dataset for Subjective and Objective 
Sentiment Polarity Classification in Micro Blog Domain},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 



Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7022--7028},
  abstract  = {We annotate 35,000 SNS posts with both the writer's 
subjective sentiment polarity labels and the reader's objective ones 
to construct a Japanese sentiment analysis dataset. Our dataset 
includes intensity labels (\textit{none}, \textit{weak}, 
\textit{medium}, and \textit{strong}) for each of the eight basic 
emotions by Plutchik (\textit{joy}, \textit{sadness}, 
\textit{anticipation}, \textit{surprise}, \textit{anger}, 
\textit{fear}, \textit{disgust}, and \textit{trust}) as well as 
sentiment polarity labels (\textit{strong positive}, 
\textit{positive}, \textit{neutral}, \textit{negative}, and 
\textit{strong negative}). Previous studies on emotion analysis have 
studied the analysis of basic emotions and sentiment polarity 
independently. In other words, there are few corpora that are 
annotated with both basic emotions and sentiment polarity. Our 
dataset is the first large-scale corpus to annotate both of these 
emotion labels, and from both the writer's and reader's 
perspectives. In this paper, we analyze the relationship between 
basic emotion intensity and sentiment polarity on our dataset and 
report the results of benchmarking sentiment polarity 
classification.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.759}
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and  Peljak-Łapińska, Angelika  and  Deckert, Mikołaj  and  
Adamczyk, Michał},
  title     = {DiaBiz – an Annotated Corpus of Polish Call Center 
Dialogs},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {723--726},
  abstract  = {This paper introduces DiaBiz, a large, annotated, 
multimodal corpus of Polish telephone conversations conducted in 
varied business settings, comprising 4036 call centre interactions 
from nine different domains, i.e. banking, energy services, 
telecommunications, insurance, medical care, debt collection, 
tourism, retail and car rental. The corpus was developed to boost 
the development of third-party speech recognition engines, dialog 
systems and conversational intelligence tools for Polish. Its 
current size amounts to nearly 410 hours of recordings and over 3 
million words of transcribed speech. We present the structure of the 
corpus, data collection and transcription procedures, challenges of 



punctuating and truecasing speech transcripts, dialog structure 
annotation and discuss some of the ecological validity 
considerations involved in the development of such resources.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.76}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7029--7039},
  abstract  = {Aspect-based sentiment analysis (ABSA) aims to 
predict the sentiment polarity towards a given aspect term in a 
sentence on the fine-grained level, which usually requires a good 
understanding of contextual information, especially appropriately 
distinguishing of a given aspect and its contexts, to achieve good 
performance. However, most existing ABSA models pay limited 
attention to the modeling of the given aspect terms and thus result 
in inferior results when a sentence contains multiple aspect terms 
with contradictory sentiment polarities. In this paper, we propose 
to improve ABSA by complementary learning of aspect terms, which 
serves as a supportive auxiliary task to enhance ABSA by explicitly 
recovering the aspect terms from each input sentence so as to better 
understand aspects and their contexts. Particularly, a discriminator 
is also introduced to further improve the learning process by 
appropriately balancing the impact of aspect recovery to sentiment 
prediction. Experimental results on five widely used English 
benchmark datasets for ABSA demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
approach, where state-of-the-art performance is observed on all 
datasets.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.760}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7040--7048},
  abstract  = {Hate speech detection for social media posts is 
considered as a binary classification problem in existing 
approaches, largely neglecting distinct attributes of hate speeches 
from other sentimental types such as ``aggressive'' and ``racist''. 



As these sentimental types constitute a significant major portion of 
data, the classification performance is compromised. Moreover, those 
classifiers often do not generalize well across different datasets 
due to a relatively small number of hate-class samples. In this 
paper, we adopt a one-class perspective for hate speech detection, 
where the detection classifier is trained with hate-class samples 
only. Our model employs a BERT-BiLSTM module for feature extraction 
and a one-class SVM for classification. A comprehensive evaluation 
with four benchmarking datasets demonstrates the better performance 
of our model than existing approaches, as well as the advantage of 
training our model with a combination of the four datasets.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.761}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7049--7055},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we present the process we used in 
order to collect new annotations of opinions over the multimodal 
corpus SEMAINE composed of dyadic interactions. The dataset had 
already been annotated continuously in two affective dimensions 
related to the emotions: Valence and Arousal. We annotated the part 
of SEMAINE called \textit{Solid SAL} composed of 79 interactions 
between a user and an operator playing the role of a virtual agent 
designed to engage a person in a sustained, emotionally colored 
conversation. We aligned the audio at the word level using the 
available high-quality manual transcriptions. The annotated dataset 
contains 5627 speech turns for a total of 73,944 words, 
corresponding to 6 hours 20 minutes of dyadic interactions. Each 
interaction has been labeled by three annotators at the speech turn 
level following a three-step process. This method allows us to 
obtain a precise annotation regarding the opinion of a speaker. We 
obtain thus a dataset dense in opinions, with more than 48\% of the 
annotated speech turns containing at least one opinion. We then 
propose a new baseline for the detection of opinions in interactions 
improving slightly a state of the art model with RoBERTa embeddings. 
The obtained results on the database are promising with a F1-score 
at 0.72.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.762}
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  title     = {Pars-ABSA: a Manually Annotated Aspect-based 
Sentiment Analysis Benchmark on Farsi Product Reviews},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7056--7060},
  abstract  = {Due to the increased availability of online reviews, 
sentiment analysis witnessed a thriving interest from researchers. 
Sentiment analysis is a computational treatment of sentiment used to 
extract and understand the opinions of authors. While many systems 
were built to predict the sentiment of a document or a sentence, 
many others provide the necessary detail on various aspects of the 
entity (i.e., aspect-based sentiment analysis). Most of the 
available data resources were tailored to English and the other 
popular European languages. Although Farsi is a language with more 
than 110 million speakers, to the best of our knowledge, there is a 
lack of proper public datasets on aspect-based sentiment analysis 
for Farsi. This paper provides a manually annotated Farsi dataset, 
Pars-ABSA, annotated and verified by three native Farsi speakers. 
The dataset consists of 5,114 positive, 3,061 negative and 1,827 
neutral data samples from 5,602 unique reviews. Moreover, as a 
baseline, this paper reports the performance of some aspect-based 
sentiment analysis methods focusing on transfer learning on Pars-
ABSA.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.763}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7061--7070},
  abstract  = {Social media platforms such as Twitter have evolved 
into a vast information sharing platform, allowing people from a 
variety of backgrounds and expertise to share their opinions on 
numerous events such as terrorism, narcotics and many other social 
issues. People sometimes misuse the power of social media for their 
agendas, such as illegal trades and negatively influencing others. 
Because of this, sentiment analysis has won the interest of a lot of 
researchers to widely analyze public opinion for social media 
monitoring. Several benchmark datasets for sentiment analysis across 
a range of domains have been made available, especially for high-
resource languages. A few datasets are available for low-resource 



Indian languages like Hindi, such as movie reviews and product 
reviews, which do not address the current need for social media 
monitoring. In this paper, we address the challenges of sentiment 
analysis in Hindi and socially relevant domains by introducing a 
balanced corpus annotated with the sentiment classes, viz. positive, 
negative and neutral. To show the effective usage of the dataset, we 
build several deep learning based models and establish them as the 
baselines for further research in this direction.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.764}
}
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  title     = {Sentiment Analysis of Homeric Text: The 1st Book of 
Iliad},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7071--7077},
  abstract  = {Sentiment analysis studies are focused more on online 
customer reviews or social media, and less on literary studies. The 
problem is greater for ancient languages, where the linguistic 
expression of sentiments may diverge from modern linguistic forms. 
This work presents the outcome of a sentiment annotation task of the 
first Book of Iliad, an ancient Greek poem. The annotators were 
provided with verses translated into modern Greek and they annotated 
the perceived emotions and sentiments verse by verse. By estimating 
the fraction of annotators that found a verse as belonging to a 
specific sentiment class, we model the poem’s perceived sentiment as 
a multi-variate time series. By experimenting with a state of the 
art deep learning masked language model, pre-trained on modern Greek 
and fine-tuned to estimate the sentiment of our data, we registered 
a mean squared error of 0.063. This low error indicates that 
sentiment estimators built on our dataset can potentially be used as 
mechanical annotators, hence facilitating the distant reading of 
Homeric text. Our dataset is released for public use.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.765}
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  pages     = {7078--7087},



  abstract  = {We describe an automatic method for converting the 
Persian Dependency Treebank (Rasooli et al., 2013) to Universal 
Dependencies. This treebank contains 29107 sentences. Our 
experiments along with manual linguistic analysis show that our data 
is more compatible with Universal Dependencies than the Uppsala 
Persian Universal Dependency Treebank (Seraji et al., 2016), larger 
in size and more diverse in vocabulary. Our data brings in labeled 
attachment F-score of 85.2 in supervised parsing. Also, our 
delexicalized Persian-to-English parser transfer experiments show 
that a parsing model trained on our data is ≈2\% absolutely more 
accurate than that of Seraji et al. (2016) in terms of labeled 
attachment score.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.766}
}
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  title     = {GujMORPH - A Dataset for Creating Gujarati 
Morphological Analyzer},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7088--7095},
  abstract  = {Computational morphology deals with the processing of 
a language at the word level. A morphological analyzer is a key 
linguistic word-level tool that returns all the constituent 
morphemes and their grammatical categories associated with a 
particular word form. For the highly inflectional and low resource 
languages, the creation of computational morphology-related tools is 
a challenging task due to the unavailability of underlying key 
resources. In this paper, we discuss the creation of an annotated 
morphological dataset- GujMORPH for the Gujarati - an indo-aryan 
language. For the creation of this dataset, we studied language 
grammar, word formation rules, and suffix attachments in depth. This 
dataset contains 16,527 unique inflected words along with their 
morphological segmentation and grammatical feature tagging 
information. It is a first of its kind dataset for the Gujarati 
language and can be used to develop morphological analyzer and 
generator models. The dataset is annotated in the standard Unimorph 
schema and evaluated on the baseline system. We also describe the 
tool used to annotate the data in the standard format. The dataset 
is released publicly along with the library. Using this library, the 
data can be obtained in a format that can be directly used to train 
any machine learning model.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.767}
}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7096--7105},
  abstract  = {This paper presents the phonological, morphological, 
and syntactic distinctions between formal and informal Persian, 
showing that these two variants have fundamental differences that 
cannot be attributed solely to pronunciation discrepancies. Given 
that informal Persian exhibits particular characteristics, any 
computational model trained on formal Persian is unlikely to 
transfer well to informal Persian, necessitating the creation of 
dedicated treebanks for this variety. We thus detail the development 
of the open-source Informal Persian Universal Dependency Treebank, a 
new treebank annotated within the Universal Dependencies scheme. We 
then investigate the parsing of informal Persian by training two 
dependency parsers on existing formal treebanks and evaluating them 
on out-of-domain data, i.e. the development set of our informal 
treebank. Our results show that parsers experience a substantial 
performance drop when we move across the two domains, as they face 
more unknown tokens and structures and fail to generalize well. 
Furthermore, the dependency relations whose performance deteriorates 
the most represent the unique properties of the informal variant. 
The ultimate goal of this study that demonstrates a broader impact 
is to provide a stepping-stone to reveal the significance of 
informal variants of languages, which have been widely overlooked in 
natural language processing tools across languages.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.768}
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7106--7112},
  abstract  = {Annotation inconsistencies between data sets can 
cause problems for low-resource NLP, where noisy or inconsistent 
data cannot be easily replaced. We propose a method for 
automatically detecting annotation mismatches between dependency 
parsing corpora, along with three related methods for automatically 
converting the mismatches. All three methods rely on comparing 
unseen examples in a new corpus with similar examples in an existing 
corpus. These three methods include a simple lexical replacement 
using the most frequent tag of the example in the existing corpus, a 
GloVe embedding-based replacement that considers related examples, 



and a BERT-based replacement that uses contextualized embeddings to 
provide examples fine-tuned to our data. We evaluate these 
conversions by retraining two dependency parsers---Stanza and 
Parsing as Tagging (PaT)---on the converted and unconverted data. We 
find that applying our conversions yields significantly better 
performance in many cases. Some differences observed between the two 
parsers are observed. Stanza has a more complex architecture with a 
quadratic algorithm, taking longer to train, but it can generalize 
from less data. The PaT parser has a simpler architecture with a 
linear algorithm, speeding up training but requiring more training 
data to reach comparable or better performance.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.769}
}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {727--731},
  abstract  = {This paper presents the Latvian Language Learner 
Corpus (LaVA) developed at the Institute of Mathematics and Computer 
Science, University of Latvia. LaVA corpus contains 1015 essays 
(190k tokens and 790k characters excluding whitespaces) from 
foreigners studying at Latvian higher education institutions and who 
are learning Latvian as a foreign language in the first or second 
semester, reaching the A1 (possibly A2) Latvian language proficiency 
level. The corpus has morphological and error annotations. Error 
analysis and the statistics of the LaVA corpus are also provided in 
the paper. The corpus is publicly available at: http://
www.korpuss.lv/id/LaVA.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7113--7121},
  abstract  = {Although screen readers enable visually impaired 
people to read written text via speech, the ambiguities in 
pronunciations of heteronyms cause wrong reading, which has a 



serious impact on the text understanding. Especially in Japanese, 
there are many common heteronyms expressed by logograms (Chinese 
characters or kanji) that have totally different pronunciations (and 
meanings). In this study, to improve the accuracy of pronunciation 
prediction, we construct two large-scale Japanese corpora that 
annotate kanji characters with their pronunciations. Using existing 
language resources on i) book titles compiled by the National Diet 
Library and ii) the books in a Japanese digital library called 
Aozora Bunko and their Braille translations, we develop two large-
scale pronunciation-annotated corpora for training pronunciation 
prediction models. We first extract sentence-level alignments 
between the Aozora Bunko text and its pronunciation converted from 
the Braille data. We then perform dictionary-based pattern matching 
based on morphological dictionaries to find word-level pronunciation 
alignments. We have ultimately obtained the Book Title corpus with 
336M characters (16.4M book titles) and the Aozora Bunko corpus with 
52M characters (1.6M sentences). We analyzed pronunciation 
distributions for 203 common heteronyms, and trained a BERT-based 
pronunciation prediction model for 93 heteronyms, which achieved an 
average accuracy of 0.939.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.770}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7122--7128},
  abstract  = {Paraphrasing is often performed with less concern for 
controlled style conversion. Especially for questions and commands, 
style-variant paraphrasing can be crucial in tone and manner, which 
also matters with industrial applications such as dialog systems. In 
this paper, we attack this issue with a corpus construction scheme 
that simultaneously considers the core content and style of 
directives, namely intent and formality, for the Korean language. 
Utilizing manually generated natural language queries on six daily 
topics, we expand the corpus to formal and informal sentences by 
human rewriting and transferring. We verify the validity and 
industrial applicability of our approach by checking the adequate 
classification and inference performance that fit with conventional 
fine-tuning approaches, at the same time proposing a supervised 
formality transfer task.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.771}
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  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7129--7139},
  abstract  = {As an important task to analyze the semantic 
structure of a sentence, semantic role labeling (SRL) aims to locate 
the semantic role (e.g., agent) of noun phrases with respect to a 
given predicate and thus plays an important role in downstream tasks 
such as dialogue systems. To achieve a better performance in SRL, a 
model is always required to have a good understanding of the context 
information. Although one can use advanced text encoder (e.g., BERT) 
to capture the context information, extra resources are also 
required to further improve the model performance. Considering that 
there are correlations between the syntactic structure and the 
semantic structure of the sentence, many previous studies leverage 
auto-generated syntactic knowledge, especially the dependencies, to 
enhance the modeling of context information through graph-based 
architectures, where limited attention is paid to other types of 
auto-generated knowledge. In this paper, we propose map memories to 
enhance SRL by encoding different types of auto-generated syntactic 
knowledge (i.e., POS tags, syntactic constituencies, and word 
dependencies) obtained from off-the-shelf toolkits. Experimental 
results on two English benchmark datasets for span-style SRL (i.e., 
CoNLL-2005 and CoNLL-2012) demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
approach, which outperforms strong baselines and achieves state-of-
the-art results on CoNLL-2005.},
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  abstract  = {The paper presents a tool for automatic marking up of 
quantifying expressions, their semantic features, and scopes. We 
explore the idea of using a BERT based neural model for the task (in 
this case HerBERT, a model trained specifically for Polish, is 
used). The tool is trained on a recent manually annotated Corpus of 
Polish Quantificational Expressions (Szymanik and Kieraś, 2022). We 
discuss how it performs against human annotation and present results 
of automatic annotation of 300 million sub-corpus of National Corpus 



of Polish. Our results show that language models can effectively 
recognise semantic category of quantification as well as identify 
key semantic properties of quantifiers, like monotonicity. 
Furthermore, the algorithm we have developed can be used for 
building semantically annotated quantifier corpora for other 
languages.},
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concepts in multiple languages increases the total amount of 
semantic information that can be leveraged for various NLP tasks. We 
present a translation-based approach to mapping concepts across 
diverse resources. Our methods depend only on multilingual 
lexicalization information. When applied to align WordNet/BabelNet 
to CLICS and OmegaWiki, our methods achieve state-of-the-art 
accuracy, without any dependence on other sources of semantic 
knowledge. Since each word-concept pair corresponds to a unique 
sense of the word, we also demonstrate that the mapping task can be 
framed as word sense disambiguation. To facilitate future work, we 
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proposed in the NLP community, which are trained on diverse corpora 
to produce numerous Neural Language Models (NLMs). However, 
different NLMs have reported different levels of performances in 
downstream NLP applications when used as text representations. We 
propose a sentence-level meta-embedding learning method that takes 
independently trained contextualised word embedding models and 



learns a sentence embedding that preserves the complementary 
strengths of the input source NLMs. Our proposed method is 
unsupervised and is not tied to a particular downstream task, which 
makes the learnt meta-embeddings in principle applicable to 
different tasks that require sentence representations. Specifically, 
we first project the token-level embeddings obtained by the 
individual NLMs and learn attention weights that indicate the 
contributions of source embeddings towards their token-level meta-
embeddings. Next, we apply mean and max pooling to produce sentence-
level meta-embeddings from token-level meta-embeddings. Experimental 
results on semantic textual similarity benchmarks show that our 
proposed unsupervised sentence-level meta-embedding method 
outperforms previously proposed sentence-level meta-embedding 
methods as well as a supervised baseline.},
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  abstract  = {Identification of fine-grained location mentions in 
crisis tweets is central in transforming situational awareness 
information extracted from social media into actionable information. 
Most prior works have focused on identifying generic locations, 
without considering their specific types. To facilitate progress on 
the fine-grained location identification task, we assemble two tweet 
crisis datasets and manually annotate them with specific location 
types. The first dataset contains tweets from a mixed set of crisis 
events, while the second dataset contains tweets from the global 
COVID-19 pandemic. We investigate the performance of state-of-the-
art deep learning models for sequence tagging on these datasets, in 
both in-domain and cross-domain settings.},
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  abstract  = {Due to the severity of the social media offensive and 
hateful comments in Brazil, and the lack of research in Portuguese, 
this paper provides the first large-scale expert annotated corpus of 
Brazilian Instagram comments for hate speech and offensive language 
detection. The HateBR corpus was collected from the comment section 
of Brazilian politicians' accounts on Instagram and manually 
annotated by specialists, reaching a high inter-annotator agreement. 
The corpus consists of 7,000 documents annotated according to three 
different layers: a binary classification (offensive versus non-
offensive comments), offensiveness-level classification (highly, 
moderately, and slightly offensive), and nine hate speech groups 
(xenophobia, racism, homophobia, sexism, religious intolerance, 
partyism, apology for the dictatorship, antisemitism, and 
fatphobia). We also implemented baseline experiments for offensive 
language and hate speech detection and compared them with a 
literature baseline. Results show that the baseline experiments on 
our corpus outperform the current state-of-the-art for the 
Portuguese language.},
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  abstract  = {Mental health is a critical issue in modern society, 
and mental disorders could sometimes turn to suicidal ideation 
without adequate treatment. Early detection of mental disorders and 
suicidal ideation from social content provides a potential way for 
effective social intervention. Recent advances in pretrained 
contextualized language representations have promoted the 
development of several domainspecific pretrained models and 
facilitated several downstream applications. However, there are no 
existing pretrained language models for mental healthcare. This 
paper trains and release two pretrained masked language models, 
i.e., MentalBERT and MentalRoBERTa, to benefit machine learning for 
the mental healthcare research community. Besides, we evaluate our 
trained domain-specific models and several variants of pretrained 
language models on several mental disorder detection benchmarks and 
demonstrate that language representations pretrained in the target 
domain improve the performance of mental health detection tasks.},
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hashtags to simple features such as hashtag length or number of 
hashtags in a post, ignoring the structural and textual information 
that entangles between hashtags. In this paper, we propose a 
multimodal framework using post captions, image, hashtag network, 
and topic model to predict popular influencer posts in Taiwan. 
Specifically, the hashtag network is constructed as a homogenous 
graph using the co-occurrence relationship between hashtags, and we 
extract its structural information with GraphSAGE and semantic 
information with BERTopic. Finally, the prediction process is 
defined as a binary classification task (popular/unpopular) using 
neural networks. Our results show that the proposed framework 
incorporating hashtag network outperforms all baselines and unimodal 
models, while information captured from the hashtag network and 
topic model appears to be complementary.},
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(Spanish-English) to 154k sentences (Croatian-English), with the 
unfiltered (raw) corpora being up to 2 times larger. Access to 
clean, high quality, parallel data in technical domains such as 
science, engineering, and medicine is needed for training neural 



machine translation systems for tasks like online dispute resolution 
and eProcurement. Our evaluation found that the addition of EuroPat 
data to a generic baseline improved the performance of machine 
translation systems on in-domain test data in German, Spanish, 
French, and Polish; and in translating patent data from Croatian to 
English. The corpus has been released under Creative Commons Zero, 
and is expected to be widely useful for training high-quality 
machine translation systems, and particularly for those targeting 
technical documents such as patents and contracts.},
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(NER) and syntactic parsing require highly domain-matched training 
data for good performance. To date, there is no complete training 
corpus for both NER and syntactic analysis (e.g., part of speech 
tagging, dependency parsing) of tweets. While there are some 
publicly available annotated NLP datasets of tweets, they are only 
designed for individual tasks. In this study, we aim to create 
Tweebank-NER, an English NER corpus based on Tweebank V2 (TB2), 
train state-of-the-art (SOTA) Tweet NLP models on TB2, and release 
an NLP pipeline called Twitter-Stanza. We annotate named entities in 
TB2 using Amazon Mechanical Turk and measure the quality of our 
annotations. We train the Stanza pipeline on TB2 and compare with 
alternative NLP frameworks (e.g., FLAIR, spaCy) and transformer-
based models. The Stanza tokenizer and lemmatizer achieve SOTA 
performance on TB2, while the Stanza NER tagger, part-of-speech 
(POS) tagger, and dependency parser achieve competitive performance 
against non-transformer models. The transformer-based models 
establish a strong baseline in Tweebank-NER and achieve the new SOTA 
performance in POS tagging and dependency parsing on TB2. We release 
the dataset and make both the Stanza pipeline and BERTweet-based 
models available "off-the-shelf" for use in future Tweet NLP 
research. Our source code, data, and pre-trained models are 
available at: \url{https://github.com/social-machines/
TweebankNLP}.},
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show. Analyzing social media posts related to a TV show can be 
beneficial for gaining insights about what happened during scenes of 
the show. This is a challenging task partly because a significant 
number of social media posts associated with a TV show or event may 
not clearly describe what happened during the event. In this work, 
we propose a method to predict social media posts (associated with 
scenes of a TV show) that are indicative of what transpired during 
the scenes of the show. We evaluate our method on social media 
(Twitter) posts associated with an episode of a popular TV show, 
Game of Thrones. We show that for each of the identified scenes, 
with high AUC’s, our method can predict posts that are indicative of 
what happened in a scene from those that are not-indicative. Based 
on Twitters policy, we will make the Tweeter ID’s of the Twitter 
posts used for this work publicly available.},
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hashtag into its constituent tokens. Hashtags often encode the 
essence of user-generated posts, along with information like topic 
and sentiment, which are useful in downstream tasks. Hashtags 
prioritize brevity and are written in unique ways - transliterating 
and mixing languages, spelling variations, creative named entities. 
Benchmark datasets used for the hashtag segmentation task - STAN, 
BOUN - are small and extracted from a single set of tweets. However, 
datasets should reflect the variations in writing styles of hashtags 
and account for domain and language specificity, failing which the 
results will misrepresent model performance. We argue that model 



performance should be assessed on a wider variety of hashtags, and 
datasets should be carefully curated. To this end, we propose 
HashSet, a dataset comprising of: a) 1.9k manually annotated 
dataset; b) 3.3M loosely supervised dataset. HashSet dataset is 
sampled from a different set of tweets when compared to existing 
datasets and provides an alternate distribution of hashtags to build 
and validate hashtag segmentation models. We analyze the performance 
of SOTA models for Hashtag Segmentation, and show that the proposed 
dataset provides an alternate set of hashtags to train and assess 
models.},
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  abstract  = {Stance detection is the task of automatically 
eliciting stance information towards a specific claim made by a 
primary author. While most studies have been done for high-resource 
languages, this work is dedicated to a low-resource language, namely 
Vietnamese. In this paper, we propose an architecture using 
transformers to detect stances in Vietnamese claims. This 
architecture exploits BERT to extract contextual word embeddings 
instead of using traditional word2vec models. Then, these embeddings 
are fed into CNN networks to extract local features to train the 
stance detection model. We performed extensive comparison 
experiments to show the effectiveness of the proposed method on a 
public dataset1 Experimental results show that this proposed model 
outperforms the previous methods by a large margin. It yielded an 
accuracy score of 75.57\% averaged on four labels. This sets a new 
SOTA result for future research on this interesting problem in 
Vietnamese.},
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  abstract  = {Fake news provokes many societal problems; therefore, 
there has been extensive research on fake news detection tasks to 
counter it. Many fake news datasets were constructed as resources to 
facilitate this task. Contemporary research focuses almost 
exclusively on the factuality aspect of the news. However, this 
aspect alone is insufficient to explain "fake news," which is a 
complex phenomenon that involves a wide range of issues. To fully 
understand the nature of each instance of fake news, it is important 
to observe it from various perspectives, such as the intention of 
the false news disseminator, the harmfulness of the news to our 
society, and the target of the news. We propose a novel annotation 
scheme with fine-grained labeling based on detailed investigations 
of existing fake news datasets to capture these various aspects of 
fake news. Using the annotation scheme, we construct and publish the 
first Japanese fake news dataset. The annotation scheme is expected 
to provide an in-depth understanding of fake news. We plan to build 
datasets for both Japanese and other languages using our scheme. Our 
Japanese dataset is published at https://hkefka385.github.io/
dataset/fakenews-japanese/.},
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  abstract  = {Since BERT appeared, Transformer language models and 
transfer learning have become state-of-the-art for natural language 
processing tasks. Recently, some works geared towards pre-training 
specially-crafted models for particular domains, such as scientific 
papers, medical documents, user-generated texts, among others. These 
domain-specific models have been shown to improve performance 
significantly in most tasks; however, for languages other than 
English, such models are not widely available. In this work, we 
present RoBERTuito, a pre-trained language model for user-generated 
text in Spanish, trained on over 500 million tweets. Experiments on 
a benchmark of tasks involving user-generated text showed that 
RoBERTuito outperformed other pre-trained language models in 
Spanish. In addition to this, our model has some cross-lingual 
abilities, achieving top results for English-Spanish tasks of the 
Linguistic Code-Switching Evaluation benchmark (LinCE) and also 
competitive performance against monolingual models in English 
Twitter tasks. To facilitate further research, we make RoBERTuito 
publicly available at the HuggingFace model hub together with the 
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  abstract  = {In Japan, the number of single-person households, 
particularly among the elderly, is increasing. Consequently, 
opportunities for people to narrate are being reduced. To address 
this issue, conversational agents, e.g., communication robots and 
smart speakers, are expected to play the role of the listener. To 
realize these agents, this paper describes the collection of 
conversational responses by listeners that demonstrate attentive 
listening attitudes toward narrative speakers, and a method to 
annotate existing narrative speech with responsive utterances is 
proposed. To summarize, 148,962 responsive utterances by 11 
listeners were collected in a narrative corpus comprising 13,234 
utterance units. The collected responsive utterances were analyzed 
in terms of response frequency, diversity, coverage, and 
naturalness. These results demonstrated that diverse and natural 
responsive utterances were collected by the proposed method in an 
efficient and comprehensive manner. To demonstrate the practical use 
of the collected responsive utterances, an experiment was conducted, 
in which response generation timings were detected in narratives.},
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to crowdsource speech audio recordings using Amazon Mechanical Turk 
(MTurk). Speak allows MTurk workers to submit speech recordings in 
response to a task prompt and stimulus (e.g. image, text excerpt, 
audio file) defined by researchers, a functionality that is not 



natively offered by MTurk at the time of writing this paper. 
Importantly, the toolkit employs numerous measures to ensure that 
speech recordings collected are of adequate quality, in order to 
avoid accepting unusable data and prevent abuse/fraud. Speak has 
demonstrated utility, having collected over 600,000 recordings to 
date. The toolkit is open-source and available for download.},
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a speaker switches language during a conversation. Despite the 
spontaneous nature of code-switching in conversational spoken 
language, most existing works collect code-switching data from read 
speech instead of spontaneous speech. ASCEND (A Spontaneous Chinese-
English Dataset) is a high-quality Mandarin Chinese-English code-
switching corpus built on spontaneous multi-turn conversational 
dialogue sources collected in Hong Kong. We report ASCEND's design 
and procedure for collecting the speech data, including annotations. 
ASCEND consists of 10.62 hours of clean speech, collected from 23 
bilingual speakers of Chinese and English. Furthermore, we conduct 
baseline experiments using pre-trained wav2vec 2.0 models, achieving 
a best performance of 22.69\% character error rate and 27.05\% mixed 
error rate.},
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  abstract  = {This paper presents the results of an ongoing 
collaboration to develop an Arabic variety-independent romanization 
system that aims to homogenize and simplify the romanization of the 
Arabic script, and introduces an Arabic variety-independent WebMAUS 
service offering a free to use forced-alignment service fully 
integrated within the WebMAUS services. We present the rationale for 
developing such a system, highlighting the need for a detailed 
romanization system with graphemes corresponding to the phonemic 
short and long vowels/consonants in Arabic varieties. We describe 
how the acoustic model was created, followed by several hands-on 
recipes for applying the forced alignment webservice either online 
or programatically. Finally, we discuss some of the issues we faced 
during the development of the system.},
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  abstract  = {The exploding amount of user-generated content has 
spurred NLP research to deal with documents from various digital 
communication formats (tweets, chats, emails, etc.). Using these 
texts as language resources implies complying with legal data 
privacy regulations. To protect the personal data of individuals and 
preclude their identification, we employ pseudonymization. More 
precisely, we identify those text spans that carry information 
revealing an individual's identity (e.g., names of persons, 
locations, phone numbers, or dates) and subsequently substitute them 
with synthetically generated surrogates. Based on CodE Alltag, a 
German-language email corpus, we address two tasks. The first task 
is to evaluate various architectures for the automatic recognition 
of privacy-sensitive entities in raw data. The second task examines 
the applicability of pseudonymized data as training data for such 
systems since models learned on original data cannot be published 
for reasons of privacy protection. As outputs of both tasks, we, 
first, generate a new pseudonymized version of CodE Alltag compliant 
with the legal requirements of the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR). Second, we make accessible a tagger for 
recognizing privacy-sensitive information in German emails and 
similar text genres, which is trained on already pseudonymized 
data.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.79}
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  author    = {Sikasote, Claytone  and  Anastasopoulos, Antonios},
  title     = {BembaSpeech: A Speech Recognition Corpus for the 
Bemba Language},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7277--7283},
  abstract  = {We present a preprocessed, ready-to-use automatic 
speech recognition corpus, BembaSpeech, consisting over 24 hours of 
read speech in the Bemba language, a written but low-resourced 
language spoken by over 30\% of the population in Zambia. To assess 
its usefulness for training and testing ASR systems for Bemba, we 
explored different approaches; supervised pre-training (training 
from scratch), cross-lingual transfer learning from a monolingual 
English pre-trained model using DeepSpeech on the portion of the 
dataset and fine-tuning large scale self-supervised Wav2Vec2.0 based 
multilingual pre-trained models on the complete BembaSpeech corpus. 
From our experiments, the 1 billion XLS-R parameter model gives the 
best results. The model achieves a word error rate (WER) of 32.91\%, 
results demonstrating that model capacity significantly improves 
performance and that multilingual pre-trained models transfers 
cross-lingual acoustic representation better than monolingual pre-
trained English model on the BembaSpeech for the Bemba ASR. Lastly, 
results also show that the corpus can be used for building ASR 
systems for Bemba language.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.790}
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  title     = {BehanceCC: A ChitChat Detection Dataset For 
Livestreaming Video Transcripts},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7284--7290},
  abstract  = {Livestreaming videos have become an effective 
broadcasting method for both video sharing and educational purposes. 
However, livestreaming videos contain a considerable amount of off-
topic content (i.e., up to 50\%) which introduces significant noises 
and data load to downstream applications. This paper presents 
BehanceCC, a new human-annotated benchmark dataset for off-topic 
detection (also called chitchat detection) in livestreaming video 
transcripts. In addition to describing the challenges of the 
dataset, our extensive experiments of various baselines reveal the 
complexity of chitchat detection for livestreaming videos and 
suggest potential future research directions for this task. The 



dataset will be made publicly available to foster research in this 
area.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.791}
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Gong, Zhuo},
  title     = {Adversarial Speech Generation and Natural Speech 
Recovery for Speech Content Protection},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7291--7297},
  abstract  = {With the advent of the General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) and increasing privacy concerns, the sharing of 
speech data is faced with significant challenges. Protecting the 
sensitive content of speech is the same important as the voiceprint. 
This paper proposes an effective speech content protection method by 
constructing a frame-by-frame adversarial speech generation system. 
We revisited the adversarial examples generating method in the 
recent machine learning field and selected the phonetic state 
sequence of sensitive speech for the adversarial examples 
generation. We build an adversarial speech collection. Moreover, 
based on the speech collection, we proposed a neural network-based 
frame-by-frame mapping method to recover the speech content by 
converting from the adversarial speech to the human speech. 
Experiment shows our proposed method can encode and recover any 
sensitive audio, and our method is easy to be conducted with 
publicly available resources of speech recognition technology.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.792}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7298--7304},
  abstract  = {Psychosis is a clinical syndrome characterized by the 
presence of symptoms such as hallucinations, thought disorder and 
disorganized speech. Several studies have used machine learning, 
combined with speech and natural language processing methods to aid 
in the diagnosis process of this disease. This paper describes the 
creation of the first European Portuguese corpus for the 



identification of the presence of speech characteristics of 
psychosis, which contains samples of 92 participants, 56 controls 
and 36 individuals diagnosed with psychosis and medicated. The 
corpus was used in a set of experiments that allowed identifying the 
most promising feature set to perform the classification: the 
combination of acoustic and speech metric features. Several 
classifiers were implemented to study which ones entailed the best 
performance depending on the task and feature set. The most 
promising results obtained for the entire corpus were achieved when 
identifying individuals with a Multi-Layer Perceptron classifier and 
reached an 87.5\% accuracy. Focusing on the gender dependent 
results, the overall best results were 90.9\% and 82.9\% accuracy, 
for female and male subjects respectively. Lastly, the experiments 
performed lead us to conjecture that spontaneous speech presents 
more identifiable characteristics than read speech to differentiate 
healthy and patients diagnosed with psychosis.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.793}
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7305--7313},
  abstract  = {Audiobook readers play with their voices to emphasize 
some text passages, highlight discourse changes or significant 
events, or in order to make listening easier and entertaining. A 
dialog is a central passage in audiobooks where the reader applies 
significant voice transformation, mainly prosodic modifications, to 
realize character properties and changes. However, these intra-
speaker modifications are hard to reproduce with simple text-to-
speech synthesis. The manner of vocalizing characters involved in a 
given story depends on the text style and differs from one speaker 
to another. In this work, this problem is investigated through the 
prism of voice conversion. We propose to explore modifying the 
narrator’s voice to fit the context of the story, such as the 
character who is speaking, using voice conversion. To this end, two 
complementary experiments are designed: the first one aims to assess 
the quality of our Phonetic PosteriorGrams (PPG)-based voice 
conversion system using parallel data. Subjective evaluations with 
naive raters are conducted to estimate the quality of the signal 
generated and the speaker similarity. The second experiment applies 
an intra-speaker voice conversion, considering narration passages 
and direct speech passages as two distinct speakers. Data are then 
nonparallel and the dissimilarity between character and narrator is 
subjectively measured.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.794}
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  title     = {Multilingual Transfer Learning for Children Automatic 
Speech Recognition},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7314--7320},
  abstract  = {Despite recent advances in automatic speech 
recognition (ASR), the recognition of children's speech still 
remains a significant challenge. This is mainly due to the high 
acoustic variability and the limited amount of available training 
data. The latter problem is particularly evident in languages other 
than English, which are usually less-resourced. In the current 
paper, we address children ASR in a number of less-resourced 
languages by combining several small-sized children speech corpora 
from these languages. In particular, we address the following 
research question: Does a novel two-step training strategy in which 
multilingual learning is followed by language-specific transfer 
learning outperform conventional single language/task training for 
children speech, as well as multilingual and transfer learning 
alone? Based on previous experimental results with English, we 
hypothesize that multilingual learning provides a better 
generalization of the underlying characteristics of children’s 
speech. Our results provide a positive answer to our research 
question, by showing that using transfer learning on top of a 
multilingual model for an unseen language outperforms conventional 
single language-specific learning.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.795}
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  title     = {BehanceQA: A New Dataset for Identifying Question-
Answer Pairs in Video Transcripts},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7321--7327},
  abstract  = {Question-Answer (QA) is one of the effective methods 
for storing knowledge which can be used for future retrieval. As 
such, identifying mentions of questions and their answers in text is 
necessary for a knowledge construction and retrieval systems. In the 
literature, QA identification has been well studied in the NLP 



community. However, most of the prior works are restricted to formal 
written documents such as papers or websites. As such, Questions and 
Answers that are presented in informal/noisy documents have not been 
adequately studied. One of the domains that can significantly 
benefit from QA identification is the domain of livestreaming video 
transcripts that involve abundant QA pairs to provide valuable 
knowledge for future users and services. Since video transcripts are 
often transcribed automatically for scale, they are prone to errors. 
Combined with the informal nature of discussion in a video, prior QA 
identification systems might not be able to perform well in this 
domain. To enable comprehensive research in this domain, we present 
a large-scale QA identification dataset annotated by human over 
transcripts of 500 hours of streamed videos. We employ Behance.net 
to collect the videos and their automatically obtained transcripts. 
Furthermore, we conduct extensive analysis on the annotated dataset 
to understand the complexity of QA identification for livestreaming 
video transcripts. Our experiments show that the annotated dataset 
presents unique challenges for existing methods and more research is 
necessary to explore more effective methods. The dataset and the 
models developed in this work will be publicly released for future 
research.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.796}
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  title     = {Bidirectional Skeleton-Based Isolated Sign 
Recognition using Graph Convolutional Networks},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7328--7338},
  abstract  = {To improve computer-based recognition from video of 
isolated signs from American Sign Language (ASL), we propose a new 
skeleton-based method that involves explicit detection of the start 
and end frames of signs, trained on the ASLLVD dataset; it uses 
linguistically relevant parameters based on the skeleton input. Our 
method employs a bidirectional learning approach within a Graph 
Convolutional Network (GCN) framework. We apply this method to the 
WLASL dataset, but with corrections to the gloss labeling to ensure 
consistency in the labels assigned to different signs; it is 
important to have a 1-1 correspondence between signs and text-based 
gloss labels. We achieve a success rate of 77.43\% for top-1 and 
94.54\% for top-5 using this modified WLASL dataset. Our method, 
which does not require multi-modal data input, outperforms other 
state-of-the-art approaches on the same modified WLASL dataset, 
demonstrating the importance of both attention to the start and end 
frames of signs and the use of bidirectional data streams in the 
GCNs for isolated sign recognition.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.797}
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  author    = {Kang, Woohyun  and  Alam, Md Jahangir  and  Fathan, 
Abderrahim},
  title     = {Deep learning-based end-to-end spoken language 
identification system for domain-mismatched scenario},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7339--7343},
  abstract  = {Domain mismatch is a critical issue when it comes to 
spoken language identification. To overcome the domain mismatch 
problem, we have applied several architectures and deep learning 
strategies which have shown good results in cross-domain speaker 
verification tasks to spoken language identification. Our systems 
were evaluated on the Oriental Language Recognition (OLR) Challenge 
2021 Task 1 dataset, which provides a set of cross-domain language 
identification trials. Among our experimented systems, the best 
performance was achieved by using the mel frequency cepstral 
coefficient (MFCC) and pitch features as input and training the 
ECAPA-TDNN system with a flow-based regularization technique, which 
resulted in a Cavg of 0.0631 on the OLR 2021 progress set.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.798}
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  title     = {Handwritten Character Generation using Y-Autoencoder 
for Character Recognition Model Training},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7344--7351},
  abstract  = {It is well-known that the deep learning-based optical 
character recognition (OCR) system needs a large amount of data to 
train a high-performance character recognizer. However, it is costly 
to collect a large amount of realistic handwritten characters. This 
paper introduces a Y-Autoencoder (Y-AE)-based handwritten character 
generator to generate multiple Japanese Hiragana characters with a 
single image to increase the amount of data for training a 
handwritten character recognizer. The adaptive instance 
normalization (AdaIN) layer allows the generator to be trained and 
generate handwritten character images without paired-character image 
labels. The experiment shows that the Y-AE could generate Japanese 
character images then used to train the handwritten character 
recognizer, producing an F1-score improved from 0.8664 to 0.9281. We 



further analyzed the usefulness of the Y-AE-based generator with 
shape images, out-of-character (OOC) images, which have different 
character images styles in model training. The result showed that 
the generator could generate a handwritten image with a similar 
style to that of the input character.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.799}
}
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  title     = {Enriching Linguistic Representation in the Cantonese 
Wordnet and Building the New Cantonese Wordnet Corpus},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {70--78},
  abstract  = {This paper reports on the most recent improvements on 
the Cantonese Wordnet, a wordnet project started in 2019 (Sio and 
Morgado da Costa, 2019) with the aim of capturing and organizing 
lexico-semantic information of Hong Kong Cantonese. The improvements 
we present here extend both the breadth and depth of the Cantonese 
Wordnet: increasing the general coverage, adding functional 
categories, enriching verbal representations, as well as creating 
the Cantonese Wordnet Corpus – a corpus of handcrafted examples 
where individual senses are shown in context.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.8}
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  title     = {Criteria for the Annotation of Implicit Stereotypes},
  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {753--762},
  abstract  = {The growth of social media has brought with it a 
massive channel for spreading and reinforcing stereotypes. This 
issue becomes critical when the affected targets are minority groups 
such as women, the LGBT+ community and immigrants. Although from the 
perspective of computational linguistics, the detection of this kind 
of stereotypes is steadily improving, most stereotypes are expressed 
implicitly and identifying them automatically remains a challenge. 
One of the problems we found for tackling this issue is the lack of 
an operationalised definition of implicit stereotypes that would 
allow us to annotate consistently new corpora by characterising the 
different forms in which stereotypes appear. In this paper, we 
present thirteen criteria for annotating implicitness which were 



elaborated to facilitate the subjective task of identifying the 
presence of stereotypes. We also present NewsCom-Implicitness, a 
corpus of 1,911 sentences, of which 426 comprise explicit and 
implicit racial stereotypes. An experiment was carried out to 
evaluate the applicability of these criteria. The results indicate 
that different criteria obtain different inter-annotator agreement 
values and that there is a greater agreement when more criteria can 
be identified in one sentence.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.80}
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7352--7359},
  abstract  = {We propose an enhanced adversarial training algorithm 
for fine-tuning transformer-based language models (i.e., RoBERTa) 
and apply it to the temporal reasoning task. Current adversarial 
training approaches for NLP add the adversarial perturbation only to 
the embedding layer, ignoring the other layers of the model, which 
might limit the generalization power of adversarial training. 
Instead, our algorithm searches for the best combination of layers 
to add the adversarial perturbation. We add the adversarial 
perturbation to multiple hidden states or attention representations 
of the model layers. Adding the perturbation to the attention 
representations performed best in our experiments. Our model can 
improve performance on several temporal reasoning benchmarks, and 
establishes new state-of-the-art results.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.800}
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  pages     = {7360--7367},
  abstract  = {Transformer-based models have become the state-of-
the-art for numerous natural language processing (NLP) tasks, 
especially for noisy data sets, including social media posts. For 
example, BERTweet, pre-trained RoBERTa on a large amount of Twitter 
data, has achieved state-of-the-art results on several Twitter NLP 



tasks. We argue that it is not only important to have general pre-
trained models for a social media platform, but also domain-specific 
ones that better capture domain-specific language context. Domain-
specific resources are not only important for NLP tasks associated 
with a specific domain, but they are also useful for understanding 
language differences across domains. One domain that receives a 
large amount of attention is politics, more specifically political 
elections. Towards that end, we release PoliBERTweet, a pre-trained 
language model trained from BERTweet on over 83M US 2020 election-
related English tweets. While the construction of the resource is 
fairly straightforward, we believe that it can be used for many 
important downstream tasks involving language, including political 
misinformation analysis and election public opinion analysis. To 
show the value of this resource, we evaluate PoliBERTweet on 
different NLP tasks. The results show that our model outperforms 
general-purpose language models in domain-specific contexts, 
highlighting the value of domain-specific models for more detailed 
linguistic analysis. We also extend other existing language models 
with a sample of these data and show their value for presidential 
candidate stance detection, a context-specific task. We release 
PoliBERTweet and these other models to the community to advance 
interdisciplinary research related to Election 2020.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.801}
}
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Surprisal on Cross-Slavic Text Comprehension},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7368--7376},
  abstract  = {We focus on the syntactic variation and measure 
syntactic distances between nine Slavic languages (Belarusian, 
Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Polish, Slovak, Slovene, Russian, and 
Ukrainian) using symmetric measures of insertion, deletion and 
movement of syntactic units in the parallel sentences of the fable 
“The North Wind and the Sun”. Additionally, we investigate phonetic 
and orthographic asymmetries between selected languages by means of 
the information theoretical notion of surprisal. Syntactic distance 
and surprisal are, thus, considered as potential predictors of 
mutual intelligibility between related languages. In spoken and 
written cloze test experiments for Slavic native speakers, the 
presented predictors will be validated as to whether variations in 
syntax lead to a slower or impeded intercomprehension of Slavic 
texts.},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.802}
}
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trained Language Models for Sinhala Text Classification},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7377--7385},
  abstract  = {This research provides the first comprehensive 
analysis of the performance of pre-trained language models for 
Sinhala text classification. We test on a set of different Sinhala 
text classification tasks and our analysis shows that out of the 
pre-trained multilingual models that include Sinhala (XLM-R, LaBSE, 
and LASER), XLM-R is the best model by far for Sinhala text 
classification. We also pre-train two RoBERTa-based monolingual 
Sinhala models, which are far superior to the existing pre-trained 
language models for Sinhala. We show that when fine-tuned, these 
pre-trained language models set a very strong baseline for Sinhala 
text classification and are robust in situations where labeled data 
is insufficient for fine-tuning. We further provide a set of 
recommendations for using pre-trained models for Sinhala text 
classification. We also introduce new annotated datasets useful for 
future research in Sinhala text classification and publicly release 
our pre-trained models.},
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  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {7386--7391},
  abstract  = {In this paper, we evaluate several Transformer-based 
language models for Icelandic on four downstream tasks: Part-of-
Speech tagging, Named Entity Recognition. Dependency Parsing, and 
Automatic Text Summarization. We pre-train four types of monolingual 
ELECTRA and ConvBERT models and compare our results to a previously 
trained monolingual RoBERTa model and the multilingual mBERT model. 
We find that the Transformer models obtain better results, often by 
a large margin, compared to previous state-of-the-art models. 
Furthermore, our results indicate that pre-training larger language 
models results in a significant reduction in error rates in 
comparison to smaller models. Finally, our results show that the 
monolingual models for Icelandic outperform a comparably sized 



multilingual model.},
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  booktitle      = {Proceedings of the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference},
  month          = {June},
  year           = {2022},
  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {763--768},
  abstract  = {Current state of the art acoustic models can easily 
comprise more than 100 million parameters. This growing complexity 
demands larger training datasets to maintain a decent generalization 
of the final decision function. An ideal dataset is not necessarily 
large in size, but large with respect to the amount of unique 
speakers, utilized hardware and varying recording conditions. This 
enables a machine learning model to explore as much of the domain-
specific input space as possible during parameter estimation. This 
work introduces Common Phone, a gender-balanced, multilingual corpus 
recorded from more than 76.000 contributors via Mozilla's Common 
Voice project. It comprises around 116 hours of speech enriched with 
automatically generated phonetic segmentation. A Wav2Vec 2.0 
acoustic model was trained with the Common Phone to perform phonetic 
symbol recognition and validate the quality of the generated 
phonetic annotation. The architecture achieved a PER of 18.1 \% on 
the entire test set, computed with all 101 unique phonetic symbols, 
showing slight differences between the individual languages. We 
conclude that Common Phone provides sufficient variability and 
reliable phonetic annotation to help bridging the gap between 
research and application of acoustic models.},
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  abstract  = {This paper presents two-fold contributions: a full 
revision of the Palestinian morphologically annotated corpus 
(Curras), and a newly annotated Lebanese corpus (Baladi). Both 
corpora can be used as a more general Levantine corpus. Baladi 



consists of around 9.6K morphologically annotated tokens. Each token 
was manually annotated with several morphological features and using 
LDC’s SAMA lemmas and tags. The inter-annotator evaluation on most 
features illustrates 78.5\% Kappa and 90.1\% F1-Score. Curras was 
revised by refining all annotations for accuracy, normalization and 
unification of POS tags, and linking with SAMA lemmas. This revision 
was also important to ensure that both corpora are compatible and 
can help to bridge the nuanced linguistic gaps that exist between 
the two highly mutually intelligible dialects. Both corpora are 
publicly available through a web portal.},
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  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {779--790},
  abstract  = {This paper describes a comprehensive annotation study 
on Japanese judgment documents in civil cases. We aim to build an 
annotated corpus designed for Legal Judgment Prediction (LJP), 
especially for torts. Our annotation scheme contains annotations of 
whether tort is accepted by judges as well as its corresponding 
rationales for explainability purpose. Our annotation scheme 
extracts decisions and rationales at character-level. Moreover, the 
scheme can capture the explicit causal relation between judge's 
decisions and their corresponding rationales, allowing multiple 
decisions in a document. To obtain high-quality annotation, we 
developed an annotation scheme with legal experts, and confirmed its 
reliability by agreement studies with Krippendorff's alpha metric. 
The result of the annotation study suggests the proposed annotation 
scheme can produce a dataset of Japanese LJP at reasonable 
reliability.},
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  address        = {Marseille, France},
  publisher      = {European Language Resources Association},
  pages     = {791--804},
  abstract  = {Even though hate speech (HS) online has been an 
important object of research in the last decade, most HS-related 
corpora over-simplify the phenomenon of hate by attempting to label 
user comments as "hate" or "neutral". This ignores the complex and 
subjective nature of HS, which limits the real-life applicability of 
classifiers trained on these corpora. In this study, we present the 
M-Phasis corpus, a corpus of ~9k German and French user comments 
collected from migration-related news articles. It goes beyond the 
"hate"-"neutral" dichotomy and is instead annotated with 23 
features, which in combination become descriptors of various types 
of speech, ranging from critical comments to implicit and explicit 
expressions of hate. The annotations are performed by 4 native 
speakers per language and achieve high (0.77 <= k <= 1) inter-
annotator agreements. Besides describing the corpus creation and 
presenting insights from a content, error and domain analysis, we 
explore its data characteristics by training several classification 
baselines.},
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  abstract  = {In this paper, we describe ParCorFull2.0, a parallel 
corpus annotated with full coreference chains for multiple 
languages, which is an extension of the existing corpus ParCorFull 
(Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2018). Similar to the previous 
version, this corpus has been created to address translation of 
coreference across languages, a phenomenon still challenging for 
machine translation (MT) and other multilingual natural language 
processing (NLP) applications. The current version of the corpus 
that we present here contains not only parallel texts for the 
language pair English-German, but also for English-French and 
English-Portuguese, which are all major European languages. The new 
language pairs belong to the Romance languages. The addition of a 
new language group creates a need of extension not only in terms of 
texts added, but also in terms of the annotation guidelines. Both 
French and Portuguese contain structures not found in English and 
German. Moreover, Portuguese is a pro-drop language bringing even 
more systemic differences in the realisation of coreference into our 
cross-lingual resources. These differences cause problems for 
multilingual coreference resolution and machine translation. Our 



parallel corpus with full annotation of coreference will be a 
valuable resource with a variety of uses not only for NLP 
applications, but also for contrastive linguists and researchers in 
translation studies.},
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  abstract  = {We presentDialogues in Games(DinG), a corpus of 
manual transcriptions of real-life, oral, spontaneous multi-party 
dialogues between French-speaking players of the board game Catan. 
Our objective is to make available a quality resource for French, 
composed of long dialogues, to facilitate their study in the style 
of (Asher et al., 2016). In a general dialogue setting, participants 
share personal information, which makes it impossible to disseminate 
the resource freely and openly. In DinG, the attention of the 
participants is focused on the game, which prevents them from 
talking about themselves. In addition, we are conducting a study on 
the nature of the questions in dialogue, through annotation (Cruz 
Blandon et al., 2019), in order to develop more natural automatic 
dialogue systems},
  url       = {https://aclanthology.org/2022.lrec-1.86}
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  abstract  = {This paper describes the experiments carried out 
during the development of the latest version of Bicleaner, named 
Bicleaner AI, a tool that aims at detecting noisy sentences in 
parallel corpora. The tool, which now implements a new neural 
classifier, uses state-of-the-art techniques based on pre-trained 
transformer-based language models fine-tuned on a binary 
classification task. After that, parallel corpus filtering is 
performed, discarding the sentences that have lower probability of 
being mutual translations. Our experiments, based on the training of 
neural machine translation (NMT) with corpora filtered using 



Bicleaner AI for two different scenarios, show significant 
improvements in translation quality compared to the previous version 
of the tool which implemented a classifier based on Extremely 
Randomized Trees.},
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  abstract  = {We present ReLCo--- the Revita Learner Corpus---a new 
semi-automatically annotated learner corpus for Russian. The corpus 
was collected while several thousand L2 learners were performing 
exercises using the Revita language-learning system. All errors were 
detected automatically by the system and annotated by type. Part of 
the corpus was annotated manually---this part was created for 
further experiments on automatic assessment of grammatical 
correctness. The Learner Corpus provides valuable data for studying 
patterns of grammatical errors, experimenting with grammatical error 
detection and grammatical error correction, and developing new 
exercises for language learners. Automating the collection and 
annotation makes the process of building the learner corpus much 
cheaper and faster, in contrast to the traditional approach of 
building learner corpora. We make the data publicly available.},
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  pages     = {840--855},
  abstract  = {The Universal Morphology (UniMorph) project is a 
collaborative effort providing broad-coverage instantiated 
normalized morphological inflection tables for hundreds of diverse 
world languages. The project comprises two major thrusts: a 
language-independent feature schema for rich morphological 
annotation, and a type-level resource of annotated data in diverse 
languages realizing that schema. This paper presents the expansions 
and improvements on several fronts that were made in the last couple 
of years (since McCarthy et al. (2020)). Collaborative efforts by 
numerous linguists have added 66 new languages, including 24 
endangered languages. We have implemented several improvements to 
the extraction pipeline to tackle some issues, e.g., missing gender 
and macrons information. We have amended the schema to use a 
hierarchical structure that is needed for morphological phenomena 
like multiple-argument agreement and case stacking, while adding 
some missing morphological features to make the schema more 
inclusive.In light of the last UniMorph release, we also augmented 
the database with morpheme segmentation for 16 languages. Lastly, 
this new release makes a push towards inclusion of derivational 
morphology in UniMorph by enriching the data and annotation schema 
with instances representing derivational processes from MorphyNet.},
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  abstract  = {We present ZAEBUC, an annotated Arabic-English 
bilingual writer corpus comprising short essays by first-year 
university students at Zayed University in the United Arab Emirates. 
We describe and discuss the various guidelines and pipeline 
processes we followed to create the annotations and quality check 
them. The annotations include spelling and grammar correction, 
morphological tokenization, Part-of-Speech tagging, lemmatization, 
and Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) ratings. All of 
the annotations are done on Arabic and English texts using 
consistent guidelines as much as possible, with tracked alignments 
among the different annotations, and to the original raw texts. For 
morphological tokenization, POS tagging, and lemmatization, we use 
existing automatic annotation tools followed by manual correction. 
We also present various measurements and correlations with 
preliminary insights drawn from the data and annotations. The 
publicly available ZAEBUC corpus and its annotations are intended to 
be the stepping stones for additional annotations.},
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  abstract  = {We release an internationalized annotation and human 
evaluation bundle, called Textinator, along with documentation and 
video tutorials. Textinator allows annotating data for a wide 
variety of NLP tasks, and its user interface is offered in multiple 
languages, lowering the entry threshold for domain experts. The 
latter is, in fact, quite a rare feature among the annotation tools, 
that allows controlling for possible unintended biases introduced 
due to hiring only English-speaking annotators. We illustrate the 
rarity of this feature by presenting a thorough systematic 
comparison of Textinator to previously published annotation tools 
along 9 different axes (with internationalization being one of 
them). To encourage researchers to design their human evaluation 
before starting to annotate data, Textinator offers an easy-to-use 
tool for human evaluations allowing importing surveys with 
potentially hundreds of evaluation items in one click. We finish by 
presenting several use cases of annotation and evaluation projects 
conducted using pre-release versions of Textinator. The presented 



use cases do not represent Textinator's full annotation or 
evaluation capabilities, and interested readers are referred to the 
online documentation for more information.},
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  abstract  = {Over the past decades, the number of episodes of 
cyber aggression occurring online has grown substantially, 
especially among teens. Most solutions investigated by the NLP 
community to curb such online abusive behaviors consist of 
supervised approaches relying on annotated data extracted from 
social media. However, recent studies have highlighted that private 
instant messaging platforms are major mediums of cyber aggression 
among teens. As such interactions remain invisible due to the app 
privacy policies, very few datasets collecting aggressive 
conversations are available for the computational analysis of 
language. In order to overcome this limitation, in this paper we 
present the CyberAgressionAdo-V1 dataset, containing aggressive 
multiparty chats in French collected through a role-playing game in 
high-schools, and annotated at different layers. We describe the 
data collection and annotation phases, carried out in the context of 
a EU and a national research projects, and provide insightful 
analysis on the different types of aggression and verbal abuse 
depending on the targeted victims (individuals or communities) 
emerging from the collected data.},
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  abstract  = {There has been a lot of research in identifying hate 
posts from social media because of their detrimental effects on both 



individuals and society. The majority of this research has 
concentrated on English, although one notices the emergence of 
multilingual detection tools such as multilingual-BERT (mBERT). 
However, there is a lack of hate speech datasets compared to 
English, and a multilingual pre-trained model often contains fewer 
tokens for other languages. This paper attempts to contribute to 
hate speech identification in Finnish by constructing a new hate 
speech dataset that is collected from a popular forum (Suomi24). 
Furthermore, we have experimented with FinBERT pre-trained model 
performance for Finnish hate speech detection compared to state-of-
the-art mBERT and other practices. In addition, we tested the 
performance of FinBERT compared to fastText as embedding, which 
employed with Convolution Neural Network (CNN). Our results showed 
that FinBERT yields a 91.7\% accuracy and 90.8\% F1 score value, 
which outperforms all state-of-art models, including multilingual-
BERT and CNN.},
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  abstract  = {Automatic post-editing (APE) refers to a research 
field that aims to automatically correct errors included in the 
translation sentences derived by the machine translation system. 
This study has several limitations, considering the data 
acquisition, because there is no official dataset for most language 
pairs. Moreover, the amount of data is restricted even for language 
pairs in which official data has been released, such as WMT. To 
solve this problem and promote universal APE research regardless of 
APE data existence, this study proposes a method for automatically 
generating APE data based on a noising scheme from a parallel 
corpus. Particularly, we propose a human mimicking errors-based 
noising scheme that considers a practical correction process at the 
human level. We propose a precise inspection to attain high 
performance, and we derived the optimal noising schemes that show 
substantial effectiveness. Through these, we also demonstrate that 
depending on the type of noise, the noising scheme-based APE data 
generation may lead to inferior performance. In addition, we propose 
a dynamic noise injection strategy that enables the acquisition of a 
robust error correction capability and demonstrated its 
effectiveness by comparative analysis. This study enables obtaining 
a high performance APE model without human-generated data and can 
promote universal APE research for all language pairs targeting 



English.},
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  abstract  = {Cross-lingual transfer learning without labeled 
target language data or parallel text has been surprisingly 
effective in zero-shot cross-lingual classification, question 
answering, unsupervised machine translation, etc. However, some 
recent publications have claimed that domain mismatch prevents 
cross-lingual transfer, and their results show that unsupervised 
bilingual lexicon induction (UBLI) and unsupervised neural machine 
translation (UNMT) do not work well when the underlying monolingual 
corpora come from different domains (e.g., French text from 
Wikipedia but English text from UN proceedings). In this work, we 
show how a simple initialization regimen can overcome much of the 
effect of domain mismatch in cross-lingual transfer. We pre-train 
word and contextual embeddings on the concatenated domain-mismatched 
corpora, and use these as initializations for three tasks: MUSE 
UBLI, UN Parallel UNMT, and the SemEval 2017 cross-lingual word 
similarity task. In all cases, our results challenge the conclusions 
of prior work by showing that proper initialization can recover a 
large portion of the losses incurred by domain mismatch.},
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  abstract  = {Clinical phenotyping enables the automatic extraction 
of clinical conditions from patient records, which can be beneficial 
to doctors and clinics worldwide. However, current state-of-the-art 



models are mostly applicable to clinical notes written in English. 
We therefore investigate cross-lingual knowledge transfer strategies 
to execute this task for clinics that do not use the English 
language and have a small amount of in-domain data available. Our 
results reveal two strategies that outperform the state-of-the-art: 
Translation-based methods in combination with domain-specific 
encoders and cross-lingual encoders plus adapters. We find that 
these strategies perform especially well for classifying rare 
phenotypes and we advise on which method to prefer in which 
situation. Our results show that using multilingual data overall 
improves clinical phenotyping models and can compensate for data 
sparseness.},
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  abstract  = {Translation of the noisy, informal language found in 
social media has been an understudied problem, with a principal 
factor being the limited availability of translation corpora in many 
languages. To address this need we have developed a new corpus 
containing over 200,000 translations of microblog posts that 
supports translation of thirteen languages into English. The 
languages are: Arabic, Chinese, Farsi, French, German, Hindi, 
Korean, Pashto, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Tagalog, and Urdu. We 
are releasing these data as the Multilingual Microblog Translation 
Corpus to support futher research in translation of informal 
language. We establish baselines using this new resource, and we 
further demonstrate the utility of the corpus by conducting 
experiments with fine-tuning to improve translation quality from a 
high performing neural machine translation (NMT) system. Fine-tuning 
provided substantial gains, ranging from +3.4 to +11.1 BLEU. On 
average, a relative gain of 21\% was observed, demonstrating the 
utility of the corpus.},
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